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' ~ THE INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY, HAUFAX CANADA 

The Honourable Allan E. Sullivan 
~nister of Public Welfare 
Province of Nova Scotia 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 

Dear Mr. Minister: 

1. Transmission of Report 

July 30, 1971 

I have pleasure in presenting twenty copies of 
the Africville Relocation Report, a study providing an hist
orical description and evaluation of the relocation of 
Africville, sponsored by the Nova Scotia Department of Public 
Welfare, in association with the Department of National Health 
and Welfare (Project No. 552-21-2). 

2. Source of Report 

The report was written by Dr. Donald H. Clairmont, 
Chairman and Associate Professor, Department of Sociology, 
Dalhousie University, and Dennis w. Magill, Assistant Prof
essor, Department of Sociology, University of Toronto. As 
research co-directors and authors, they are responsible for 
its contents. The report speaks for itself. It will be clear 
immediately that it deals intensively, even exhaustively, with 
a significant part of the social history of Nova Scotia and of 
Canada. 

The Institute of Public Affairs has provided admin
istrative support to the project as part of a continuing 
series of conferences, studies, and publications, over the 
past twelve years, intended to illuminate the condition of 
Black people in Nova Scotia and to assist in providing a 
basis for action. 
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As a result of discussions initiated in May 1967 by 
the Nova Scotia Department of Public Welfare, the Institute 
engaged Donald H. Clairmont to develop a proposal for a com
prehensive study. This he did in Halifax in mid-1967. He 
suggested later that Dennis w. Magill join him as co-director 
of the })reject. The proposal and the budget for its imple
mentation were presented for consideration in late 1967, to 
the Provincial and Federal Departments. After necessary 
arrangements had been adopted in the spring of 1968, prelim
inary work only (e.g., tracing the addresses of relocatees) 
was undertaken in the summer of that year and plans were made 
for the co-directors to carry through their research in mid-
1969 and then complete the report. The co-directors have 
required further time for completion in view of the complex
ities, both expected and unexpected, of the task and their 
teaching and other commitments. 

3. Underlying Concerns 

As the last households were being relocated from 
Africville, the provincial and civic officials directly 
responsible expressed two concerns to the Institute of Public 
Affairs. 

One concern was about the relocation 1 s success or 
failure, from the relocatees 1 point of view, for their new 
places of residence and condition of life were not known in a 
comprehensive way. The other concern arose from an adminis
trative desire, in keeping with the best modern practice, to 
have a contemporary record and critical review of a major, 
planned, social change. 

Other objectives would be achieved. The study 
should clarify, to public satisfaction, elements of doubt and 
confusion which continued to hang over the former condition 
of Africville itself (with respect to property titles and 
other matters), the justification, or lack of justification, 
for the City•s action and for provincial support of that 
action, and the methods and results of relocation. Valuable 
lessons might well be learned for use in dealing with social 
problems involving relocation, whether or not complicated by 
an ethnic factor, in Nova Scotia and perhaps elsewhere. 

4. Conditions of Research 

The provincial and civic officials who initiated the 
study made clear that they recognized the risks inherent in a 
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critical descriptive review and evaluation of a social act so 
significant and controversial as the relocation of Africville • 
They offered fullest cooperation in making available detailed 
formal documentation and informal confidential information. 
It was established from the beginning as a condition of the 
research that all such information and field survey findings 
would be subject to factual chronicling, scrutiny, and assess
ment in the present report • 

In return, the Institute of Public Affairs undertook 
to have the study conducted at an appropriate level of pro
fessional competence and maturity. The dangers of any ten
dency to defend or whitewash or, on the other hand, to attach 
blame and render moral judgments, were appreciated. The res
ponsibility to conduct the study in both a scientific and 
humane spirit was accepted by the Institute and by the co
directors of the study. The risks in research about problems 
of living people are obvious. The prime requisite was that the 
report stand upon a well-organized and solid basis of fact. 

The research task required the collection and inter
pretation of information about the origin and characteristics 
of Afr.icville and its people, and Africville's relationships 
with the larger White community of which it was part, and yet 
set apart as a ghetto; about the diverse interests and motives 
shaping official City policy over several generations; about 
the behaviour of elected and appointed officials, and repre
sentatives of the community, in the policy decisions and 
administrative processes which led to the demolition of 
Africville and the relocation of its resi.dents; and about 
related voluntary group, institutional, and individual action 
in the community at large. 

5. Nature and Scope of Report 

At the outset several special considerations entered 
into decisions that were made in consultations between repre
sentatives of the Department of Public Welfare, as a sponsor, 
and of the Institute of Public Affairs. 

First of all, there was the need to know what had 
happened to the people of Africville during and since their 
relocationo Had the relocation been "completed" by their 
removal and the demolition of Africville? Were they experienc
ing on--going problems of readjustment; if so, of what kind and 
requiring what sort of action? 

Secondly, Africville had acquired a symbolic impor
tance, not only in Halifax City and Nova Scotia but beyond, 
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which placed an obligation upon government and the general 
community to record,. interpret,. and evaluate their action in 
expropriating property and forcing the removal of people. 
"The unJi.que situation of Africville" is pointed up in these 
two sen1:ences from a report (1962) to Halifax City Council 
by Dr. l~lbert Rose,. a leading Canadian authority on welfare 
and public housing: 

"There is literally no community in Canada,. perhaps 
none in North America, quite like Africville. Its 
long history, its special population and their em
ployment characteristics, the years of neglect of ~ 1 
this community by the administration of the City of l 
Halifax, the unique importance of this settlement for 1 
all the people of Nova Scotia and for Canada, must be I 
borne in mind by the negotiators." _j 

The historical description and evaluation of the 
Africville relocation had, therefore, to be planned and exec
uted at standards of comprehensiveness, thoroughness, and 
competence,. adequate both to the task itself and to expecta
tions of Black people, the community at large, the several 
levels of government, and those interested beyond the borders 
of both Nova Scotia and even Canada itself. 

Thirdly, at the outset it quickly became clear that 
the theory and practice of relocation, as reflected in the 
literature, were not sufficiently advanced readily to provide 
criteria for evaluating the Africville relocation. A major 
effort \'Tas required to examine relocation experience, with 
particular reference to Canada and the United States, for the 
purpose of appraising methods or modes of relocation. In the 
broad view, a primary value of the present study comes from 
its exan1ination of principles and practices of relocation, in 
the light of which the co-directors have undertaken a rational 
evaluation of the Africville experience. 

It was anticipated at the beginning that, apart from 
providing criteria for evaluating the Africville relocation, 
an examination of relocation experience would be of direct 
interest~ and use to people,. communities,. and governments 
involved in other relocations taking place in present-day 
society. The findings are relevant not only to Black people 
in Nova Scotia who may be affected by relocation in future and 
who see Africville as a possible precedent. Numerous groups 
of White, Indian, and Eskimo people have been, and undoubtedly 
will continue to be, resettled forcibly by governmental action 
The findings provide a new frame of reference certain to be 
stimulating and likely to be useful to officials, professional 
workers, and citizens concerned with relocation elsewhere in 
Canada,and it may well be, outside this country. Relocations 
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affecting many thousands of people, and costing many millions 
of dollars, have taken place and are presently being carried 
out or receiving consideration on an ad hoc basis, without 
adequate benefit from painstak~ng analysis of past experience 
and modern social knowledge. This fact is an interesting 
commentary on the need for social research. 

Unexpectedly but inevitably, the research process 
itself became a dynamic factor in the continuing relocation 
process. Furthermore the researchers chose deliberately to 
combine the role of the independent observer seeking facts 
and the role of catalyst in the social change situation. 
While themselves avoiding the temptation to become activists, 
they deliberately chose to share the research findings, as 
their work progressed, with the relocatees and with interested 
officials and citizens. They felt it appropriate not to adopt 
the procedure of social scientists who gather data but stand 
apart from the problems of people in distress. At the same 
time, while providing information and insight to all involved 
as the research progressed, the researchers avoided the danger 
of their becoming special advocates for courses of action that, 
in the end, derive from human values and judgments. Unexpect
edly, but ineluctably, therefore, from the evening of the first 
meeting of relocatees in October 1968, called for the purpose 
of explanation and discussion with respect to the study and 
with a view to eliciting their cooperation, the research team 
found field work interwoven with the efforts of the relo~atees 
to cope with post-relocation problems. 

Thus the research project became the means of bring
ing together the relocated people, bringing to light their 
on-going problems, and stimulating action by the relocatees 
and by public authorities. In this sense the study became a 
form of 11 action research 11 • The extension of the study over 
time consequently has enabled the co-directors to add to the 
depth ru1d value of their observations and findings. 

We trust that the report now presented will prove 
valuable in practical ways to the relocatees themselves and 
to their sponsors. At the same time, we hope that the critique 
of the 11 Welfare model" of planned social change will generate 
discussion and contribute to social policy. 

Yours very sincerely, 

&_ \\~ 
Guy~ 
Director 
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PREFACE 

We have endeavoured in this report to present a 
comprehensive picture of the Africville relocation process. 
The report cannot be considered "final", however, in the 
sense of having exhausted the data. In the first place, 
the relocation process is still taking place and it would 
be premature to describe and analyze the strategies followed 
by the City of Halifax and the relocatees and to sum up 
their respective perceptions of gains and losses as a conse
quence of the relocation exchange. Secondly, a more detailed 
analysis of the pre-relocation development of the Africville 
community would be useful in understanding {l) how communi
ties become ''ripe" for relocation, and {2) how residents' ca
pacity to frame alternatives and to effect profitable reloca
tion strategies becomes limited. These considerations will 
be treated in future writings by the present authors. 

Relocation policies are drafted by experts, adopted 
by politicans, and implemented by agency bureaucrats. Relo
caEees usually do not-fully comprehend the complexity of these 
processes. Their familiarity with the political-administrative 
framework of relocation is limited to the "understructure 
bureaucratic officials" with whom they daily interact-. Public 
attention to a relocatiori program tends to focus upon the 
exchange relationships between relocatees and these officials; 
consequently, criticism of relocation programs is often 
criticism of "understructure bureaucratic officials." These 
officials are constrained by their mandate, the resources made 
available to them, and the nature of relationships among 
various agencies, and their behaviour should be analyzed in 
terms of roles within the larger political-administrative 
framework. In adopting this structuralist perspective in 
describing the decision-making and mechanics of the Africville 
relocation (Chapters Seven and Eight), we have striven to be 
independent and analytical. We trust that the reader will 
evaluate the relocation as being a result of mechanisms operat
ing within a complex social system, and not single out for 
criticism any individual person or agency. 

We have used fictitious names throughout the report, 
except for the original settlers of Africville, persons whom 
we have designated as "caretakers", and officials who have 
had public responsibility and accountability for the relo-
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cation. It would have been pointless, and virtually impossible, 
to accord anonymity to persons whom the reader could identify 
readily by virtue of their office or special function. 

Halifax, Nova Scotia 
1971 
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Donald Hayden Clairmont 
Dennis William Magill 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

"To seek social change, without due recognition of 
the manifest and latent functions performed by the 
social organization undergoing change, is to indulge 
in social ritual rather than social engineering." 

- Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social 
Structure (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 
1949}, p. 80. 

Conception of the Study 

Africville was a Negro "enclave" within the city of 
Halifax, inhabited by approximately four hundred people com
prising eighty families, many of whom were descended from set
tlers who had moved there over a century ago. Tucked away in a 
corner of the city, relatively invisible-, thought of as a "shack 
town", Africville was a depressed neighbourhood or "community" 
both in physical terms and in socio-economic indicators. Its 
dwellings were located beside the City dump, and railroad 
tracks cut across the one unpaved dirt road leading into the 
area. Sewerage, lighting, and other public services were 
conspicuously absent. The people had little education, very 
low income, and were much underemployed. Property claims 
were in chaos. Only a handful of families could establish 
legal title; others claimed squatter rights; and still others 
rented. Africville, long a black mark against society, had 
been designated for future industrial and harbour develop-
ment. Many observers reported that despite these liabilities 
there was a strong sense of "community" and that some residents 
expressed satisfaction with living in Africville. 

r-Tn 1964 the small Black ghetto of Africville began -
to be ph~d out of existenc;J By that time most H~igonians, 
Black and White, had come to-dlink of Africville as~he slum 
by the dump"1 Most Haligonians, including some Africville 
residents, dtd not regard the community as viable and recog
nized a need for planned social change. The relocation plan 
announced by the City of Halifax, which purported to be more 
than simply a real estate operation, appeared to be a response 1 
to this need.(:The plan emphasized humanitarian concern, ·) 
included employment and education programs, and referred to :l 
the creation of new opportunties for the people of Africvill~ · 
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r-~ public conception, the proposed relocation was a progressive~ 
tep. 

In addition to official pronouncements, there were 
other indications that the Africville program would be more 
humane and progressive than the typical North American urban 
relocation.! Halifax City Council had adopted recommendations 
contained in a report ·submitted by a noted Canadian welfare 
specialist experienced in urban renewal. There was much 
preliminary discussion of the relocation by City officials, 
among themselves and with Africville residents and a "care
taker" group of Black and White professionals associated 

\
ith the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee. Relocation 

plans were not ad hoa and haphazard. City officials were 
!required to articulate their policies well and in detail; 
many implications and alternatives were considered. 

In the relocation decision-making structure also 
there were indications that the Africville program might rea
lize its official rhetoric. A social worker was appointed 
by the City to take front line responsibility for the varied 
aspects of the relocation and to act as liasion between the 
City administration and the relocatees. On loan from the 
Nova Scotia Department of Public Welfare, the social worker 
had a measure of automony vis-a-vis the City and an inde
pendent contingency fund to meet day-to-day emergencies and 
opportunities with a minimum of bureaucratic delay. In 
negotiating the real estate aspects of relocation, the social 
worker brought proposed agreements before a special advisory 
committee consisting of aldermen and several members of the 
Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee. 

In terms of its rationale, public rhetoric, and 
organizational structure, the Africville relocation seemed 
worthy of study. The orientation was liberal (i.e., end 
segregation and provide improved opportuni·tes for the dis
advantaged}, welfare (i.e., coordinate employment, educational, 
and rehabilitative programs with the rehousing of people), and 
expert (i.e., provide planning, execution and advice by pro-

1Relocation is a field where we can learn from 
European experience. Whether Europeans have been less 
inclined to accept mobility as an essential part of living 
or because of political factors, in most European nations 
the degree and kind of assistance relocatees receive far 
exceeds that in our own society. See Commiss z:on Report on 
Reloaation (Washington, D. C.: United States Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare, 1965),p. 8. 
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fessionals). This orientation suggested a probability of 
being able to see the "forest and not only the trees". An 
examination of the Africville relocation could be expected 
to yield greater fundamental insight into planned social 
change than would a study of typical relocation programs 
accomplished by administrative fiat and stressing primarily 
the physical removal of persons.~t seemed important to 
study and evaluate the Africville relocation both in its 
particularity and against the background of general relo
cation issues~ ;, c.·.~) . c:~' _,. 

There were additional reasons for studying the 
Africville relocation. Firstly, Africville is part of a J 
growing trend towards relocation by governmental initiative c( 
and there was reason to expect that other tentative relo- ) 
cations in Nova Scotia and elsewhere would be patterned after 
the Africville experience.l 

Secondly, Africville had attracted national and 
even international notM' , and there was broad public inter
est in the relocation. Africville had become well-known as 
a Black ghetto, as an 1 lustration of how Canada handled the 
"race problem". In·canada as in the United States, most 
reiocatees - displaced primarily by urban renewal programs -
have been either low in socio-economic status or members of 
a minority group, or both7] Relocation has tended to benefit 
socially elite groups mo~than the relocatees; indeed, some 
writers have viewed contemporary relocation as a race or 
class struggle.2 This kind of indictment made it important 

lurban renewal and public housing projects have 
become part of ordinary city administration in both Canada 
and the United States. Relocation on a large scale has 
become prevalent in Canada since the Second World War. The 
most striking programs have been in the Arctic and in New
foundland, but tentative projects of comparable magnitude have 
been scheduled in Nova Scotia and in New Brunswick. More and 
more these projects are guided by experts working with a wel
fare orientation and rooted in a liberal rhetoric. 

2see for example James Q. Wilson, "Is Urban Renewal 
a Class Struggle", Current~ 1964; and Scott Greer, Urban Renewal 
and American Cities (Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1964). 
See also Heather Robinson, Reservations Are for Indians~ 
(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1969}; and John Matthiasson, 
"Forced Relocation: An Evaluative Case Study", a paper presented 
at the annual meeting of the Canadian Sociology and Anthropology 
Association, Winnipeg, 1970. 
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to study what happened to the Africville people and their land. 

Thirdly, accounts of pre-relocation social conditions 
and attitudes were available. Two surveys had been conducted,l 
and other materials were available in City records. The avail
able data made it possible, therefore, to do a before-and-after 
analysis of socio-economic conditions, and provided a base line 
for further study of a community with an unusual reputation in 
Nova Scotia. Especially in view of the paucity of information 
concerning Black settlement in Nova Scotia, an intensive study 
of Africville seemed worthwhile. 

Finally, in 1968 the Africville relocation had already 
been acclaimed locally as a success and appeared deserving of 
study. One City alderman ~otec1: 

"The social significance of the Africville program is 
already beginning to show positive results as far as 
individual families are concerned. The children are 
performing more satisfactorily in school and they 
seem to take more of an interest in their new sur
roundings. This report is not intended to indicate 
that the program has been 100 percent successful; 
however I believe it can be said that it has been at 
least 75 percent2 judging by the comments of the relo
cated families". 

Private communication with City officials and relocation 
officals in the United States and Canada brought forth praise 
for the organization and rhetoric of the Africville relocation. 

Was the Africville relocation a success? If so, from 
whose perspective? To what extent? What accounted for the 
success or lack of it? What were the alternatives to relocation 
Does the Africville experience help to formulate or to consoli
tate a theory of relocation? It is hoped that answers to these 
and related questions will contribute to an appreciation of the 
Africville relocation and of relocation generally. 

lThe Condition of the Negroes of Halifax City, Nova 
Scotia (Halifax: Institute of Public Affairs, Dalhousie Uni
versity, 1962); and G. Brand, Interdepartment;al Committee on 
Human Rights: Survey Reports (Halifax: Nova Scotia Department 
of Welfare, Social Development Division, 1963). 

2Minutes of the Halifax City Council, Halifax, N. S., 
September 14, 1967. 
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Theoretiaal Baakground 

The phenomenon of relocation has at its core the 
changing of residence. The changing of residence, or geo
graphical mobility, appears to be part of economic and social 
development, although it can take place outside a development 
context. Rossi pointed to the great mobility in urban 
America when he noted that in 1950 seventy-five percent of 
the American population wire living in places where they 
had not resided in 1940. More recently, some experts report 
that one in every five American families moves annually. Com
parable data from Canada and other highly industrialized 
societies also support the initial presumption.2 

High mobility is an integral part of the "future 
shock" induced by modern mass industrial society.3 Much of 
this does not involve long-distance movement, a fact which 
indicates that mobility is not due solely to vagaries of 
the labour market. It has been shown, moreover, that neither 
divorce nor mortality, when added to the factor of new-household 
formation, can account for more than a small part of the 
American mobility rate.4 Frequent changing of residence is 
part of the normal living pattern for many people in our society. 
Relocation must be see~, therefore, in the context of a general 
mobility pattern, and certain distinctive features should be 
noted. The most important distinction is that relocation is 
part of pl'annea social change carried out by public agency. The 
in1tiation of relocation or change of residence, as seen by 
the relocatees, is involuntary and an immediate function of polit
Tcal process. 

In North American society, relocation programs range 
from those involving a few persons to those encompassing whole 

!Peter H. Rossi, Why Families Move (Glencoe, Ill.: 
The Free Press, 1955), p. 1. See also Commission Report on 
Reloaation~ p. 48. 

2John Porter, The Vertiaal Mosaia (Toronto: Univer
sity of Toronto Press, 1965), p. 145; also Dennis W. Wrong, 
Population and Soaiety (Revised edition; New York: Random 
House, 1961), p. 95. 

3Alvin Toffler, Future Shaak (New York: Random 
House, 1970), Chapter 5. Toffler locates "future shock" pri
marily in the econometric, short-range, and undemocratic 
character of technocratic planning. 

4 . . 4 ROSS1 1 op. a~t.~ p. . 
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neighbourhoods or entire communities. Relocation may be a 
component of governmental programs varying considerably in 
policy and aim: for instance, compare the urban renewal and 
public housing relocation projects with those initiated by 
departments of highways, roads and communications.l Our present 
concern is with relocation as it pertains to private residences, 
involves neighbourhoods or communities, and is a function of 
comprehensive programs of social change. This kind of reloca
tion accounts for but a small measure of the mobility noted in 
Canada and the United States, but it is significant because it 
is distinctive and has greately accelerated in recent years. 

Three aspects of relocation (housing, social-psycho
logical, and political administrative) must be studied ann 
evaluated in general, as well as in the particular relocation 
which is the focal point of this research. 

1. Housing 

Housing is usually treobservable beginning and end
point of the relocation process. ~~elocation, especially in 
urban areas, is frequently initiated as a reaction to inadeq~at· 
housing in slum areas:l Such programs of social change often 
depend on a theory of~ousing for their nourishment.2 Ques
tions concerning public and private housing, standard and sub
standard housing, and rented housing and home ownership pro
vide the references for evaluation of a program's success as 
well as fuel for the polemics that often accompany governmental 
initiative. 

2. Social-psychological 

Social-psychological aspects of relocation ~e much 
more complex and fundamental than housing pe~ se~ fortreloca
tion is usually intended to haveotherapeutic influence on 
social and psyc~logica1 problems, as well as a gestalt of 
social problems related to pover and including segregation, 
poor housing, e ucational and occupational opportunities, per
sonal values, and attitudes towards life in general~ 

lMartin Anderson, The Federal Bulldozer; A Critical 
Analysis of Urban Reneual~ 1949-l962 (Cambridge, Mass.: The 
M.I.T. Press, 1964); and Commission Report on Relocation. 

2urban renewal was rooted in slum clearance ideology 
See J. B. Milner, "Introduction", U~ban Renewal (Toronto: 
Centre for Urban and Community Studies, University of Toronto, 
1968 [Reprinted from Unive~s-ity of Tm'onto Lau Jourr~a1~ XVIII, 
3, 1968.]) 1 P• 228. 
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3. Political-Adminstrative 

Relocation involves planned social change carried 
out by public agencies and the political-administrative 
aspect is therefore crucial. This is true especially of 
the United States, where urban renewal has been more extensive 
than in Canada and where there hati~n greater political 
organization at the grass7oc:>ts .1 Re c~_!:_~~-~. -~-n-~<;>l:res; J?.<?liti
ca.l_prc;>. cesses whereby dec~~~ons a e made 'jegal. r~ghts are 
spec~f~e~~ and styles of l~fe are changed •. It ~s related 
lrievi£clbly to exercise of power and confl t of interest; 
usually ideological considerations are implicit,2 and the 
degree of aroused political consciousness varies. Political 
processes mesh with administrative processes and practices, 
but the mesh is not so fine that the two are inseparable. They 
must be regarded as components of a vector relative to a matrix 
of possibilities. 

These three aspects establish the contour of the 
"relocation phenomenon". Each aspect might be examined on its 
own merits. For instance, one might investigate whether relo
cation results in housing improvements3 or whether relocatees 
experience changes in.attitude towards life,4 or one might attempt 
to shed light on political-administrative features.S All th+ee 

lThis is due partly to the racial problem in the 
United States. It might also be noted that in the United 
States urban renewal is a program that moves directly from an 
agency of the federal government to the municipality. 

2John D. Jackson, "Ideology and Social Technology", 
a paper presented at the annual meeting of the Canadian Socio
logy and Anthropology Association, York University, Toronto, 
June 5-7, 1969. 

3Anderson, op. cit.~ Chapter 13; Harry W. Reynolds Jr., 
"What Do We Know About Our Experiences With Relocation?" 
Journal of Intergroup Relations~ II, Autumn 1961; and Alexandra 
Park Relocation: Part I~ After Relocation (Toronto: Social 
Planning Council of Metropolitan Toronto, April 1970). 

4For example, see Kurt W. Back, Slums~ Projects and 
People (Durham, N.c.: Duke University Press, 1962); and Marc 
Fried, ''Grieving For A Lost Home", The Urban Condition: People 
and Policy in the Metropolis~ L. T. Duhl (ed.) (New York: Basic 
Books, 1963). 

Ssee Peter H. Rossi and Robert A. Dentler, -The Politics 
of Urban Renewal (New York: Free Press, 1963); and Herbert J. 
Gans~ The Urban Villagers: Group and Class in the Life of 
ItaZ~an Americans (New York: The Free Press, 1962). 
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are interrelated and constitute a hierarchy. A theory of 
housing underlies to some extent the therapy of relocation; 
housing improvement draws its vitality from its implication 
for social problems. Even assuming that relocation is dir
ected at better housing and has therapeutic intent, the defi
nition of a social problem and the techniques suggested for 
its remedy are political-administrative considerations. A 
comprehensive treatment of relocation, especially the types 
of relocation now general in our society, needs to be many
sided. 

Theoretical Perspectives 

There is no exclusive theory of relocation; rather, 
relocation is a context wherein specific theories or hypotheses 
may be examined. In practice, the literature tends to be 
highly descriptive, particularistic, and concentrated on urban 
renewal and related programs. A theory of relocation or 
research on relocation should have a much wider frame of refer
ence. It may be suggested that the displacement and relocation 
of Indians during the period of North American colonization 
manifests certain parallels to the actions of some city admin
istrations dealing with slum-dwellers. In any event, relocation 
research is not confined to the boundaries of metropolitan areas. 

There have been several excellent case studies of 
relocation projectsl and several good survey analyses and 
evaluations~2 the latter have used mostly the available materials 
(secondary data analysis) and, of necessity, have been restricted 
to the housing and political-administrative aspects of relocation 
In his review of the literature, Back noted that the research 
deals mainly with the administrative actions (i.e., how things 
are done in the community) .3 Back directed one of the few 
research efforts that concentrated on the social-psychological 
aspects, but his approach and methodology were inadequate to 

lEspecially Gans, op. cit.; and ~·Jilliam H. Key 1 When 
People Are Forced to Move (Topeka, Kansas: Menninger Founda
tion, 1967), mimeographed. 

2 In addition to Anderson, op. c-it. ; and Reynolds, op. 
cit.; see Greer, op. cit.; Robert P. Groberg, Centralized 
Relocation (Washington, D. C.: National Association of Housing 
and Redevelopment Officials, 1969); and Urban Renewal (Toronto: 
Centre for Urban and Community Studies, University of Toronto, 
1968 [Reprinted from University of Toronto Law JournalJ XVIII, 
3, 1968.]); 

3Back, op. cit.J p. 4. 
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the task. As in other areas of social science research, few 
longitudinal studies of relocation have been undertaken.l This 
ha~_limited relocation studies' usefulness in evaluating thera-
peutic implications and the social-phychological aspects of 
relocation. Efforts have been made, unsuccessfully, to over
come this disadvantage by comparing groups and individuals 
situated at different stages in the process of relocation. 

While most relocation studies have been descriptive, 
there are discernible perspectives, chiefly with reference to 
decision-making, cost-accounting, conflict, action research, 
and dramaturgy. 

1. The Deaision-Making Approaah 

The decision-making approach is the one most commonly 
followed in studies of relocation. It is readily relat_ed to 
the view of relocation as planned social change carried out 
under-governmental auspices. Here one focuses on how decisions 
are--reached, and what decisions are reached, by all who are a 
party to relocation. Most of the research pertains to decision
making at the higher levels; that is, at the governmental and 
community elite level.2 This research tendency is explained 
in part by the following statement of an advocate of the approach: 

,/ 11When a community activity like an urban renewal 
project is one that may interfere with the balance 
of power, with taxation rates or with sources of 
income--or that will require large sums of money, 
either public or private--its success will be 
related to the amount of backing given it by decision
making leaders and, to a lesser extent, to the 

--extent of popular support for it." 3 

Studies of relocation become studies of community power in the 

lFor an example evaluation of a relocation program, 
five years after program completion, see Daniel Thursz, Where 
Are They Now? (Washington, D. C.: Health and Welfare Council 
of the National Capital Area, 1966}. 

2see, for example, Edward C. Banfield and Martin 
Myerson, Politias~ Planning and the Publia Interest {Glencoe, 
Ill.: The Free Press, 1955). 

3walter E. Boek, 11 Anthropology: Can It Contribute to 
Renewal?", Journal of Housing~ XVIII, November 1961. 
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Dahl traditionl and, since relocatees do not often constitute 
a cohesive interest group, they receive little attention. 
Clearly this approach emphasizes the political-administrative 
aspects of relocation. The methodology is u~ually naturalistic 
(i.e., descriptive and chronological) and particularistic, and 
the possibility of generalizing from research findings is prob-
lematic. An advantage of this approach is that one is made 
aware of multiple aims of relocation and cautioned with respect 
to viewing improvements in housing and social problems therapy 
as the sole raison d'etre of relocation. Disadvantages 
include ignoring the social-psychological implication for relo
catees; paying slight heed to the decision-making of relocatees; 
and conceiving power in a fashion so Dahlian that racial and 
class issues are underplayed. With the development of a 
citizen-participation ideology in recent years, greater atten
tion has been given to the input of potential relocatees, and 
several attempts have been made to analyze systematically the 
values and ideologies of decision-makers.2 

2. The Cost-Aeeounting Approaeh 

Another approach often taken in studies of relocation 
is the cost-accounting approach. It is more evaluative than 
explanatory, and focuses on the more readily identifiable fac
tors; for instance, relocation settlement figures, project 
costs, changes in housing quality, land uses, taxes, housing 
availability, and prices.3 Private and public initiatives in 
housing are compared and, sometimes, the therapeutic implica
tions of relocation, as measured by rates of deviance, employ
ment, and other factors, are assessed. Cost-accounting studies 
have typically emphasized the administrative aspects of relo
cation, the time taken for project completion, cost sharing 
by the various levels of government, and the placement of relo
cation authority in the governmental structure.4 

The cost-accounting approach usually has implications 
for social policy but, since it tends to take political-admin-

lRobert A. Dahl, Who C~verns? (New Haven, Conn.: 
Yale University Press, 1961) 

2Jackson, op. eit. 

3see for example, Nathaniel Lichfield, "Cost Benefit 
Analysis in City Planning'', Journal of the American Institute 
of Planners, XXVI, 4 (November 1960), pp. 273-79. 

4Groberg, op. cit. 
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istrative processes as given, it gives credence to the manifest 
aims and policies of the relocation. While not a necessary 
limitation, cost-accounting studies have paid little attention 
to attitudes and values - a misleading practice, in that 
researchers assume that there is a consensus among relocatees 
or that relocatees think and value as they themselves do.l 
Perhaps the greatest problem in the cost-accounting study 
approach, given the multiple aims of relocation and the levels 
that have to be considered, is that of calculating benefit.2 
Another drawback is the lack of an acceptably quantifiable set 
of social indicators. 

An advantage of the cost-accounting approach is that 
it evaluates relocation across a given political-adminstrative 
context and works with objective indicators of housing and 
therapeutic aspects. It lends itself, also, to survey-type 
analysis and consequently to reliable generalization. There is 
no basic impediment to this approach handling "push-pull" factors 
from the relocatee's perspective; it would seem that such an 
analysis would be valuable not only in rendering a comprehensive 
evaluation of relocation but also in explaining relocatee adjust
~_nt and consequent change in values and attitudes. An exten-
sion of this kind makes research more complicated and generali
zation more difficult, but several studies have indicated its 
value and have developed appropriate research techniques.3 

3. The Conflict AppPoach 

Since it entails planned social ch~nge, relocation 
can be see~~~ an cp:·~n(l wh~rein di~feren:t. iJ:lterest g:;-o~p~, in 
~ attempt tg _ _r>_::r:~:t:~~!- .. er enhance their position, compete for 
.~barce resou~_q~~ _and wl.e1d-differential power.· Conflict among 
.:~lite groups. and espec"laily amozig branches or departments" of 
government i.e__ c_ommQn.pla.,~e _ :!:!! .. r~locat.ion programs and- usually 

. lHerbert J. Gans, "The Effect of a Community Upon 
Its Residents," a paper presented to the American Sociological 
Association, St. Louis, Missouri, 1961 . 

.. is 2seyond the compensation given to relocatees, there 
the public advantage to be weighed against the public cost, 

i-~e latter in urban renewal often being considered as the dif
ference between total-project costs and the price realized on 
cleared land. 

3see, for example Rossi, op. cit. 
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is noted in "naturalistic" decision-making studies.l More 
important is the orientation that locates conflict in social 
bases (e.g., class and race membership) and admits no harmony 
of interest between relocatees and the backer-directors of 
relocation. The rationale is that most relocatees are low in 
socio-economic status or members of a minority group, or both, 
and that often relocation benefits the elite members of soc
iety directly or indirectly (the latter, for example, by 
benefiting the "system" of which the elite members are the 
major "shareholders"). The conflict orientation may be rooted 
in a total theory, such as Marxism, or in a tough-minded but 
theoretically underdeveloped paradigm such as Alinsky's.2 The 
extent to which the participants in a relocation program see 
themselves in conflict varies considerably. Despite the 
rhetoric of liberal and welfare social engineering, there has 
been an increasing level of militancy among relocatees; one writer 
reports that "the very right of government to force people to 
move was under attack. The attack began with individual assaults 
on bulldozers and demolition trucks and it was reinforced by 
legal suits in several cities."3 

A central tenet of the conflict approach is that relo
cations are projects of elite decision-makers who, like other 
people, act from self-interest. The advantage of this approach 
is that it explores beneath the manifest level of aims and 
policies and emphasizes the differences in social attributes 
between the relocatees and the backers/directors of relocation. 
One's analysis proceeds from social basis tc ideology, to strat
egy and tactics. The conflict approach focuses on political
administrative considerationsi it explicitly conceives social 
problems (housing included) as political issues. Its disadvan
tages include a noticeable looseness in the handling of data; a 
too-quick disregard of the ostensible level of the project and of 
the therapeutic implications of relocation; and a too-simple char
acterization of self-interest and class or race consciousness. 

lsee, Groberg, op. c·i.t.; and Rossi anc Dentler, op. 
cit. 

2 Alinsky 's paradigm posits se.lf-int_eres L as the basic 
motive force in social interaction and emphasizes the need for 
organization among dispossessed interest groups. See Saul 
Alinsky, Reveille for Radicals (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1946). 

3croberg, ou. c;it . ., p. 178. There is no kncwn case 
of such militancy in contemporary Canad:::_an relocation programs. 
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4. The Action Research Approach 

Action research, sometimes referred to as social 
animation study,l usually represents an express effort to 
bring relocation into the political arena by attempting to 
organize slum-dwellers and relocatees into a cohesive interest 
group. The action research approach has much value in making 
the researcher aware of the social-psychological aspects of 
relocation, especially from the relocatees' perspective; as 
well, it lays bare the political-administrative possibilities 
and conflicts.2 Most action research shares a premise that the 
effectiveness of relocation therapy is contingent upon the 
active participation of relocatees. It is argued that without 
the action research active participation is minimal, with the 
result that relocation may be most sensitive to the interests of 
the elite and have only a superficial bearing on basic housing 
and social problems. Action research places considerable empha
sis on consciousness and rejects any simple form of environmental 
determinism. Action research can also have much scientific 
value when it is considered from a sociology-of-intervention 
perspective.3 Here one manipulates a "real", or "field" situ
ation in order to see whether effects materialize as predicted. 
The situation is unlike that of laboratory experiment and con
siderable caution must be exercised in analyzing and interpret
ing data. 

lsee the path-breaking work of Saul Alinsky refer-
red to above. See, also, Action, Inc., A Strategy for Improving 
Housing in Greater Cincinnati (New York: 1960) mimeographed. 

· 2An especially interesting action research approach 
is.foWld in some Model City programs in the United States. The 
S't.ll Louis, Missouri, Model City program was particularly inno
vative. There, individuals in areas tentatively scheduled for 
relocation or rehabilitation were not only made conscious of 
re~~cation possibilies and issues and organized into effective 
in'P!rest groups but, also, "played games" indicating how they 
WOUld envisage a desirable change and how they would allocate 
a fixed amount of money among a myraid of alternatives. Besides 
encouraging involvement, such "games" provided a way to measure 
tbti~;Values and attitudes of the potential relocatees and a sophis-
~7d methodological basis from which to assess or predict the 

re1at1onship between relocation and consequent changes in values 
and attitudes. 

tiona of 
Ame~ican 

3Allan R. Holmberg, "The Changing Values and Institu
Vicos in the Context of National Development," The 
Behavioral Scientist, VIII, 7 (March 1965), pp. 3-8. 
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5. The Dramaturgical Approach 

Relocation can be seen as the process of social 
change in microcosm. Because it is often considered as dis
continuous, as implying a practically irreversible extensive 
change as soon as a crucial point in the process has been 
reached, it has been compared with a drama. Back focused on 
the dramaturgical aspects of relocation, using the terminology 
of the drama and conceptualizing the action in terms of scene, 
agent, act, agency, and purpose.l This approach promised to 
shed greater light on sociological and psychological factors 
and on the presumed "non-r'ational" and creative forces in 
relocation. While it provides a healthy corrective to the 
usual mechanistic way in which man is viewed and the effects 
of relocation measured, the approach is vague, difficult to 
translate into adequate research procedures and, thus far, of 
limited value. The orientation is kindred to a wider per
spective that sees relocation as crisis,2 profoundly affecting 
the relocatee's disposition and drastically altering his social 
world. It is this latter theme that has attracted most sociol
ogists and social-psychologists to the relocation phenomenon. 

The number of possible approaches to relocation is 
limited only by hmaan ingenuity. Those mentioned above are 
the most commonly employed. In addition, some studies have 
focused on particular aspects of relocation. Hawley, for 
instance, has advanced and tested the general proposition that 
the greater the concentration of power in a community, the 
more likely the community's adoption and implementation of 
urban renewal.3 It is to be hoped that a number of empirical 
generalizations, similar in scope to Hawley's and covering 
the whole range of relocation phenomena, may be established 
and interrelated. At present we have a plethora of approaches 
emphasizing special aspects of relocation and overlooking others. 

lBack, op. cit. 

2see for example, Thursz, op. cit.; and Fried, op. 
cit. Particularly interesting is the movement of whole com
munities from outlying areas of Newfoundland; see Noel Iverson, 
Communities in Transition: An Examination of Planned Reset
tlement in Neu.Jfo~ndland (St. John's,Nfld.: Memorial University 
of Newfoundland, Institute of Social and Economic Research, 
1967). 

3Amos H. Hawley, "Community Power and Urban Renewal 
Success'', American Journal of Sociology~ LXVIII, 4, January 
196 3. 
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In the present study of Africville, all three major 
aspects of relocation are examined; the perspective is that of 
exchange and power. Conceiving the relocation as a "contract" 
between government and relocatees, we focus attention on the 
negotiating strategies, resources, gains, and losses; each 
party's perception of the other's strategies, gains and losses; 
and each party's sense of "justice" in the relationship. Not 
all relocatees can be treated alike; subsequently, an important 
area of research concerns their sense of the relative distri
bution of "justice" among fellow relocatees. Our approach, 
which will be discussed below in detail, has some affinity with 
the decision-making and cost-accounting approaches while, unlike 
these two approaches and like the conflict and dramaturgical 
approaches, concentrating attention on social-psychological 
aspects of the relocatees. 

Issues and Models 

1. Housing 

Among the many issues commanding the attention of con
temporary relocation studies, housing is particularly stressed. 
Of special concern has been the relationship between adequate 
housing and social problems therapy. Stated in housing journals 
and expressly underlying much governmental initiative in relo
cation is the theory that by improving the housing conditions 
of relocatees one is doing something to change attitudes and 
values and thereby ameliorate social problems.! A complex causal 
chain is postulated·, and the theory is hotly disputed. 2 A com
prehensive review of literature bearing on this issue led Schorr 
'to the following conclusion: "Housing does have an effect on 
general morale, though concerning aspirations the effect of 
housing is more difficult to assess. Housing does seem to in
fluence family and social relationships."3 Conant and others, 
While not denying that there may be some effect, have indicated 
that other factors (e.g., job opportunities) are much more 

!Martin Millspaugh and Gurney Breckenfeld, The Human 
Side of UPban Renewal~ M. Colean (ed.) (Baltimore: Fight-Blight 
I~c., 1958). 

2unravelling the causal chain can be a complex task; 
8~~- Travis Hirschi and Hanan c. Selvin, "False Criteria of Causa
lity in Deliquency Research", Social PPoblems~ XIII, 3, 1965. 

· .. 3Alvin Schorr, Slums and Social SecuPity ~ Research 
HReport No.1 (Washington, D. C.: United States Department of 
ealth, Education and Welfare, 1963). 
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important.l This complex problem entails many assumptions 
about the goals of relocation and the nature of relocation; 
in order to comprehend the issues and findings in relocation 
studies, the problem must be resolved into its component 
parts. 

There is almost complete unanimity in North American 
society with respect to "ideal" housing; the choice is the 
single-family unit surrounded by a yard convenient for the 
supervision of children and offering a degree of privacy.2 
Opinion polls have consistently found that most people would 
purchase new and better homes if they were to receive a fin
ancial windfall. High value is placed on housing and one 
might expect that housing improvement, other things being 
equal, would uplift morale and be a positive step towards the 
redistribtution of society•s resources. Porter has argued 
that the privacy and comfort implied in the conception of ideal 
housing is the key consumption indicator of middle-class status 
in our society. 3 The importance of housing is. indicated in the 
following remarks by Iverson: "A poor family that has a house 
and has found an inexpensive way to heat it can survive by 
itself on minimum government support. Such families see 
housing as an indispensable form of protection against the buf
fetings of the economic as well as the physical environment."4 

If relocation were solely a matter of housing, relo
cation would be relatively simple; the unanimity referred to 
above would facilitate development of objective indicators of 
housing improvement. Much relocation research has been directed 
at this simple level. Studies have dealt mainly with relocation 
within metropolitan areas and have shown that only rarely does 
relocation provide choice housing. Usually, relocatees do 
obtain improved hcusing;5 but it is a matter of degree and, in 

IJames B. Conant, Slums and Suburbs (New York: McGraw 
Hill, 1961); also, John P. Dean, "The Hyths of Housing Reform", 
American SocioZogi.eal Review~ XIV, 2, April 1949. 

2see Greer, op. cit. 

3Porter, op. cit. 

4Iverson, op. cn:t., p. 120. Iverson is ::-eferring to 
housing possessed by poor coastal fishermen in NeHfmmdland. 

5see, Alexandra Park Relocation; and Paul L. Niebanck 
and M. Yessian, Relocation ,:n U:r'ban Planning: J:1"om ObDtaci.e tu 
Opportunity (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
1968). 
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some instances, relocation means simply that the relocatees 
move from substandard housing units into other substandard 
units.l The findings also indicate that more housing units 
are destroyed by relocation projects than are newly constructed; 
accordingly, relocatees often find that they have to pay more 
for comparable housing. By not altering anything other than 
housing, such relocation projects invariably result in acceler
ated deterioration of the places to which they move. Large, 
poor, minority-group families are the least likely to obtain 
improved housing. Relocation in contemporary society falls 
short of providing significant housing improvement and a sig
nificant redistribution of social wealth. 

Sometimes relocatees owning their own homes receive 
improved housing, but in the process may become tenants; on the 
other hand, many relocatees who become homeowners cannot meet 
maintenance costs and eventually return to slum-tenant status.2 
A crucial consideration is the question of compensation for 
housing and relocation payment. The latter payment, while 
increasing over the last decade, remains inadequate.3 Compen
sation for relocated homeowners is a contentious issue, with 
relocatees trying to establish the principle of "a home for a 
home" and extend the meaning of "comparable housing". Such 
issues strike at the roots of the raison d'etre of relocation 
and raise the question whether, more often than not, the rela
tively disadvantaged are themselves subsidizing the broader 
conununity.4 

2. Contextual Factors 

(Studies report that most relocatees find new housing 
more acceptable than their previous~using; however, few say 
they are happy that they had to move~ Relocation usually means 

lAnderson, op. cit.; also, Nathaniel Lichfield, "Relo
cation: The Impact on Housing Welfare", Journal of the American 
Institute of Planners, August 1961. 

2This point underlines the fact that much contemporary 
relocation does not significantly alter the life opportunities of 
relocatees. 

3see Niebanck and Yessian, op. cit., Chapter 2. For 
a variety of reasons, many relocatees receive nothing. 

4see Alexandra Park Relocation, pp. 28ff; George A. 
Armstrong, "Compensation for Property Expropriated", Chitty's 
Law Journal, December 1968; and Iverson, op. cit. 
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that factors other than housing do not remain constant, and 
because of this, evaluation is complicated. To go from slum 
dwelling to public housing or from one community to another 
entails more than simply a change in housing. In some in
stances, the express aim of relocation may be a change in total 
environment rather than housing improvement; from the reloca
tee's point of view, too, the former may be the more important 
consideration. The problem is to identify the salient fea
tures, other than housing peP se, and to discover how they can 
be measured. One might expect significant, hopefully patterned, 
variation in what is considered important according to social 
class, ethnic group, and subculture. Yet little is known. 
Among the important aspects related to change in residence 
wrought by relocation, the literature has emphasized change in 
housing status, disruption of social networks, and rapport 
between public agencies and relocatees as factors in reloca-
tee satisfaction. 

01ange in status, from the point of view of housing 
and relocation, refers to the move from homeowner to tenant or 
vice versa, and to whether relocatees are in private or public 
housing. It is established that homeownership is considered 
generally to be superior to renting; this is consistent with 
the ideology of pride in ownership and explains partly why home
owners usually offer greater resistance to relocation than do 
tenants.l One homeowner relocatee forced to move by an urban 
renewal project put it this way: 

"Newspapers referred to all people who live in A. P. 
as 'bums and drunks'. -They made fun of us; i.e., 
'People with little fences aro~~d their houses', or 
'men sitting on their porches half naked'. This hurt 
a lot of people. The city picks on the poor people, 
puts them out of their houses and leaves the rich 
alone." 2 

Relocatees in urban area, when asked to indicate how they would 
improve urban renewal programs, typically have urged governmental 
subsidy of privately owned houses. We can expect, then, that 
change in housing status will be related to the relocatee's com
fortable adaptation to his new environment and change ~n values 
and attitudes. The private-public dimension with regard t.o 
tenancy appears equally importan·t. Although studies have indi-

lBack, op. oit.~ Chapter 1. 

2Azexandra Park Relocation~ p. 31. 
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cated that people relocated in public housing fare better than 
those in private housing,l they have shown also that many relo
catees accord low value to public housing. It is felt that 
public housing has a stigma and there is unwillingness to 
accept the many rules and regulations of publicly administered 
housing. Researchers have often assailed the "tyranny" of the 
public housing authority; relocatees usually complain of rules, 
sliding rental scales, and lack of privacy. Relocatees, if 
they enter public housing, sometimes are summarily evicted if 
they persist in their "old behaviours". Even if relocatees 
give high value to public housing, their security may depend on 
a radical restructuring of life-style. 

A particularly controversial aspect owhange in 
residence wrou t by relocation is the possible disruption of 
social network~ Social scientists have assaile relocation 
projects for t~~uprooting of families and the sacrificing of 
community values.2 The· inference that for these reasons the 
cost of relocation is severe for the relocatees may be more the 
effect of a romantic image of "folk" than actual fact. Mobil
ity is common in our society and probably many relocatees take 
relocation in their stride. Some studies have found that most 
relocatees maintain contact with former neighbours, many of 
whom settle nearby.3 There has been a tendency to identify 
.demolished urban renewal areas (and poverty areas) as cohesive 
and socially viable neighbourhoods or communities. In fact, 
the majority are not; rather, they are often areas of anonymity 
and alienation. One has to distinguish between areas where 
there are kinship ties and subcultural identification and areas 
where these are absent. Even length of residence is not a 
reliable indicator of strong social networks.4 Relocation lit-

.. , lseveral studies have shown that relocatees in public 
housing were more integrated, optimistic and informed than the 
relocatees in private housing and more satisfied with the relo
cation project. See Alexandra Park Relocation; and Thursz, op. 
ait. 

2see James v. Cunningham, The Resurgent Neighborhood~ 
(Nptre Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, 1965). 

3see Thursz, op. cit. 

4one study found that when several other variables 
~d~ controlled, no relationship is found between length of res

ence and number of personal ties; see Theodore Caplow and 
Rob7rt Forman "Neighbourhood Interaction in a Homogeneous Com
~~ty", American Sociological Review~ XV, 3, 1950, pp. 357-
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erature discussion about disruption of social networks has 
been more polemical than objective. Some critics have assailed 
the "social uprooting" and have also observed critically that 
relocatees have merely removed to a vicinity where conditions 
are comparable to those in the community left. 

CBelocatees in a socially cohesive neighbourhood or 
community, one where residents have a high average kinship 
relationship with other households and where there is a high 
degree of ethnic homogeneity, may well bear heavy costs in 
relocatfon:7 Costs would be especially signif~cant for the 
elderly anti less so for the upt.vardly mobile. To determine 
whether relocation has resulted in deeper involvement or in a 
different kind of involvement, it is necessary to study the 
relocatee's new social environment. Some studies have found 
that satisfaction with new location is contingent upon the 
relocatee's ability to make new friends.3 It might very well 
be that, since most r8locatees move but a short distance and 
transportation and communication systems are highly developed, 
minor changes in social network would have little effect. Two 
factors appear likely to modify any finding; namely, the length 
of time that people have been relocated and the degree of mo
bility entailed by relocation. 

Another important consideration in relocation research 
is the rapport established between public agencies and reloca
tees. If rapport has been achieved and if relocation is per
ceived as an attempt to improve housing, one might expect to 
find satisfaction and a positive orientation among relocatees, 
especially among those wi tl.1. youn(J families. 4 'l'he process and 
methodology of relocation, f:com start to finish, is itself a 
variable. Factors contributing to rapport include advance 
discussion with relocat~es, consideration of the hidden costs 
of relocation, pr~vision for counsel~ing, continuity of services 
and the "carrying cf the ball" -:.o t.h<::: relocatees rat.her than 
requiring them to come to the agencies, If these factors are 
made an effective part of a relocation project, satisfaction 
among relocatees and positive chang,_:; in ;: tt.l tude and morale are 

lThe elderly a::;.:e rcp<>:::t•:-cd senerally t.o experi,2nce the 
most stress as a ~esult of reloc~tion. See Paul L. NiebaDck, 
The Elderly in CU: ~sY ?;rl:-17' /'2'<-·r~.c: (Philadelphia.: Universlty of 
Pennsylvania, :Lnstitute for Env;_:t:'-'"l"ft:::ntal Studies, 1965). 

2Greater satisfaction \·iith relo:>::tior. has been f01.::nd 
among relocatees v.'ho are upvJardly mobile. 

e l f_, •• 
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the more probable.l 

A further consideration bearing on the three points 
mentioned above should be noted. Much relocation in our society 
involves minority groups, be they Black, Indian or Eskimo.2 
Relocation poses especially complex problems for this kind of 
relocatee: housing is more difficult to obtain, rapport is 
more difficult to establish, and the disruption of social net
works appears to be more acute. Relocation is intended often 
to reduce segregation and sometimes to effect a desirable dis
ruption of social networks; however, in the United States and 
parts of Canada existing segregation patterns often have been 
unchanged or intensified by relocation.3 There is considerable 
debate concerning the value of relocation that disperses minority
group members and leaves them socially disadvantaged. The power 
of a minority group as a pressure group may decline and, in 
return for only a modest improvement in housing, the group may 
lose its special cultural features. When relocation involves 
minority-group members, as with Africville, all the issues in
crease in complexity. 

3. The Broader Question and Political-Administrative Models 

t. 

It has been noted that: 

"The relocation process often discloses the social 
and economic needs of displaced persons and thereby 
offers a unique opportunity for effective application 
of the techniques and services of local, state and 
federal programs dealing with less privileged social 
and economic groups. Such programs include housing, 
public assistance, education, employment and training."4 

~. ib 
':t.us far we have considered issues and findings bearing on housing 

'')~:.,: 
.':'he lpennsylvanian Story: Relocation Prog:r>ess Repo:r>t 
~\Ppiladelphia: University of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvanian Insti
t,ute, 1964). 

· · 2For the figures in the United States, see Anderson, :£· cit.~ Chapter 7. The percentage of minority-group members 
f"·urban renewal relocation has declined over the past decade. 
~,; \• 

::tL·-. 
~Y: . , 

! ,., 

3commission Report on Relocation~ p. 45. 

4Ibid., p. 47 . 
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improvements and other matters related to relocatee satisfac
tion. Relocation must be viewed in a broader perspective; 
otherwise implications will be missed and relocation will fail 
to be seen as a focus for significant social change. Without !: 
concomitant programs bearing on fundamental economic and edu
cational problems, relocation will not have the effects antic
ipated by its accompanying political rationalization. Many 
backers and directors of relocation projects, interested in 
altering life-styles and effecting a more equitable distribution 
of society's resources, are disappointed by change limited to 
brief improvement in relocatee morale and modest improvement 
in housing. 

Although by definition relocation involves planned 
social change carried out under governmental auspices, it should 
not be taken for granted in any particular instance that it has 
anything to do directly with housing improvement or social prob
lems therapy. One American critic has contended that "relo
cation has been only an ancillary component of the [urban] re
newal process; were this not the case, the community would find 
totally unacceptable 'slum clearance' projects which leave as 
many as two-thirds of the displaced families still living in 
sub-standard conditions, or which actually increase the inci
dence of overcrowding".l Elsewhere it has been noted that 
"civic executives (primarily businessmen) mobilized entire com
munities, used federal and local funds, and improved the down
town areas to meet the needs of banks, department stores and 
office buildings, however, rather than those of the Black and 
White poor".2 Desire for redevelopment of the central business 
district and the clearance of land for industrial purpose is 
often the underlying reason for relocation, cr accounts for the 
choice of relocation site.3 Relocation may indicate an unwill
ingness on the part of the government to undertake the social 
and economic programs necessary to maintain relocatees in their 
old habitat.4 In some instances, the presumed social problems 
therapy of relocation may be either a convenient rationaliza
tion or an unfounded hope, the result of which can be the further 
oppression of the underprivileged. Welfare "spin-offs" and in
direct benefits to the poor as a function of comprehensive pro-

lsee the Hartmann critique of urban renewal, Commis
sion Report on ReZocationJ p. 35. 

2creer, op. . + 
C0, • J p. 86. 

3Matthiasson, op. cit. 

4see, for example, Iverson, op. cit. 
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grams of social change aimed at general economic and industrial 
development may be as illusory to the contemporary relocatee as 
"civilization" was to the North American Indian.l 

A typology of relocation models is useful in order to 
conceptualize the comprehensive programs of social change that 
relocation entails. A recent article in the HaPVaPd Law Review 
suggested that relocation projec·ts be distinguished in terms of 
the group officially intended to receive the ~rimary benefit 
(i.e., society as a whole or the relocatees). The stated ad
vantage of this distinction is that it provides a rationale for 
legal changes in relocation procedure. If, for instance reloca
tion is primarly for the benefit of relocatees, might they not 
be given the right to veto relocation plans? This simple dis
tinction, while relevant, does not take into account the diverse 
ideologies of change and development underlying relocation, nor 
does it explain in depth the political/administrative implica
tions of veto power. The article provides, however, a host of 
legal and administrative suggestions. David &Wallace, in a 
presentation to the Centre for Urban and Community Studies, Uni
versity of Toronto, distinguished among five relocation strate
gies: simple replacement of worn-out parts; guiding urban growth 
through investment; filtration; boot-strap conserving and up
grading; and social planning.3 In Wallace's typology, the 
strategies refer to the official goals of relocation projects; 
only the social planning strategy represents an attempt to 
focus on the special problems of relocatees. Wallace's class
ification does not refer to ideological premises nor to the 

lso-called "new economic policy" assumes that economic 
growth produces economic and social welfare and generates a 
"growth dividend" that solves social problems without necessi
tating changes in social and political institutions. For a 
critique of this assumption see Donald H. Clairmont and Dennis W. 

·Magill, Nova Saotian BZaaks: An HistoPiaaZ and StPuatuPaZ OveP
view (Halifax: Institute of Public Affairs, Dalhousie University, 
19 7 0) , pp • 6 3 -7 9 • 

2Lawrence C. Christy and Peter W. Coogan, "Family Relo
cation in Urban Renewal", Harvard Law Review, LXXXII, 1969. 

3David A. Wallace, "The Conceptualizing of Urban Re
newal", Urban Renewal (Toronto: Centre for Urban and Community 
Studies, University of Toronto, 1968), pp. 253-55. Wallace 
refers to filtration as a strategy to "move slum occupants up 
the ladder as they inherit the dwellings left by occupants of 
the new housing." He refers to the boot-strap strategy as 
Zaissez-faire, for it emphasized self-help and self-improvement. 
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administrative possibilities of relocation projects; essentially 
he is eldborating on the policies for change relative to a 
development model of relocation. 

We would posit four basic models of relocation, 
taking the political-administrative perspective as the basis 
for delineation: the development; the welfare; the political; 
and the traditional. These differ in terms of underlying ideol
ogy, administrative procedure, social attributes of partici
pants, and primacy of benefited group. 

a. The development model 

The development model has been the most prevalent 
political-administrative approach to relocation in North 
America. This type of relocation, usually justified in terms 
of supposed benefits for the system as a whole (the system 
could be society, or the city, etc.), has usually been initiated 
by order of political authorities and administered by experts; 
it is not anticipated that relocatees will benefit other than 
indirectly. The underlying ideology of the development model 
has been system-oriented and neocapitalist; an accurate state
ment of its premise in urban renewal has been offered by Wallace: 
"[it considers] renewal, as a public activity, to be interventior 
in a market and competitive system and to be justified by the 
need to make up for imperfections in the market mechanism that 
impede the adjustment process, to eliminate conditions which 
are economic or social liabilities".l In the context of con
temporary urban renewal, the development model incorporates the 
usual city-design approach, focusing on questions of beautifi
cation, zoning, and structure,2 and usually intended to increase 
the city tax base and achieve civic pride or attract industry. 

The development model of relocation has been increas
ingly subject to attack. In particular its econocentric and 
"undemocratic'' features have been criticized. The assumption 
that relocatees benefit indirectly from relocation has been 
challenged, as has the premise that the system as a whole some
how redistributes fairly the benefits accruing from forcing 

lwallace, op. cit.~ p. 251. 

2An example of such a project is that reported by 
Thursz, in Southwest Washington, D. C. Little was done for the 
relocatees, but the relocation was widely acclaimed for its 
futuristic redevelopment design, see Thursz, op. cit. For a 
critique of this approach, see Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life 
of Great American Cities (New York: Random House, 1961). 
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lJ1 

Dimensions Traditional Model 

Ideological premise Society is a mosaic of 
groups, each ·of which can, 
within limits, structure 
its life conditions. 
Government facilitates 
these actions, although 
self-help (and self
organization) is most 
important. 

Formulation of 
policy 

Implementation of 
policy and control 
of administrative 
resources 

Intended 
beneficiary 

Central actors and 
organizational 
units 

Key problems 

Done primarily by indige
nous group leadership 
within limits set by 
government policy. 

Largely in the hands of 
the group being relocated. 

The group being relocated. 

The indigenous leader, 
local organizations or 
community associations. 

Lack of resources among 
many groups; decline of 
opportunity in centralized 
planned technocratic 
society. 

'l'ab1e 1 

IODBLS OP RBLOCATICII 

Development Model 

Operating with a consensus 
model 6f society, this 
perspective is holistic 
and systems-oriented. Re
location programs represent 
interventions designed· to 
correct imperfections in 
the social system and to 
achieve system development. 

By politicians and 
bureaucrats-technocrats. 
Community-oriented citizens 
are sometimes co-opted. 

Control by bureaucrats
technocrats. 

The system as a whole, 
success being measured in 
terms of some indicator of 
system growth or develop
ment. 

Technocrats and expertsr 
government bureaucracy. 

Exploitation of and inatten
tion to low status 
relocatees; lack of partici
pation by relocatees in the 
structuring of their life 
sHunt ion. 

welfare Model 

Society is based on a con
sensus of values, in terms 
of which social problems 
are defined. Some groups 
are the focal point of 
many social problems. 
These groups need special 
attention. Relocation is 
an intervention designed 
to deal with the peculiar 
problems of particular 
groups. 

By politicians and bureau
crats primarily. Varying 
degree of consultation with 
relocatees. Community
oriented citizens sometimes 
are co-opted. 

By bureaucrats, although 
some resources may be dis
tributed in the event that 
relocatees and community
oriented citizens are 
co-opted.· 

Relocatees primarily, 
although society benefits 
in that social problems 
become attenuated. 

Bureaucrats, relocatee 
advocates and "caretakers"r 
government bureaucracy and 
citizen-groups. 

Lack of success in achieving 
manifest goals; failure to 
effectively incorporate 
relocates interests; lack 
of participation of relo
r.nt""" ln th" Atrur.tnrinq 
of their life-conditions. 

Political M:>del 

Structured conflict is endemic 
in society because of different 
interests associated with 
different classes, strata, 
and other groupings. Society 
is based on the management of 
such conflict. This manage
ment has negative (prevent 
war) and positive (ensure 
groups have real opportunity 
to express their interests) 
aspects. Relocations entail a 
clash of interests and/or an 
opportunity to develop polit
ical consciousness and partic
ipation. 

Cooperative effort between 
indigenous leaders (who draw 
on "resource" people) and 
politicians and bureaucrats. 

cooperation and negotiation 
through "parallel structures" 
representing relocatees on 
the one hand and government on 
the other. Resources usually 
provided relocatees by govern
ment. 

Reciprocal benefits: to 
relocatees the benefit of 
meaningful political partici
pation as well as relocation 
advantages; to society the 
benefit of a more informed and 
active citizenry. 

Politicians, bureaucrats, 
indigenous leaders and 
resource people1 government 
bureaucracy and relocatee 
organizations. 

The extent to which the govern
ment can or will proceed in 
developing extra-parliamentary 
''parallel structures" 1 problems 
of representativeness, legiti
mnry, nnn ora~n1~nrion ~monq 
the potential relocatees. 



people to move and facilitating the development of private 
industry. Some critics argue that if one includes social
psychological factors in one's conception of costs, the relo
catees can be seen as subsidizing the rest of the system. The 
criticism has had some effect, and over the past decade the 
welfare model has become increasingly common.l One official 
explains: "In the fifteen years since [urban renewal's] 
inception, we have seen a progressive broadening of the con
cept and a strengthening of tools. We have seen, increasingly, 
both the need for, and realization of, rapprochement between 
physical and social planning, between renewal and social action. 
But the fully effective liaison of the two approaches has almost 
everywhere been frustrated by the absence of the tools to deal 
as effectively with the problems of human beings as with the 
problems of physical decay and blight."2 Another writer has 
observed, "social welfare can no longer be treated as the res
ponsibility of private and more or less bountiful ladies and 
gentlemen or as the less respected branch of the social welfare 
community and the city government. Tied as it is to the con
cerns as dear to the heart of the country as economic prosperity, 
it merits a place in the inner sanctum, particularly of planning 
commissions."3 

b. The weZfare modeZ 

The "rediscovery" of poverty,4 the war on poverty, 
the increasing pressure "from below" upon the development model, 
and the broadening definition of urban renewal have led to the 
widespread emergence of the liberal welfare-oriented approach. 
The welfare model, like the development model, emphasizes exper
tise and technical knowledge in its operation and administration, 
and invariably is initiated by public authority; in both these 

lrn recent years, some minor proqressive modifications 
have been introduced with reference to the- development model 
dealing with advance notice and public hearings, relocation com
pensation, and the availability of housing stock. See Groberg, 
op. cit. 

2william L. Slayton, "Poverty and Urban Renewal", as 
quoted in Hans B. C. Spiegel, "Human Considerations in Urban 
Renewal'', Urban Renewal (Toronto: Centre for Urban and Com
munity Studies, University of Toronto, 1968), p. 311. 

3Elizabeth Wood, "Social Welfare Planninq", as qtlOted 
in Spiegel, op. cit., p. 315. 

4For a discussion of this, see Kenneth Craig, "Socio
logists and Motivating Strategies'', M.S. thesis, University of 
Guelph, Department of Sociology, 1971. 
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respects, the welfare model affords greater relocation partici
pation and flexibility in administration. The principal differ
ence is that the welfare model purports to benefit the relocatees 
primarily and directly. Under this model, welfare officials 
often see themselves as "caretakers" for the relocatees; one 
relocation official has said, "the department of relocation is 
the tenants' advocate."! The welfare model of relocation is 
characterized by a host of social welfare programs supplemental to · 
housing policies and intended to use relocation as an opportun-
ity for a multifaceted attack on poverty and other problems. 

Ideologically, the welfare model is much like the 
development model in that it tends to operate with a consensus 
model of society and posits a basic congruency between the 
interests of relocatees and those of society as a whole. It 
is "undemocratic" in the same sense as the development model; 
the low-status relocatees are accorded little attention, either 
ras participants in the implicit political process or as contrib-
utors to specific policies or plans of action. There is an 
effort, however, to persuade rather than to ignore the relocatees. 

;'·li1 'Criticism of the welfare model of relocation is related primarily 
:1i,,,'"to the ideological level. Some writers have noted that liberal 
~:.&welfarism ~as beco~e part of the "establishment" of contemporary 
:~~/{North Amen. can soc~ety. 2 Its proponents are presumed to be 
~h~andmaidens of ~trong vested interests, r~conciliz:g the d~s':ldvan
~$ 'taged and patch~ng up the symptoms of soc~al mala~se. Cr~ t~cs 

·~ point out that the special programs associated with the welfare 
>; 
,>.model of relocation tend to be short- term and unsucessful. The 
' welfare rhetoric often diverts attention from the gains and 

benefits accruing to the middle income and elite groups in 
society. The critics attack the welfare model on the premise 

.. J that the social problems to which it is ostensibly directed can 
be solved only through profound structural change effecting a 
~edistribution of resources and by providing relocatees with the 
consciousness and resources to restructure their own lives. 

·t 
c~ The poZitiaaZ model 

The welfare model of relocation has been revised and 
d~veloped both as a response to criticism at the ideological 
level and in reaction to its lack of operational success. There 
has been a growing interest in citizen participation in all 
phases of relocation; in the firmer acceptance, structurally 
~d culturally, of the advocacy function of relocation officials; 

'· 

lGroberg, op. ait.~ p. 172. 

2see Alvin W. Gouldner, The Coming Crisis of Western 
SoaioZogy (New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1970), p. 500-502. 
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in the coordination of relocation services; and in the provision 
of resources. It is difficult to assess how far this interest 
has been translated into fact. There appears to be a shift, at 
least conceptually, to the political model of relocation, a 
frank recognition that relocation usually entails a conflict of 
interest (e.g., between the relocatees and the City). There is 
an attempt to structure the conflict by providing relocatees with 
resources to develop a parallel to the government's structure~ 
Although society and the relocatee are considered to benefit 
equally, this political perspective assumes that relocatees ben
efit both directly and indirectly; directly in terms of, say, 
housing and other welfare services, and indirectly by partici
pating in the basic decision-making and the determination of 
their life situation. The political model of relocation is 
based on the premise that social problems are political prob
lems and emphasizes solution through political action; reloca
tion is approached primarily as a context where problems are 
solved not by the application of expertise but by the resolution 
of conflicting interests. 

Beyond the considerable costs (the dollar cost is 
less hidden than in the other relocation models) and administra
tive difficulties entailed in the political model, there are 
other grounds for criticism. There is a tendency to over
emphasize the solidarity and common interests of relocatees, 
to exaggerate the multiplier effects of political participation 
in relocation,l and to raise serious questions about how far 
government can proceed or would proceed in fostering extrapar
liamentary political action. At the present time government 
has not gone far, and there are few examples of the political 
model.2 

d. The traditional model 

Finally, there is the traditional model of relocation 

1Relocation is a short-term consideration, for most 
services brought to bear on relocatee problems rarely extend 
beyond rehousing. A more general critique of the multiplier 
effect of citizens' involvement in relocation is given by 
S. M. Miller and Frank Reissman, Social Class and Social 
Policy (New York: Basic Books Inc., 1968}. 

2There are a few examples of related social animation 
projects in Canada. The public outcry against the community 
work of the Company of Young Canadians and the subsequent 
governmental intervention may be an indication of the present 
limits of this perspective. 
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in North American society. This is a limiting type of reloca
tion carried out under governmental auspices, for it is a form 
of planned social change characterized by self-help and self
direction. Here it is the neighbourhood or community leaders, 
often indigenous minority-group leaders working through indig
enous social organizations, who plan and carry out the relo
cation, generally with official support and some resource com
mitment by government agencies.! The traditional model 
entails a largely laissez-faire strategy, whereby the reloca
tees benefit directly and where technical expertise is applied 
to advising rather than to directing. Criticism of this approach 
contends that, without political action, neither the available 
resources nor the generation of initiative can be effective in 
the case of low-status groups. 

It seems possible to distinguish in theory the dif
ferent models of relocation discussed above. In practice, it 
may be more difficult to make distinctions. There is, however, 
a certain degree of overlapping. Welfare models wherein orien
tation is to groups rather than to individual relocatees tend 
to approximate the political model; the rhetoric of the develop
ment model and the inadequacy of most welfare approaches 

'make it difficult sometimes to distinguish these perspectives • 
. It would be useful to be able to identify relocation models, 
.. evaluate them in their own terms, and assess their costs and 
~benefits. The crucial question is, of course, under what cir-

,_ . ..,_ ,, cumstances each model is, or should be, applied. 

,, The Africvi lle Study 
:.} 

~ In examining the Africville relocation we concentrated 
0 on the three dimensions of relocation outlined above and placed 
;:the relocation within the typology of relocation models dis-
1,.:Cussed. We shall compare the Africville relocation with similar 
l:and other programs of planned social change in North America, an 

... ~:approach that enables us to evaluate the relocation against the 
~~eneral issues and findings in the literature. Our theoretical 
r.bias has been that of power and exchange, 2 and our methods have 
~been naturalistic, phenomenal and, to a lesser extent, compara
f tive. 

a+· lAn example is the relocation of Beechville, Nova 
tli~Scotia, a Negro community similar to Africville. A community 
.~cooperative housing project was established and received finan
-~~ial assistance from Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation. 

. 2For a discussion of this theoretical perspective see 
~P~ter M. Blau, Exchange and Power in Social Life (New York: 
·~1ley, 1964), and George Casper Romans, Social Behavior: Its 

Elementary Forms (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1961). 
( 



By the naturalistic method we studied the natural his
tory of the Africville relocation; through examining available 
records and data, and by conducting interviews with relocatees, 
governmental officials and other knowledgeable persons, we were 
able to perceive the interrelationship between the development of 
Africville and the wider society's response to it. In this way 
we attempted to identify the sources of pressure for change; the 
influence of press coverage, publications, and social organiza
tions; individual and collective attempts by Africville residents 
to change or improve their position (i.e., by migration, mutual 
assistance, and other means); residents' response to the relo
cation project; goals and administrative procedures of the relo
cation project; comprehensiveness of the program; means by which 
rapport between public officials and relocatees was achieved; 
and the extent of this rapport. Important non-retrospective 
sources of data were the minutes of the City Council of Halifax 
and the minutes of various Council Committees, the minutes of 
the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee, newspapers, private 
correspondence, and the Public Archives of Nova Scotia. Retro
spective data were obtained primarily through interviews with 
persons directly involved, supplemented by questionnaire data.l 

By the phenomenal method we refer to a method that 
regards relocation alternately as the "cause" and "effect" of 
other variables. This model was used especially in considering 
the social-psychological aspects of relocation. We were inter
ested in whether age, housing status, length of residence, kin
ship and kinship ties, and satisfaction with community differen
tially affected the relocatee's attitude to relocation and his 
negotiations or bargaining. We were interested also in how the 
response to relocation affected post-relocation satisfaction and 
adjustment. Many of the data were retrospective, obtained 
through questionnaries completed in the summer and fall of 1969. 
A partial check with these data was possible,for questionnaires 
that Africville residents had completed four years before ·the 
relocation were available. In probing the social-psychological 
aspects of relocation, several scales and indexes found useful 
in other relocation studies were incorporated into the question
naire. In an effort to probe more deeply, two social workers 
marginally associated with the study were encouraged to prepare 
several case studies based upon the experience of relocatees. 
For these case studies a typology was formulated in terms of 

1The questionnaire schedule used for the relocatees is 
set forth in Appendix J, p. A97. Also set forth is the schedule 
concerning each relocated family, completed by the relocation 
social worker, and the interview guide used for the relocation 
"caretakers". In addition, there were numerous non-structered 
interviews and "bull sessions" with groups of relocatees. 
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whether relocatees were young or old, satisfied or dissatisfied 
with the relocation, and integrated or not integrated within 
the Africville community. 

By using the comparative method, the relocation was 
placed in a broader societal context. We have discussed how a 
framework for comparison was established; similarly, in evalua
ting the relocation and in establishing scales and indexes, the 
available literature was examined. In the present study there 
is no specific control community; although an attempt was made 
to compare Africville with Beechville, a Black Nova Scotian com
munity resembling Africville that has experienced a measure of 
relocation along the lines of the traditional model discussed, 
this was found to be impracticable. It was deemed more important 
to consider what took place in Africville and the symbolic impor
tance of the relocation to the larger context of race relations 
in Nova Scotia. Attention was given to understanding how Black 
Nova Scotians viewed the Africville relocation. Black leaders 
in the Halifax area and in the several other Black communities 
faced with a prospect of relocation were interviewed. 

Our underlying theoretical perspective is that of 
power and exchange, one aspect of which concerns the context 
of negotiations and the bargaining strategy developed by the 
parties involved. The questionnaire devotes considerable 

·"attention to probing the relocatees' knowledge, their strategies 
·(i.e., use of lawyers, cooperation with fellow relocatees, devel
opment of special arguments in dealing with City officials), 
and their perceptions of the City's goals, strategies, and re
sources. The relocation social worker completed a questionnaire 
Qoncerning each relocated family, a questionnaire that gave con
siderable attention to. his negotiations with relocatees and his 
perception of their goals, strategies, and resources. Our per
spective emphasized the concepts of rewards, costs, profits and 
distributive justice. It would appear, for instance, that relo
catees would be satisfied with the relocation if rewards ex
Qeeded costs and if they believed that the City and other relo
catees did not "get a better deal". Information concerning 
rewards, costs, sense of distributive justice, and satisfaction 
Was obtained through the questionnaire, the interview, and the 
case study. 

. Despite problems in measuring the relocatee perception 
of the relative profit accruing to himself, other relocatees, and 
the City of Halifax and problems occasioned by differences be
.1tween long-term and short-term effects,l this approach is signif-

cant for the relocation literature, which appears often to be 

lone of the greatest problems faced in obtaining 
~asurements concerned internal validity. The relocation went 

.. rough several phases, and the City and the relocatees were 
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aloof from the "blood and guts" of the relocation transaction. 
Precise measurement of the key variables has been impossible, 
but it has been possible to develop an ordered listing of 
rewards and costs, and to compare their importance in ascertain
ing relocatee satisfaction. Equally important, by placing the 
Africville relocation within the spectrum of relocation models j' 
it is possible to explore the domain consensus (that is, the 
basic terms of reference held in common) prerequisite to any 
human exchang~ and especially how domain consensus develops 
and how it sets the limits and context of bargaining and 
reciprocity. 

Uniqueness of Africville Study 

The Africville relocation study, in addition to its 
value as an examination of relocation and planned social change 
and as a contribution to the sparse literature on Blacks in 
Nova Scotia, represents a fusion of research and action. The 
researchers did not begin the study until virtually all the 
Africville people had been relocated, but the research strategy 
resulted in the study's being more than an evaluation. 1 By 
obtaining collective as well as individual responses and by 
establishing a meaningful exchange with the relocatees, the 
study fostered collective action.2 

The study began with a meeting of relocated Africville 
people in October 1968. This was the first time since reloca-

"negotiating'' long after the last Africville resident had been 
relocated; accordingly, there was a strong tendency for ~eloca
tees to understate their rewards and to emphasize the City's 
presumed profit. 

lsome relocation studies have been carried out as 
part of the relocation decision-making (see Key, op. cit.), 
while others have been concurrent with the relocating of people 
(see Gans, The Urba~ Villagers). The present study is unique, 
in that it fostered collective action carried out after the 
relocation. 

2rt should be noted that some local government 
officials have objected to what they refer to as the researchers' 
"activist" bias. However, the researchers hold that exchanges 
have to be worked out with the "subjects" of research as well 
as with the funding agencies. The liberal e~hic posits informed 
voluntary consent as fundamental to adult social interaction; 
informed voluntary consent in turn requir~meaningful exchange 
among the participants. 1 
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tion that former residents of Africville had met collectively. 
called by the researchers, this stormy meeting was a public air
ing of grievances and led to relocatee support of the pro-
posed study. Subsequent talk of forming committees to press 
grievances with the City of Halifax was an important result of 
the meeting. The resea~ers encouraged this tendency, for the 
expressed grievances ap red legitimate and they deemed it pos
sible and important to ap a collective or "group" dimension in 
relocation as well as to study the usual social-psychological 
considerations. 

Later in the same week, at a meeting that the re
searchers had arranged with City officials, relocation "care
takers", and civic leaders, the researchers relayed the grie
vances of the relocatees and encouraged remedial action. In 
addition to obtaining general support for the proposed study 
at this second meeting, the pending reconsideration of relocation 
by the City's newly created Social Planning Department was crys
,tallized. 

During the winter and spring of 1969, as the present 
study was being planned in detail and as materials and people 
~ere being consulted, the action-stimulus of the researchers' 
early efforts was bearing fruit. Social Planning Department 
officials were meeting with the relocatees and planning, as it 
were, the second phase {not initially called for) of the Afric
ville relocation. With provincial and municipal grants total
:ling seventy thousand dollars, a credit union was organized to 
assist relocatees in financial crises; in addition, plans were 
formulated to meet housing and employment needs,and special 
consideration was to be given to former Africville residents 
whose needs could be met within the existing welfare system. 
A relocatee was hired to manage the credit union and to assist 
with other anticipated programs. 

GV j .. 
. . ~\Y; During the main data-gathering period, the summer of 

. , r t~69 1 and in line With a tactiC tO Obtain COllectiVe aS Well 
~~~~ individual responses, the researchers met with informed 
e~groups of Africville relocatees to discuss current and future 

· ,.~~edial action. One of the research assistants, formerly a 
~lack Panther in the United States, met with young teen-agers 

adults to discuss what they thought the relocation meant 
s' them. The son of a relocatee assisted in interviewing. 

It became apparent that the so-called second phase 
~d relocation would be inadequate to meet the people's 

There was little identification with the credit union 
, was floundering, for many relocatees who became mem-

were either unable or unwilling to repay loans. Other 
cipated programs, promised action by the City, were delayed 
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or forgotten due to bureaucratic entanglements and to lack of 
organization and pressure on the part of the relocatees. 

The relocatees still had legitimate grievances related 
to unkept promises made at the time of relocation and later. 
With the formation of the Africville Action Committee, a third 
phase of the relocation began in the fall of 1969 and winter of 
1970. The task of this new Committee, developed from group 
discussions held between the researchers and relocatees, was to 
effect governmental redress through organized pressure. Sev
eral position papers were developed by the Africville Action 
Committee and negotiations were reopened with the City of 
Halifax. 

At the present writing (June 1971), the third phase 
continues. Although numerous meetings of relocatees were held 
during the first half of 1970, problems within the Africville 
Action Committee and the absence of resource people until the 
fall of 1970 hindered progress. With the Committee stumbling 
along, and the credit union and other City-sponsored projects 
either ineffectual or nonexistent, the relocation process 
appeared to have petered out. The Action Committee was reac
tivated by the return of one of the senior researchers in the 
fall of 1970 and the subsequent reinvolvement of groups of 
relocatees through reading and criticizing a draft of the 
present study and evaluating the relocation and the remedial 
action taken. Since the fall of 1970, the Africville Action 
Committee has been active. Widespread support for its claims 
has been obtained from community organization; subcommittees 
have been established to deal with questions of employment, 
housing, and finanacial compensation; and City Council has 
authorized the establishment of a City negotiating team to 
meet with representatives of the Action Committee. 

The Africville relocation study has been a productive 
fusion of research and social action, for the research focused 
not only on individual responses but also on the collectivity 
or group. At each stage in the study (conception, data-gather
ing, data analysis, and preparation for publication) collective 
and individual inputs that gave the study an action potential 
were obtained from relocatees. The study became a stimulus to 
action because the normal researcher-subject exchanges could 
be worked out in concrete, actual terms;l because the social 

lResearch takes place i~real social situation which 
is subject to the usual exchanges and reciprocities that char
acterize social interaction. Typically, in order to obtain co
operation, the researcher makes vague references to the possible 
benefit of the study to the subjects. Usually the researcher 
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climate favoured citizen participation and citizen organization; 
and because of the sense of community possessed by relocatees 
and the relatively clustered rehousing of the Africville popu-
lation. 

_does little more than make the vague promises; .for a well
doc::umented study of researcher-subject-funding agency relation
sh~ps, see Craig, op. ait. This study, conducted by a student 
of one of the researchers, was suggested partly by the social 
·Policy implications of the Africville research. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

BLACK SETTLEMENT IN NOVA SCOTIA AND THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF AFRICVILLE 

"There is no accurate historical memory in Canada of 
British North America's own experience with the 
Negro and even a clouded awareness of an earlier 
Negro presence is slight." 

- F~obin W. Winks, "The Canadian Negro", Journal 
cf Negro History~ LIII, 4 (October 1968), p. 290. 

With few exceptions,! only in recent years have 
scholars interested themselves in the settlement and histor
ical development of Blacks in Nova Scotia. Nova Scotian 
Blacks, as a result of their educational deprivation, scat
tered population, and lack of a rich subcultural tradition, 
have been neither particularly conscious of their own settle
ment and development nor able chroniclers. Much superficial 
material is available, but little is known and most of this 
is mythical or erroneous. For instance Africville has been 
referred to as a community of transients;2 in fact, most 
Africville residents had ancestral roots reaching back al
most a century and a half. 

'l'he history of Blacks in Nova Scotia has not been 
pleasant. Blacks have been poorer than the average White 
Nova Scotian who, in turn, over the pat hundred years has 
been poorer than the average Canadian. Throughout their 
settlement in Nova Scotia, Blacks have ad to carry a special 
burden, the burden of the White man's prejudice, discrimina
tion, and oppression~ The result is that Nova Scotian Blacks 
became marginal peop~ in a relatively depressed region. 
Marginality denotes here a lack of influence in societal 
decision-making and a low degree of participation in the main-

lThe exceptions include publications emanating from 
the Public Archives of Nova Scotia, and from publications 
written by members of the Oliver family. For a bibliography, 
see Clairmont and Magill, op. cit. 

;;:See, C. R. Brookbank, "Afro-Canadian Communities in 
Halifax County, Nova Scotia", unpublished M.A. thesis, Univer
sity of Tolunto, 1949. 
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stream of political or economic life. One of the best indi-
cators of the marginal status of Blacks fs-the ___ fact that 
"throughout the years most have been clustered inisolated 
rural areas or on the fringe of White towns and cities; gen
erally, their housing has been inferior and not serviced. 

The marginality of Nova Scotian Blacks may be 
explained by the following factors, organized in terms of 
basic and intermediate variables: 

racist society ~ educational 
(prejudice an discrimination) opportunities 

2'> j~b 
~ opportunities 

conditions of se tlement~ ~-, J 
and migration ~ ~ marginality 

~ 'sociality• -~ 
opportunities 

It is impossible to understand either the contem
porary socio-economic condition of Black Nova Scotians or the 
peculiar development of Africville without recognizing that 
Nova Scotia was at one time a "slave society" and appreciating 

, aie coil.d~t'io_l1l? of immigration and settlement of free Blacks 
~n NOva Scotia. ·Slavery was never instituted by statute in 
~--scot!~.f.._l_yet .slavery was practised in Hali:fax:. a yec;tr 
~:Bfter-·the city was founded and, over tb~ next five decades, it 

·.~~as- not uncommon in other parts of the province •. :Although 
, ~K of agricultural potential in the uneven .and rocky· terrain 

:Of Nova-Scotia prevented slavery from developing on a planta
, .:S:o~_scale, the nwnber of slaves in Nova Scotia. continued to 

At the outbreak of the American Revolution, there were 
~~;~ •• ~ tely 500 slaves, many of whom had come with their 

land masters in the late 1750's after the expulsion 
Acadians~ Slaveholding Loyalist immigrants increased 

number by approximately 1,000.2 

lJ. F. Krauter, "Civil Liberties and the Canadian 
-~~~~~~ities", Ph.D. disseration, University of Illinois, 1968. 

2T. Watson Smith, The Slave in Canada, Vol. X of 
llections of the Nova Scotia Historical Society (Halifax, N. S.: 

Scotia Printing Company, 1899), p. 32. Black slaves 
brought to Nova Scotia by many Whites. Smith (p. 24) 

tnR:o ..... ,~ that "the names of proprietors owning but one or two 
' are too many for repetition." 
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Many observers have pointed out that slavery cannot 
exist without a slave society; that is, without a society 
whose values at least tolerate slavery. Although popular 
opinion and the benevolence of the courts were responsible for 
eliminating slavery at a relatively early date in Nova Scotia 
(after 1800 it became rapidly more and more difficult to re
tain slaves), slavery survived for over half a century. The 
major undermining influence was not so much a public outcry 
against slavery; rather, it was the obsolescence of slave 
labour following the arrival of many hundreds of free Loyalist 
Blacks and Whites whose services could be had for little more 
than it had cost earlier to house and feed slaves. 

The groundwork for the subordination of the Blacks 
as a people in Nova Scotia was laid by the early existence of 
a slave society. Insidious social-psychological concomitants 
of institutionalized oppression included attitudes of White 
superiority, which remain deeply rooted,l and a form of self
hatred and race-hatred among the Blacks themselves. There are 
clear indications of change in the attitudes of Blacks in Nova 
Scotia, but one is still able to find traces of the historical 
style of identification with subordination; we found, for 
instance, a number of Blacks arguing that Africville was not a 
slum because "Whites lived there too."2 

Most of the Blacks migrating to Nova Scotia after 
the American:Revolution were free, for the most part having 
been freed by the British as an inducement encouraging them 
to leave their revolutionary masters. Free Blacks were prom
ised equal treatment with their White peers, but promises 
were not fulfilled. The minority of Black Loyalists who did 
obtain land grants found themselves settled on small and usu
ally barren lots on the periphery of White Loyalist townships 
or in the more remote sections of the province.3 Moreover, 

lFor reference see Clairmont and Magill, op. cit.~ 
p. 7. 

2upon reading a draft of this statement, several relo
cated Africville teen-agers challenged this inference, submitting 
that respondents had confused the terms slum and ghetto. We con
sider that their challenge reflects more a new militancy and 
subcultural-identity-drive among Nova Scotian Blacks than it 
does a misunderstanding or misinterpretation on the part of 
respondents. 

3The Tracadie-Sunnyville area of Guysborough County 
is an example of a remote Black Loyalist settlement which still 
exists. 
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very few Bl.:1cks received. __ the provisions that the British gov
ernn1e!l..t prorg.ised to t:tg~_Loy_a,.l.i~ts. Loyalist inunigrants out
·:iilii[ili€r~d the resident population of Nova Scotia, and the prob
rems-of settling and supplying so many people were so great 
Uiat many White settlers, also, experienced wretched depri
vation. Predictably, cJ:.~;eriy~!:_!_gg __ C,lmong Blacks was more 
[ntensive and more extensive. In order to survive, a number 
!Of Blacks were forced to sell themselves or their children 
J.rito slavery or long-term indenture. In contrast with Whites 
OF'equi valent class level, Blacks were disproportionately 
represented among the sharecropping, domestic service, and 
indentured occupations.! 

In addition to petitioning the Imperial Government 
to fulfil its promises concerning land and provisions,· and 
~naenturing themselves to local whites, many Blacks reacted 

;.~: Dy migrating from Nova Scotia when the opportunity arose . 
. When an agent of the Sierra Leone Company came recruiting 

among the Blacks of the province in 1792, some 1,200 accepted 
c-his Company's offer and sailed_ to Africa. ~9:!1.99lll:>t~.dly-~·:more·· · 

of_ the free Blacks, described by the agent as "deceived and 
III"='tieated through life", would have responded if the emi
~tion offer had been adequately conununicated.2 Nevertheless, 

.:ta~Winks observed, "When the 1792 migration of free Negroes to 
;r.Sierra Leone took place, this left more Negro slaves than free 
Negroes in Nova Scotia." 3 Additional migrations took place, in 
~to Sierra Leone and in 1821 to Trinidad. 

qrJ~~ When the War of 1812 broke out, the British followed 
Jtthe strategy that-they had used in the American R~yglu'!=-ionary 

b~l!ar and offer-ed freedom to every America·n-bwned slave who would 
-.tt'(.;un awgy_.frQm })is master and join the British. T!!_'g_~- f>yl81S., 

'l'l$W""another 2,000 fre~- Blacks arrived in Nova Scotiain E,nt~c~pa
b.aftion of --freedom, land, and wages. These refugees appear to 

.sfiave-fecei Ved better Official reception -and-morf?~_JQ_Qg_,:-_clothing 1 

ana-mea:rclne than had their Loyalist predecessors, although the 
a~~g __ *ecei ved was similarly rocky and barren. Near!.Y_ all the 

·•.t"-E!fugee __ 13lC1cks were ~ettled within a short distance o:(- Halifax, 

!'t~~-· ~ 1Thomas C. Haliburton, An Historical and Statistical 
'f#;ccount of Nova Scotia, II (Halifax, N. S.: Joseph Howe, 1829), 

.':P.• 280; and c. B. Wadstrom, An Essay on Colonization, II (London: 
c~arton and Harvey, 1794), p. 220-224. 

·. ).~--

-~-~~- 2For references concerning the Sierra Leone migration, 
'-See Clairmont and Magill, op. cit., pp. 10-13. 

3Robin W. Winks, "The Negro in Canada: An Historical 
....,. .. P·Aetch", p. 42, draft for The Blacks in Canada (New Haven: 

University Press, 1971). 
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_principally at Preston (which was depopulated due to the emi
gration of Black Loyalists to Sierra Leone),l and at Hammonds 
Plains. They were settled on small lots of rocky soil and 
scrubby forest, ranging from eight to ten acres in size. 

Willson aptly characterized the subsequent situation 
of the refugee Blacks as privileged "to enjoy the comforts of 
political freedom and physical starvation under the British 
flag in Nova Scotia."2 In the first year after settlement, 
province-wide crop failures-·made 1815 the "year without sum
mer". Crops failed repeatedly, woodlots were exhausted quickly 
and during most years, wage labour in Halifax was scarce in 

-summer and non-existent in winter. The government experimented 
with phasing out its assistance to the refugees but, for well 
over thirty years, was forced by their starvation to issue num
erous welfare grants.3 The government's initial hope, that the 
refugee settlers would supply the Halifax market with vegetables, 
appears absurd in retrospect. Lacking a resource base, it re
quired the Black settlers' most vigorous efforts merely to sur
vive. To build for the future was impossible, for there was no 
surplus to accumulate. 

Refugee Blacks had an additional problem concerning 
their grants of land. Presumably to protect the refugees against 
unscrupulous White landgrabbers,~ the government had given them 

lBetween the departure of Loyalists to Sierra Leone 
and the arrival of refugees in Nova Scotia, an interesting group 
of Blacks settled temporarily on the lands vacated by the Black 
Loyalists in the Preston area. In 1796 some 550 Maroons deported 
from Jamaica were settled on the lands vacated by the Black Loya
lists at Preston. The Maroons, with their different customs, 
well-treated officially, but encountered some local prejudice 
discrimination. In 1800, virtually all the Maroons (at most, 
handful may have been assimilated into the Black Nova Scotian 
population) were shipped to Sierra Leone where, ironically 
they helped to suppress a rebellion by the former Black Loyalis 
See Haliburton, op. cit.~ pp. 280-292. 

2Beckles Willson, Nova Scotia: A P~ovince That Has Be 
Passed By (London: Constable & Co., 1911), p. 53. 

3For documentation, see Clairmont and Magi 11, op. c-it., 
p. 14. 

4Black Loyalist settlers at Birchtown had had problems 
of this kind with Whites. See Ida Greaves, The Negl'O in Canada~ 
National P~ohlems of Canada~ McGill University Economic Studies, 
No. 16 (Montreal: McGill University, Department of Economics and. 
Political Science, n.d.), p. 22. 
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Qnly "licenc:e~ of _Qqcup_a_i::i_~l! If, r_a!h_~r __ _i:l!_~ __ f~J.::t. __ g:r_:Cl!l~-~-L_:t:h_e 
Ticences allowed all the rights of pl~9Pe.~ty save those of sale 
9£_q_C2!J:VEiYfinee ~- ~it hacf·p-rc)misecCth_at -~uli_ g!:"a_rits_ w.OUld- b~~-=-~s~jj~d 
after thr_~e _ye.ar·s- ·to those· wlici-liad develpped th~i_r __ holdings, and 
most• ~:(.;ick .settlers fulfilled this stipulation; however, [or -
tWenty-five years the grants were not forthcoming. The delay. 
ren~~d . the . Blacks immobile, for they co.:ul.d_.no.t._mo_v:e_e;I.~~-~·il:lere 
Without abandoning their investment, and contributed also tp 
tne-- pe_:r_:ception of Blacks as s~cond-class _citizens. · · ---

As the situation continued grim and no agreeable migra
tion plan was developed,! the refugee Blacks further petitioned 
the government for full grants, more land, better land, and wel
fare assistance. In __ 18_~9 heavy relief costs finally convinced 
a reluctant Britisfi--government to empower the local government 
to give Blacks portions of unoccupied Crown lands in the province. 
The :i:efu<:tees disliked the government 1 s plan of dispersing them 
by- ·giving land to a few families in each of several counties in 
the province and preferred to resettle in large community groups.2 
aDreover, the proposal provided for licences of occupation rather 
than full grants. The plan was never implemented. In 1842 the 
9£_Vernment finally issueCICf'rt order of true grants to the refugee 
Blacks ··at-- Preston; while flie-se Blacks remained on essentially the 
~am-e~en~·and obtaine twenty-five years earlier, now they 

cou_l_(i __ ]tnow that the land w unquestionably theirs. 

With the permanent est 'shment of the refugee Blacks, 
.., 9 ~}:he basi_g__se_ttl_e_It!e.IJ..t_ gat_te~n of Blacks _in Nova Scotia. was __ ~raw~. 
'""'"Aside from the immigration of West Indian Blacks in groups around 

<cQl the turn of the twentieth century and during the 1920 1 s to work 
· --~ the coal-steel complex of Cape Breton, emigration and immigra-

. ~'tion were henceforth on an individual or family basis. 3 ..The_ estab
;lishment of churches and schools in the segregated Black commun----- -

l . 
• i 

"~'L, !Numerous migration plans, which Blacks did not trust, 
Were suggested by officials. Some of the plans, such as returning 
the Blacks to their former masters if pardons could be obtained,'. 

J:t;,:~re callous. \ 

: ;~;tf.·J:.· 2Local government officials appeared to believe that \ 
~:~tBlacks, if.scattered, might be useful as "labourers"; moreover, \\ 

':; _it was bel.1.eved that they might be more industrious if they were 
·11rsettled farther from the town of Halifax. See Clairmont and 

" Magill, op. ai t ~ , p. 17 • 
' 

:i ~-- • 3winks, (The Blaaks in Canada, p. 300) mentions also 
''t1le nu.gration of several carloads of Blacks from Alabama, around 
· turn of the century, to work in the burgeoning industrial 

a of Cape Breton. 
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ities laid the basis for possible growth of a genuine Black 
s-UbCuTt:u:re ·in Nova Scotia. The basis was laid, also, for years 
of deprivation and hardship, after release from a slave sub
culture, as the refugee Blacks joined the remnants of Loyalist 
Blacks and former slaves in a continuing state of subsistence 
poverty. 

The condition of subsistence poverty and marginality 
of Nova Scotian Blacks in the 1840's has continued into the 
present day. Since -the early 1960's and especially after the 
Africville relocation change has accelerated, particularly at the 
level of group consciousness and identification, but newspaper 
articles have presented intermittently over the past two decades 
accounts of scandalous socio-economic conditions among Blacks.l 
To account for the continuing oppression and deprivation and for 
the belated realization of a "dis-tinctive" s.ubcul,:t~re, it is 
necessary_ to refeX~_:tO_ ra<:=ism, the sluggish_ regional economy, 2 
arid the "migrate or accommodate" response of Blacks.3 

First Settlers4 

The Halifax land_s that eventually became known as 
Africville comprised the ffrst three of the sixteen five-acre 

lsee A. Westell's account ("Shocking Poverty in Nova 
Scotia", Detroit Free Press, June 1969) of a visit by the Minis
ter of National Health and Welfare to one of the Black communities 
in Nova Scotia, June 1969. See also Edna Staebler, "Would You 
Change the Lives of These People?" Maclean's Magazine, May 12, 19 
p. 30. For more substantive treatments of Black poverty and op
pression see The Condition of the Negroes of Halifax City, Nova 
Scotia; and Donald H. Clairmont in collaboration with K. Scott 
Wood, George Rawlyk, and Guy Henson, A Socio-Econ::Jmic Study and 
Recommendations: Sunnyville, Lincolnville and Upper Big Tracadie, 
Guysborough County, Nova Scotia (Halifax, N. S.: Institute of 
Public Affairs, Dalhousie University, 1965}. 

2The regional economy did not generate much economic 
opportunity for Blacks. Even in the "Golden Age" of Nova Scotia, 
circa mid-nineteenth century, Blacks did not benefit signifi
cantly from economic prosperity. 

3For a detailed discussion of these factors, see 
Clairmont and Magill, op. ait. 

4For much of this section we are indebted to the work 
of John de Roche, Research Assistant. 
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lots in Divisiop._ "Letter K" of the original land~grant survey 
~ofthe IIal_i.t.a::i_peniii-sl.iia-.1- _All lots of Division "Letter K" were 
ownecr.initially by Whites, althou-gh i£ appears i;:)lat;-wnTt:es.-CiJd. __ _ 
not occupy the lots. 2 Tbese owners were, for the most part,_ . 
"merchants and gentlemen" ,3 at least_several of whom possessed-
slaves and two of whom dealt in slavery.4 The first Africville 
settlers were refugee Blacks who came to Nova "scqt:ia"-~fftefr ___ flie 
War of 1812 and re-moved, ·not earlier than i83S and probably, · 
during the 1840.-~.s, froin the outlying communities .9:e _Pr_~ston._·_~_Ild_ 
Hammonds P.l..ainS.. - The ·earliest Africville deeds indicate that in 
T84Ef-"'william Brown and William Arnold purchased ·separate ·parts 
<:Yf lots 1- through 3 of Div·.:j.~ion_ "Letter K" .5 .. :!'h~re is evidence, 
-however, that Brown and_ ~nold and other Blacks may have. been 
~~ving in the Africville area prior to their purchase of land 
there. 

\ 

" From e~ille deeds and a list of the first 
church offfcers ,6 it ±s··possible to identify eight original-

!Haliburton, op. cit. 3 p. 21. 

2Registry of Deeds, County of Halifax, Nova Scotia. See 
Allotment Book, p. 172; Crown Land Records, Book 10 and Book 11. 
The Jacobs were particularly large landholders in this area of 
Halifax. By 1793 Richard Jacobs, by purchase and Crown assignment, 
possessed lots 1, 3, and 9-16 of Division "Letter K". In the 
eighteenth century, Richard Jacobs' holdings in the area totalled 
some two hundred acres. Godfrey Jacobs owned lots 1-3 of Division 
"Letter K" (plus other land in the area) in the early nineteenth 
century; he also acquired lots 4 through 8. 

3These designations are given in the property deeds 
referred to below. 

4several of the White men owning land in the area in 
the eighteenth century, such as Joseph Gerrish, Joseph Fairbanks 
and Joshua Mauger, owned slaves. (T. W. Smith, op. cit. 3 pp. 10, 
13, 15, 84). Mauger, a promiment merchant who imported and sold 
slaves, had large land dealings with Richard Jacobs. 

,..., 5william Arnold purchased his part (about six acres) 
from the estate of James Fullerton, as did William Brown. The 

'"' ,... ·Purchases were made on January 3, 1848 (Registry of Deeds, 
,.,'·: Book 90, p. 323, and Book 92, p. 255). Fullerton had purchased 
~~~'- the three lots from Godfrey Jacobs in 1818 (Registry of Deeds, 

'~ ·1 Book 4 4 , p • 3 3 9 ) . 

-suggests 
When the 

6A church was organized at Africville in 1849. This 
that Blacks may have been living there prior to 1848, 
first purchases by Blacks were recorded. 
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' families: Brown, Carvery, Dixon, Arnold, Hill, Fletcher, Bailey, 
·-~d Grant. _The first three names designate major Africville 
families"··over the following century; the other names disappeared 
from the comnrt:1nity a_t a relatively early date, presumably through 
marriage·; migratiq:g._, _or death. Origins of these eight families i! 
can be traced-to Hammonds Plains and Preston, with the possible r 
exception of Dixon, wnose former place of residence is not cer
tain. 

William Brown, Sr. , is regarded in Africville _lgre _ 9-s 
the founder of the community. His original purchase, and that of 
William Arnold (about six acres of land each) marked the establish
ment of the settlement. For years the Browns were the principal 
owners of land and were among the community's elite. Although 
various myths surround William Brown, the facts are clear. His 
father, Perry Brown, one of the Blacks brought from Chesapeake Bay 
during the War of 1812, settled at Hammonds Plains. He was active 
in church affairs and protested against the dire economic straits
of refugee Blacks in the area.l A census of households at Hammonds 
Plains in 18352 indicated that a William Brown occupied a lot owned 
by another Black, but the name of William Brown is not among those 
householders who received food allowances in 1837 nor among house-· 
holders recorded in the census of 1838.3 The 1838 census shows 
Perry Brown and W. Brown, both "men of colour", in Halifax. Unfor· 
tunately, the latter census makes no explicit reference to place of 
residence. The Africville site was within the town limits, and it 
is possible that Brown had already settled there but had not yet 
purchased land. 

Isaac Grant and Henry Bailey occupied neighbouring lots 
at Hammonds Plains. Numerous citings of their names appear in 
documents and they and their families are listed in the 1838 cen
sus.4 The next documentary evidence of their whereabouts is 
mention of them, in 1849, as church officers at Africville. 
Both the Grant and Bailey families disappeared from Africville 
before 1900. The 1861 census lists Isaac Grant as living alone, 
a very old man. According to interviewees, the Baileys were 

lPublic Archives of Nova Scotia, Halifax, N. S. 
(P.A.N.S.), Vol. 419, Document 119; and P.A.N.S., Vol. 422, 
Documents 19 and 33. 

2P.A.N.S., Document 185, lot #71, Halifax County Land 
Grants 1787-1835. 

3P.A.N.S., Vol. 422, Document 45; and P.A.N.S., R.G. l, 
Vol. 448, Census for the County of Halifax, 1838. 

4Both Bailey and Grant petitioned for economic assis
tance while at Hammonds Plains. 
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part of the large Black migration from Nova Scotia to the 
United States in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. 

~lilliam Arnold came from Hammonds Plains and retained 
real estate there after he settled in Africville.l He was 
probably not a young man when he bought his land at Africville; 
the census of 1851 lists him as being over fifty and a widower. 
He died in 1852, leaving his estate to his son Charles,2 a 
mariner, who promptly sold the property,3 and the surname 
Arnold does not appear again in the records of Africville. 

Eppy Carvery, Henry Hill, and Bennett Fletcher may 
have moved together from Preston to Africville. In 1848 they 
bought an acre in common from William Arnold.4 A map of Preston 
dated 1816 shows that the original Hill and Fletcher land grants 
were adjacent, on Lake Echo.5 In 1824 Henry Hill and Bennett 
Fletcher jointly petitioned the government, stating that they had 
been issued land in a section of the Preston community that "is 
so rockky and sterrile [sic] that it is unfit to settle on," and 
requesting permission to settle on some of the more favourable 
nearby lots that had been abandoned. The government had "no 
objection to their being allowed to occupy [these lots] ... 
during pleasure and subject to Revert to the Crown".6 Eppy 
Carvery too was a dissatisfied landowner at Preston. He was one 
of the signers of an early Preston petition requesting that land 
grants be made final.7 His name was included also in a list com
piled by Joseph Howe of those at Preston "as would be willing to 
move off to any more desirable settlement that may be financed by 

lRegistry of Deeds, Book 101, p. 361. It may be noted 
that Arnold's Africville property was referred to as land "at 
Richmond in the City of Halifax". The term "Africville" came 
into usage well after the establishment of the community. 

2Registry of Deeds, Book 1011 p. 361. 

3Registry of Deeds, Book 1011 pp. 649 and 651. 

4Registry of Deeds, Book 90, p. 350. 

SP.A.N.S., Vol. 419, Document 29. It appears from 
other documents that the Fletchers and Hills were also connected 
by marriage. 

6P.A.N.S., Land Papers. 

7P.A.N.S., Vol. 422, Document 46, probably 1837; here 
Eppy Carvery's name is spelled "Epy Carbery". 
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the government".! In 1842, both Hill and Carvery received title 
to lots at Preston.2 Since Carvery, Hill, and Fletcher bought 
land from William Arnold within a week of the latter's own pur
chase, it is possible that they may have been living in Afric
ville prior to 1848. Through the years, the name Carvery 
became common in Africville; that of Hill, and later Fletcher, 
disappeared. In 1858 Eppy Carvery bought out Hill and Fletcher.3 
The Fletcher name reappears in deed transfers in 1882 and 1901,4 
but Hill is not cited in later Africville documents. The 
Fletchers and Hills may have been part of the large migration to 
the United States in the late nineteenth century. 

Allen Dixon, a refugee Black who migrated to Nova 
Scotia during the period 1813-1816,5 settled in the Preston 
area.6 An A. Dixon, possibly Allen Dixon, was recorded as 
joining the First Preston Baptist Church in 1843, and in 1849 
Allen Dixon was listed as an officer of the Africville church.7 
The historical information possessed by Africville relocatees 

lP.A.N.S., Vol. 422, Document 48, probably 1837. 

2c. B. Fergusson, A Doaumentary Study of the Esta
Zishment of the Negroes in Nova Saotia, Bulletin No. 8, Public 

ives.of Nova Scotia, Halifax, N. s., 1948, Appendix XXIV. 
references to lot #7 in Division C and lots #17 and #31 in 

D. 

3Registry of Deeds, Book 124, pp. 466-67. 

4Registry of Deeds, Book 238, p. 577, refers to land 
~"·OA~Y, but not occupied, by a Matilda Fletcher. In another 

transfer (Registry of Deeds, Book 348, p. 520) a Frederick 
tcher of New Jersey sold an eighth of an acre to a resident 
Africville. The inference is that the Fletcher family re

d in Africville for some time, and then migrated to the 
d States. 

5P.A.N.S., Census of 1871, Halifax County, lists Allen 
as seventy-three years of age and his birthplace as the 
States. 

6Fergusson, Zoa. ait. 

7p. E. MacKerrow, A Brief History of the Coloured Hap
Nova Saotia, 1832-1895 (Halifax, N. S.: Nova Scotia 
Co • , 18 9 5 ) , p • 41 • 
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was not always accurate. Several residents stated that the 
Dixon family (a common surname in latter-day Africville) moved 
to the Halifax area from western Nova Scotia; on the other 
hand, Allen Dixon's great-grandson asserts that the Dixons came 
direct to Halifax, via Boston, from American slavery.! 

The original Africville settlers were, then, former 
residents of.the refugee settlements at Preston and Hammonds 
Plains who moved to Africville in order to escape economic hard
ships encountered on rocky and barren land. In the 1840's, the 
Africville site offered several advantages. It was not signifi
cantly more arable but, located on Bedford Basin, it was conven
ient for fishing and, most important, it was convenient for wage 
labour in the Halifax area.2 (Local tradition offers no account 
of the motivation that led to migration from Hammonds Plains and 
Preston; almost every interviewed resident of Africville believed 
that Africville had been founded under the auspices of royalty by 
former slaves from the United States.) Around 1839, with the 
establishment of a steamship line for mail service, Halifax 
received a long-awaited economic boom.3 The following decade was 
characterized by economic expansion, a flourishing wholesale 
trade, development of new docking facilities, and increased ship
building. It required only the Reciprocity Treaty of 1854 with 
the United States to consolidate the favourable economic status 
of Halifax by setting off a boom in the trade with New England.4 

bpart from the fact of general economic growth in the 
Halifax area, it is difficult to identify a particular factor 
accounting for the migration to Africville. It has been sug-

!Interviews, September 1969. 

2Removed from the centre of Halifax, the land was less 
expensive than the usual town lot. 

3stephenson noted that Samuel Cunard's winning of a 
British government contract to establish a steamship line for 
mail service "marked the beginning of the climb from depression". 
Gordon Stephenson, A Redevelopment Study of HalifaxJ Uova Scotia 
(Halifax, N. S.: City of Halifax, 1957), p. 2. See also J. S. 
Martell, "Halifax During and After the War of 1812", The Dal
housie ReviewJ XXIII, 1943-44. 

4This period of economic growth ushered in what has 
been termed the "Golden Age" of Nova Scotia. The boom was 
centred in Halifax. For a discussion of the economy at this 
time, see Stanley B. Ryerson, Unequal Union: Confederation and 
the Roots of Conflict in the Canadas, 1815-1873 (Toronto: 
Progress Books, 1968), pp. 237, 242 et passim. 
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gested that some of the settlers may have been employed in the 
construction of Campbell Road, which was-built in 1836 around 
·the· norfheas-t::et:h · erid of- tn.e-peninsula as an alternative to the 
main thoroughfare- between the l:own· of HaliD1x -a:n:a ·the outlying 
conununi ties. There is no evid~nce to supPQ_~_:t_ this suggestion, 
although the Africville settlement was fomed around the -
campbell Road- ar·e-zCof_Ijedford Basin and for many years the com
mlihify i biel£ was known as. Campbell Road. It has also been sug
-qe·s:ee-a·tn~it-B12icks sett1·e·a ·at· Africville while laying track for 
the Intercolonial Railroad which was to run through the com
muriify;l_however, the railroad was begun in 1854, several years 
-after the Africville Eo:irlrrfuni·ty was established.2 There-15--·a.-fur
~ggg~.:§liQD~!J:l~t th§r~~J~g__k_ ~~:e:trer.s-·may-Iiiive bee~ attJ;ac:ted 

-15y the Bedford Basin shoreline, which provided a fine setting 
Tor mass-baptisms. MacKerrow' .familiar with the history of the 
Ncrva· s-cotia African Baptist Association, mentioned "the placid 
waters of Bedford Basin, beneath whose surface Brothers Burton, 
Preston [etc.] ... have buried in the likeness of Christ many 
willing converts in the ordinance of Baptism."3 Since the Rev. 
Mr. Burton died in 1838, this reference is either erroneous or 
indicates that there were baptisms at the Africville site before 
1838. If the latter, it could have been this exposure that drew 
Black settlers to the Africville area.4 

The key pull factor in the migration to the Africville 
area was economic opportunity, and there may have been additional 
incentives affecting the precise location of the first homes. 
The p~sb factor simply reflects the hardships of_ life in Preston 
and Hammonds Plains:·-- Numer-ous examples of the plight of refugee 
settlers in the Preston area have been cited. Although true 
grants were made final in 1842, significant improvement did not 
take place in living conditions. Extensive potato-crop failures 
occurred in 1847 and again in 1848. Legislative Assembly pro
ceedings indicate that throughout this period grants had to be 

lThis suggestion is recorded in P.A.N.S., Africville 
File. 

2A report of the exploration survey of routes between 
Halifax and Quebec was presented to the Legislature in 1848 
(Nova Scotia Legislative Assembly, Journal and Proceedings of 
the House of Assembly, 1848, Appendix 64); actual construction 
did not get under way at Halifax until 1854. 

3MacKerrow, op. cit., p. 33. 

4Given the absence of any other reference linking Burton 
to Campbell Road, we believe that MacKerrow may have erred. 
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given in order to prevent starvation. In February 1851, a 
petition of the "Teacher at the African School at Hammond's 
Plain on behalf of the people of color at that place, was pre-
sented . ., setting forth the great destitution prevailing 
in a number of families in that Settlement, and praying relief."l 
When land grants were made final in 1842, Blacks could at least 
-~~11 their properties and try to carve out a better life else
where. 

Myths of SettZement 

Many Africville relocatees believed that their com
munity was among the original refugee Black settlements estab
lished by Crown grant, but evidence does not support this belief. 
It is clear that the first Black settlers purchased their lands 
from White Haligoniansi moreover, the lands in the area beyond 
lots l through 3 of Division "Letter K'' also were initially owned 
by White merchants and gentlemen.2 The principal reason for the 
myth is that, between the 1840's and the time of relocation, the 
original Africville acreage was subject to a series of compli
cated and often unrecorded purchases and sales. It is impossible 
to trace all the conveyances of land and thereby eliminate the 
possibility that Crown grants were made to specific individuals 
in the second quarter of the nineteenth century, a period in 
which licences of occupation were occasionally granted. 

Of the first Africville settlers, it has not been 
possible to determine if or how land was acquired by the Baileys, 
Grants, and Dixons. William Arnold's heir sold his property to 

lN.S.L.A., JournaZ and Proceedings, 1851, p. 681. 

2rn 1863, Godfrey Jacobs' widow conveyed the property 
west of the Brown-Arnold purchase to the City of Halifax. It 
was on this property belonging to the City that the Africville 
school was built in 1883. A fairly large strip of property 
east of the Brown-Arnold purchase (east of Gottingen Street) was 
owned by one George Wooten, presumably a White person, who sold 
it in 1863 to a member of the Brown family (Registry of Deeds, 
Book 161, p. 318). Brown's widow and other heirs sold it, five 
years later, to a White Halifax merchant named Tully (Registry 
of Deeds, Book 164, p. 85). The City bought Tully's property 
in 1907, when it was considering expropriation of the whole 
area for industrial development (Minutes of the Halifax City 
Council, January ll, 1907). Land south of the original Afric
ville settlement was owned by Richard Jacobs in the eighteenth 
century. Much of this property also was eventually conveyed to 
the City. 
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a White Halifax merchant in 1852; the Basinside portion of 
the lot was sold a year later to two White brothers named 
Drillio. In 1854 land on the south side of Campbell Road was 
expropriated for railway construction and a few houses were 
removed; in compensation for the land expropriated and in order 
to relocate the houses, the railway trustees purchased a sec
tion of the Drillio lot.l The residents whose homes were relo
cated and who received title to parts of the lot in 1861, were 
William Brown's sons and Henry Bailey.2 It is unclear whether 
Bailey owned the land on which his house had been located or, 
if so, how he acquired the land. He is recorded in the 1851 
census as occupying property, which he may have leased from 
William Brown. In 1862 Bailey added to his property by pur
chasing an additional one-quarter acre from William Brown.3 
The Baileys later moved to the United States without selling 
the land, and taxes fell into arrears. The City possessed the 
property and auctioned it on a tax deed some time after 1900.4 

The properties of Dixon and Grant also are difficult 
to identify. A deed dated 1862 mentioned a lot belonging to 
Allan Dickson [sic],but there appears to be no record of pur
chase.S In 1870 Allan Dixon purchased from William Brown's son 

lin this way the compensatory property was kept with
in the boundaries of the 1848 purchase. At the same time, that 
portion of the original acreage was regained by Blacks owners. 
In 1866 some of the remaining Drillio land was sold to a member 
of the Brown family (Registry of Deeds, Book 156, p. 132). 

" 2Registry of Deeds, Book 139, p. 337; Book 161, 
p. 321; and Book 256, p. 12. 

3Registry of Deeds, Book 256, p. 13. Dated May 1, 
1862, the deed was not registered until January 14, 1886. 

4one portion was obtained by a White Halifax doctor 
who did not occupy it. In 1912, he conveyed it to the grand
son of Eppy Carvery (Registry of Deeds, Book 389, p. 549; and 
Book 375, p. 396). This property remained in the Carvery 
family. The other portion of the Bailey property was obtained 
~n 1911 by the Howe family and Mrs. Jessie MacDonald, a prom-
1nent Africville landowner in the twentieth century. (Registry 
of Deeds, Book 409, p, 177; and Book 467, p. 49). A map of 
Africville dated 1878 shows the Bailey property obtained by the 
doctor south of the railway, and that obtained by Howe and 
MacDonald north of the railway. 

SRegistry of Deeds, Book 256, p. 13. 
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land contiguous with Dixon's own property.! The only recorded 
purchase of land by a Dixon in Africville prior to this took 
place some twenty years earlier, when a John Dickson [sic] 
bought a small lot from William Arnold; this property was resold 
then purchased in 1853, along with other Arnold land, by a White' 
Halifax merchant.2 It was possible that Allen Dixon purchased 
land in the 1840's from William Brown. No record was found of 
a purchase or sale in which Isaac Grant was involved, although 
he was listed in the 1851 census of Halifax as occupying land 
in Africville . 

In addition to difficulties encountered in tracing the 
initial land purchases of some Africville settlers, there are 
numerous problems in determining land conveyance over the years. 
Many landowners died intestate; often land was conveyed in
formally, especially to children and in-laws. This created a 
situation where eventually only a fraction of Africville families 
held true title to land that they occupied, although many others 
believed that their possession was establi3Ed through their 
family's longstanding possession and occupancy of the land. The 
Carvery family's transactions are a case in point. Soon after 
Eppy Carvery bought Hill's and Fletcher's shares in their common 
acre, he sold it to a son of William Brown.3 This apparently 
left the Carvery family, which was to become the largest family 
in Africville, without land. It appears that Eppy Carvery re
settled on that portion of the Drillio property not sold to the 
railroad trustees; a deed of 1882 indicated a lot in that area 
occupied by Eppy Carvery's widow and children, but not owned by 
them.4 That same area of Africville was occupied by several 

!Registry of Deeds, Book 187, p. 293. 

2Registry of Deeds, Book 106, p. 46. It is probable 
that John Dickson was a me~ber of the same Dixon family as Allan. 
John Dickson sold his property to ap Edward Taylor, of Hammonds 
Plains, who in turn sold it to a White merchant in 1852. 

3Registry of Deeds, Book 124, p. 468. 

4This part of the former Drillio property was indi
cated as owned by Fletcher. Presumably the land was purchased 
from Drillio by Fletcher, the Fletcher family moved to the 
United States, and Eppy Carvery then occupied the land. Heirs 
of Fletcher insisted on their claim to the property (Registry 
of Deeds, Book 238, p. 577). Some land in this area was pur
chased by a Carvery from a Fletcher heir in 1901 (Registry of 
Deeds, Book 348, p. 520). There had been a dispute between the 
Carverys and the Fletcher heirs over ownership of the land. 
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carvery families at the beginning of relocation in 1964. A 
relocatee observed that a Carvery had married a member of the 
family that had legal title and thereby had obtained a claim 
to the land. Another portion of Africville land was conveyed 
in 1912 to a grandson of Eppy Carvery from a White doctor who 
had bought it at a tax auction around the turn of the century; 
this land also remained in the Carvery family until Africville 
residents were relocated in 1964-1969. In 1918, another grand
son of Eppy Carvery purchased property to the west of the 
original Brown-Arnold purchase.! The land purchased in 1918 
had been owned since 1906 by the Byers, a large Africville 
family.2 Prior to that and since the time of the original 
grant, the property had been in possession of White Haligon
ians. Several Carvery homes were established on the land 
obtained in 1918. Railroad expansion around 1940 resulted in 
the expropriation of this Carvery property, in compensation for 
which the Railway allotted Carvery $5,500 to purchase land 
immediately above his former property and assisted in relocat
ing to it the Carvery homes.3 Finally, a third grandson of 
Eppy Carvery obtained land in Africville, in the second quar
ter of the twentieth century, through inheritance from an 
in-law who in turn had purchased it from an heir of William 
Brown's heirs.4 

At the time of relocation, Carverys claimed Afric
ville lands that had belonged at one time or another to William 
Brown, William Arnold, the Fletchers, the Byers, several White 
Haligonians, and the Crown. Not all of the lands claimed were 
within the boundaries of the orignial Brown-Arnold purchase. 
The Carvery family acquired its land in a variety of ways; by 
purchase, inheritance, gift, and marriage. In none of the fam
ily's land transactions was there record of, or reference to, a 

lRegistry of Deeds, Book 483, p. 317 . 

2Registry of Deeds, Book 378, p. 33. Early in the 
twentieth century, two Byers brothers bought property in Afric
ville, west of the Brown-Arnold purchase, from Levi Hart, a 
White Halifax merchant. Hart possessed land in the area in the 
late nineteenth century and, around the turn of the century, 
purchased additonal land to the west of Africville (Registry of 
Deeds, Book 329, p. 514). 

3In 1941, the Railway built the so-called Basin Yard 
~~---~f~,or storage of cars and this required expropriation. Carvery 

. ined his new property by purchase from a White man (Reg
~stry of Deeds, Book 820, pp. 732-34). 

4Registry of Deeds, Book 684, p. 917. 
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Crown grant to Africville settlers and not all of the family's 
claims were supportable by legal title. The situation was 
obscured further by the usually informal division of property 
among the many family members. Approximately fifteen Carvery 
families were relocated in 1964-69, and it is not surprising 

l 

that there was considerable confusion related to individual '[: 
claims of ownership. 

The Browns were the largest property owners in Afric
ville in the nineteenth >::entury, and many immigrants to Afric
ville during that period obtained land from the orignial Brown 
estate. The Brown family had few male heirs; acaordingly, at 
the time of relocation most of the Brown property had passed 
into other hands either by marriage or by purchase. Except 
for his sale to Bailey in 1862 and possibly to Allan Dixon and 
others in the 1840's, William Brown apparently kept much of his 
original six acres intact until his death, and specified in his 
will how the property was to be divided among his children.l 
The heirs had the land surveyed and the boundaries defined. Six 
heirs received lots. It is possible to trace much of this land 
to the time of relocation,2 when most of it was owned by the 

lsome of his land was expropriated for railway con
struction in 1854. 

2The property inherited by Thomas Brown was sold in 
part to two migrants who married into the community (one section 
was later sold to the City) and the remainder of Thomas's inher
itance passed through his wife's niece to an immigrant from 
Hammonds Plains who also married into the community. Prior to 
the latter transfer, the niece sold a portion of her inheritance 
(Registry of Deeds, Book 362, p. 182; Book 797, p. 93; and Book 
1620, p. 464). The property inherited from William Brown by 
his son John Brown also was eventually sold to migrants who 
married into the community (Registry of Deeds, Book 588, p. 1055). 
In 1959, a portion was sold to a Carvery. Property inherited 
by Georgina Brown~ who married a Mantley migrating from Hammonds 
Plains, was inherited subsequently by a daughter who married a 
migrant from Amherst, Nova Scotia. Property inherited by James 
Brown and by Nancy Brown eventually passed into the hands of 
Mrs. Jessie MacDonald, who was the only child and sole heir of 
Nancy Brown. In 1912, Mrs. MacDonald purchased the property 
of James Brown which had been inherited by his step-children 
(Registry of Deeds, Book 415, p. 695). Mrs. MacDonald, in turn, 
sold two portions of her property to migrants in the period 
between the two World Wars. It has been more difficult to trace 
the inheritance of William Brown~ Jr. Part of his property was 
inherited by a daughter who had married a migrant from Preston; 
subsequently, the daughter's children obtained portions of the 
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Byers, Dixons, and Mantleys, three large Africville families, 
and by other Blacks who migrated to Africville after the First 
World War. 

· During a perio(}_of roughly one hundred and twenty
five years, the Africville land underwent various changes. 
Threesystems of railway tracks were built through the commun

-futy, necessitating exprop. riation of land and relocation of 
ames, and expansion of railway· facilities resulted in a fur-

"t!'l'a·r· shuffle of property. In -~J;l..dit.ion-to the... occasional ~sei
"Ture--·of land for non-:-paynte!l_!:_ qj: ta,x arrears, the City of Hali.fax 
~as-ed several Afr icville properties as p9tential sites for 
'ftitiii'"icipal institutions .. and in _anticipation of waterfront redevel
opment.l Other ins:tituti~~_al purchasers of Afric_~ille .lands __ 

· 1'ric!uded the·· Nova Scotia Ligh!: _a,pd Power Company, which obtained 
-rand for constructic)n-§J:_ a,·_t_ower.2 The shoreline _ _:itself cl).anged, 
~r· some properties we're diminishea· by soil erosion and others 
-were ·extended by fi]J._._ .. 'f'O these changes in land and land use was 
aaaed a new factor, the absentee landlord. The City, the Railway, 
'"and--other institutions occasionally leased land to Africville 
-res·iden ts , usually··· a f. )i nominal rental. The City owned the land 
~'Which the Africville school was built and leased land for the 
. m~e of the :1\:t:ricville church-. 3 ·In ·the 19 50 Is- both·-the railway 

.t:and the ·c1ty leased property to residents who were displaced and 
--..--"-··-· 

8£.; ------------

property. The property purchased by William Brown, Jr. from 
Eppy Carvery in 1858, was sold in part to the Byers family who 
migrated from Prince Edward Island; the remaining section was 
inherited by William's grandson, although there may have been 
additional heirs. 

lpart of the original Arnold property was owned sub
sequently by two White persons, then sold in 1901 to a West 
Indian who settled in Africville and married a granddaughter of 
William Brown (Registry of Deeds, Book 324, p. 494). When this 
family moved to Boston, the entire lot (perhaps three acres) may 
have been sold to the City; the site was occupied until recently 
(Spring 1971) by the City-operated Basinview Home for the aged. 

2The lot purchased by the Nova Scotia Light and Power 
Company was owned originally by Allan Dixon and passed subse
quently to his heirs (Registry of Deeds, Book 1041, p. 274 and 

~ • ·Book 16 54 , p • 13 5 ) • 

t -~~:'.!~·- 3After the school was closed in the early 1950's the 
-~. ···school building itself was leased by the City as a community hall 

for Africville residents; the rental was one dollar per annum. 
The church property was leased by the City, beginning in 1916. 
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homeless.l In some instances, Africville residents squatted 
~on government-owned land. This was not much opposed before 
the end of the Second World War,2 for the number of squatters 
was relatively small and the land was not being used by its 
owners. 

The Africville population increased almost tenfold 
between 1850 and 1964. By 1964 there were approximately eighty 
families living in an area not larger than that originally pur
chased by Brown and Arnold. For the most part, the families 
were living within the original boundaries. It was common for 
-&ffspring-to establish their own households on parental land, 
and property in Africville usually was divided equally among 
the immediate heirs.3 There was, consequently, a substantial 
decline in the size of individual land-holdings over the years, 
land shortage developed, and disputes concerning land owner
ship were not uncommon among close relatives.4 As a result of 
far-reaching kinship ties among most Africville residents, 
there were multiple claims on many pieces of property. 

Because of these factors of population pressure on 
land, informal conveyance of property, inclusive patterns of 
inheritance, extensive kinship ties, profound changes in land 
use, unrecorded original purchases, and occasional squatting, it 
was difficult to unravel property claims in Africville and to 
discount speculation concerning Crown grants. These difficulties 

1The City leased a property in 1951 to an Africville 
resident who had been squatting on "Dominion Government" pro
perty and had been forced to vacate. The rental was set at an 
amount equal to the annual tax payable on the property (Hinutes 
of the Committee on Works, City of Halifax, May 3, 1951). It 
appears that, in 1956, the Railway leased a small lot to an 
employee who was also a resident of Africville. 

2Around the turn of the century there were a few 
complaints voiced at meetings of the halifax City Council con
cerning squatters in the Africville area. 

3usually the land was not conveyed by formal instru
ment. Typical was the transfer of a Byers estate, where the 
offspring established separate households on their father's 
property and by common acceptance established possessory right. 

4rn several instances land was transferred to trustees 
charged with the task of processing and validating the multiple 
claims (Registry of Deeds, Book 238, p. 577; Book 338, p. 24; 
and Book 1153, p. 61). 



were the more pronounced, given the sense of historical con
"finu1ty -possessed by residents and the absence" of diaries and 
-~x~wj:'~ 't~~_n m~terLals ·dealing with the coinmuni ty .1 Never
theless, enough data are available to demolish most of the 
myths associated with the settlement and development of Afric
ville. Certainly the public image of Africville as a community 
of transients and squatters can be rejected.2 There was very 
little sq~~!:):!~9:- i_n th~ ~ens~ __ <:)_f_ ~';lndom ocCUJ?8:tfm1- of ~an<;l hy 
rootless l.n::-nugran:ts. Bla,cks obta1.ned land 1.n the Afr1.cV1.lle 
area of Halifax by purcl'!_C!~~ _and inheritance; only a handful 
ever occupied l~:f!<i. ·a.s squatters.. To. eq:uat~ t-he _cibsence of legal 

-t.Tt.le" wTtn"squatting would be misleading in the Africville 
conte-xt: • - -
,_p-o~··· ........ ~.• ~ ...... ..l;ltSI 

The _myth of dire_ct r~fu_gee_ s~ttlement._o£ .. Africvill_e 
has been discussed abovf?. Although the principal myth of 
settlement: ··neJ.a· by Africville residents ·was --that- their- ·fore-

!. _fathers had ~~P.~~ _f~9.~~ _sl~vg_;cy_ ~~- t_he- )jn.i..}_~q s(~tes and ~e:re 
i: , . ..9£~t~.C!.~fr_1;cy_I.J.f:~ 1.and by the Quee~~-~--- .!:~~!"~ ---~~r_~_.9:tl:ler mytljs. 
" Some res1.dents held that Black slaves escap1.ng from the United 

States ·seEEiea ·inland· to avoid ~recapture; ··that A·fricvillef ·was 
set:tled first:· ·and, subs-equently, other· rte~'BTiicK:''comniunities. 
Tiie-ract:·-rs-'E1fa£ Black refugees- were foYd ·by govei-nment officials 

ttvr.·. where they could settle. A more prevalent myth held that Afric-

'p.Atlh !The researchers spent considerable time and effort 
·.vainly pursuing suggestions concerning the existence of diaries 

Y~-; and other reports dealing with the history of Africville. 
aqr~. 

2rt is important to distinguish between those persons 
who squatted on land owned by government and other institutions 
and those persons whom residents permitted to construct homes 
on their property. When Africville residents referred to 

lt\i "squatters" in the community, generally they were thinking of the 
latter group of persons, many of whom they held in low repute • 

. )£;;:: 
3perhaps an explanation for this myth arises from the 

,+<: fact that true grants issued to refugee settlers in the Preston 
{ '-, ... L area always began with the conventional greeting: "Vi atoria by 
h~r- the grace of God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
·' Ireland Queen defender of the Faith and of the United church of 

·· · England and Ireland on earth the Supreme Head. To all to whom 
' ..... ~:,.:. .. these Presents shall come Greeting" (The Preston grant, 1842, 
4:. ,:.,w_rFergusson, loa. ai t.) 0 An association between land grants and 

Ji:the Queen was easy to elaborate; an extrapolation from the Black 
. , ;,. conununi ty of Preston to the Black community of Africville was 
._ ';· all that was needed to root the myth o 
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ville families were descended from the fierce fighting Maroons 
deported to Halifax from Jamaica in 1796. One version of this 
myth centred on Prince Edward, father of Queen Victoria, who, 
during his tenure as commander-in-chief of the armed forces, 
resided at an estate on the shore of Beford Basin. Purportedly, 
Prince Edward had a Black servant named William Brown; pleased 
with his service, the Prince saw to it, upon his recall to 
England, that Brown and others were granted land at Bedford Ba 
In fact, however, the Prince left Nova Scotia prior to the War 
of 1812 and there is little likelihood that the name of William 
Brown can rightly be linked with his. As for being descended 
from Maroons, records indicated that while some did live near 
Bedford Basin for a short period,virtually all the Maroons 
sailed to Sierra Leone in 18001 and the original Africville 
settlers came from refugee settlements elsewhere in Halifax 
County. 

The myths held by Africville residents concerning the 
settlement of their community are significant, nonetheless, and 
merit attention. In essence, they served to reinforce claims 
to land, an important consideration in the face of frequent 
absence of deeds and other legal title. In the myths, land is 
granted in common; accordingly, every individual who could 
establish hereditary right through descent or marriage would have 
a claim on the land. In the myths, too, land is granted by 
royal personages, authorities more powerful and significant 
than City and other governmental officials. The myths, by hol 
forth a special association with royalty, not only established 
a common bond among residents but underlined the real marginality 
felt by Africville people vis-a-vis other Haligonians and perhaps· 
provided a cultural weapon against oppressors. 

Although the myths of settlement existed apart from 
the relocation experience, it is useful to consider them in 
relation to the relocation negotiations. Many White Haligonians 
also believed the myth of a Queen-given grant to Blacks at 
Africville. The relocation social worker, charged with the task 
of negotiating the real estate aspects of relocation, did not 
discount the possibility of such a grant. He was, hmvever, 
scarcely in a position to undertake more than a casual examina
tion of historical materials.2 The Director of Welfare suggested 
that the Development Department had sent a representa·tive to 

!Another myth linking Africville to the 1'1aroons posits 
that the land was obtained by Blacks in exchange for their work 
on the construction of the Halifax Citadel. The Maroons did 
participate in the construction, but there i~ of course, no 
evidence of a link between the Maroons and the Africville resi
dents. 

2Tape-recorded interview, June 1969. 
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England to determine whether the myth was valid. One of the 
research directors interviewed the Director of Development about 
this possibility: 

11 I asked him [the Development Officer] if they had ever 
investigated whether the Africville land had been 
granted by Queen Victoria. He stated that they had 
not discovered any factual information to support 
this, but they did not really do intensive historical 
research. They did just enough to convince themselves 
that the deeds where in chaotic order. When I told 
him that the Director of Welfare reported that he, 
the Director of Development, had sent people to 
England to see if Africville land was a grant from 
the Queen, he laughed and said: 'That is the most 
absurd thing I ever heard•.nl 

It appears ~11_at_,__despite soTI_le second thoughts, City officials 
did not Trivestigate thoroughly the possibility_o;t.9- Crown grant 
to Africville settlers. Information was presumably sought by 
the City from the Provincial Archivist, who in 1962 requested 
information from the Director of Crown lands, Nova Scotia 
Department of Lands and Forests. The Director replied, "We 
do not find that William Brown was a grantee in the district. 
Neither do we know of any records of any unusual circumstances 
in regards the granting of land in Africville."2 The Provincial 
Archivist surmised: "I suppose that the Negroes either purchased 
land from previous owners or squatted on it". 3 _w__:Q_q.t ,difference 
~.:9:ld it have made if the myth of a CrQwn g+ant c:::ould_have been 
substantiated? It W,Q.___uJd _pqt have a,dde_d _l_eg.at we-ight to the 
craims of Africville .. residents beyond- that of ownership through 
purcnaSe Or inheritance 1 for all land -deriVeS Ul tiinzitely from 
it-crown grant. The le_ga,r-·a.spects ·or reTocation negci"tiations--

1iiight have been quite different, however, if the land had been 
granted in common to Africville residents.. -Certainly a grant in 
-common, direct from the Crown, would have been considered to 
lend a more powerful moral thrust to relocatees' claims. 

lResearch diary, July 1969. There was clearly a 
failure of communication between the directors of the welfare 
and development departments. During the relocation, all welfare 
dealings with the Africville population were handled by the 
Development Department. The Director of Welfare publicly criti
cized the relocation program; see "Says City Falling Down on 
Africville Project: Welfare Director Says Relocation not Nec
essary," The Mail-Star, Halifax, N. s., April 26, 1965. 

2P.A.N.S., Africville File. 

3Ibid. 
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:he! Name "Afriavi lle" 

The Black settlement of ~fricville was named first 
after the -i<Yad around which it grew: Campbell Road. This 
name remained until around the turn of the century, when 
•Africville" became current. During interviews, only the 
very oldest residents intimated that they had in their youth 
commonly referred to the community as "Campbell Road", although 
nost respondents, regardless of age, were acquainted with the 
earlier appelation. The relocatees speculated about the origin 
of "Africville", and indicated mixed feelings about the term. 
There was a consensus that it had been imposed by White Hali
gonians, "since our forefathers came from Africa". One elderly 
relocatee, very conscious of her people's ancestry in American 
slavery, was scornful of the African designation: "It wasn't 
~ricville out there. None of the people came from Africa; you 
w~!t to believe it. It was part of Richmond,! just the part 
w-·::ere the coloured people lived."2 Another lady of advanced 
vears was favourably disposed to the name "Africville" and 
hc.5tile towards those "meddlers" who would have it otherwise. 
T~e Baptist church, when it was established at Africville in 
TI~-~--was referred to as the Campbell Road congregation. 
•campbell Road" Church was changed to "Africville" in 1885, but 
~ 1893 church members requested of the African Baptist Associ- -
ation a reversion to the original name.3 

The earliest documentary use of "Africville" is found 
i:: a petit.1on rro:rn-william--arow-n, dated March 21, 1860, stating 
-::-:at your Petitioner is the owner of a lot of land situate at 
~~:-icville in the City of Halifax •••. "4 Yet in a petition 
fc= aid to establish a school, dated one day earlier, resi
C.e::-:s referred to themselves as "Nine Families of Colour 
=e.:iding on Campbell Road, West of the Rail Road Terminus."5 
:::~=-~' ... 1eed transfers referred to the Africville site as "Rich-
:::r::.::." ... ~r "Campbell Town in the north suburbs of the City of 

!Richmond was the name given to the northerly part 
c: ~alifax in the nineteenth century. 

2rnterview, September 1969. 

3pearleen Oliver, A Brief History of the Colored 
=~;~:2~2 of Nova Saotia, 1782-1953 (Halifax, N. S.: 1953), 

The name of the church was changed later to Seaview 
United Baptist Church. 

~ .. - - ' -. -- . , :_ ... .... ~- .. _______ _.. 

4P.A.N.S., Africville File, Document One. 

5P.A.N.S., Africville File, Assembly Petitions (Edu
:=.-:.:.::::. l860) • 
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Halifax" .1 The first land deed to use the form "Africville'' 
is dated 1866.2 

In the early nineteenth century, both -~-~frican" and 
"Men of Colour" weJ;e common descrl.pti ve. terms." ~- "A~rican 
village" was perhaps the equi valen't of' the contemporary "b~ac}<: 
community". In their report of 1858 the Railway Commissioners 
-'listed an expenditure "for material and labor in removing and 
fixing up buildings at African village."3 A railway compensa
tion deed of 1861 also called the community "African Village".4 
Railway officialdom may have beer1 responsible f()r making C()~On 
e:tr€name-"Afri'cvi-lle..,.{-on· the other hand, "Africville" may have· 
~r[.I!'~C1)?'0Pt!l_a:r_ ·designation used in Halifax, des~:riptively at 
'first, and le1t¢r ~~- :a .:Pi§.P~¢;:.3iame •. · ·City ·council Minutes refer 
'Eo the community as ''Campbell Town", in 1852; the ''Black Settle
ment", in 1854; and "Africville", in 1867. 

By the twentieth century, the name "Africville" was 
firmly established. In the years ahead, mail would be sent to 
persons in "Africville"; local athletic teams would bear the 
name, as would the small segregated school. At the time of 
relocation the appelation had not only a common geographical 
reference, but a widely shared connotation as a deviant slum 
COlllll\unity. 

p. 13. 
!Registry of Deeds, Book 101, p. 361; and Book 256, 

2Registry of Deeds, Book 156, p. 132. 

3N.S.L.A., Journal and Proceedings, 1858, Appendix 
305. 

4Registry of Deeds, Book 161, p. 321 • . 
5Minutes of the Halifax City Council, Octobe~ 27, 

283; January 11, 1854; and late 1867. 
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CHAPTEH. 'riiREE 

AFRICVILLE SOCIAL STRUCTURE: AN OVERVIEW 

"Africville was a place where many coloured people 
lived together trying to do the best:. they could." 

- Interview, Africville relocatee, 1969 • 

A most significant facet of Africville is its long 
history. One social scientist has described Africville as 
follows: "There are no roots here; it is almost a community 
in suspension, a stepping-stone in the pattern of a population 
movement from the rural settlements to the larger cities of 
Montreal and Boston."l On the contrary, compared with many 
urban areas that are being redeveloped in Canada and the United 
States, the historical character of the community and its 
people stands out. V@_l}~V~J1o1:ed q_lready that Africville was 
established before 1850 and tha_t at the time of relocation 
most of the inhabitants were descendants of a small group 
of founders, refugee Blacks vJho first fled slavery in the 
United States and later, starvation and dire poverty at 
Preston and Hammonds Plains. Migrants to Africville who had 
~aken up residence there as long as thirty years prior to the 
relocation remained acutely conscious of their migrant status. 
One of our research assistants noted in his field report: 

"Mrs. was not born in Africville. She was 
born 1n New Glasgow. To start off with, she said 
that even though she lived in Africville for over 
twenty years, she still had a stigma of being an 
outsider and although she has some feelings to
wards the place, her feelings could never match 
up to the people who were born there."2 

Such historicity is unusual, for in most urban areas of Canada 
and the United States the pattern of invasion and succession 
has meant that continuous waves of irurigrants and rural poor 
have repl<:tced earlier arrivals as the latter have climbed the 

lBrookbank, op. cit., p. 30. 

2rnterview, July 1969. 
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ladder of social success .1 Thus· the redevelopment areas in 
cities such as Topeka, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Toronto, and 
Winnipeg usually have had populations with an average resi
dence of less than ten years.2 Africville inhabi..tants,.how
ever, in addition to _be!Jlg among th-e-pooi·est of the poor, were 

lA clear example of this process can be seen in the 
settlement of the Alexandra Park area, in Toronto. Albert Rose 
{"The Individual, the Family and the Community in the Process 
of Urban Renewal", Urban Renewal [Toronto: Centre for Urban 
and Community Studies, University of Toronto, 1968], p. 324) 
describes it as "an area of 'first settlement' for newcomers to 
the city from abroad." The pre-First-World-War British and 
Jewish immigrants were succeeded eventually by Eastern European 
and Portuguese immigrants. In both Canada and the United States, 
the traditional "ports of entry", from the point of view of 
housing., have been the oldest and least desirable sections of 
the cities; i.e., in and around the central business districts. . f .. : 2see, for example, Wi_lliam Morrison, A Study on Some 

Y .. ~.-.·.· ............ i··of the. Social Aspects o:( Urban R~newal {Winnipeg~ M<;mitoba: 
t:;·. "·CommunJ.ty Welfare PlannJ.ng CouncJ.l, 1967). A maJOrJ.ty of the 
~,(·a:r family adults in the redevelopment areas were not born in 

· .~,!.-.: Winnipeg and the modal number of years of residence in the 
?, city was 5-14 years for family heads. For the four samples 

into which the population was divided, the average length of 
···. stay in the old slum core area was 5. 9, 7. 6, 5.1, and 5. 4 years. 
· · Moreover, respondents in all four groups indicated a considerable 

movement, typical of contemporary North American urban dwellers. 
r a report of the urban movement generally, see Rossi, op. cit. 
· In the Alexandra Park area, only forty-three per 

. cent of the residents (1961) were born in Canada and thirty-six 
· per cent were immigrants to Canada during the years 1946-61 

(Rose, op. cit.~ p. 325). For large American cities, see 
~~.u~Jll:~, op. cit.~ p. 56. 

In Topeka, Kansas, the urban renewal relocatees had 
in their homes for an average of 11.7 years, although the 
with the most apparent subculture, the Mexicans, accounted 

much of this high average residence {Key, op. cit.). Be
of racism and lack of economic opportunity, some predom
y Black areas in American cities have also tended to 

it high residential stability; for example, in redeveloped 
~~··~"···- t Washington, D. c., some sixty-five per cent of the 

atees interviewed had lived in the neighbourhood for more 
ten years prior to relocation (Thursz, op. cit.). 
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Black; accordingly, other poor and immigrants did not replace 
them but, rather, "jumped over" them. These others had enough 
trouble overcoming their own marginality and obtaining a full 
and equal share of the social wealth without becoming mixed 
with Blacks in a society where racist a:ttitudes lingered from 
slavery days.l · 

An important factor in Africville's historicity was 
the condition of being ecologically isolated from Halifax 
proper. As the map of Halifax shown on page 65 illustrates, 
Africville was set apart from the rest of the city, situated 
on Bedford Basin and flanked by the railway. Although linked 
to Halifax proper by a railway and an unpaved road almost 

·since its first settlement, traditionally Africville was more 
an isolated rural community than an urban neighbourhood. 
Africville used to be separated from the rest of the city by 
bush and rock; one elderly relocatee recalled that, prior to 
the First World War, "all the rest around [Africville] there 
was a lot of bush, nothing but bush."2 Long-time residents 
mentioned the many farm animals (e.g., chickens, horses, goats)3 
in Africville around the turn of the century, and a local obser
ver, referring to the same period, has written that the community 
boasted some of the largest piggeries in the Halifax area.4 
Africville residents never possessed adequate soil or sufficient 
land to engage in substantial farming, but relative isolation 
and the general ecology of the community did allow them to 
maintain a meaningful rural image until the First World War. 

lrn general, the pattern of invasion and succession 
does not operate independently of the racial traits of the groups 
involved. In North America, historically, Blacks, Puerto Ricans, 
and Chinese have succeeded poor and immigrant Whites, but the 
reverse has not occurred so frequently. With the extensive re
structuring of cities through urban renewal programs, impov
erished minority groups are more likely to be succeeded, nowa
days, by an upper middle class dwelling in luxury apartments. 
(See Thursz, op. cit.; Charles Silberman, Crisis in Black and 
White [New York: Vintage, 1964]; and Commission Report on Re
location.) 

2Tape-recorded interview, October 1969. 

3There was considerable discrepancy in long-time resi
dents' recollection of the number of farm animals in Africville 
prior to the First World War. 

4Frank Doyle, "Dwellings at Dump Not Very Historic", 
The Mail-Star~ Halifax, N. s., January 18, 1963. 
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Non-commercial fishing was another traditional activity that 
contributed to Africville's bucolic character. One Afric
ville relocatee referred to the fishing as follows: 

"The fishing! It really hurts to go down to the 
grocery store and pay really high prices for fish. 
That really makes me sick. We used to catch almost 
every kind of fish there is in the Atlantic, right 
here in Bedford Basin--haddock, cod, mackerel, 
perch, eels, clams. The only kind of fish we didn't 
get was smelts." 1 

As __ the city of Halifax grew, in population and in 
industry,~ Afrl.c::vj.lle l:.?ecame cLuttered with railway tracks 
and industry and city_s_~~ice dE:;!pots (e.g., the city dump). 
By the decade preceding relocation, Africville's rural 
image had little substance. City ordinances and the encroach
ment of industry and government had led to a disappearance 
of farm animals,3 and pollution of Bedford Basin had vir
tually eliminated fishing. Yet, even as late as the early 
1960's the editor of a Halifax newspaper felt able to refer 
to Africville as the "last rural remnant in Halifax penin
sula",4 and several Africville residents could welcome the 
relocation because, as one woman put it, "I'm a city woman ... 5 
By this time, however, Africville's ruralness was largely a 
matter of being located "off the beaten path" and lacking 

··standard city services. This sprawling community of approxi
mately thirteen acres, with its dwellings, sheds, and outdoor 
privies haphazardly positioned and built, possessed few urban 
facilities. Residents had to do without paved roads (or even 
dust deterrent), convenient public transportation, sewerage, 
water, or garbage collection. The neglect of Africville by 

!Interview, July 1969. 

2The population ~f Halifax increased from 20,749 
(1851 Census) to 46,619 in 1911 and 92,511 in 1961. The 
Halifax city limits were unchanged between 1851 and 1961. 

3since 1915, it has been illegal to keep swine with
in city limits. Minutes of the Halifax City Council~ 1915. 

4Frank Doyle, "Africville's Shackdom Shows Lack of 
Action", The Mail-Star~ Halifax, N. S., February 10, 1965. 

5Interview, June 1969. 
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City officials was such that, according to one elderly relo
catee, "for many years, Africville people were led to believe 
they were in th-e Count.y-...:.outs1de the City limits. It was 
only when the younger-generation came along that we found we 
were within the city. ·n~l 

Both the sense of historical continuity possessed 
by Africville residents2 and the rural-like characterization 
of the community by outsiders (and by some residents as well) 
were congruent with community structure. The population of 
Africville was always small. In 1851 there were fifty-four 
Blacks living in the area; in 1964, at the time of relocation, 
the population was approximately four hundred.3 Much of 
Africville's population growth took place during-~e last 
'thirty to forty years-of. its existence .4 The majori t_y of this 
sma-ll' population were _bouiid_-together 'through numerous kinship 
ues:- Approximately J~eventy-five per cent of the relocated-. 
-population were assocJ:ated, either by blood or marriage, wi'~h 
at least one of the five principal families in Africville, 

·families that could tiace their Africville ancestry back one 

linterview, July 1969. It is important not to inter
pret this statement literally, but as being indicative of the 
marginality felt by Africville residents vis-a-vis the rest of 
Halifax. Even prior to the turn of the century, they had 
petitioned City officials for needed services. Their lack of 
success, and consequent sense of powerlessness and isolation, 
created a profound feeling of estrangement. Additional factors, 
of course, such as racial origin, affected their relationship 

_with other Haligonians. 

2As we have already noted in discussion of myths 
of settlement~ a sense of historical continuity does not nec
essarily reflect an accurate knowledge of historical fact. 

3see P.A.N.S., R.G. 1, Vol. 451, Census~ City of 
alifax~ 1851; and The Condition of the Negroes of Halifax 

City~ Nova Scotia. Erich Fromm has suggested that about 
hundred is the optimum population of a community geared 

meeting individual needs and capable of providing healthy 
al relationships; see his The Sane Society (New York: 

"':"--U<::! art, 19 55) . 

4The population doubled during this period. See 
so, Frank Doyle, "Dwellings at Dump Not Very Historic", 

Mail-Star, Halifax, N. S., January 18, 1963. 
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hundred years.l It is not surprising, under these circum
stances, that the social structure of Africville can be char
acterized as "fluid"2--in the sense that kinship and family 
systems were adaptable and there was a certain interchange
ability of personnel. There were numerous instances of 
adoption and fosterage, and of step- and half-kin relation
ships. The use of intimate kinship terms, such as "rna", "pa", 
ru"'ld "aunt", to refer to more distant relatives, and even to 
non-relatives, was common. This structural fludity and inti
macy was compounded, in the several decades preceding the 
relocation, by an increasing degree of cohabitation and the 
presence of illegitimate offspring, and was accentuated by 
~~e widespread use of nicknames. Haligonians who knew Afric
ville well often could identify its residents by nicknames 
only; even some of the indigenous leaders were hard-pressed 
to identify the proper names of some Africville residents.3 
To the outsider (especially to many White Haligonians, welfare 
workers, City officials, and relocation caretakers) the Afric
ville population appeared to be "jumbled".4 

An important component of Africville's social struc
ture was the church and the roles and organizations that it 
engendered. The church was as old as the community itself and 
embodied much of Africville's sense of historical continuity. 
The Seaview African United Baptist Church contained within 
itself the principal formal organizations in the community and, 
through religious services, youth and auxiliary organizations, 
and a missionary society, provided residents with a collective 
identity and fostered sentiments of solidarity. As one Afric-

lsee Genealogical Charts, p. 69. 
these charts are pseudonyms. 

The names used in 

2For this concept of fluid social structure, we are 
indebted to Frank G. Vallee, Kabloona and Eskimo in the CentraL 
::.aewatin (Ottawa: Northern Co-ordination and Research Centre, 
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, 1962) , ,;: 
pp. 61-98. ~,: 

3This fact posed difficulties for the researchers 
trying to discern the basis of social differentiation in Afric
ville and draw appropriate inferences from anecdotes. 

4This statement is based on interviews \vi th "out
siders" during the summer and fall of 1969, and on the 

ninutes of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee and 
t~e minutes of City Council's Africville Subcommittee. 
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ville resident put it: 

"Sunrise Service on Easter morning • • . that was a 
great thing. You get up on Easter morning at five 
o'clock and go to church there. You hear some of 
the loveliest things you ever wanted to hear, the 
spirituals; most of the people from Preston, Ham
monds Plains, and right in the city here, you 
hear them say, "If you want to get the spirit, 
you go to Africville for Sunrise Service on' Eas
ter morning, and when you come away from there, 
you are either lifted up or you're dead!" To 
tell the truth, when they tore that church down, 
I cried."l 

Through the church, Africville residents were linked tradition
ally to other Black communities in Halifax County and to White 
congregations in the city. Pastors and lay preachers were 
exchanged, and visiting and other forms of sociality were exper
ienced.2 

~i..I1C:.~ __ )\,fricvi:p,e was not large or weal thy enough to 
support a residen~ pastor, leadership and management of the 
church was left to church members themselves. Involvement in 
Chiircli~affairs provided one with status in the community, and 
the church "elders"--the deacons, trustees, and leading "sis-. 
ters"--constituted, as it were, the official representatives, 
receiving communiques from City officials, petitioning for 
needed services on behalf of Africville residents, and acting 
as the vehicle through which philanthropic and other voluntary 
organizations entered the community.3 

Africville possessed, in addition to the church, ) 
other institutions and roles characteristic of small rural-> 

lTape-recorded interview, October 1969. 

2The above-quoted respondent noted also that, as 
a result of church activities in Africville, "You get people 
from all over the place, and when I say people from all over 
the place--not just Negro people, not just Black people; 
White people, too. People came from the First Baptist [White 

_;_ church] , the Second Baptist [White church] . " 

3specific reference will be given below. General 
documentation of this role behaviour can be found in Minutes 
of the Halifax City Council~ 1860-1960. 
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like communities. It had a school, post office, neighbourhood 
storei midwives, and political party agents. As early as 
1860, Africville residents had petitioned the provincial 
government for financial aid to support a qualified teacher. 
Older respondents reported that, prior to 1883, a community 
resident had taught Africville children in the old Africville 
church. 2 In 18.83 a school was established under the juris
diction of the City government,3 and this school continued 
to function until 1953, when it was closed by the City and 
the children were transferred to larger, racially integrated 
schools elsewhere in Halifax. Over the years most of the 
s·chool teachers- were Blacks who resided elsewhere in Halifax. 
Since 1936, Africville had its own sub post office; the two 
postmistresses (one served from Oct.ober 3, 1936, to March 31, 
1944; the other, from 1944 to October 31, 1967) were Africville 
residents. The small neighbourhood store was a feature of 
this relatively isolated community since at least early in 
this century. These stores were owned and operated by com
munity residents, who derived from them a modest supple-
ment to family income.4 At the time of relocation in 1964, 
two very small stores were operating in Africville. Several 
Africville women, a few of whom were licensed, performed tra
ditionally the roles of midwife and general "therapist" in 
the community. Women performing these roles enjoyed consid
erable status and usually were proud of their record and 
their special remedies and techniques.S As Africville became 
less remote from the rest of the city in the decades pre
ceding relocation (and as city health services expanded and 
local expectations rose), such traditional roles diminished in 
importance. Like other small communities in Nova Scotia, 

lP.A.N.S., Africville File, Assembly Petitions 
(Education, 1860). 

2Interviews, August and September 1969. 

3Repo1't of the Halifax School Commiss·ioner>s~ City of 
Halifax, 1883, p. 11. 

4In most instances, the store was simply part, or 
an extension, of a residence, and the sales volwne was such 
that one can only conclude that the store contributed mar
ginally to family income. 

Sone midwife and "therapist" recalled proudly that a 
doctor had offered her a licence as a first-aid attendant. 
Her usual remedy, she reported, was "one-half aspirin, hot 
bath, and castor oil." Interview, September 1969. 
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Africville had its political party agents, residents who had 
establis_hed ties with the provinical political parties and 
Wfio_:w.ereespeciciJ:ly active at election time.l Both male and 
female residents acted as political captains responsible for 
-"getting out the vote". 

-~That Africville was a Black community is important 
in explaining how part of a city could develop with the par
ticular characteristics of Africville and in understanding 
the changes in social structure that took place during the 
last thirty to forty years of its existence. Although Afric
ville was always physically part of Halifax, socially it was 
but an appendage. In this respect it was similar to most 
of the other Black settlements in Nova Scotian towns and 
cities, and as we have indicated elsewhere, this general 
pattern reflects the underlying racism that has character-

·. ized Nova Scotian society since the abolition of slavery 
in the nineteenth century.2 In consequence of the separ

_atist expectations (among Blacks and non-Blacks) and the 
.. neglect that accompanied racism, Africville was obliged to 
develop structures parallel to those found elsewhere in the 
city. Africyq __ l_e __ ~as, traditionally, not merely a rural
like community but a segregated Black settlement. There was 
a-parallel between governmental policy towards Africville, 
zeinforced by everyday expectations, and its relative geo
graphical isolation. 

Especially during the last thrity to forty years of 
its existence, Africville underwent profound change. From 
what wa,s described in 1895 as "a community of intelligent 
young people, much is expected of them",3 it became identified 
increasingly as "a national blot on the city of Halifax."4 
Sociologists characterizing communities and forms of social 

lA knowledgeable local politican who had examined 
the voting record of Africville pointed out that, typically, 
the vote was heavily in favour of one party, although not 
the same party in every election. He ascribed this "band
wagon" effect to a common practice, not exclusive to Afric
ville, of buying votes. 

. 2clairmont and Magill, op. cit. 

3MacKerrow, op. cit.,_ p. 65. 

4Interview with City official, December 1969. 
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life have often used the term gemeinschaft~l to denote a system 
of social relationships that can be described as communal, fam
ilistic, informal, primary, isolated, and sacred.2 Gemeinschaft 
can be applied to the traditional Africville social structure 
that we have described. ~~ the several decades preceding relo
cation, the social structure began to assume a different char
acter. New forms of social differentiation emerged, a mobile 
heterogeneous population was grafted on the indigenous group, 
the encompassing character of the kinship system was attenuated, 
and there was significant decline in the leadership role of the 
church "elders" and in the status of the church as a focal point 
for community solidarity. There appear to have been three 
important causes of this transformation; namely, the poverty of 
Africville, the racism of Nova Scotian society, and the economic 
and population growth of Halifax.3 

In discussing the plight of the poor in American soci
ety, one sociologist has observed that "they learn that in 
their communities they can expect only poor and inferior service 
and protection from such institutions as the police, the courts, 
the schools4 the sanitation department, the landlords, and the 
merchants." Africville residents were always poor. The his
torical pattern was that the males worked as labourers (on the 
docks or in small industries and businesses near Africville) , 
and the females worked in low-paying service jobs (as domes
tics in homes or in nearby institutions). Africville resi
dents had been petitioning the City for services available 
to other residents of Halifax since the middle of the nine
teenth century, but successes were few. Although many com
munity delegations met with City officials concerning water 

lThe term was applied first by Ferdinand Tonnie, Com
munity and Society (Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft), translated 
and edited by Charles P. Loomis (New York: Harper and Row, 
19 6 3) . 

Loomis 
N. J. : 

2For these components and others, see Charles P. 
and Zona K. Loomis Modern Social Theories (Princeton, 

Van Nostrand, 1961), pp. 69, 269, and 484. 

3The poverty of Africville residents and the presence 
of racism were clearly related, for racism meant that occupa
tionally, educationally, and socially, Blacks had much less 
opportunity than Whites. 

4Lee Rainwater, "Poverty and Deprivation in the 
Crisis of the American City", Occasional Paper No. 9, mimeo
graphed (St. Louis, Missouri: Washington University, 1966). 
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and sewerage, Africville was never linked to the C~ty mains. 
Residents had-to-do-with makeshift wells that ran dry in the 
summer months and were a constant threat to health. As one 
re-port from the City Manager indicated: 

11 The water supply [in Africvlle) is from shallow 
wells which show more contamination than is desir
able. The proximity of privies to these wells 
is particularly bad with the rocky soil conditions. 
The City of Halifax has been fortunate that no 
serious health conditions have resulted from this 
situation ... ! 

As a result of the lack of facilities, the relative 
isolation, and the poor housing, fires wreaked particular 
havoc in Africville. The lack of adequate fire protection is 
highlighted in the following newspaper accounts: 

11 Fire Thursday night destroyed 'one of the best 
homes in Africville' while firemen looked for water 
in the north Halifax community without a water 
main and hydrants. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"Firemen drew water from a hydrant more than 

one-half mile from the community. They also pumped 
water from Bedford Basin in a futile effort to save 
the structure.n2 

"[The deputy fire chief said) 'we did everything 
possible to save the house. But you have to remem
ber the location. It is inaccessible and the lack 
of hydrants added to our difficulties.' 

n [The homeowner said) 'we have all tried up he're 
to get a proper water supply. Two houses have burned 
down in the last five years. But it's hopeless; they 
just won't do anything for us.' The home was not 
insured."3 

lMinutes of the Halifax City Council, September 17, 
4, p. 760. 

2nFamily Left Homeless: Lacked Water to Fight 
zen, The Mail-Star, Halifax, N. S., May 3, 1963. 

3 11Africville Family Homeless 11 , The Mail-Star, 
ifax, N. S., May 3, 1963. 
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The executive editor of the same newspaper commented a few 
weeks later: 

"A few weeks ago a building [in Africville] was 
gutted; no one was injured. A few years ago, 
three children perished when their 'home' was con
sumed. Some time back of that, much of the dis
trict was levelled when the wind was right and 
the weather was dry. "1 · 

!-ack of facilities and of standard public services 
extended beyond matters of water, sewerage, and fire protec
ti.on. For instance, Africville 1.?_9.~.~-9- recreational facilities, 
although the Halifax Recreation-·and Playgrounds Commission did 
provide facilities to other areas of the city. _Dis.crimination-
-~X ~~~lect grew increasingly serious as land in and around 
Africvillewas gradually utilitized by government and industry. 

-An editorial in the local newspaper noted that Africville 
residents "can but contrast public tennis courts in Halifax 
South, and swimming pools in Halifax Centre with the complete 
lack of facilities for recreation and play in their own sec
tion of the city."2 Inadequate police protection also was a 
matter of long-term compla-int by Africville residents. 3 In 
discussing welfare and other services, most of _1:,he inhabitants 
indicated that their claims were neglected. Local officials ·· 
and middle-class ~rofessionals reiterated their conviction 
that, at least in the years i~ediately preceding relocation, 
anumber of Africville people who should have received wel
.fare assistance were not given it.4 An outside expert in 
social welfare summed up the situation in asserting that "the 
delivery system of social service was obviously punitive."S 

lFrank Doyle, "Procrastination on Africville Should 
be Ended", The MaiZ-Star, Halifax, N. S., May 31, 1963. 

2"Africville, Too, Needs a Playground", The MaiZ
Star, Halifax, N. S., July 15, 1961. In pre-Second World War 
days there were many good ball teams and hockey teams composed 
of Africville players competing regularly against other teams 
in the Halifax area. 

3Africville residents were petitioning for police 
services as long ago as 1919. See Minutes of the HaZifax City 
CounaiZ, 1919. 

4 Interviews, summer and fall, 1969. 

STape-recorded interview, February 1970. 
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Being poor means not only less likelihood of obtaining 
necessary facilities and services; it also involves the strong 
likelihood of receiving negative consideration. For Africville, 
this meant that the City was less than rigorous in enforcing 
housing standards and, by declining to issue building permits,! 
in encouraging the orderly residential development of the area. 
The ultimate negative consideration in Africville's case 
o9c~rred during the 1950's when the City moved its open~dump 
fro~ W~thin walking distance of Africville to the very door
step of the conununi ty. This action was a "finishing touc,h" 
Efiat~ established Africvflle clearly as "the-slum by the dump" • 
.Africville became known as a place to visit if one were inter-

....,este'il Tii~.9P.~~:fy1.rig_ -~il_:l.~ c"ondl.tions. A prominent cTfy offic,ial 
noted that, when she was a teen-ager: 

"A sort of high-school prank was to drive out to 
Africville on the weekends and turn out your lights 
and sit on the main road for a few minutes and 
turn them on and watch the rats run."2 

Africville residents were oppressed by poverty and 
neglect, but their plight was not unnoticed. The minutes of 
the Halifax City Council show that ·since the turn of the cen
tury Council repeatedly received petitions and considered 
taking action about conditions in Africville. ..!_:g, .!~~5, for 
example, the Halifax Civic Planning Conunission reported that 
~e residents [of Africville] must, as soon as reasonably 

i ~~ible, be provided with decent minimum standard housing else-~-., 
where".3 In this, as in other instances, the matter was shelved 
-- ,done.- One local Black leader complained that 

cville people were n~}:)j ~g!:~ ~f pity, _1.2~~-i_t:ts~,ic~.~. 4 The 
--~··~~f Justice of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia was reported 

1966 as describing Africville as a social problem "created 
by whites, because time after time, year after year, municipal 

, councils had ignored the problem."S A City official, familiar~-/ 

lit was an expression of this policy that caused 
lle residents to organize a ratepayers association 

1961. 

2Tape-recorded interview, September 1969. 

3The Master Plan for the City of Halifax as Pre-
by the Civia Planning Commission, Ira P. MacNab, Chair

' Halifax, N. S., November 16, 1945. 

4Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

5The Free Press, Dartmouth, N. S., December 8, 1966. 
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with the Africville situation since 1945, observed: 

"I believe that given a little incentive the people 
of Africville would have had lovely homes and would 
have made a real effort to come up to a level but, 

·· ·· being neglected, forgotten, no sewerage, no water, 
they did become, they did take on, the attitude of 
not caring: 'What's the use, the City will do 
nothing! ' I think the people of Africville could 
have risen very highly.nl 

In accounting for the fact that little was done about 
the acknowledged plight of Africville, most of its residents 
and many other concerned Haligonians emphasized that racism, 
as well as poverty, was responsible. One prominent White 
businessman described the relationship between Africville and 
City officials as follows: 

"I think perhaps the first thing, [Africville] wasn't 
regarded as part of the city of Halifax ... and 
[the City] didn't regard, I suppose, the people 
as people, certainly not as citizens; and a~athy, 
prejudice, fear, discrimination [existed] ... 

An Africville woman put the matter more explicitly: 

11 The City didn't do anything to improve Africville. 
All the City did was to try and get it, and they 
did, in the end. They just did it, too, because 
we were coloured. If they had been White people 
down there, the City would have been in there 
assisting them to build new homes, putting in 
water and sewers and building the place up .. 
There were places around Halifax worse than Afric
ville was, and the City didn't do to them what they 
did to Africville. 11 3 

Such judgements are consistent with the general pattern of race 
relations that has existed in Nova Scotia for the past one hun
dred and fifty years. Blacks were not, in general, so much sub
ject to direct economic exploitation as to a definition-of-the
situation wherein they were regarded as marginals and outsiders 

lTape-recorded interview, October 1969. 

2Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

3rnterview, August 1969. 
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and their deprivation was seen as the ordinary, although per
.haps unfortunate, state of affairs.l 

Associated generally with poverty and racism is a 
certain "functional autonomy". Rainwater observes: 

"Lower-class groups have a relatively high degree of 
functional autonomy vis-a-vis the total social sys
tem because that system does little to meet their 
needs. In general the fewer rewards a society offers 
members of a particular group in the society, the 
more autonomous will that group prove to be with 
reference to the norms of the society. Only by 
constructing an elaborate repressive machinery, as 
in concentration camps, can the effect be other
wise."2 

In the case of Africville, functional autonomy meant that the 
inhabitants had certain "freedoms" unavailable elsewhere in 
the city. Building codes could be ignored. People could 
loiter and make excessive noise. A deviance service centre 
could be established in this off-the-beaten-path and poorly 
policed area; Africville became identified increasingly, in 
the thirty to forty years before relocation, as a place to 
go for bootleg booze and fun.3 One social scientist observed, 
in 1948: 

"Africville has also been the setting for some low 
level associations; due to its proximity to Hali
fax they are probably quite frequent. But as one 
man expressed it, 'whenever Whites want to go on 
a bat they come to Africville.'"4 

Important social structural changes developed in 
Africville as a consequence of the poverty and racism that its 
residents experienced. During the several decades prec~ding 
"-.eloc~tion, residents became apathetic·;· lost· -e:orifidence in the 

• • • • - •• ~- ---~-...-_..,____ ----- - ¥ ~ --- ••• - •• 

lsee, for example,references in Clairmont and Magill, 
Scotian Blacks. 

2Lee Rainwater, "Crucible of Identity: The Negro 
Lower-Class Family", Daedalus, XCV, 1, 1966, pp. 172-217. 

3prostitution was not a salient feature of social 
in Africville. 

4Brookbank, op. cit.~ p. 76. 
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capacity of indigenous leaders to effect desirable change, and 
lost hope in the viability of the community itself. Pursuit 
of redress through standard and legitimate avenues had yielded 
little fruit, and militant collective action by Africville 
residents would have been hampered by the prevailing political 
consciousness. The church "elders" were unable to translate 
their ties with City officials and outside voluntary groups 
into substantial gains for the community, and their status in 
the community declined. Concomitant with this trend was the 
diminishing role of the church as a focal point of community 
consciousness and as a generator of solidarity sentiments. By 
the time that relocation became imminent, the church was a 
divisive as well as an intergrative presence in Africville. 1 

During the last thirty to forty years of its existence, 
Africville lost much of its close-knit and gemeinschaft quality. 
A mobile, heterogeneous population of Blacks and Whites began 
drifting into Africville, primarily because of the housing short
age elsewhere in Halifax and the exploitative freedom possible 
in Africville by virtue of City policy and practice towards 
the community and the attendant decline in morale among its 
inhabitants. A Halifax alderman, who had grown up near Afric
ville and knew many Africville residents, described the situ
ation as follows: 

"As a boy, I knew Africville as a very nice com
munity. It was in the days of the old railway 
station in the North End, and all the homes in 
Africville were well-kept, whitewashed or painted 
white; they had gardens, flowers. I remember ducks, 
chickens, this sort of thing, up there, and I think 
the life then was more or less of a country commun
ity and this continued into the thirties. 

"I think from the end of the War on, and during 
the past War, there seemed to be a general deterior
ation of the whole area and the people of Africville 
in many cases seemed to change . . the class that 
settled after the War, who got in there, sort of 
ruined the whole area . . they could put up a 
building quite cheap, where they couldn't get ac
commodations anywhere else. They weren't people 
who probably had steady incomes and they couldn't 
rent in the city of Halifax as such, so they went 

lsee Chapter IV, "The Major Institution: The Seaview 
Africian United Baptist Church". 
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out there and built their own little huts or shacks.l 

A fifth-generation Africville resident observed: 

"The people who were born there and lived there 
were all related and used to help one another fix 
their houses, shingle, build. It was those squat
ters and tramps, building those shacks, fighting 
and drinking and getting into trouble with the 
law, who gave Africville a bad name; and radio 
and T.V. made it worse by picking the worst shacks 
to write about. You get people like , who 
didn't even belong there; he was a tramp; he goes 
shooting off his mouth to make a few dollars."2 

The immigration of this new population complicatedand "loosened" 
""Mricville 's social · s'Crticture. Africville became differentiated 
soc~a1Ty-··n1·-a. mariner characteristic of slums elsewhere in North 
America, accommodating temporary and permanent dwellers as well 
as opportunists.3 For the most part, the new migrants were 
not absorbed into the community through kinship ties or church 
affiliation; rather, new roles and patterns of interaction were 
grafted on the crumbling traditional social structure. Important 
distinctions developed concerning the area in Africville where 
one lived (there were, in this period, three areas socially dif
ferentiated by many Africville residents), one's housing status 
(whether one had a deed, or rented, or was a squatter}, and 

whether one was involved in church life (through either worship 
services or church organizations). 

Emigration from Africville also appears to have had 
important social structural implications. Many o-f the Afric
ville residents who were relatively high achievers, especially 
the young single adults and those possessing special work ski~s, 
began to move out of Africville in the several decades before 
relocation. The young adults, like their Black and White peers 
throughout the Maritimes, moved to large urban centres such as 
Montreal, Toronto, and Winnipeg in search of a new and better 
life. Another group of Africville residents, who had long an
cestral ties in the community, moved away in the decade before 
relocation. These young married men, who had regular employment 

!Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

2Interview, August 1969. 

3see John R. Seeley, "The Slum: Its Nature, Use, and 
Users", .Journal of the Ameriaan Institute of Planners, XXV, 1959, 
pp. 7-14. 
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and whose wives were socially active, acquired Halifax prop
erties just beyond the Africville settlement. They moved pri
marily to obtain the benefit of urban facilities and to escape 
the stigma of living in Africville. One of these migrants ob
served: 

"No sense building a nice home in Africville when 
you have no service--had to get out of the area 

"1 to get that. 

The son of one of these migrants accounted for his father's 
leaving the community in 1946 as follows: 

"Well, some of the men from Africville used to go 
into the city to work. My dad, , , 

, were among them. They used to talk to the ---,--,-
men they worked with, who told them how easy it was 
to own a home in the city. These men were homeowners 
in the same wage bracket. Still, the men waited 
until set the example. bought a 
piece of land which was in the c1ty but not too far 
from Africville. They didn't dare move too far into 
the city, yet they wanted homes with modern facili-
ties. When was all set up, I remember dad 
got us all together and told us what he was going 
to do. He told us he was going to build a home next 
to on Street. 'This is going to 
be your home and I want you to respect it - some
thing for you when you grow up. You will have a 
place to come back to, so that you can say I left 
you something.' And I'm back here now.2 

This emigration sapped the morale of the remaining 
Africville residents. Potential leaders were lost, and the 
community as a collectivity was transformed and began to drift. 
Their successors were, as we have noted, people with different 
social ties and patterns of behaviour. The very existence of 
a small group of former Africville residents living beyond 
the community, employed steadily and enjoying standard City 
services, cast an unfavourable reflection upon Africville 
itself. It tended to create an oversimplified impression 
that the plight of Africville derived from the personality of 
its residents rather than from the social context in which they 
had had to function. The migrants were often seen by the people 

linterview, July 1969. 

2Interview, July 1969. 
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remaining in Africville as a "better" class of people, the so
called "four hundredsn,l better off financially and deemed res
pectable by the White-dominated society. 

When Africville relocation began in 1964, residents 
were economically hard-pressed and poorly organized. The 
social structure was complex, diffuse and dynamic. It was as 
if two radically different structures had been placed in a 
melting pot, but without a recipe for guiding or forecasting 
the outcome. The schizoid character of the social structure 
(a deviance service centre co-existed with the major community 
institution, the church, and the sixth-generation residents 
rubbed shoulders with White transients) makes problematic the 
use of terms like "community" and "social structure" that 
seem to imply greater system, stability, and homogeneity than 

cville possessed. Africville was characterized by many 
·~~L~LlQ~ies; by diverse patterns of behavioural expectations 

residents and of interactions not tightly interlocked, 
by radically different social types and role models. Afric

le was still predominantly a small Black community, most of 
populationwereinterrelated through kinship ties and 

essed an exceptional sense of historical continuity. Afric
le was, however, much more than this. Through poverty and 

sm, its people had virtually been fated to eventual relo
There were still a number of vigorous and proud people 

ing in Africville, but since the community lacked structural 
ty, all-encompassing sentiments of solidarity, and other 

es it was hard to organize residents and it was hard for 
iders, Black and White alike, to see Africville as viable 
its continued existence as desirable. 

1Throughout the Black community in Nova Scotia, the 
"four hundreds" is used to designate high-status persons. 

discussion of this term, see Clairmont and Magill, op. cit.~ 
• 120, footnote 2. Within Africville itself, several persons 

considered by the majority of residents to be "four 
II 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE MAJOR INSTITUTION: THE SEAVIEW 
AFRICAN UNITED BAPTIST CHURCH 

"We had beautiful services, and people used to come 
from all around - coloured people and white people -
to our services. People called it a spiritual 
church." 

- Interview, July 1969. 

Most of the major themes in terms of which we have 
been discussing the social structure of Africville can be 
readily discerned in its religious life. Here we find the 
anomalies (a very rigid code of conduct, and a progressive 
identification of the community as a deviance service centre; 
a wide-spread, heart-felt grief over the loss of the church, 
and the fact that not many of the Africville residents went 
to the church when it did exist), the expressive style of 
life, and the slow erosion of leadership and structure. One 
would expect that the ethos typifyinr a social structure 
would permeate all its institutions. In this instance the 
consistency is especially marked; the church signalled the 
coming into existence of Africville, and it is through the 
trust fund established with monies obtained from the selling 
of church property to the City that Africville continues to 
exist in any official and formal sense. 

The African Baptist Movement 

Like the vast majority of Blacks in Nova Scotia, 
Africville Blacks were, with few exceptions, Baptist. The 

-Loyalist Black settlers in Nova Scotia apparently had not been 
church-affiliated prior to their immigration.2 Their mass 

lThe concept of an "ethos" and its being mirrored in 
social structure was developed philosophically by the German 
historicists. In sociology and anthropology the two best-known 
applications of the concept were made by G. Sumner, Selected 
Essays (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1924), and R. Benedict, 
Patterns of Culture (Londqn: Mentor Books, 1934). 

2Interview with James A. Walker, a doctoral candidate 
at Dalhousie University specializing in Black history, August 2, 
1969. 
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conversion to the Baptist faith was partly the work of an 
escaped Virginian slave, David George, who reached the province 
during the Loyalist exodus from the rebellious American colonie 
George's evangelism was part of the "Great Awakening", centred 
largely in the Baptist and Methodist churches, that swept the 
North American colonies during the latter part of the eighteen 
century.l A substantial effort was made, among Blacks and 
Whites, to win converts. Few Blacks became affiliated with the; 
Church of England or with the Roman Catholic church, a circum
stance due as much to discrimination and unfriendliness on the 
part of these churches as it was to the attractiveness of the 
evangelists' appeals.2 Some of these early congregations were 
racially mixed and, in fact, a number of Whites joined George's 
church. The seeds for segregated churches were sown, however, 
by the pattern of establishing separate congregations. 

After initial efforts at Shelburne, George preached 
among the Blacks of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick for a decade 
before accompanying his people to Sierra Leone in 1792. 
Mobilization for emigration was in terms of congregational or 
community units, and a large number of the Baptists participa 
The depleted ranks of Black Baptists were replenished twenty 
years later through the conversion of most of the 2,000 Black 
refugees, by the English evangelist John Burton. Initially 
Burton's church was racially mixed. But as his evangelism met 
with great enthusiasm among Halifax-area Blacks, "in time his 
church was made up mostly of Negroes and was much despised."4 
As soon as another minister had arrived from the United States, 
the Whites established their own Baptist congregation. Burton 
continued his work among the Blacks. During the influx of 
refugees, from 1813 to 1816, he became the principal liaison 
in the government's efforts to settle the refugees. Soon after
wards, he began organizing other Black Baptist congregations in 
the Halifax area. 

1walker, interview cited. 

2The hostility with which Blacks were greeted by both 
Protestants and Catholics in Guysborough County is described in 
Clairmont, et al.; op. cit. 

3Pearleen Oliver, op. cit. See also MacKerrow, op. 

4Pearleen Oliver, op. cit.~ p. 21. Burton became a 
Baptist during a year's stay in the United States. When he 
returned to Nova Scotia in 1794, he won converts among diss 
from St. Paul's Anglican congregation, Halifax. 
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Burton and his hand-picked successor, Richard Preston, 
a former Virginian slave, were primarily responsible for the 
actual organization of the African Baptist movement.l With 
Richard Preston elected as pastor (April 14, 1832), the African 
Baptist Church was organized in Halifax, and branches were 
established at Dartmouth, Preston, Hammonds Plains, and Beech 
Hill (now Beechville). During the 1840's the local mission 
churches were formally organized as autonomous congregations.2 
Preston supervised the establishment of the Baptist church in 
Africville (known then as Campbell Road) in 1849, and became 
its visiting pastor, as he was for the other congregations in 
the Halifax area. In 1854 representatives of all the Black 
Baptist churches, meeting in convention, formed the African 
Baptist Association of Nova Scotia. 

When Richard Preston died a total of thirteen churches 
had been organized into the African Baptist Association. By 
1905 the number of affiliated Black churches had reached 
twenty.3 In the 1880's a movement developed to merge the 
African Baptist Association with its predominantly White coun
terpart, the Maritime Baptist Convention. The Black organiza
tion was in financial need, for at this time its relatively 
impoverished constituency was being depleted by heavy emigra
tion to the United States. Within the Association, however, a 
strong opposition succeeded in retaining the independence of 
the Black Baptist movement.4 

During the last quarter of the nineteenth century 
and until the Second World War, a chronic shortage of ministers 

lseveral legends have developed around Richard 
Preston. Burton trained Preston as a successor, and sent him 
to England for study and ordination in 1831-32. 

2The church at Preston was so reorganized in 1842, 
Dartmouth and Beech Hill in 1844, and Hammonds Plains in 1845. 

3The Association faced a brief crisis after the death 
of Preston in 1861. Preston had designated as his successor 
James Thomas, a White Welsh immigrant married to a Black woman 
at Preston. Thomas became Moderator of the Association and 
pastor of the mother church in Halifax, as well as minister 
for neighbouring member congregations such as the Africville 
congregation. As a consequence of Thomas' leadership, a schism 

veloped and a number of congregations withdrew from the 
~ssociation. 

4It would be interesting to determine the source of 
opposition. It may be that the opposition was strongest 
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was compounded by the great poverty of the Black communities. 
This situation resulted in the fact that three of the nine 
successive pastors of the Cornwallis Street Baptist Church, 
Halifax (the Mother Church) were brought from the United States; 
by this means, Nova Scotian Blacks were linked with American 
developments. Despite many problems, the African Baptist 
Association continued to grow and, by 1953, in its one-hundredth 
year, the Association encompassed twenty-two congregations, plus 
its "preaching stations", and some ten thousand members and 
adherents.l 

The churches provided, throughout the history of 
Black settlements in Nova Scotia, the basis for whatever genuine 
Black subculture developed. ~lack leaders and spokesmen vis-a
vis the wider society were usually the religious leaders,2 and 
the Association was the base for unity and contact among the 
isolated Black communities. Within the Black communities, the 
church provided a variety of services and organizations, and 
social status was closely associated with participation in 
church activities. The Association was active on a number of 
fronts. For instance, around the turn of the century the tem
perance movement found enthusiastic promoters among the African 
Baptist Association. In Mrs. Oliver's opinion: 

"It was an intemperate age and liquor flowed freely. 
To an illiterate, poverty stricken people, . . over-
indulgence in this evil would have proved disastrous. 
Had not this Association taken such a fierce stand 
on this question our people might have sunk to the 

among the Black leaders whose interests would be threatened. 
Alternatively, it might have stemmed from the "grass roots" as 
well, and have signified the need and desire to maintain cul
tural autonomy--of which the African Baptist Association was 
the only institutionalized expression and safeguard. John 
de Roche, research assistant to the present study, must be 
credited with this suggestion. 

lThese facts have been taken, for the most part, 
from Pearleen Oliver, op. cit. 

2see W. P. Oliver, The Advancement of Negroes ~n 
Nova Scotia (Halifax, Nova Scotia: Nova Scotia Department of 
Education, 1949). Oliver also notes (p. 9) that "eighty per 
cent of the teachers who have taken advantage of Normal School 
training were children of ministers of the African Baptist 
churches." It is apparent that the link between school and 
church in the Black community was substantial. 
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lowest levels."! 

Since the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the Association 
has been active in education, seeking to maintain adequate 
conditions in the rural schools and often struggling merely 
to keep the schools open. With government assistance, in 
1921 the Association founded the Nova Scotia Home for Colored 
Children. The social-work function of the Association was 
restricted considerably, however, by lack of funds. Even to 
fund the travelling pastors or circuit preachers was difficult. 
The economic depression which began its fifteen-year course 
in Nova Scotia in 1923 virtually paralyzed the Association's 
cultural and economic efforts. After the Second World War, 
the Association continued to provide the structures for 
leadership. Church leaders organized the Nova Scotia Assoc
iation for the Advancement of Coloured People (NSAACP) in 
1945 and, in 1949, the Association formed an Urban and Rural 
Life Committee to stimulate cooperative efforts at the community 
level. 

The Afriaville Churah 

We have noted that almost as soon as the original 
Black settlers had reached what was to become Africville, 
Richard Preston called them together and, at their request, 
organized a church. The offices of elder, deacon, and 
licentiate were instituted and Preston himself became the non
.resident pastor. All the families but one were recorded as 
Baptist in the 1851 census. At the organizational meeting of 

·~ the African Baptist Association in 1854, the Campbell Road 
congregation reported thirteen (adult baptized) members.2 
In these early years, Africville was neither sufficiently large 
.nor wealthy enough to have its own resident minister, and the 

·-chronic shortage of pastors throughout the Association often 
prevented the Halifax ministers from allocating time to the 
tiny church at Campbell Road.3 As in recent years, however, 
.~the Campbell Road church functioned by utilizing the offices 
of licentiate and deacon, supplemented by occasional pastoral 

lPearleen Oliver, op. ait.~ p. 34. 

2rbid.~ p. 26. 

3campbell Road itself produced an ordained minister, 
· ~e Reverend E. Dixon (1848-1908). After 1886 Dixon gave most 
of his time to the larger congregations at Hammonds Plains and 
Preston and drove his horse and wagon around the district as a 

.travelling preacher. 
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assistance. By 1895, the small church appears to have achieved 
a favourable reputation: 

"This little Zion of late has been the subject of 
much comment, being in such close proximity to the 
city, with a fine day school in which nearly all the 
children of schoolable age takes advantage of [sic] . 
A community of intelligent young people, much is 
expected of them. In former years the pastor of the 
Halifax church divided hi.s time with them, but in 
the lapse of time things change, and so has that. 
The District Committee [which included persons from 
the White congregations] has now taken them under 
their care, so they are zealously looked after. 
A brother from each church in the city, of which 
there are five Baptist, goes out consecutively on 
Sundays, and exhorts to the brethren, and a very 
precious time is often realised. 

Deacon Brown can always be found with the keys 
in his hand to open or close the church, hence I 
think the right man is in the right place. A few 
hundred yards from the church is the placid waters 
of Bedford Basin, beneath whose surface Fathers 
Burton, Preston, Thomas, Bailey, Carvery, Dixon and 
Boone has buried in the likeness of Christ many 
willing converts in the ordinance of baptism, whose 
pilgrimage here was of short duration, and by their 
lives and actions are to-day shouting with the redeemed 
in glory, whose sins have been forgiven, whose robes 
have been washed in the Blood of the Lamb."l 

The fact that Africville was set away from the city 
proper on a slope by the harbour gave it a scenic beauty and 
madeit, in the pre-war era and prior to the City's establish
ment of the disposal dump on itsborder, an especially attrac
tive gathering place. Bedford Basin was an ideal baptismal 
font and, throughout the years, numerous believers were led 
into the waters at Africville. The first baptism was conducted 
in 1849, by Reverend Richard Preston; the last took place in 
1963, shortly before the relocation. In 1874, the Reverend 
James Thomas conducted at Africville one of the largest baptisms·. 
on record in the Halifax area, with forty-six candidates; the · 
ceremony, it was reported, "attracted a large concourse of per-

lMacKerrow, op. cit., p. 65. In 1895, the church 
at Africville reported twenty-one adult baptized members. 
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L. sons from the city" .1 Africville catered frequently to picnic 
festivities of the Cornwallis Street Baptist Church, Halifax, 
and the Nova Scotia Horne for Colored Children. Many long-time 
residents of Africville remember still, with pleasure and 
pride, the occasion when Africville hosted the quadrennial 
provincial convention of the African Baptist Association. 

We have noted earlier that until the First World 
war Africville was in the city but not of the city. It was 
relatively isolated, both physically and socially. With the 
corning of the war, Halifax reassumed its historic role as a 
strategic wartime port. Facilities were expanded and rail-
way connections to the port were further developed. The 
"little brown church" at Africville was a casualty of this 
development. When the CNR put in a double line on the east 
side of the cotton factory track quite close to the old church, 
the building deteriorated and had to be torn down. Later, the 
Africville congregation requested and received permission from 
City officials to build a new church on City-owned property in 
the Africville area.2 This church stood for some fifty years, 
until it was levelled during the relocation period. Soon after 
the construction of the new church, the name was changed from 
Africville African United Baptist Church to Seaview African 
United Baptist Church. Apparently some members of the church 
congregation disliked the word "Africville". Not everyone, 
however, shared their objection. One elderly Africville resi
dent reported: "Some people carne in, in recent years, who 
weren't satisfied with the name Africville and changed it to 
Seaview. Meddlers, I call thern."3 

The Expressive StyZe 

Over the years, the Seaview church participated in 
an exchange network that encompassed most of the Black Baptist 

' 'congregations in the area and occasionally the West End Baptist 
·~,Church. Ivlernbers of these congregations ·circulated frequently 

. among the communities in order to attend the variety of church 
~services, shared visiting preachers as well as their own 

lrbid . .J p. 33. 

2Minutes of the HaZifax City CounaiZ.J April 27, 1916. 

3Interview, August 1969. The title, Seaview African 
United Baptist Church, applied until the 1940's; subsequently, 
the title was Seaview United Baptist Church. 
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pastors, and exchanged local lay preachers. The Africville 
congregation was a particular favourite in this network because 
it was considered to be the most "spiritual"--an expression 
which connotes, among other things, heightened emotional involve
ment and congregational participation. As Brookbank discovered 
in his study of Afro-Canadian communities in Halifax County in 
1948-49, "the most emotional services are held in Africville 
and the least emotional at Cornwallis Street, with the rural 
settlements falling in between."l 

It has been suggested by Brookbank and others that the 
deep emotional participation which characterized the Africville 
Baptist congregation, at least during the last thirty years of 
its existence, points to Africville as being a "main area of 
social unrest and disorganization."2 This interpretation is 
fallacious as it fails to take adequate account of the histor
ical development of the community and its traditional style 
of expression. The service certainly was not conducted in a 
sedate middle-class fashion. A former deacon of the Seaview 
church recalled that, "at the old church in Africville people 
would get together and sing and clap and have a great time and 
when the church would really get emotional the whole congrega
tion would get up and lock hands together and dance around."3 
Another church member observed that "the people of Africville 
used to have so much spirit that [they] would get on the floor 
and shake."4 Several elderly church members have spoken of the 
mysterious cures which resulted occasionally from intense 
"spirituality". It appears from the testimony of long-time 
Africville residents that intense congregational participation 
had always characterized the church and was unrelated either to 
the changes occurring in the community population after 1930 or 
to the more recent labelling of Africville as a slum or "deviant" 
area. At church meetings in Africville the members rose and 
"testified", specifically citing difficult times they may have 
had that week. In the emotional testimony, the member referred 
to the spiritual fulfillment experienced through prayer. Other 
members of the congregation joined in and gave support to the 
speaker's enthusiasm with shouts of "Amen", "Praise to God", and 
so on. The profound meaning of such services would probably 
escape the uninitiated. One Black who took up residence in Afric
ville in the early 1930's described his reaction in these words: 
"I'm supposed to be a Baptist, but the hootin' and hollerin' 
they did in that church, that's not for me."S Thus it appears 

lBrookbank, op. cit.~ p. 92. 

3Tape-recorded interview, June 1969. 

4Interview, July 1969. 5Interview, August 1969. 
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that, as far back as 1930, Africville had an atypical mode of 
church service. 

It is easy to understand how this kind of tradition 
could be maintained in a "close community", with its deep and 
strong kinship ties. The Seaview church resembled, in its style 
of worship, a popular image of the American Black Baptist church. 
One minister who served Africville, as well as other Black 
churches in the Halifax area, for over thirty years, made the 
following observation: 

"There certainly was a big difference between wor
shipping in Cornwallis [Street Baptist Church] and 
in Africville. [The Africville people] were a free 
people. The only way I could describe their wor
ship would be to . • • if you know anything about 
soul music today ••• they had it in Africville. 
I often tell some of them: When the sophisticated 
people in town were laughing at you and your prayer 
services--clapping your hands and singing and en
joying yourself--they didn't realize that Sammy 
Davis, Jr., and other celebrities would come along 
and make millions for the same thing that you had 
right here and they didn't recognize it •••• I 
always made a point, when I really wanted to put 
some life in roy church, I brought them in. Whenever 
I announced that the Africville group would be 
there, the church would be filled."l 

The application of the term "soul", with its contemporary con
notations of genuine Black culture, to the religious style of 
the Africville church, appears apt. Not only did the religious 
services exhibit a deep expressive style but, also, the church 
was a means of community and communion among the Black people 
in Africville. When the Africville relocatees were questioned 
concerning the importance of the church in community life, they 
emphasized particularly two functions; namely, "bearing one 
another's burden" and "visiting after church". With respect to 

1 the former, one respondent observed: "On Sunday morning, we all 
:'~'carne together; if someone had a problem we would all listen."2 

··''·Another respondent noted: "You could get up in church and stand 
and talk. You felt free to do this, but now people have lost 
their freedom to move. They can't get up in the churches and 

!Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

2Interview, July 1969. 
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talk."l The church provided a focal point for intense interac
tion, and the buoyancy fostered by the style of service made the 
visiting after church especially conducive to a sense of group 
consciousness.2 As one respondent put it: "After church was 
over, that was when people would have a strong community spirit. 
Their homes would be opened up and people would go from one 
house to another, visiting and talking with each other."3 Given 
the social patterns that constituted church behaviour and the 
concomitant emotional intensity, the implications related to 
group cohesiveness are obvious. It becomes possible to under
stand equally well the remarks of a White transient who knew 
Africville people for most of his life and came eventually to 
live in Africville for several years prior to the relocation: 
"Seaview was essentially a coloured church. There was no place 
for a. White man in that church. Of course, anyone was welcome 
to attend, but only the coloured really belonged."4 

Churah Structure 

Throughout the approximately 120 years of Africville's 
existence (although much less so in the years immediately pre
ceding the relocation) , the church elders were in effect the 
governing body of the community. A detailed examination of the 
minutes of the Halifax City Council shows that it was church 
members, usually deacons, who dealt with the White power struc-

lrnterview, January 1969. 

2The relationship among ritual, intense emotional 
experience, social interaction, and group consciousness and 
solidarity was analyzed brilliantly by E. Durkheim in The 
Elementary Forms of the Religious Life, Collier Books Edition, 
(Galt, Ontario: Collier-Macmillan, 1961). 

3rnterview, July 1969. 

4rnterview, July 1969. An Africville relocatee to whom 
this chapter was shown took exception to this comment of the 
White transient. The Black relocatee noted: "This is not wholly 
true. Some years ago--in the '30s--a Dr. Fader [White] and his 
group of White people were regular visitors and participants in 
Africville church activities and were totally welcomed in the 
community. The White person who lived in Africville and made 
this remark had to be a 'sinner', a person of no Christian char
acter. To be considered a 'sinner' in Africville meant ostracism 
and rejection by the Christian communtiy." The relocatee has 
missed the point; the point is not that Whites were unwelcome, 
but that the church was an embodiment of community. 
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ture and who petitioned the City for various kinds of services.l 
They were, so to speak, the "official" representatives of Afric
ville. One local Black authority on life in Black communities 
in the Halifax area observed: "You could say the church leaders 
were the community leaders. The people looked to the deacons 
particularly, the indigenous workers of the church."2 Most of 
the religious activities were conducted by the deacons, who were 
elected by the church members. Respectability and popularity 
were as important as religious involvement in determining who 
was elected.3 Thus the leaders of the church tended to be 
regularly employed, relatively puritanical in behaviour, and to 
have stable families. The strict Baptist code apparently was 
seriously utilized to differentiate between members and non
members and among various status ranks within the membership. 
The internalization of such expectations is indicated in the 
following remarks of one church "elder". "I was a trustee 
of the Seaview church for years. They wanted me to be a deacon, 
but I refused. You had to be an uprighteous person; I used to 
be, but my wife died and I got 'nature'--you know--I didn't want 
to put myself in that responsible a position as a deacon."4 

Membership in the Africville church was never large. 
The theological position of the Baptist church made baptism 
a condition of membership, and only adults {persons at least 
twelve years of age} were eligible for baptism. One church 
elder explained, "You have to be old enough to knm..,r, before you 
can become a Christian, belong to God. Don't you think so?"S 
More important than age was the criterion of having a "vision" 

lsee petitions for wells{l909}, police protection 
(1919}, and sewerage in Minutes of the Halifax City Council. 

Numerous delegations of Africville people, mostly male and fe
male church members, visited City Hall over the past hundred 
years. 

2Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

3one man was not elected deacon because he smoked 
regularly and occasionally drank heavily. Another was not elected 
--~u·~~e his religious fervour was deemed excessive and created 
social embarrassment; reportedly, he was a favourite among the 
so-called least "respectable" people in Africville. 

4Interview, July 1969. 

5Interview, September 1969. 
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whereby one deemed oneself to have been "saved".l Some Afric
ville residents participated regularly in church activities, 
but failed to experience an "adequate" vision; consequently, 
they never became members of the church. The above-mentioned 
requirements of the Africville church characterized, also, the 
other Black Baptist churches in the Halifax area. Church mem
bership in the Black communities at Hammonds Plains, Lucasville 
and North Preston, as well as at the "mother" church in Halifax 
proper, was quite small in relation to the respective Black 
Baptist populations.2 Moreover, in Africville as well as in 
the other communites, there was a pattern of small attendance 
at regular church services. Ministers serving the Africville 
church reported that, even prior to 1950, an attendance of 
thirt~ at the regular Sunday service would have been considered 
good. 

I 

Although church membership in Africville was restric 
and regular attendance was small, traditionally the church was 
the fundamental community organization. Not only did church 
elders represent the community to the external world, but com
munity meetings were held in the church. The first school in 
Africville was held in the old church, and church-sponsored 
special activities traditionally brought together both the 
churchgoing and the non-churchgoing members of the community. 
The baptismal ceremonies held on the shores of the Basin attrac
ted most community residents, and entailed much pomp, singing, 
and the wearing of impressive white robes by candidates. The 
Sunrise Service held on Easter Sunday was another colourful 
religious occasion that signalled community festivities and, 
like the baptismal ceremonies, helped to lessen social and 
physical isolation. One church member described the Sunrise 
service as follows: 

"They [church members led by the deacons] went into 
the church, singing spirituals, around four or five 
o'clock in the morning when the sun came up, and 
did not come out until three p.m. When the people 
came, they would just flop with the spirit. People, 

lMost church members who were interviewed about 
"visions'' indicated that they had had their own particular vision 
while sleeping. It is not surprising, in view of the Bedford 
Basin location of Africville, that the reported visions usually 
had a "sea" context. 

2see, for example, Brookbank, op. cit. 

3Tape-recorded interviews, September 1969, and 
December 1969. 
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including Whites, used to come for miles around to 
the sunrise service, sometimes from Truro and New 
Glasgow and usually from Preston and Hammonds Plains."l 

Weddings and funerals held in the Africville church were also 
special occasions which bro~ght the people together and fos
tered a sense of community. 

Traditionally, then, the church was, to use a modern 
colloquialism, "where the action was". It provided ceremonies 
and festivities which gave Africville a sense of community. 
'rt reached beyond the relatively small number of regular church 
members and adherents, developing a solidarity among most resi
dents. One church "elder" recalled: "We had revival meetings all 
the time. Everybody would come to renew their souls. In olden 
days we used to go from house to house to gain souls, just like 
all country places." 3 Moreover, the church was supported by 
the community at large. One deacon, after discussing the pat-
. of small church attendance, observed that "the people were 
good to support their church. We never had any trouble making 
ends meet."<;\ Another resident, who did not participate in 

gular church services, mentioned the widespread practice of 
contributions to the church in "the little brown enve

s". He recalled that he had always sent his children to 
fund-raising dinners because "that was the thing to do in 

ricville."5 Traditionally, too , the church provided the 
leadership and the structures which effected relationships 

.between the people and outside groups and communities. A sur
··'vey of Africville households conducted five years before the 

linterview, September 1969. The last sunrise service 
Africville was held in 1966. Preston and Hammonds Plains 

are Black communities approximately 10-15 miles from Africville • 
. Truro and New Glasgow, each more than 60 miles from Africville, 
contain large Black populations. 

2There are no graves in Africville. The dead were 
in cemeteries outside Africville. 

3Interview, August 1969. 

4Interview, July 1969. 

5Interview, September 1969. We shall discuss below 
pattern of grief expressed over the loss of the church. 

ief was expressed by many relocatees who had not participated 
f9gularly in church services, but felt that the church had been, 
nonetheless, their church. 
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relocation, in 1959, indicated that personal involvement in 
organizations was limited a~ost exclusively to church organ
izations.! Through such church groups as the women's auxil
iary, youth groups, and the missionary society, the few com
munity services that existed were provided and there was 
structured interaction with the broader society. 

Erosion of Leadership and Structure 

Starting with the First World War, Halifax underwent 
a major expansion which resulted in a decline of Africville's 
"ruralism" and its social and physical isolation. Africville 
as a community underwent profound change, and the place of the 
church in the community was altered. By the time that residents 
faced relocation as an imminent actuality, the church had 
ceased to be the focus of the community, and church "elders" 
were no longer the effective community leaders. The population 
increased during this period, as Africville carne to house some 
of the people, Black and White, suffering from the lack of 
adequate housing for the poor in Halifax proper. The new 
migrants had neither kinship ties with Africville families nor 
did they participate in church affairs. The 1959 survey cited 
above indicated that, in the twenty-three households where the 
household head or spouse reported participation in church groups 
or clubs, either the household head or the spouse was .a native 
of Africville.2 

As Africville became socially and physically encom
passed in Halifax's accelerating urban growth, and as expecta
tions concerning facilities and life-style generally began to 
rise among the younger people in Africville, there appears to 
have been a concomitant decline in the status of church "elders". 
One thirty-five-year-old Africville resident who was not a par
ticipant in church activities observed: 

"The Baptist Church began to die out in the last gen
eration because the young people were not accepted 

lThe survey was conducted under the auspices of the 
Institute of Public Affairs, Dalhousie 
handful of respondents indicated other 
involvement, usually in labour unions. 
every Africville household and focused 

University. Only a 
kinds of organizational 

The survey included 
on the household heads. 

2Ibid. The survey was not published in its entirety. 
We have reanalyzed, from the original questionnaires, the data 
collected in 1959. 
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by and did not accept the ways of the older people. 
There was no compromise. The older people demanded 
respect due to their age and the younger ones saw no 
reason to respect them--thought they were old fools."l 

A complex set of factors, on both the societal and local levels, 
appears to account for the change. Very few baptisms took place 
during the last thirty years of Africville's existence.2 The 
practice of seeking visions and the Baptist code of conduct 
came to seem incongruent with improved education and greater 
urbanization. Moreover, the functional importance of the church 
for individual persons and for the community as a whole dimin
ished. The presence of the City's refuse dump on the border of 
the community and the unsavoury implications of Africville's 

~ being labelled a slum led to outside Black church groups finding 
Africville less attractive as a locale for church-related fes
tivities. In the religious exchange network referred to earlier, 
Africville people apparently visited more often than they were 

. :·.visited. 3 The church's function of providing opportunities for 
structured interaction with the outside world became less impor
tant. This tendency was accelerated by the increasing incorpor
ation of Africville residents into the social life of Halifax 
proper and the development of Africville as a deviance service 

;! centre, a place to go for fun, parties, and bootleg booze. 

The loss of status by church members and officials 
nappears to have been related, also, to an increasing awareness 
.among community residents that the former's power to effect 
change and to obtain an acceptable life-style was very limited. 

:This new and different perspective of the church and the 
· "elders" was deepened by the decline, both physically and 
·'socially, of the "closed community". The many delegations to 

Halifax City Hall, for fire, police, water, electric and snow-
~removal services, had yielded little fruit. A local Black 
authority on Africville observed: 

"There seemed to be in the community the feeling that 
nothing could happen anyway, sort of a pessimistic, 
not cynical, but a lack of confidence and a feeling 
that nothing is going to happen and, if it does, so 
what? There is nothing we can do about it. They 
tried in so many ways to get little improvements. 

lrnterview, August 1969. 

2rnterview, August 1969. 

3rnterview, September 1969. 
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They tried for the ordinary services • . and they 
had failed. The threat of relocation had been over 
their heads for years. There were always rumours 
that the land was ·valuable industrial land, and they 
would eventually be allowed to stay there only until 
the powers-that-be wanted to remove them; so by this 
time, you see, the community had reached a stage 
where it became a sort of a haven, a refuge for 
people who couldn't keep their heads above the water 
in the city, not the stable and solid families that 
settled the community initially. This brought about 
a change in the community and in the community spirit."l 

Added to this discovery of their "political" vulner
ability was a general disparagement of the "respectable elders" 
because of their poverty and their Blackness.2 Given the lack 
of regard shown Africville residents by the larger Black com
munity3 and the Whites of Halifax, and given the loosening of 
the "close community" (such that these views of Africville were 
perceived by elders and youths alike), it became difficult for 
the "elders" to provide leadership or to retain status within 
the community. In other words, a climate was being established 
wherein status and leadership could not effectively augment each 
other. Moreover, the general poverty of Africville limited the 
possibility of a ramifying community exchange system which could 
provide cohesion and organization among Africville residents. 
Their poverty precluded having sufficient resources with which 
to invest such an exchange system.4 

lTape-recorded interview, December 1969. The authority 
quoted spent approximately twenty-five years endeavouring to 
develop community organizations among the Africville residents, 
as well as among other Black communities in the area. 

2see discussion of this theme in Chapter Three. 
Rainwater's remarks, made with reference to the American exper
ience, are applicable to Africville in the period that we are 
discussing: "To those living in the heart of a ghetto, black 
comes to mean not just 'stay back', but also membership in a 
community of persons who think poorly of each other, who attack 
and manipulate each other, who give each other small comfort in 
a desperate world." (Rainwater, "Crucible of Identity", p. 205) • 

3This assertion is based on numerous interviews with 
Africville residents and with Blacks in Halifax proper. 

4clark has suggested that three factors limit the range 
and complexity of exchange systems. One of these factors is the 
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By the decade preceding the relocation, the 1950's, 
these patterns had effected such a change in Africville that 
it appeared to be a Black ghetto in the typical American sense. 
The decline in community significance of the church and the 
"elders" was apparent. One transient who moved into Africville 
several years prior to relocation observed that "there wasn't 
very many used to go to church, mostly a few older ones because 
the older ones didn't have any place else to go."l A minister 
who occasionally served Africville during this decade noted that 
"the church was the only organization [the Africville residents] 
had and~ then, the church only had a few poeple who were inter
ested."..!: A White resident of Africville, who had lived there 
since shortly after the Second World War, contended that "most 
people did not belong to the church. Most would not miss it. 
It was not a focal point of the community, only for elderly 
people."3 A relocation worker with three years experience in 
Africville noted that, in the years immediately preceding re
location, "the church was not the centre for social activities. 
It would be locked, except for the time it was opened for church 
services. The deacons had access to it, and these were for 
particular services during the weekdays and, of course, during 
Sundays. 11 4 One church deacon at Africville noted the decline 
in the number of church services offered: "Services used to 
be 10:00 a.m., 3:00p.m., and 7:00p.m. a few years ago, but 
at the end of [Africville], only once each Sunday .... youth 
didn't attend. Most people didn't attend."5 

absolute quantity of resources present in the system. He re-
s that the poor 11 Cannot become involved because they do not 
the necessary quantity of resources either to maintain 

~A=u.~~lves over a certain minimal period of time before they 
reimbursed or to support the infra-structure devoted to the 

~-·~··~=u~cs of organizing and coordinating exchange. 11 (Terry 
Clark, Community Structure and Decision-Making: Comparative 
Lyses, Chandler Publications in_Anthropology and Sociology 

Francisco: Chandler, 1968], p. 53.) 

lrnterview, August 1969. 

2Tape-recorded interview, August 1969. 

3rnterview, July 1969. 

4Tape-recorded interview, July 1969. 

5rnterview, June 1969. The service, consisting of 
singing, sermon and testimonial, remained essentially 
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By the time of relocation, then, the church had become 
an inadequate base for community action, and the church "elders" 
were not accepted leaders. To a large extent, the "church 
people" became a small.clique, unable either to perpetuate 
itself (only a handful of the approximately forty baptized 
Africville residents were under forty years of age)l or to exer
cise much direct influence on the rest of the community. One 
deacon, pointing out that he had not had much to do with others 
at the time of relocation, observed: "I am a deacon and I don't 
visit people that much. You see, I don't approve of drinking 
and the other people drink. I must observe a high standard of 
virtue in my life; therefore, I keep pretty much to myself."2 
Discussing community organization at the time of relocation, 
another resident noted that "the people who belonged to the 
church were a big-feeling bunch of hypocrites who stuck pretty 
much together."3 One non-churchgoing resident described as 
follows the relationship between his circle of friends and the 
church group: 

"Yes, there was a bit of a gap. They were a little 
bit uppity about us, and frowned on us when we did 
certain things. But there was no proselytizing, 
much less conflict. The only thing was the time 
the church people had the community hall [dance 
hall] demolished because of the behaviour of the 
young people. I guess it wouldn't have mattered 
so much, if it hadn't been right next to the 
church.4 

For the most part, the relationship between those who 
went to church regularly and those who did not attend at all 
(this polarization with respect to church participation devel 
in the years preceding relocation) became one of tolerance and 
avoidance. Since the bulk of the Africville population was 
related by kinship ties to the church clique, there was little 
manifest derision or conflict. There was, however, open strain 
between the church group and the group of people who had migra 

unchanged. Deacons held the service, while the "sisters" sang. 
There were no female deacons, but every Tuesday evening there 
was a "sisters' meeting", a prayer meeting held by women. 

lThese data were obtained, in part, from a survey of 
Africville relocatees conducted in the fall of 1969. 

2Interview, February 1969. 3Interview, June 1969. 

4Interview, August 1969. 
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to Africville (especially during the thirties and after the 
Second World War) and who were involved mainly in the deviance 
service centre aspect of Africville. The invective exchanged 
between these two "groups", and the bandying of terms such as 
"hypocrite" and "bad people", arose as much from the fact that 
one group had roots in Africville and the other did not as from 
differences in belief and practice concerning morals. Despite 
the tensions, by the time of relocation the churchgoing resi
dents had come to accept this "other Africville" and their own 
limited sphere of influence. This accommodation is illustrated 
in the following statement from an interview with a church 
member: 

"Somehow Mrs. X got on the subject of Whites who 
came down to Africville. In almost so many words, 
she said they came for women and alcohol. They 
were always all over the place, often falling asleep, 
drunk, on the railway tracks--which caused Mrs. X 
great worry. Very frequently, strangers arrived 
at her door, drunk or wandering. She treated them 
to tea and sober conversation. They got to know 
her after awhile. As she was walking by, they 
would call out: 

'Are you going to church, Mrs. X?' 

'Yes, to church.' 

'Pray for me. ' 

'I will, but you have to pray for yourself, too! rul 

Despite the reduced influence of the church and its 
members, until and during the relocation they continued to 
have a preferred status in relation to the "official" societal 
power structure and to voluntary organizations representative 
of the "official" morality. It was through them that do
gooders entered the community2 and that the Sunday School, 
recreational programs, and the like were established for the 
"poor Africville residents". Official City communiques were 

linterview, August 1969. 

. 2For example, Whites directed a summer Bible School 
in Africville in the years preceding relocation. See Alexa Shaw, 
"Two-Week Project A Big Success at Africville Church," The Mail
Stap~ Halifax, N. s., July 18, 1963. 
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usually transmitted through the church leaders.! But by the 
time that relocation had begun it was apparent to everyone in 
Africville, churchgoers and non-churchgoers alike, that this 
"external status" was insufficient to make the broader society 
adequately responsive to the needs and aspirations of Afric
villes' residents. Similarly, it was apparent to Haligonians 
seeking booze in Africville, and to politicians seeking votes 
there,2 that the church "elders" no longer constituted the 
community's "governing body". 

Since the relocation, the church has become an entity 
around which considerable "relocation grief" has crystallized. 
The church was the only formal organization in Africville and, 
consequently, it represents a concreteness to which people can 
refer readily when asked about the "costs" of relocation. Com
mon sense or folk knowledge holds that in relocation programs 
the persons most aggrieved are the elderly.3 They are said to 
be the group for whom relocation would most likely constitute 
a personal crisis. Whatever the validity of this assumption, 
such a "definition of the situation" applies to the Africville 
context. The elderly have indicated often that what they miss 
most is the church life in Africville. Others, unable to arti
culate their reasons for grief, have emphasized the supposed 
crisis of the elderly; given the relationship between the elderly 
and the church, and given the concreteness of the church, it fol
lows that the loss of church has come to symbolize the loss of 
community. The post-relocation survey and the initial inter
viewing of Africville residents reveal an exaggerated assess
ment of the focal relevance of the church for the community and 
of the degree of church attendance. For instance, some thirty 
per cent of the respondents4 indicated that, while in Afric-

lsee, for instance, Chapter VI, which deals with the 
decision to relocate Africville. 

2Politicians selected as captains for their respec
tive parties in Africville people who could deliver the vote. 
The captains in the years preceding relocation were not usually 
regular church attendants. In the last provincial election 
prior to Africville's relocation, the captains were compara
tively young and fairly recent arrivals in Africville. 

3see, for example, W. F. Smith, Preparing the Elderly 
for Relooation (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 1966). 

4Respondents included every Africville resident who 
was given any kind of relocation compensation. Thirty per 
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ville, they regularly attended church services; this figure 
is too high, and is not congruent with other data. First 
interviews often brought forth strong positive remarks about 
the community significance of the church, but further inter
viewing and increased rapport yielded more reliable state
ments. 

The phenomenon of idealization with respect to the 
church has been encouraged by the symbolic relevance that the 
Africville relocation has assumed in the impact of the emerging 
Black consciousness on Nova Scotia. Africville is mentioned 
often as an example of how Black people can be uprooted unless 
strong community-based organizations are developed. Uprooting 
would not be undesirable if there were nothing intrinsically 
valuable about the community.! Seen as being valuable in this 
context are Africville's inherent possibilities as a genuine 
Black subculture. The indicators of the latter include Afric
ville's long history and its church life (note the attribution 
of "soul" to the style of church services). As a symbol, the 
Seaview African United Baptist Church may be more important now, 
as a focal point for Africville residents• dissatisfaction with 
the relocation and as a stimulus in the development of a Black 
consciousness in Nova Scotia, than it was during the years 
immediately preceding the relocation. 

cent indicated that they were regular church participants, 
fifty per cent indicated that they occasionally attended ser
vices, and fifteen per cent said that they rarely participated. 

lrt would still be important, of course, to organize 
for the protection of individual interests in property and 
related matters. 
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qiAPTER FIVE 

PRELUDE TO RELOCATION: 1855-1962* 

"Every year, as long as I can remember, I can remem
ber them coming out there and surveying land and 
surveying all over the place. And the next thing 
that you see in the paper is where they are going 
to root Africville out, bulldoze Africville out. 

"I heard about that for years, for years, as 
long as I can remember. Every spring the same 
thing would come up, to move Africville, to put 
bulldozers in Africville, to move the people out of 
Africville. I heard that for years and years." 

- Tape-recorded interview with a 70-year-old 
Africville relocatee, October 3, 1969. 

Intz-oduotion 

In December 1969, a bitter winter wind from Bedford 
Basin blew over the land where residents of Africville had 
lived, played, worshipped, and died. A few foundation.s were 
evident amid piles of scattered concrete and rock. The land 
lay ripped and torn by bulldozers, and massive machinery 
building the nearby A. Murray MacKay Bridge filled the air 
with the noise of construction. Defiantly, the sole remain 
Africville resident, a 72-year-old man, stared at the cons 
tion. His property had been expropriated, but he resisted 
relocation. Earlier that month officials at Halifax City Hall 
had attempted to persuade him to leave Africville, by showing 
him a case containing $14,000 in cash. Interviewed by a · 
reporter from The MaiZ-Staz-, he explained his reaction: 

"They sent for me and when I got there I was taken 
into someone•s office. There was five or six 
persons in the room plus a suitcase full of money 
all tied up neatly in bundles •••• 

11The suitcase was open and stuck under my nose 

*The authors wish to acknowledge the considerable 
contribution to this chapter of John de Roche, Research 
Assistant. 
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so as to tempt me and try and pay me off right there 
and then. . • • 

"I didn't like that at all ••• it hurt me ••• 
I told them 'you guys think you're smart ••• well, 
you're not smart enough' then I got up and walked 
out of the office •.•• When they finally paid me 
it was by cheque and they came to my home to do 
business."l 

The relocation was complete when, several weeks later, 
bought a $13,000 house and rented it to him for life 

at $20 a month and he accepted a settlement of $14,387. ay_ 
January 19 70, the Black community tha"f:: __ p.~_q existed __ for. over a 

1iunclre·a years wa.s left to the pages· -of history. 

The de'!th of Africvi~),._e, .slow_ ~nd painful, involved 
pol:lc:~i forrnutafi(Jn'~by decision-makers external to the 

~~~!:i~-~~ ~ -There was- suffering and conflict within the com- -
"itself. Since the relocation, life for many relocatees 

..,__ __ "_-. maze of 'fi_nancial, psychological 1 and social . 

What were the origins of the death of Africville? 
were the people relocated? Were the underlying reasons 

~-· .. Quitarian, intended to improve socio-economic conditions 
the residents and to end racial segregation; or, 

rily, did Halifax politicians and development officials 
the land for industrial and residential development? Was 

purpose to further the economic interests of Halifax? 
se questions involve untangling the strands of a complex 
.2 It is necessary to view the relocation of Africville in 
historical context. The minutes of the Halifax City 
il document City policy towards Africville; the land 

___ eemed important for eventual industrial development, and 
·at of relocation was a perennial danger facing the 

The original settlers, who moved to the area in the 
40's, lived in considerable isolation. Campbell Road, which 

through the community, was built around the northern slope 
the Halifax peninsula in 1836; the Africville section of 

lJim Robson, "Last Africville Resident: If I Had 
a Little Younger City Would Never Have Gotten My Land," 

Mail-Star, Halifax, N. S., January 12, 1970. 

2Answers to these questions will be considered in 
VI, "The Relocation Decision: 1962-1964". 



the road was a secondary route used relatively infrequently. 
I~ 18~~ the railway linked t;.he community more with _th~. " 

_world". Ifwas.the construction of the railway that led 
fi~[;~ -~~location of dwelli~l? _and ot..b~_i; buildings. La _,.---
railway tracks were buiH:-through the community. N:L:t:.h"--·'===:..:::.!~ 
9.~velopment 1 and because of closeness to Bedford Basin 
ci_~velopment 1 the land became incr~asingly important f.or u.o-ora 
an irid\istrial s·ite-~ A Ha1ifax City official with an asso 
t.ion of over twenty years with Africville explained: 

"The City moved Africville for the land. It was one 
of the best sites for a dock--twenty feet out from 
shore there is a very deep drop in the sea bed. 
You could bring destroyers right up to the shore
line. Industry could have both docks and railways. 

"All Africville needed was water and sewerage, 
and it would be a self-sufficient community. But 
they never got either. Some day the City planned 
to take over the area."2 

AfriaviZZe and RaiZways 

(The Nova Scotia Railway links Africville 
to the "outside world" 

. . 

The first relocation of Africville residents was 
linked to political events within the province. It was the 
dream of Nova Scotia's distinguished Provincial Secretary, 
Joseph Howe, to have an intercolonial railway join the British; 
North American colonies. Failing to win support from Britain, · 
in 1852 he embarked on a policy of supporting the construction 
of local lines to be built and operated by the Nova Scotia 
Government. 

In 1853 the Nova Scotia Railway Company was incor
porated and on March 4, 1854, legislation was introduced for 
government construction, operation, and ownership of pro
vincial railway lines.3 The railway commissioners were 

lFor a representation of Campbell Road, see map, 
"Railway Tracks Through Africville: 1912", p. 133. 

2Interview, August 1969. 

3G. R. Stevens, Canadian NationaZ Railways, I: Sixty 
Years of TriaZ and Error (1836-1896) (Toronto: Clarke, Irwin 
and Company, 1960) pp. 75, 158, 159. 
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authorized to expropriate for the track a right-of-way between 
four and six rods wide.l 

Bids were invited for the construction of th~ Nova 
Scotia Railway along Bedford Basin. The first sod was turned 
on June 13, 1854.2 Early in 1855 the first locomotive arrived 
from Massachusetts and was tested on four miles of completed 
track. In June 1855, seven miles of track between Richmond, 
in the North End of Halifax, and Bedford were open for 
traffic.3 An elderly Africville relocatee reported that, 
according to stories told her as a child, Africville men worked 
on the construction of this railway.4 

The Bedford Basin track paralleled Campbell Road, 
which passed through Africville, and railway construction 
required the acquisition of Africville land and the movement 
of buildings. In 1855, the Board of Railway Commissioners 
reported: 

"Difficulties have arisen during the past year, in 
adjusting the damages due to parties whose land 
has been taken by the Commissioners •••• None of 
the parties have been paid. . . . cases of hard
ship have already occurred ••.• "5 

Some of these difficulties involved a number of 
Africville claimants who were not compensated immediately for 
their property. A section of Africville land along Bedford 
Basin, bought in 1856 by a Railway trustee to compensate 
Africville residents, was not signed over to claimants (three 
Africville families) until five years later.6 A report to the 
Legislative Assembly in 1858 stated: 

lThe Statutes of Nova Saotia~ 1854, cap. 1. 

2oscar D. Skelton, The RaiZway BuiZders: A ChroniaZe 
of OverZand Highways (Toronto: Glasgow, Brook & Company, 1921), 
p. 67. 

3stevens, op. ait. I, 160. 

4Interview, August 1969. 

5N.S.L.A., JournaZ of Proaeedings~ 1854-1855, Appen
dix 17 , p • 14 3 • 

6Registry of Deeds, Book 114, p. 97; Book 139, p. 337; 
and Book 161, p. 321. 
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"The act authorizing the construction of the road 
• • • provides that the monies payable for land and 
damages shall form a county charge. [These charges] 
have not been included in the payments made by the 
board of railway commissioners except in the follow
ing instances: 

for 

for 

for 
for 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
land at African village, on which to 
place buildings interfered with by the 
railway (conveyance to J. Morrow), £175/0/0 

interest 1 year and 9 months on the 
above, 

recording deed, 
18/7/6 
0/8/9 

material and labor in removing and 
fixing up buildings at African village 210/7/9"1 

One of the original Africville Black settlers found 
it necessary to petition for compensation. Five years after 
the completion of the Bedford Basin track, he wrote as follows 
to the Legislative Assembly of Nova Scotia: 

"To the Honorable the House of Assembly now in General 
Session convened. 

"The petition of William Brown most humbly shows That· 
your Petitioner is the owner of a lot of land situate 
at Africville in the City of Halifax a portion of 
which lot had been taken by order of the Railway Com
missioners in the Year 1854--for Railway purposes 
and for the continuance of the main post road from 
Halifax to Bedford as per plan and survey hereunto 
annexed--That all other persons whose lands had been 
required for Railway purposes in this settlement 
have been paid with the exception of your Petitioner-
That he made his claim on the Board of Commissioners 
at the time his land was taken, and although he was 
repeatedly told by them that it should be arranged, 
he has never yet received any compensation and on 
application to the present Commissioner, he was told 
by that Honorable Gentleman that he must petition 
your Honorable House for relief. 

"Your Petitioner therefore humbly prays your Honorable 
House for relief and that such compensation may be 

lN.S.L.A., Journal and Proceedings, 1858, Appendix 
35, p. 305. 
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made him as in the opinion of your Honorable House 
shall seem meet and right. 

"And your Petitioner as in 
duty bound will ever pray 

March 21--1860"1 
[Sgd.] William Brown 

The claim was agreed to be reasonable, and referred 
county as the agency responsible for such charges. 
transferred to William Brown, Jr., from the railway 
in 1861.2 

to the 
Land was 
trustee 

In 1856, although only eight miles of track were 
open, a total of 17,271 rail miles were run by railway loco
motive along the Basin shore, and 50,844 passengers were 
carried.3 The Black community was still relatively isolated, 
but the "African village", as the community was called in 
railway reports, was now readily accessible and visible to the 
"outside world". 

Further railway construction 

By 1912 two additional railway tracks passed through 
Africville. In the early 1880's the Willow Park Branch to the 
cotton factory and the Willow Park area of Halifax passed 
through the community. The other line was built at the turn 
of the century, when it became necessary to combine the weste 
Nova Scotia railway lines into a consolidated system. On July 
3, 1901, the Halifax and South Western Railway was incorpora 
Three weeks later a contract was signed for the construction 
of a railway link-up between Halifax and Barrington Passage 
the completion of the first section of the New Germany-Shel
burne line.4 For the city section of the railway, the Halifax 
City Council approved payment of $48,546 for land, buildings, 

lP.A.N.S., Africville File, Document One. 

2Registry of Deeds, Book 139, p. 337. 

3N.S.L.A., Journal and Proceedings~ 1858, Appendix 
35 1 P • 310 o 

4G. R. Stevens, Canadian 
To~ards the Inevitable (1896-1922) 
& Company, 1962), p. 303. 
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and damages to properties.l Acquisition of Africville land 
and the movement of buildings were required, and five residents 
were compensated. Council minutes show the following settle
ments paid to these residents: 

Land and any Damages Total 
Buildings 
Thereon 

Settlement One $ 220 $ 55 $ 275 

Settlement Two and Three $ 940 $ 100 $1,040 

Settlement Four $ 225 $ 25 $ 280 

Settlement Five $ so $ 25 $ 75 

$1,670 

In 1913, the Dominion Government "began to build 
the large concrete piers and quays on the western shore of 
the harbour and the large railway terminal at the southern 
end of the City was comrnenced."2 A new railway line was built 
bordering the western side of the Halifax peninsula, and the 
railway tracks through Africville declined in importance as 
passenger lines. Even with this decline in importance, how
ever, the Africville tracks were still valuable assets for 
potential industrial development. 

At the outset of the Second World War, with Halifax 
a major wartime port, Canadian National Railways (originally 
the Intercolonial Railway) constructed the Basin Yard, which 
resulted in the movement of a number of Africville residents 
in 1941.3 In recent years, railway traffic through Africville 
has been primarily freight. A freight department spokesman of 
Canadian National Railways was quoted as stating during an 
interview in 1961: 

!Minutes of the Halifax City Counail, April 6, 1903, 
January 21, 1904, and June 9, 1904. 

2stephenson, op. ait., p. 3. 

3Registry of Deeds, Book 820, pp. 732-34. The 
property used by Canadian National Railways had belonged to 
Africville residents since 1906. For a record of its 1906 
purchase, see Registry of Deeds, Book 378, p. 33. 
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"It's all transfer stuff that goes through Africville 
There's no train schedule. We move freight from the 
main station, Rockingham, and shuttle it to Willow 
Park, Deepwater and Richmond Yards."l 

Halifax City Council Policy and the Africville Land 

There is little doubt that the presence of railway 
tracks in close proximity to waterfront property increased the 
importance of the Africville land as an industrial site. 
Certainly the railway development through Africville affected 
the community's aesthetic image. The more obvious conse
quences--noise from passing trains, layers of soot (before the 
change to diesel engines in the 1950's), and the inconvenience 
and danger of traversing railway tracks in order to visit a 
neighbour or to attend school--do not require special comment. 
The long-range consequences of the railway's presence were 
reported by a Civic Planning Commission as follows: 

"The Canadian National Railways, originally the 
Intercolonial Railway, have on two occasions 
carried out construction programs in Halifax pro
ducing blight and decay spreading over large areas, 
thereby resulting in serious reduction of residen
tial values. 

"The first development was in the north end of 
the city, with passenger terminals at North Street. 
Previous to the construction of these terminals, 
the northeast slope of the city [near, but not 
including Africville] constituted a major high-class 
residential district. After this development many 
residents found it desirable to change their 
location to the south end of the city and along 
the shores of the North West Arm. The area in 
question steadily deteriorated as a residential 
district, the southern and western parts of the city 
becoming the most valuable residential section."2 

lBarbara Hinds, "Africville Children Risking Lives 
Daily at Rail Crossings," The Mail-Star, Halifax, N. S., Septem
ber 9, 1961. 

2The Master Plan for the City of Halifax, pp. 33-34. 
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The City of Halifax owned sizable property close to 
the community! and was in a favourable position to bargain with 
industries seeking land. Minutes of the Halifax City Council 
show that the eventual industrial use of the Africville land 
was a matter of long-standing implicit intent. This "policy" 
was a reason for Council's neglect of Africville residents.2 
The expropriation and eventual industrial use of the land 
would require relocation of Africville residents; therefore, 
it was not necessary to supply the community with water, sew
erage, paved roads, garbage collection, or adequate fire pro

-tection. A City official, associated since 1942 with Afric-
ville, explained why the community was not serviced by a City 
water line: 

"On one occasion, this must have been in the late 
war years, I think money was actually appropriated 
for the extension of a water line from the end of 
Gottingen Street to the central part of the village, 
to give a City water source. 

"But the argument always was that it was so 
expensive to blast through rock to put a water line 
down there and that the days of the settlement were 
numbered. It was always felt that the people should 
be relocated somewhere, and it wasn't worth the cost 
of putting in water for the time that they were to 
be there. This seemed to be the thinking all the 
time that I knew Africville."3 

following summary from City Council's minutes documents 
intent concerning the Africville land.4 

lTo the south, the City owned the land where the 
'City Prison was built (ca. 1855). West of the community, the 
City had purchased property in 1863 (Registry of Deeds, Book 
148, p. 51). In 1907, the City bought the Tully property, 
adjacent to Africville on the east and along the shoreline 
(Minutes of the HaLifax City CounciL, January 11, 1907, p. 252). 

2For additional reasons, see Chapter III, pp. 74-79. 

3Tape-recorded intervie~..,, August 1969. 

4The minutes of the Halifax City Council, 1852-1962, 
Were read year by year, and all references to Africville and 
the land surrounding the community were recorded on tape and 
transcribed. Appreciation is extended to the City Clerk, Mr. 
Ralph Stoddard, for providing access to the minutes and office 
space. 
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1907: The City of Halifax purchased 
land to the east of Africville 

At a meeting of City Council on January 11, 1907, a 
decision was made to acquire property at the northern tip of 
the Halifax peninsula. Council resolved that the City purch 
the Tully property, situated "between the slaughter house and 
the Colored Settlement."l At the same meeting Council resol 
to expropriate property within the community of Africville.2 
An appraiser was appointed to appraise Africville properties. 
His report to Council, as shown below, listed seventeen prope 
ties with a total value of $8,895 owned by fifteen Africville 
residents.3 The report did not list the number of "renters" 
or "squatters" that may have lived in Africville, although pre 
viously members of City Council had complained of squatters 
contiguous City-owned property.4 

Value of Land and Dwellings 

Resident 

1. 
2. (two properties) 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. (two properties) 
8. 

Value 

$1,100 
1,150 

770 
850 
200 
350 
950 
350 

Resident 

9 • 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

Total 

Value 

$ 350 
450 
475 
600 
500 
400 
400 

$8,895 

Although City Council passed a resolution to expro
priate the Africville land, it was not purchased by the City. 
The Tully property, along the shoreline east of the community, 
was bought for $2,000. Thus, by 1907, the City of Halifax 
owned property to the south, east, and west of the Black com
munity. Complete acquisition of the Africville land would 
give the City a section of waterfront property extending far 
back from the shoreline, an attractive industrial resource. 

lMinutes of the Halifax City Counail, January 11, 
1907, p. 252. 

2Ibid. 

3rbid., July 4, 1907, p. 67. Names are omitted in 
the present report. 

4rbid., October 11, 1906. 
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1915: Intended industrial use of the 
Africville land confirmed 

In 1915, a Halifax City official confirmed that the 
Africville land was intended for eventual industrial purposes. 
In response to a request from the Nova Scotia Fertilizer 
Company to build an overhead conveyor across Campbell Road, 
the City Engineer recommended: 

"The Africville portion of Campbell Road will always 
be an industrial district and it is desirable that 
industrial operations should be assisted in any way 
[italics added] that is not prejudicial to the 
interests of the public; in fact, we may be obliged 
in the future to consider the interest of the 
industry first."l 

1915: The Imperial Oil Company bids 
for Africville land 

The value of Africville as an industrial site is re
vealed in a 1915 bid by the Imperial Oil Company for ten to 
twelve acres of land: 

"Bounded on the Northeast by Gottingen Street, on 
the Southeast and Southwest by the property of the 
City, and on the Northwest by Bedford Basin, except
ing therefrom so much thereof as is occupied by 
Campbell Road, the Intercolonial Railway and the 
Halifax and South Western Railway."2 

The company wrote the Halifax Board of Trade Indus
tries Commission and explained the advantages of its proposal.3 
One advantage was stated as follows: 

"The acceptance of our proposal would level up and 
change the present part of the City known as Afric
vill~ and establish in its place an Industry."4 

The Board of Control wrote City Council as follows: 

lMinutes of the Halifax City Council, September 9, 
1915, p. 211. 

2Ibid._, p. 218 

4 Ibid. , p. 220. 
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"Realizing that the carrying through of the proposal 
under consideration would have certain advantages 
for the City, we would recommend that if it were 
found necessary we exercise the legislation which 
we now have for the expropriation of part or the 
whole of the property known as Africville. • nl 

Following considerable negotiation, the Imperial 
Company decided to locate elsewhere "owing to the difficulties 
in connection with the Africville site for Oil Refinery pur
poses."2 But in the same letter that expressed rejection of 
the Africville site, the company wrote: "The opinion is 
expressed, however, that in the future it may be found desir
able to construct a refinery in this locality."3 There is no 
mention during the correspondence between the City of Halifax 
and the Imperial Oil Company of what might have happened to 
the Africville residents, had the land that they occupied been 
expropriated and sold to the company. 

1916: Africville land for industrial use 

In April 1916, Halifax City Council received a letter 
from its Board of Control which stated that the pastor of the 
Africville church had requested the use of City-owned property 
near the Intercolonial Railway in order to relocate the church· 
building. The City Engineer recommended to Council: 

"It is not desirable that the City should part with 
any of its property in Africville for any such 
purpose, as it is probable that in the near future, 
all property in this distriat will be required for 
industrial purposes~ and it will be abandoned as a 
residential distriat [italics added]. 

"I see no objection, however, to leasing a piece 
of property large enough to accommodate the church 
at a nominal figure so long as the members of the 
church are located at Africville, the lease to be 
drawn on such condition as may be considered neces
sary to enable the City to cancel it and have the 
building removed promptly."4 

libid., p. 218. 

2Ibid., December 9, 1915, p. 309. 

3Ibid., p. 310. 

4Ibid., April 27, 1916, p. 569. 
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1938: The industrial-use proposal 
remains unchanged 

In 1938, City Council received a request from a Hali
fax citizen wanting to buy 41,200 square feet of land extending 
along the east side of Barrington Street at Africville. The 
City Engineer reported to Council: 

"I beg to report on a letter . . • asking if the 
City would sell a piece of property owned by it 
situated at Africville, that the property referred 
to is a portion of the property known as the Tully 
property and purchased from the Eastern Trust Com
pany on the 31st of January, 1907 together with a 
water lot which was granted to the City on the 23rd 
of December, 1898 •• 

"The total price paid for the two Tully lots 
was $2,000.00. 

"The lot applied for is one of the few locations 
at Africville not built upon, where there is any 
considerable area lying between the road and the 
shore line. In my opinion it shouZd be retained by 
the City as a possibZe site for a smaZZ manufactory 
or in the aZternative, as a part of a pZan for buiZd
ing an espZanade around the shore of this part of · 
the basin and the possibZe future demoZition of the. 
smaZZ buiZdings now standing on the AfricviZZe prop
erty."! (Italics added.) 

Africville land for residential use 

A Civic Planning Commission report, submitted to City 
Council in 1945, considered Africville as one of the blighted 
areas of Halifax, and recommended the "widening of the northern 

of Barrington Street along with the removal of the 
icville Settlement."2 In its recommendation to develop the 
fax Northern Slope as a residential, park, and shopping

complex, the Commission wrote: "There is also a small 
in the City known as Africville. The residents of this 
ict must, as soon as reasonably possible, be provided 
decent minimum standard housing elsewhere."3 The Commis-

libid., July 14, 1938, p. 193. · 

2The Master Plan for the City of HaZifax, p. 19. 

3Ibid. I p. 55. 
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sion stated that, given the removal of the City Prison, the 
abattoir, and Africville, the cleared area could become "a 
most desirable residential section."! 

1947: Africville land zoned as industrial 

In 1947, Halifax was rezoned.2 It was recommended to 
Council in May that the Africville area be designated as indus
trial land, and by August the recommendation was approved by 
Council. No immediate action was taken to develop an indus
trial complex on the Africville land; fifteen years later, how
ever, a similar proposal approved by Halifax City Council be
came one of a number of factors which initiated events respon
sible for the elimination of Africville. 

'1948: Africville residents say "No" 
, to relocation 

During its meeting on January 15, 1948, City Council 
debated a proposal for the extension of a water line from Got
tingen Street to Africville: 

"Alderman X: Would it be better to have a Committee 
appointed to interview the citizens living out there 
and find out if that money could be spent in rehabil
itating those people somewhere else? That property 
could be cleared in aase some industry might want to 
go there [italics added]. I am not suggesting that 
those people be moved against their wishes. Perhaps 
it would be better to rehabilitate those who were 
burned out, as a start. 

"Alderman Y: We could start with a view of acquiring 
those land areas. If they were willing to let their 
land go the City would compensate them. 

. . . . . . . . . 
"His Worship the Mayor: Would you like me to appoint 

a Committee for the rehabilitation of these people? 

lrbid., p. 56. 

2Minutes of the Halifax City Council~ passim~ 1947. 
The May and August zoning plans are included in the 1947 
Council Minutes. 
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"Alderman Z: I don't think we should go another sum
mer without having the water. I am in favour of 
having them shifted."! 

Decision on a proposal to borrow money for water 
service was deferred for one month, and the Mayor appointed 
a Special Committee of three aldermen to investigate "the 
Africville problem." Notice was put in the local press to 
inform Africville residents of a forthcoming public meeting 
in February. After the meeting, the Special Committe reported 
to Council: 

"A Public Hearing was held in the Council Chamber, 
City Hall on Wednesday, February 4, 1948, at which 
a large representation of residents from Africville 
and others were present. A free discussion took 
place; all residents expressed a desire to remain 
in Africville [italics added] and pledged their co
operation to any move made by the City to improve 
conditions there and also agreed to appoint a Com
mittee of not more than five persons to meet with a 
Committee from the City Council for the purpose of 
working out a definite program."2 

Council authorized the borrowing of $20,000 for the 
nsion of a water line into Africville,3 but the plan was 

implemented. Africville residents continued to impro-
e with community and private wells,4 and the danger of fire 

~·"·~~ued a constant threat to Africville homes. 

lMinutes of the Halifax City Council, January 15, 
10. 

2Ibid., February 12, 1948, p. 107. 

3Ibid., pp. llOff. 

4After an outbreak of three cases of Paratyphoid "B" 
the City's Commissioner of Health and Welfare wrote: 
found that practically all the wells in the Africville 

are contaminated and posted signs have been placed on 
advising the people that the water should be boiled or it 

ld be chlorinated by the use of Javex or some other liquid 
ine preparation and we have instructed individuals in how 

_ procedure can be done." Letter from Dr. Allan R. Morton 
the Mayor of Halifax and Members of the City's Health Com
tee, August 9, 1962. The letter is in the Africville File, 
al Planning Office, City Hall, Halifax, N. S. 
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1 1951: Africville land still 
! zoned industrial 

In 1951, the City of Halifax received a request from 
a Halifax Black family to lease a portion of City-owned Afric
ville land for residential purposes. The Commissioner of Works 
wrote the Committee on Works: 

"This a:r>ea is zoned fo:r> Indust:r>ial development~ but 
at this time it is difficult to say just when Indus
t:r>ial development will take plaae along this a:r>ea 
[italics added] . 

"In view of this it is suggested that this land 
could be leased on a year to year basis at such sum 
as the Committee wishes to determine."l 

The Committee on Works recommended to Council that the land 
be leased and "that the rental should be whatever the taxes 
would be on the value of the property."2 A motion to this 
effect was adopted by Council. The City of Halifax thereby 
became an "Africville landlord", renting to Blacks a portion 
of City-owned Africville land that was serviced neither by 
sewerage, water, garbage collection, paved roads, nor adequate 
fire protection. 

1954: Halifax City Council approves 
a proposal to obtain a fifteen-acre 
industrial site by shifting Africville 

To solve the "Africville problem" the City Manager 
submitted to City Council a report that recommended the shift
ing of Africville residents to City-owned property southwest 
of the existing community site.3 The underlying intention was 
the acquisition of land for industrial purposes: 

lMinutes of the Halifax City Counail, May 17, 1951, 
p. 418. 

2rbid., p. 417. 

3The report described Africville as "a section of 
land about fifteen acres in extent on the shores of Bedford 
Basin lying roughly between Gottingen and Robie Streets. There 
are about ninety buildings used as dwellings by 125 adults and 
200 children under the age of 16." City of Halifax, Report by 
the City Manager to the Mayo:r> and City Counail, August 19, 1954 
(see drawing, "Proposal to Shift Africville", p. 149). For a 
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"The area is not suited for residences but properly 
developed is ideal for industrial purposes. There 
is water frontage for piers, the railway for sidings, 
a road to be developed leading directly downtown and 
in the other direction to the provincial highway. 
Therefore, for future industrial expansion the fol
lowing suggestions are made ...• "1 

The report•s suggestions included the development 
thirty-two lots, each of 5,000 square feet, to be sold at a 
price to Africville residents. The City of Halifax would 
vide streets, sidewalks, curb and gutter, lighting and sewer- •· 
age. Two-story houses would be constructed2 at a cost of 
$7,000, with a mortgage of $6,000. It was estimated that 
sixty per cent of the Africville residents could afford mon 
mortgage payments of $40. Residents with title to land would 
be given the first preference for lots in the new subdivision, 
long-time residents not owning land would be given second 
choice. 

The estimated costs of the development were: 

Streets 
Sewers 
Lighting 
Sidewalk, curb, gutter 

Total Overall 
Cost 

$ 10,000 
55,000 
1,200 

40,000 
$106,200 

Assessment 
Return 

$ 8,000 

17,500 
$25,500 

Net 
Cost 

$10,000 
47,000 
1,200 

22,500 
$80,700 

Concluding the report, the City Manager wrote: 

"Thus at an estimated cost of $80,700, fifteen acres 
of valuable industrial land is made available and 
the long-standing problem of Africville will be 
largely solved."3 

summary of the report, see Ron M. Slade, "Project to Cost 
$106,200", The Mail-Star, Halifax, N. s., August 20, 1954. 

lReport by the City Manager, p. 1. 

2The report contained blueprints for 
houses. Ibid., Plates 5 and 6. 

3Ibid. I p. 3. 
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The report was approved by Council,! but, like the 
1948 proposal to extend a water line to Africville, it was 
not put into effect. However, the potential industrial impor
tance of the Africville land did not diminish. 

1955: Development of the Bedford 
Basin shore 

At its January 13, 1955, meeting, City Council 
adopted a motion instructing the Mayor to: 

" ••• issue an invitation to the National Harbours 
Board, Port of Halifax Commission, Canadian National 
Railways and such other persons as he may deem fit 
to meet to discuss the development of the Bedford 
Basin shore from Pier 9 to Fairview •••. "2 

The alderman who proposed the motion argued: 

"I think that planning is extremely necessary for 
the--proper development of the area. Everything 
necessary for the proper development is in the Bed
ford Basin site. Deep water is there and dredging 
is not necessary. Access roads lead to and from 
it. . . . The Port of Halifax Commission is doing 
an excellent job advertising this Port. They are 
bringing ships in here and this is resulting in a 
greater lift to the economic life of the City. On 
several occasions in the recent past, ships have 
had to wait in the stream for berths. The day is 
coming when the development of the South end [of 
Halifax] wiZZ be completed. It seems that to pro
vide these facilities~ the logical direction in 
which to go~ is the North end."3 (Italics added.) 

Thus, the development of the Bedford Basin shoreline 
deemed important for harbour expansion and the economic 

~~z:ow•t of the city, and it was a development requiring City 
sition of Africville shoreline property. During the period 

4-57 there was considerable discussion among City officials 
members of the Port Commission and National Harbours Board 

1Minutes of the Halifax City Council, September 17, 

2Ibid., January 13, 1955, pp. 4-5. 

3 Ibid. , p. 5. 
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concerning the use of Bedford Basin properties for port expan
sion.! The handwriting was already on the wall, as later even 
have made clear, and the relocation of Africville was imminent 
Five years later, the North Shore Development Plan, which • 
included a proposal for extension of the shoreline into Be 
Basin, initiated the chain-reaction that led to the death of 
the community. 

1957: The "Industrial Mile" proposal 

In 1956 City Council engaged Gordon Stephenson, then ' 
Professor of Town and Regional Planning, University of Toronto 
to investigate housing conditions in the city of Halifax.2 Dr. 
Stephenson's report (1957) described Africville as follows: 

"There is a little frequented part of the City, over
looking Bedford Basin, which presents an unusual 
problem for any community to face. In what may be 
described as an encampment, or shack town, there 
live about seventy negro families. They are descen
dants of early settlers, and it is probable that 
Africville originated with a few shacks well over a 
century ago. Title to some of the land will be dif
ficult to ascertain. Some of the hutted homes are 
on railway land, some on City land, some on private 
land. There will be families with squatter's rights, 
and others with clear title to land which is now 
appreciating considerably in value. 

"The citizens of Africville live a life apart. 
On a sunny day, the small children roam at will in 
a spacious area and swim in what amounts to their 
private lagoon. In winter, life is far from idyllic. 
In terms of the physical condition of buildings and 
sanitation, the story is deplorable. Shallow wells 

lwe are grateful to the National Harbours Board, Hal
ifax, for permission to examine their files. Newspaper reports 
of these discussions emphasized that it would be necessary to 
relocate Africville residents and that the redevelopment of the 
Basin area would be of advantage to Halifax's industrial growth •. 
See, for instance, "Metropolitan Area Growth Demands Unified 
Action", The MaiZ-Star, July 17, 1954. 

2The decision of City Council to engage Professor 
Stephenson reflected a growing concern with housing problems 
and slum clearance, a concern spearheaded by the local branch 
of the Community Planning Association of Canada. 
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and cesspools, in close proximity, are scattered 
about the slopes between the shacks. 

"There are no accurate records of conditions in 
Africville. There are only two things to be said. 
The families will have to be rehoused in the near 
future. The land which they now occupy will be . 
required for the further development of the City."l 
(Italics added.) 

The Stephenson Report identified the Africville land 
for industrial and harbour development.2 A similar proposal 
for industrial expansion was contained in the City's 1957 ex
propriation of part of the Africville land, which included a 
large tract of property belonging to John Miller.3 At a City 

!stephenson, op. cit., p. 27. 

2rbid., p. 56. It should be added that Professor 
Stephenson recommended urban renewal schemes in several areas 
of Halifax. 

3John Miller is a pseudonym, as are all the names of 
Africville residents used in this and following chapters. The 
Miller property was 300' x 70' and contained seven dwellings 
and eleven sheds. In 1961 the City ordered two appraisals, 
which valued the property at $3,200 and $2,850 respectively • 

.. One of the appraisal reports described the buildings on the 
property as follows: "At the same time the property was 

spected [1961] there was a number of extremely dilapidated, 
erry-built structures used as dwellings and a number of small 

ds and outbuildings. These dwellings are merely 'shacks' 
lt of second-hand materials, with no foundations and no 
itary facilities. They are considered completely worthless. 
s appraiser has no certain knowledge of their condition in 

, 1957 but considering the type of occupancy, and the con
of the surroundings, it is reasonable to assume that 

e structures were very little better three years prior to 
inspection. In any case they would have been well below 
standards of Ordinance No. 50 and would have had no value 

a buyer. For this reason, the improvements will be ignored 
the property will be considered as vacant land. This 

e of building, and the ease with which they would be demol
ed, obviates the necessity of a demolition allowance." 

isal Report~ June 12~ 1961, in Industrial Mile File, Devel
-~···~ut Department, City Hall, Halifax, N. s. In the expropri

area, nine Africville adults lived on the John Miller 
rty and seven adults lived outside the property. 
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Council meeting held on May 16, 1957, aldermen debated whether 
to expropriate land in northern Halifax for the development 
of an Industrial Mile. 

"Alderman D: I would like to bring before Council 
the request of the Industrial Commission. We have 
been studying the possibility of land assembly on 
the Basin Shores. To fully develop the land it 
would be impossible for any individual or firm to 
do so. The Commission has studied this matter and 
has had conferences with the [Canadian National 
Railways], [National Harbours] Board and the Halifax 
Relief Commission to secure their co-operation. I 
urge that the Council authorize the expropriation 
to secure the properties in the Basin Area •••• 
We are assured there is a great urgency in securing 
title to these lands. The C.N.R. looks upon it 
most favorably. Mr. of the Relief Commission 
is most co-operative. Any increase in value in 
that area is the direct result of the growth of the 
City of Halifax. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"Alderman E: I think that this would certainly be 

a forward step for Halifax. It is the only way to 
tidy up the area and make any progress. The Council 
should get the machinery under way to get this land 
at the best possible price being fair to all parties 
concerned. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"Alderman F: This has taken a long time to get to 
the point where we are now going to get the land 
for industrial purposes [italics added]. The City 
will benefit by it. I am for it myself, and I think 
it is a move in the right direction. 

. . . . . . . 
"Alderman J: Have you any idea of the cost involved? 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"Alderman E: We are looking to 
in the future [italics added]. 
it is a long term proposition. 
of land in the City I can't see 
that it can't be anything but a 
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"Alderman J: You have to have something to offer if 
you hope to attract industry. I do think you must 
have some round figure on what you are getting into. 
Is it $100,000, $200,000, or $300,000? 

"His Worship the Mayor: I am sorry I can't give you 
a figure. If the figures are out of the way then we 
will forget it. 

"Alderman J: We don't have to go through with it if 
the price is too high? 

"City Solicitor: That is right."l 

Two months later, on July 11, 1957, Council adopted 
a motion that all the land for the Industrial Mile be expro
priated with the exception of the Canadian National Railways 
property, which was to be acquired by negotiation.2 

North Shore Development Plan 

By February 1962, the Industrial Mile proposal had been 
•incorporated into the North Shore Development Plan.3 On 

• 1'February 17, 1962, City Council's Planning Board approved 
· engineering and cost studies for the development of the North 

lMinutes of the Halifax City Council~ May 16, 1957, 
• 338-339. 

2Ibid., July 11, 1957, p. 523. 

3one year prior to the North Shore Development Plan 
"Africville problem" was considered by City Council's 

Policy Review Committee, which recommended "clearance 
existing housing in Africville district and the construction 
approximately 500 F.P. housing units on the City Prison and 

ille sites." City of Halifax, Report of the Housing 
licy Review Committee, Alderman Abbie Lane, Chairman, August 

, 1961, p. 2. 
Africville was discussed at the Committee's meeting 

May 19, 1961. The Managing Editor of The Mail-Star, who 
....... uu.t::d this meeting, stated that "he felt the [Africville] 

lem was economic in part but he contended that if the 
ty Dump was eliminated or policed more efficiently, part of 

desire of some of the people living at Africville to stay 
would be eliminated as a number of them make their liv

by scavenging on the dump." Minutes of the Housing Policy 
ew Committee, May 19, 1961, p. 4. 
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Shore. Included in the plan were a limited-access expressway 
of about one-and-three-quarter miles, the development of ind 
trial sites, and the expansion of the shoreline into Bedford 
Basin (see "North Shore Development Plan", p. 157). The Mail
Star described the proposal: 

"Seven acres of vacant land is made immediately avail
able for industrial development by the plan •• 

"Large areas are laid down for housing, includ
ing high density apartment projects designed to take 
advantage of inclines for light, air and parking. 

"The expressway is to be two lanes at first and 
four lanes later. As it is laid down it will go 
right through the Afriaville distriat whiah is 
saheduled for removal starting in the spring . . 
[italics added]. 

"Ribbons and small areas of open public lands 
are laid out. The major residential area will be 
the City Prison farm lands. When the City Prison 
itself is replaced by a Halifax, Dartmouth and 
County prison, the Rockhead Prison building will 
be the site of a primary school to serve the new 
housing. The amount of residential and industrial 
area can be varied according to demand. 

"An extensive recreation area is laid out adja
cent to the new Nova Scotia Trades School site. 

"Industrial land now made available is adjacent 
to the City Incinerator and the Nova Scotia Co
operative Abattoir .... 

"The National Harbours Board own the water 
rights along this section of Bedford Basin and have 
tentative plans for extending the shoreline outward 
by the use of fill. Possible service roads and 
railway spur for future ocean shipping terminals 
are laid down. 

"The expressway or partway to downtown can be 
built almost entirely at grade and along the upper 
side of the CNR's right-of-way to Pier Nine and HMC 
Dockyard, joining Barrington Street as it now exists 
just above Pier Nine. A service road will follow 
close to the old line of Barrington Street along the 
harbour Narrows and Bedford Basin. The expressway 
or partway will join the Bedford Highway and Kempt 
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Road at Windsor Street. Another service street 
would run from Kempt Road, cut off Lady Hammond 
Road, skirt the city incinerator and cross a bridge 
over the Willow Park rail right-of-way to join the 
north end of Gottingen Street."l 

This plan set the stage for the elimination of Africville. 

Conalusion 

The public -record as set forth _ii1 the minutes of Hali
fax City Council warrants the conclusion that, towards Afric
ville, City officials' concern was primarily one of long-s 
preoccupation with the eventual industrial development of the 
comm~ni ty.' s lan!i. The failure of City Council to put into
the many- ameliorative programs deemed nece~_sary for the health·, 
and well-being of Africville residents is consonant with the 
COII\plaints of the residents that they w.ere being discriminated 
against on racial grounds and that the City was interested only 
in getting their lands. In 1854 the Nova Scotia Railway had 
linked the relatively isolated Black community to the "outside 
world", and subsequently other railway tracks had passed through 
the community. The City of Halifax owned sizable property to 
the south, east, ana-·west of Africville. With the railway lines 
and potential harbour development, the land became a prime site 
for industrial development. Many plans and suggestions were 
advanced over the years for the industrial use of the area.2 
Finally, the North Shore Development Plan served as the catalyst, 
l.e-ading eventually to the relocation of Africville residents. · 
A chronology of events resulting from this development plan is 
outlined in the next chapter. There, too, will be assessed the 
function of mounting external pressure to redress the grievances 
of the Africville people. 

l"Get Step Closer to Expressway", The Mail-Star, 
Halifax, N. S., February 17, 1962. 

2A former mayor of Halifax reported that the "official" 
thinking on Africville during the period preceding relocation 
was "unless there were very strong, clear advantages to the com
munity as a whole by going on the side, shall we say, of the 
industrial developers, you would be very cautious about removing 
these people unless they themselves wanted to go." (Tape
recorded interview, November 1971.) Since most of the industrial 
and port plans advanced in the pre-relocation period were vague s 
and long-term, and since Africville residents wanted improvements--~ 
but were on the whole opposed to relocation, despite the plethora· 
of plans no concrete relocation discussion emerged until 1963. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE RELOCATION DECISION: 1962-1964 

"The reason for the relocation was because it had 
been mentioned many times in the press, by other 
means of communication, and by many people in the 
community, that this was a disadvantaged area. 
People were living under very poor conditions and 
the City Fathers were allowing this kind of con
dition to exist within the city. It was mentioned 
that this was a social problem and somebody in the 
City Fathers should do something about it, so this 
actually was the beginning. 

"The emphasis was on the fact it was a social) 
problem. So, finally, the then City Fathers in 
1961-62, ••• attempted to do something for these 
people who were in the community of Africville and) 
were considered to be disadvantaged people." 

-Tape-recorded interview with Peter J. 
MacDonald, the relocation social worker, 
October 1969. 

"My reaction [to the relocation]. Well, we moved. 
We were one of the first ones to move. I thought ) 
they needed the property for a road. They said, 
'No, purely a social problem we are trying to solve.' 
Bullshit!" 

- Interview with an Africville relocatee, 
July 1969. 

Introduction 

The_~yent& surrounding the decision to relocate 
Africville span the period from July 1962 to January 1964. It 
.~s impossible now to construct an exact day-to-day chronology 
of the decision-making process. An overview of the major high
lights can be developed, however, through examination of City 
Hall documents, correspondence, tape-recorded interviews, and 
newspapers and magazines. 

.. A statement about the City Development Department's 
recommendation to relocate Africville residents appeared in 

on August 1, 1962_.__s+J:.p_ough Africville resi-
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dents initialJ.,y rejected the recorrunendation, by mid-October 
many-had-accepted the fact that relocation was irruninent. In 
August 1962, the National Committee on Human Rights, Canadian 
Labour Congress, sent its Ontario Human Rights Director, 1 
A. Alan Borovoy, to Halifax for the purpose of meeting Afric
ville residents and other concerned Halifax citizens. With 
Borovoy's encouragement, the Halifax Human Rights Advisory 
Committee was formed. The emergence of this body forestalled 
immediate relocation. For sixteen months the Committee 
explored alternatives to relocation. In December 1963 a 
wri t:ten by Dr. Albert Rose, School of "'Social -Wo-rk, -Unl versi ty 
of Toronto, recommended that Africville be expropriated and 
cleared. After an existence of over one hundred years,_ the \ · 
col:@l!J,nity of Africville "officially died" on January-16, 1964} 
with the acceptance of the Rose Report by Halifax city-Council 

July 23 3 1962: The Development Department Report 

As explained in the preceding chapter, the area 
expropriated in 1957 for the Industrial Mile had been incor
porated in the North Shore Development Plan. In a 1962 memo
randum, the Assistant City Planner described Africville as the 
greatest problem in the development of the Northern Slope: 

"Africville stands out as the greatest problem in 
this study area, and a lengthy legal and adminis
trative problem is likely to stem from establishing 
ownerships, etc., and forestall an early redevelop
ment of the 'shanty town'. City Council must also 
clarify its position and policy in relation to the 
rehousing of the Africville population."! 

lMemorandum from D. A. Baker, Assistant Planner, to 
K. M. Munnich, Director of Planning, City of Halifax, January 
2, 1962, p. 2. This memorandum is in the Industrial Mile File, 
Development Department, City Hall, Halifax, N. S. 

Shortly before the memorandum was written, City Hall' 
officials had discussed the relocation of Africville. The 
Mail-Star reported in November 1961: 

"Blighted housing in Africville is scheduled to be on 
the way out by next spring. 

"City manager Peter Byars told Halifax council's 
redevelopment committee yesterday that he was hopeful a reason
able course of action can be found by that time. 

"The manager assured the committee that the city 
would have a workable plan for the rehousing of residents 
demolition of blighted buildings in Africville. 

"'City staff has not yet been able to reach any defin-
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Two months later, the City Manager wrote to the Mayor 
and the Town Planning Board explaining that, if the principles 
of the North Shore Development Plan were accepted, City Staff 
must "examine and reciommend a so Zution to the Afriavi Z Ze prob
tem. nl (Italics added.) Thus the North Shore Development Plan 
set the stage for the relocation of the Black Community. City 
Hall staff proceeded to assemble information about Africville, 
and the City's Planning Department prepared a map identifying 
Africville buildings and residents.2 

The City's Development Officer, Robert Grant, played 
a central role in the relocation decision-making. A former 

·senior employee of Central Mortgage and Housing Cor~oration, 
·Grant was appointed as Development Officer in 1961. Inter-

ite conclusions on the best approach to take to eliminate the 
unsatisfactory housing conditions in this area,' said Mr. Byars 
in a report requested by the committee's last meeting. He said 
preliminary discussions with an interested group had taken 

,place with the aim of obtaining the basic social information 
~which it was felt must be in hand before any decisions were 
made. 

"Mayor Lloyd welcomed the private participation 
advanced to aid the city staff work but he warned that it was 
the city's responsibility to follow up progress very closely 
to see that work was going ahead. 'In any event we must be 
ready to move by the spring, I would think. The initiative 
should not be lost by the city council, ' the mayor said." 
( "Africville Cleanup Set for Spring", The ltlai l-Star, Halifax, 
N. s., November 22, 1961.) 

!Memorandum from the City Manager to the Mayor and 
Members of the Town Planning Board, February 20, 1962. This 
memorandum is in the Industrial Mile File, Development Depart
ment, City Hall, Halifax, N. S. 

2rndustriaZ Mite--AfriaviZte Area: Land Ownership 
and Buitdings, Map PS00/46, July 26, 1962, Planning Office, 
City Hall, Halifax, N. s. 

:.:·t 
3The establishment of the City's Development Depart

t was recommended to Halifax City Council in Report of the 
ousing PoZiay Review Committee, p. 3. The Department was 

established officially on October 1, 1961, and Robert Grant 
<was appointed as the Development Director. The Development 
Department "is responsible for co-ordinating all phases of 

:the development and redevelopment of the City, including urban 
renewal and blight eradication. It administers the day-to-day 
and long range planning functions of the City, in accordance 
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viewed in 1969, he explained how he had become involved with 
the Africville relocation: 

"My basic function-was to start an urban renewal and 
redevelopment program in the City of Halifax. 

"[There were] three fundamental priorities and 
that was the Central Redevelopment Area, Uniacke 
Square clearance program, and Africville. They 
were taken really in that order because the Central 
Redevelopment Area had become a problem because 
everybody was getting mad at seeing vacant land in 
the centre of the City. Uniacke Square was brought 
in because we had to have some way of getting a 
steady flow of housing, public housing, and it was 
only within that context that I personally felt 
that we could deal with Africville."l 

In July 1962, Grant wrote a report which recommended 
the relocation of Africville residents. He considered three 
alternatives: 

"I had three alternatives available. Number one, I 
could go in and do another survey of Africville, 
which I discarded because I didn't think that was 
really going to achieve anything more than was 
already known, and, in fact, would probably create 
more hostility and difficulties than the benefits 
that would be gained from it. The second alterna
tive, I suppose, was to write the report without 
knowing anything about Africville. And the third 
thing I could do was to attempt to find out about 
Africville in an indirect way, without getting down 
to the real individual problems in the area, but 
to define generally what the situation was in some 
more meaningful way than by rumour. 

with Council policy decisions. The Department is responsible 
for acquisition of property required for development and 
redevelopment purposes and the necessary clearance of land for 
new uses. It manages all City-owned properties other than 
those used in the operation of the City's business." Cur
riculum vitae of Robert Grant, a communication from Mr. Grant's 
office, April 1970. 

!Tape-recorded interview, November 1969. 
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"The physical standards were obvious,·and the 
physical problems, as far as buildings were con
cerned, were obvious. The question of the people, 
whether they were all welfare, all scavenging, this 
was another matter. I looked at this carefully and 
I really decided on the third course of action. 

"Having looked around for quite a while, I 
arranged to meet and have several discussions with 
a young gentleman who had been a resident of Afric
ville as a youngster and pretty well knew what, who 
was there, and what their circumstances were, not 
necessarily up to date, but generally the situation. 
I decided I would meet with him and talk things over 
before I came to any conclusions."l 

Relocation was considered the only solution to the 
~~fricville problem: 

"It was considered, certainly by us at the staff, 
that this was the only possibility. We examined 
the possibility of cooperative housing. We had 
looked at the possibility of sewer and water, 
installing sewer and water, which was a virtual 
impossibility. We had looked at the question of 
rehabilitating their homes, which again was a com
plete impossibility. 

"And I personally took the view that I wasn't 
going to be party to rebuilding a coloured ghetto 
on the same land. Maybe my reasons were pretty 
primitive, if you wish. But I had seen the oper
ation in a different context in St. John's, New
foundland, and I didn't want to be party to it. I 
could see no way it could go but fail in the long 
run. n2 

After his investigation, Grant wrote the Development 
t Report entitled AfriaviZZe (see Appendix A), dated 
1962. It described the Africville area (its people, 
of land) , outlined alternative courses of action, 
the reluctance of Africville residents to relocate: 

lTape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

2Tape-recorded interview, November 1969. 
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"It seems to be the general opinion that most famil
ies in the Africville area would like to remain in 
that general location. Some of the conditions which 
influence the desire of families to remain in the 
area will disappear as more attention is focused on 
the area. . . . Despite the wishes of many of the 
residents, it would seem desirable on social grounds 
to offer alternate housing in other locations with
in the City. nl (Italics added.) 

The report recommended removal of the blighted hous
ing and dilapidated structures in Africville, and Grant esti~
mated that the cost of acquisition and clearance of Africville 
would range from $40,000 to $70,000.2 Alternative housing 
accommodations would be offered in unsegregated, subsidized 
rental projects. Residents without legal title would receive 
a gratuitous payment of $500· for a quitclaim deed and vacant· 
possession of their property.3 Residents with proof of legal 
title could claim compensation through the courts or in negoti
ation with the City. 

August 8~ 1962: Africville residents reject the Development 
Department Report 

The Development Department Report appeared in The 
Mail-Star on August 1, 1962.4 The next day, J. E. Ahern, a 
former Mayor of Halifax and the then Halifax North member-of 
the Legislative Assembly of Nova Scotia, announced to the press 
that he had called a public meeting in Africville to discuss 
the report.S On the evening of August 8, nearly one hundred 

lAppendix A, p. A6. 

3Ibid., p. AS. 

2rb id. , p. A9 . 

4"Africville District Takeover Being Viewed as 
Necessary: Halifax Planning Board Considers Report Tuesday", 
The Mail-Star, Halifax, N. S., August 1, 1962. 

S"Africville: Ahern Makes Move", The Mail-Star_, 
Halifax, N. S., August 2, 1962. This article contained the 
following statement by Mr. Ahern: 

"The principle of expropriation is one that must be 
handled very carefully. Unless the planners have a worthwhile 
plan for Africville they should leave it alone. I favour 
improved housing for those without them. Many of the residents 
in Africville cannot pay high rents. Regarding the statement 
of the planners as to the proof of ownership, this could be 
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Black people crowded into the Seaview African Baptist Church.l 
The meeting was attended by J. E. Ahern, Deputy Mayor James 
Connolly, and Ward Six Alderman H. R. Wyman. The Mail-Star 
reported that the des·ire to remain in Africville was unani
mous.2 "'I wouldn't want to leave here and move into the city,' 
said [one resident, and] the audience clapped its approval. 'We 
want to be able to buy land out here and build on it according 
to city specifications.•"3 

During this meeting: 

"Men and women rose one after the other to speak 
against any move, and also to blast city hall offi
cials for their reluctance to give out building per
mits for the area."4 

Alderman Wyman and Mr. Ahern addressed the meeting, 
a deacon expressed a common view: 

"'The city pays the market price when appropriating 
property,' Mr. Wyman said. 'But this is still 
unfair in many cases.' 

"'It is not giving a man proper compensation if we 
take a home he owns, and give him a home someone 
else owns--even at a cheap rent,' he said. 

"'What the city considers a fair price is not what 
you or I consider a fair price,' Mr. Ahern added. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

by an act of the Nova Scotia Legislature. Africville 
be developed into one of the finest residential districts 

Halifax at a very low cost. 
"Many residents of Afriaville reaently told me that 

ey don't like living in apartments and that they would like 
have a ahanae to hold onto properties passed to them by 

eir parents [italics added] • 
"There are many persons living in two-room houses 

is all that they can afford when work is not available. 
would be unable to pay rent, and as long as the places 

clean they are happy." 

lThe details of this meeting were reported in: 
sidents Want to Keep Homes in Africville", The Mail-Star, 
ifax, N. s., August 9, 1962. 

2Idem. 3Idem. 4Idem. 
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"'Together we stand: divided we fall,' [a church 
deacon] said. And his words were echoed round the 
hall."l 

August 22-23~ 1962: The emergence of the Halifax Human Rights 
AdvisoPy Committee 

In 1961 an Africville resident, John Anderson, 
visited the Montreal office of Sid Blum, Associate Secretary, 
National Committee on Human Rights, Canadian Labour Congress. 
Anderson wanted to build a ranch-style bungalow on his Afric
ville land. He complained to Blum that City officials had to 
him that, because he lived in an area intended for redevelop
ment, he must wait six months for a building permit and, even 
then, he might not be given one.2 Upon his return to Afric
ville, Anderson told Mrs. Nancy Edwards of his meeting with 
Blum. Mrs. Edwards, a church "leader" and a prominent member 
of an old-line Africville family, wrote to Blum, outlining 
of the problems faced by Africville residents.3 In reply, 
Blum reviewed these problems4 and advised as follows: 

2The details of the meeting between Blum and Ander
son are outlined in Blum's correspondence. Letter from Sid 
Blum, National Committee on Human Rights, Canadian Labour 
Congress, to F. c. Brodie, Human Rights Committee, Halifax
Dartmouth District Labour Council, October 17, 1961. 

3Mrs. Edwards permitted the research staff to Xerox 
her letters from Mr. Blum. Appreciation is extended to her 
for permission to quote from this correspondence. 

4Blum listed the problems outlined by Mrs. Edwards, 
a number of which reflect the existing pattern of discrimin
ation against Africville residents: 

"(1) The men of Africville are not able to get employ
ment in the City, either because of racial discrimination or 
because they come from Africville. (2) The residents of Afric
ville do not have sewage or running water although there are 
such facilities available in the districts around Africville. 
(3) Africville is exposed to the City dump, which is on one 
side of the district, sewage water from the old Immigration 
Hospital runs through the district's water supply, the wells 
are contaminated, and a nearby fish oil plant pollutes the 
air of the district." 

-Letter from Sid Blum to Mrs. Edwards, 
September 6, 1961, p. 1. 
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"Many of the problems you mention are economic or 
political problems that require leadership from 
among the residents of Africville and a constant 
agitation, and delegations to the City Council to 
have your problems recognized and acted upon. In 
this matter, our committee can't be of much help. 
You must organize the people of Africville into a 
group whose voice is recognized by the City Council, 
and continue to press your case until the City takes 
remedial action."l 

Following receipt of Blum's advice, a small number 
of Africville residents banded together to form a Ratepayers 
Association,2 in order to communicate with City Hall for the 
purpose of demanding an adequate water supply, sewerage, and 
other basic community requirements. 

The correspondence with Blum continued and, in March 
1962, John Anderson again visited Blum's Montreal office. 
Blum told Anderson that he would try to visit Halifax in late 
April or early May, to meet with the residents of Africville.3 
In mid-April, Blum wrote Mrs. Edwards stating that either he 
or his colleague, A. Alan Borovoy, would visit Halifax.4 Four 
months later, he wrote again to Mrs. Edwards expressing his 
concern about the impact of redevelopment and urban renewal 
projects on Black communities. He informed Mrs. Edwards: 

"I am sending our best man in this field to Halifax. 
He is A. Alan Borovoy, a lawyer and our Ontario 
Human Rights Director. He has done a tremendous 
job in Ontario in breaking down discrimination and 
obtaining anti-discrimination legislation in the 
housing field. 

"I hope that you, with the cooperation of the 
other leaders of the Negro community can arrange a 

libid.' p. 2. 

2An Africville relocatee who had been a member of 
this organization reported that the core members of the Rate
payers Association were Mr. and Mrs. Edwards; two deacons of 
the Seaview African Baptist Church, Deacon Parsons and Deacon 
Quinn; and three other Africville residents, Mrs. Quinn, John 
Anderson, and Frank MacPherson. Interview, September 1969. 

3Blum repeated his promise in a letter to Mrs. 
Edwards. Letter from Sid Blum to Mrs. Edwards, April 19, 1962. 

4Idem. 
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meeting (perhaps under the sponsorship of the Nova 
Scotia Association for the Advancement of Coloured 
People) so that my colleague, Brother Borovoy, can 
meet with the people and discuss these matters with 
them and get the most up-to-date information on it. 
Brother Borovoy is also a distinguished orator and 
a leading expert in the fight for human rights in 
Canada. "1 

Borovoy visited Halifax in August. On his first 
morning, he and David Lewis Stein, a Toronto free-lance 
reporter, visited Africville. Stein had accompanied Borovoy 
for the purpose of writing an article for Maclean's Magazine. 
The details of Borovoy's visit are set forth in Stein's pub
lished article.2 

"On Borovoy's first morning in Halifax, we went out 
to Africville. The taxi took us up Barrington Street, 
the city's main street. Past the business section, 
we skirted a barren hill and crossed two sets of 
railway tracks; where the pavement ends, Africville 
begins. Africville is a hillside overlooking Bedford 
Basin. 

"For more than a hundred years, Negroes have 
lived on that hill in what amounts to a country 
village inside the city limits. The hill is covered 
with winding paths that lead to the houses--some of 
them rude shacks but others solid and substantial. 

"In a horseshoe surrounding Africville are white 
subdivisions properly supplied with sewerage and 
water. The people of Africville use only outside 
privies and polluted surface wells. They have, 
within smelling distance, a municipal garbage dump. 

"As we left the cab a short, heavy Negro woman 
met us and introduced herself as Mrs. [Edwards]. 
She led us up the hill to her house. Mrs. [Edwards] 
is one of the leaders of Africville. For many years 
she was the only midwife in the village, and the 

lLetter from Sid Blum to Mrs. Edwards, August 9, 1962 • 

2David Lewis Stein, "The Counterattack on Diehard 
Racism 11 , Maclean's Magazine, October 20, 1962, passim. Bob 
Brooks, a free-lance photographer, Yarmouth, N. S., took the 
photographs that accompanied Stein's article. 
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first child she brought into the world is now a 
woman of thirty-two living only a few houses away. 
Mrs. [Edwards'] husband [Peter] was born in Barbados 
and still speaks.with the musical lilt of a West 
Indian. When he talks of Africville, he speaks 
with a harsh eloquence. 'Our living conditions are 
abominable. We're third class citizens. All we 
want is what our white neighbours have. We don't 
want their money, we just want the essential things 
of life. We ain't living now. We're just existing.' 

"Seated at the [Edwards') dining-room table, 
Borovoy listened to them and four other people from 
Africville explain their troubles. The city is 
planning to take over their land and put them in 
apartment houses. Only a few people in Africville 
have clear deeds to their property. The rest are 
squatters, but their nine-tenths of the law is 
enough to make them feel like landlords. The city 
is in the midst of a massive redevelopment program 
and has already torn down the homes of scores of 
people--both white and colored--in downtown Halifax.) 
Many of these people have been placed in a city-run ( 
block of apartments called Mulgrave Park. Mulgrave 
Park, or anything like it, terrifies the people of 
Africville. For one thing, it means paying rent 
for the first time in their lives. For another, it 
means giving up their community church and their 
community social life. 

"A year ago, the [Edwards] and a half dozen 
other families formed an Africville Association to 
fight the city. They wrote to Sid Blum and in 
August, they got Borovoy, whom they regard as their 
lawyer."l 

Stein reported further that: 

"The Africville people complained bitterly that 
except for the First Baptist Church no one from the 
city ever bothered with them. The city people 
explained they were never invited. And, they said, 
it just wouldn't be right for city people to forae 
themselves on the people from Africville."2 

Borovoy's first task was to bring together Afric
ville residents and other Halifax citizens; on the evening 

lrbid., pp. 26-27. 2rbid., p. 92. 
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of August 22, a meeting was held in the Nova Scotian Hotel, 
where Borovoy was staying (see Plate 14, "Crucial Meeting: 
August 22, 1962"). 

"Seated in the centre of a horseshoe of white and 
black faces, Borovoy, wearing slacks and an open 
shirt, held forth on the mechanics of doing good. 

"The first thing he suggested was that they 
consider themselves an advisory council. They 
would come to this council as individuals rather 
than as delegates from organizations. That way 
they could decide to do something and act quickly 
on their decisions. Then they could go back to 
whatever organizations they belonged to and try to 
enlist support. The second thing Borovoy suggested 
was that they immediately collect enough support to 
make up a delegation to ask the labour minister to 
spend more money publicizing the fair-employment 
and fair-accommodation legislation. 

"'Some people say we're trouble-makers,' 
Borovoy said. 'I say we're trouble-finders. They 
say we should take our time and try to educate 
people to accept these things slowly. My answer 
to these people is "Nuts"! If we wait for people 
to love each other, we can wait for an eternity. '"1 

The next evening, at the Seaview African Baptist 
Church, Borovoy spoke to a meeting of Africville residents (see 
Plate 15, "Meeting At The Seaview African Baptist Church"). 

"'I have no magic answers,' he explained, 'but last 
night there was a meeting at the Nova Scotian 
Hotel. Some representatives of yours were there 
and so were a lot of other people, both white and 
Negro. We talked just not about the problems of 
Africville but of all the Halifax Negroes. At 
least this much has happened--you're not alone any 
more •.•. It's up to you. I can't come back 
here every week or every month. But if I have at 
least introduced a few people from Halifax to one 
another, I can go back to Toronto happy.' 

libid. 1 PP• 92-93. 
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"When Borovoy had finished talking, Mrs. 
[Edwards] rose in her pew. 'When I got into this,' 
she said,'I didn't know it would mean so much work. 
But now we have ·friends who want to help us. This 
is the first time in our history that people from 
Africville have gone into a meeting like the one 
Mr. Borovoy called. We've done a lot and with the 
help of God, we'll keep going.'"l 

Interviewed seven years later,2 Borovoy explained 
that he had little knowledge of Africville before his visit 
to Halifax in 1962. He recalled that, at the time, he had 
not conceived a specific solution to Africville problems. 
He had emphasized that a Black ghetto should not be subsi
dized and had stressed the importance of racial integration. 
He had realized that the community would be relocated and 
that its residents "had to make a deal". He perceived the 
community as a slum characterized by lack of facilities and 
poor housing. He described the residents as "squatters and 
transients". They had no strong power base from which to 
bargain; their strength lay, therefore, in organizing with 
other concerned Halifax citizens and in putting moral pres
sure on City officials.3 

Upon his return to Toronto after the two 1962 meet
ings, Borovoy wrote a memorandum to eleven Halifax citizens, 
three of -v1hom, Mr. and Mrs. Edwards and John Anderson, were 
Africville residents. Borovoy emphasized that the group of 
eleven must organize themselves and continue to meet.4 Fol-

1 Ibid. , p. 9 3. 

2rnterview, Toronto, Ontario, November 1969. Borovoy 
is now (1970) the General Counsel, Canadian Civil Liberties 
Association. 

3This political strategy differs from Saul Alinsky's 
approch of developing a "People's Organization" using indige
nous leadership. See Alinsky, op. ait., pp. 87-98. 

4Memorandum from A. Alan Borovoy, Executive Secretary, 
Toronto and District Labour Committee for Human Rights, to Mr. 
and Mrs. Peter Edwards, John Anderson, Rev. W. P. Oliver, Mr. 
and Mrs. Donald Maclean, Fred Brodie, George Davis, Gus Wedder
burn, Lloyd Shaw, and Buddy Day, August 1962. Borovoy wrote: 

"You will recall on Wednesday evening, August 22nd, we 
established this little group as an informal advisory committee 
in the area of human relations. Thus far, the people enumer-
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lowing his advice, four Africville residents and five other 
Halifax residents met on September 21, 1962, and organized 
the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee, the seeds of 
which had been planted by Borovoy's Halifax visit in August 
1962.1 Perhaps it would be useful, before continuing the 
chronology of the relocation decision-making, to provide a 
sketch of the membership of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory 
Committee. 

ated above constitute the membership. It is an informal alli
ance; the members participate as individuals rather than as 
representatives of organizations. This allows for maximum 
flexibility. However, when delegates or programmes are planned 
and the need for further support arises, other organizations 
can be requested to join in. The organizational contacts of 
these people will be very helpful in increasing community sup
port for our programme. 

"We tentatively agreed that the group would meet 
somewhere during the second week of September. Mrs. Maclean 
was to contact Mrs. [Edwards] and the others to set it up. 
Thus far~ Mrs. Maclean has undertaken a very great amount of 
the responsibility for this group. I would ask that all help 
be given to her to lighten the load." (Italics in original.) 

lThe emergence of this Committee was to have impli
cations for subsequent developments in Nova Scotia; in later 
years it was to become partly responsible for the establish
ment of other human rights citizen and governmental organi
zations. The Chairman of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory 
Committee, H. A. J. Wedderburn, explained: 

"[The meeting with Borovoy] was the first time that 
these people came together, both our people, our Black people, 
people from Africville, and people from the community as a whole,. 
White people. That [was] the first time we ever came together 
and the nucleus of the thing was set up at that initial meeting, 
and we took it from there. 

"That [meeting was] the origin of what later became 
the Human Rights Federation, and which [has become] the Nova 
Scotia Civil Liberties and Human Rights Association. 

"And it is also from that meeting [with Borovoy] that 
pressures were beginning to build up, and some sort of an organ
ization or movement formed to bring pressure on the government 
to set up the Human Rights Commission, as it now stands. And 
to get a full-time coordinator, and to change the Human Rights 
Act to make it more meaningful." 

-Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 
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THE HALIFAX HUMAN RIGHTS ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

Over a six year period (1962-1967} , the Halifax Human 
Rights Advisory Committee met forty timesl and held, in addition, 
approximately seven meeting with Africville residents in the 
Seaview African Baptist Church. A total of seventy-one Halifax 
citizens attended one or more meetings, but attendance at most 
meetings was low. The "core membership" consisted of ten members, 
four Whites and six Blacks, three of whom, Mr. and Mrs. Peter 
Edwards and Frank MacPherson, were Africville residents.2 

The seven non-Africville members of the Committee 
played what Herbert Gans has called "caretaker" roles.3 They 
perceived themselves as protecting the interests of Africville 
residents and, as shown later in this chapter, collected tech-

lnonald F. Maclean, Secretary, Halifax Human Rights 
Advisory Committee, permitted research staff to Xerox the 
minutes of the Committee's meetings. The first minuted meet
ing was held on September 21, 1962, at Maclean's home. The 
Committee's last meeting was held on January 23, 1967. 

2The criteria for defining "core membership" were: 
attendance at ten or more of the Committee's meetings, and per
sonal involvement with the efforts of the Committee. Personal 
involvement was evaluated subjectively by the research directors 
after a review of the Committee's minutes. 

3Gans' definition of this concept is: "The term 
'caretaker' can thus be applied broadly to anyone who provides 
services to people •.•• Caretakers thus include those people 
and agencies who offer medical and psychiatric treatment, case 
work, occupational, social and psychological counselling, eco
nomic assistance, techniaaZ aid or information, advice in gen
eraZ, and educational and quasi-educational programs intended 
to benefit their users." {Gans, The Urban ViZZagers, p. 142 
[italics added].} 

In light of this definition, the non-Africville mem
bers of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee can be 
defined more specifically as "advisory caretakers". Prior to 
Halifax City Council's January 1964 decision to relocate Afric
ville, the Committee collected technical information and exam
ined alternatives to relocation. Also, they advised Africville 
residents on a number of crucial questions. For an example of 
this advisory function, see the section of this chapter en
titled, "January 9, 1964: Thirty-seven Africville residents 
approve the Rose Report". 
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nical information and provided crucial advic~. Interviewed 
individually at length, 1 six of the caretakers explained that .. · 
they had become members of the Committee through concern for · 
human rights; they were against racial segregation and bel 
in integration. In general, they possessed what Edward Banf 
and James Wilson call a "community- or public-regarding" poli 
ical ethos.2 The characteristics of this ethos are a sense 
obligation towards the community, a high sense of personal 
efficacy, a long-sighted perspective, a general familiarity 
with and confidence in city-wide institutions, a cosmopolitan 
orientation towards life, and organizational skills and re
sources.3 As Wilson has observed: 

"It is just these attributes, of course, which make 
such people most likely to participate effectively 
in organizations whose function--whatever their 
ostensible purpose--is to create a sense of commun
ity and of community confidence and to win consent 
for community-wide plans. They are, in short, pre
cisely those attributes which are likely to produce 
'citizen participation in urban renewal' that plan
ners and community organizers will consider 'posi-
tive and constructive'--that is, participation which 
will influence some of the general goals of renewal 
and modify a few of its details, but allow renewal 
to proceed."4 

The seven caretakers had relatively little knowledge 

lFor the questions used in the tape-recorded inter
views with the caretakers, see Appendix K. These interviews 
were completed approximately seven years after the inception 
of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee and two and 
one-half years after its termination. It was, therefore, dif
ficult for the caretakers to recall precisely some of the 
events during the relocation decision-making. One of the 
caretakers had moved from Halifax and could not be interviewed. 

2Edward c. Banfield and James Q. Wilson, City Pol
itics (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1963), Chapter 16. 

3These characteristics are outlined by James Q. 
Wilson, "Planning and Politics: Citizen Participation in Urban 
Renewal", Citizen Participation in Urban Development: I: Con
cepts and Issues~ Hans B. C. Spiegel, editor (Washington, D. c.: 
Center for Community Studies, National Institute for Applied 
Behavioural Science, 1968), pp. 49-50. 

4Ibid. I p. 50. 
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of the origin or history of Africville. They did not know 
precisely when or why the original settlers had come to Afric
ville. When asked about the City's proposals from 1945 to 1962 
for use of the Africville land, they tended generally either 
not to have known or not to have remembered the details or that 
such proposals existed. Prior to Halifax City Council's deci
sion (January 1964) to relocate Africville, the caretakers 
examined alternatives to relocation. In September 1963, they 

·recommended to Halifax City Council that a "specialist" should 
examine the Africville situation. In addition, the Black care
takers became representatives on a City Council subcommittee 

·that recommended specific financial settlements for Africville 
relocatees.l In essence, then, this small core membership of 

.the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee had a key role 
in decision-making to relocate Africville. A thumbnail sketch 
of the caretakers indicates their perception of the Black com
munity, and some of the reasons for their involvement with the 

location. 

caretakers 

The White caretakers expressed concern about physical 
~vuu.~tions in Africville. They had little or no knowledge of 

icville's social structure; for instance, they knew the 
names of only one or two of the resident families with long
standing historical roots in Africville at the time of the· 
relocation. 

Donald F. Maalean, Searetary, Halifax Human Rights 
Committee Born in Halifax, Donald Maclean is a 

aduate of Acadia and Dalhousie Universities. He is employed 
Head of the Conference and Course Section, Institute of 
lie Affairs, Dalhousie University, and has belonged to nu

·mo~n.ns public service organizations. His work in design, devel
~~··~.t, and presentation of educational programs has brought 

into contact with public and private organizations at the 
cipal, provincial, and national levels. He has been pro-
contributor to both the Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A. in Halifax, 

st Secretary of the Nova Scotia Arts Council, first Director 
the Nova Scotia Junior School of Community Arts, and board 

-w .. ~'~r of the Nova Scotia Federation of Home and School Asso-
ations and of the Canadian Association for Adult Education. 

Secretary of the Nova Scotia Human Rights Federation 
Secretary of its successor, the Nova Scotia Civil Lib
and Human Rights Association. 

lThe purpose and function of this City Hall subcom
is discussed in the next chapter. 
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The extent of these many associations is impressive 
for even the most active civic-oriented man. Through the 
years, Mr. Maclean has been involved, in various capacities, 
with approximately forty educational, labour, management, and 
other organizations and agencies.l 

When asked why he served on the Halifax Human Rights 
Advisory Committee, Mr. Maclean explained. 

"It goes back, before I became a member of the staff 
of the Nova Scotia Adult Education Division, Depart
ment of Education. I had spent a summer in a Quaker 
workshop in Washington, D. c., [in a] Negro section 
of Washington. So I had become involved in things 
related to the Negro at that time. When I joined 
the Adult Education Division, they had an adult 
education program serving Negro communities in the 
province. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"I had been a member of a small group called 

the Halifax Interracial Council • . • in the late 
fifties . • • [where] there were various discus
sions about interracial problems. And then when 
interest developed in Africville, this council 
melded into a new entity called the Halifax Human 
Rights Advisory Committee."2 

Maclean had limited personal contact with Africville: 

"The people I knew were principally the Africville 
members of the Human Rights Advisory Committee. 
And the community, I have been in half a dozen 
times in my life, usually at night, so I never 
really saw anything. 

"My impression the first time I went was that 
reports of the adverse conditions in Africville 
had been exaggerated because I had had some expe
rience in slums in Washington, D. c ..•• I felt 
that, as bad as it was, Africville wasn't as bad 
as I had expected it to be."3 

lcurriculm vitae of Donald F. Maclean, personal 
communication, March 1970. 

2Tape-recorded interview, November 1969. 

3Ibid. 
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Mrs. Donatd F. Maatean Born in Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
Mrs. Maclean is a graduate of the University of Manitoba. 
She has lived in Halifax for fifteen years, and is a former 
member of the Voice of Women. During her association, in 
1962, with that organization, she and several other women 
" •.• interested themselves in conducting an employment sur
vey and employment placement program and, also, a tutorial 
program .•. for Negroes in the Halifax-Dartmouth area. 11 1 
Following the one-year duration of her membership in the 
Voice of Women, Mrs. Maclean continued her involvement in 
these projects. These interests led eventually to her becom
ing a member, and taking u~ the cause, of the Halifax Human 
Rights Advisory Committee. 

Mrs. Maclean described Africville as follows: 

"I thought there were some good things in the com
munity. Primarily, what I admired was how they 
valued and supported one another. I felt that this 
was a real bond that they had, and when people were 
in trouble they could count on each other, rely on 
each other. Even children who didn't have a home, 
they were never left wanting. And I also understand 
that very few Africville children ever went to the 
orphanages or the Nova Scotia Home for Colored 
Children. That was the positive side of it. 

" ••. I think there was a lot of escape there, 
through heavy drinking and this kind of thing. I 
had heard reports about policemen who were unwill
ing to go into Africville unless there were two or 
three of them. There are all kinds or rumours 
around it and therefore I really can't describe 
the community, except for the few facts which I 
did learn through the members of this [Halifax 
Human Rights] Advisory Committee. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"Physical violence, I understand, took place. 

Bitter rivalries between certain individuals appar
ently had developed through the years. I did hear 
a story about how someone attempted to kill some
body's pet dog. Their descriptions were very bit
ter. It was hard to say whether they were pretty 

!Letter from Donald F. Maclean, April 1, 1970, p. 2. 
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accurate. • • . Just imagine not having running 
water. Imagine being so much cut off, being part 
of the city, and yet, not really a part of it."l 

Mrs. Maclean was singled out for commendation by 
Alan Borovoy in his August 1962 memorandum (see footnote 4, 
page 175), as well as in his speech at the Seaview African 
Baptist Church, August 23, 1962, in which he stated that Mrs. 
Maclean was among those who wanted to help the people of 
Africville. Directing his comments to the Africville resi
dents present at that meeting, Borovoy said, 

"At least this much has happened--you're not alone 
any more. Now that you have people like Mrs. 
Maclean of the Voice of Women who want to help you. 
She's a wonderful woman, and I hope you'll invite 
her out here and she'll invite you into Halifax."2 

Mrs. Maclean's membership in the Halifax Human Rights Advisory 
Committee appears, as evidenced by her own words, to be rooted 
in a "humanitarian" motive: 

"I believe that the resources of all peoples have 
hardly been tapped, are latent, are yet to come 
out. I think that having rights to be a full cit
izen is the beginning of the development of the 
latent talents and capacities of all people. I 
would say that the principle of the oneness of man
kind is the basic [thing] that motivates me to con
tinue in this kind of work."3 

Lloyd R. Shaw Born at Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia, 
and a graduate of Acadia and Columbia Universities, Lloyd 
Shaw is a Halifax businessman. He is active in many local and 
national organizations: life member and past President of the 
John Howard Society of Nova Scotia; past President, Halifax 
Branch, Nova Scotia Division, Community Planning Association; 
past President, Sir Charles Tupper Home and School Association, 
Halifax; Vice Chairman, Halifax 1980 Committee; Director, 
Canadian Structural Clay Association; Member, Board of Gover
nors, Acadia University; Member, Board of Governors, Overseas 
Institute of Canada; and former Member, Board of Governors, 
Carleton University, and the Canadian Welfare Council. Mr. 

lTape-recorded interview, November 1969. 

2stein, op. eit. 3 p. 93. 

3Tape-recorded interview, November 1969. 
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Shaw is also a member and former Vice President of the Nova 
Scotia New Democratic Party. 

Mr. Shaw's business appointments include: Director, 
L. E. Shaw Limited; Director and Chairman of the Board, L. E. 
Shaw Transport Limited; Chairman of the Board, Nova Scotia 
Sand and Gravel Limited; Director and Chairman of the Board, 
Pelly-Shaw Newfoundland Limited; Director and President, Clay
ton Park Developments Limited; and Director, Modern Homes 
Limited.l 

Mr. Shaw did not know the names of the families 
with long-standing historical roots· in Africville: 

"I know there are such families, and I am not sure 
of their names. I only know of a few of the fami
lies. In any case, I don't think the [Edwards] are 
one of the families with long roots here. I know 
several [Miller] families very well. We had one 
maid in our home who used to come beaten up badly 
on more than one occasion. There were a number of 
murders there along that period. 

"Maybe some of the [Millers] were [old line 
families] .•• [perhaps] Deacon [Quinn] is another 
one, and the [MacPhersons]. There is a widow there 
whose name I don't recall."2 

Mr. Shaw had some awareness of Africville problems 
through the activities of his church (First Baptist Church, 
Halifax), but acquaintance with Africville residents was 
largely confined to members of the Halifax Human Rights Ad
visory Committee. 

"[My acquaintance] ••• boiled down to those people 
who proved to be the same people who were involved 
in the Human Rights Committee and gave the leader
ship and so forth. And it was, and still is, re
stricted to the [MacPhersons, Millers, Quinns, and 
Edwards]. That pretty well covers all the first
hand contact I had."3 

lcurriculm vitae of Lloyd R. Shaw, personal commun
ication, March 1970. 

2Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

3rbid. 
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His dominant perceptions of Africville were in 
of a physical slum and the natural beauty of its site: 

"I regarded it as a slum in most respects, at least 
as far as the standard of housing goes, and the 
very real hardships that these people lived in, due 
to overcrowding, and the heat and the cold, and the 
lack of services and all such things. Transporta
tion, and everything else along that line. 

"On the other hand, it wasn't a slum in that 
there was still a fair amount of open land. The 
best location perhaps in the city of Halifax, with 
a view of the water. Compared with where we live 
ourselves, over on the other side of the Arm, I 
think it is probably even nicer over there. So in 
all those respects as far as the natural environ
ment goes, it was almost unexcelled, especially 
with a little bit of work on it. So that I think 
there are both of those aspects to it."l 

Shaw's involvement in the Halifax Human Rights Advi
sory Committee was motivated by a desire to eliminate con
ditions that existed in Africville: 

"I was interested in the people of Africville and in 
trying to help do something about that whole situ
ation. I didn't feel that any group of people 
should be living anywhere in that kind of condition."2 

Fred Brodie Born in Cape Breton, Fred Brodie has 
lived in Halifax for twenty-five years. He is a member of 
Local 130 (Halifax), the International Typographical Union; 
a delegate member of the Halifax-Dartmouth District Labour 
Council; and an active member of the Nova Scotia New Demo
cratic Party. When he became a member of the Halifax Human 
Rights Advisory Committee, he was Chairman of the Human Rights 
Committee, Halifax-Dartmouth District Labour Council. 

Mr. Brodie was not intimately familiar with Afric-
ville: 

II •. my knowledge of Africville, outside of driv
ing through there the odd time, was confined to our 
Committee's activities, and the people we knew, and 
the houses we visited, the church, the school, etc."3 

libid. 2Ibid. 

3Tape-recorded interview, January 1970. 
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His perception of Africville was as follows: 

"From what we had seen of it, and what we know about 
it, it was a very unsatisfactory thing from the 
viewpoint of public services. You know, in regard 
to sewer and water and street lights, snow plough
ing, police protection, and things like that. The 
fact that such conditions existed within the city 
boundary was shocking."l 

The Black caretakers 

The three Black caretakers are employed in middle
class professional occupations. They have a high degree of 
"Black consciousness" and are concerned deeply about White 
discrimination against Nova Scotian Blacks. One of the Black 
caretakers described as follows the relationship between the 
City of Halifax and its Black residents: 

"I don't think they [City officials] give a damn 
about Black people in Halifax. [We] have never 
been a group to reckon with. We have never been 
a political power. We were never a pressure group. 
We never had money. We were just damn nuisances. 

"You know, what the hell! 'So we inherited 
those people from slavery, we've got to do some
thing about them, so give them some land.' In the 
province they have been given land that was useless I 
. . . in the hope that a combination between the 
inclemency of the weather and the infertility of 
the soil that we would all die. But geez, God must 
have been on our side. Man, we have survived, more 
than survived, the Black population has increased. 
So I would say, basically, the City just didn't 
give a damn. "2 

. H. A. J. (Gus) Wedderburn, Chairman, Halifax Human 
R~ghts Advisory Committee Born in Jamaica, and living in 
Halifax since 1957, Gus Wedderburn is a graduate of Mount 
Allison and Saint Mary's Universities and has studied at St. 
Francis Xavier and Columbia Universities. He is Past Presi
dent of the Nova Scotia Teachers Union, and was until recently 
the Principal of Ardmore School, Halifax. Mr. Wedderburn is 

2Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 
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now (1970) a first-year law student at Dalhousie University. 
Most of his involvement with organizations is an expression 
of his concern for human rights: Chairman, Nova Scotia Human 
Rights Conference (1964-1965); Vice Chairman, Nova Scotia 
Civil Liberties and Human Rights Association; member, Nova 
Scotia Human Rights Commission; and, since 1962, President, 
Nova Scotia Association for the Advancement of Coloured People. 

Mr. Wedderburn was a delegate from the Province of 
Nova Scotia to the Vanier Conference on the Family, Ottawa, 
1964; delegate from the Anglican Diocese of Nova Scotia to 
the Mollie Batten Social Service Conference, Montreal, 1965; 
and delegate from the Province of Nova Scotia to the War on 
Poverty Conference, Ottawa, 1965. 

In 1967, Mr. Wedderburn was a recipient of the Cana
dian Centennial Medal, awarded by the Government of Canada. 
In the 1968 Federal election he was the Nova Scotia New Demo
cratic Party's candidate in Halifax City; in the same year, 
he was a member of the Halifax Advisory Committee to the Nova 
Scotia Voluntary Planning Board, and Vice Chairman of the 
Mayor's Committee on Social Action.l 

Wedderburn was a member of the Halifax Human Rights 
Advisory Committee because of concern for members of his own 
racial group: 

11 It is sort of personal. Deep down on the inside I 
felt that members of my race were being treated un
fairly. I felt an unfair advantage was being taken 
of these people and something had to be done. And 
I felt that I could do something. It was therefore 
incumbent upon me to do something."2 

Wedderburn realized the importance of the Africville 
land as an industrial site: 

"There were a number of reports that had been writ
ten . • • which suggested that [the] land was ideal 
land because it was part of the Halifax pennisula; 
you know, water all around it. And there was not 
much room to expand. Land was at a premium. And 
here was ideal land to be developed industrially 
or commercially because it had room there, [a] water-

!curriculum vitae of H. A. J. Wedderburn, personal 
communication, March 1970. 

2Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 
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way, a railway. And so the City needed this land 
for development."! 

He explained that one of the purposes of the Halifax 
Human Rights Advisory Committee was to protect the interests 
of Africville residents: 

"I believe deep down on the inside, they did not 
want to leave Africville, the residents themselves. 
But then on the other hand, it seemed inevitable 
to us that the City had every intention of taking 
over Africville. And that is why I became involved 
in this thing in the very beginning •••• 

"The City had made a public announcement which 
we had interpreted to mean that the people who had 
a clear deed to their Africville property would be 
paid market value, and those who did not have a 
clear deed would be paid five hundred dollars for 
a quitclaim deed. And we felt that this was inade
quate and that is one of the motivated reasons be
hind the whole Committee."2 

Wedderburn had limited knowledge of Africville's 
social structure. His most familiar contacts were Africville 
residents who were members of the Halifax Human Rights Advi
sory Committee: the Edwards, Frank MacPherson and John Ander
son. Prior to 1962, he had had virtually no contact with 
Africville: 

"I had driven through the place, knew where it was, 
but I didn't know anybody in Africville ••• but 
after I became involved with this Committee, ever 
since then, I have been in and out of the place."3 

Although he defined Africville as a slum, he 
stressed the importance of community ties: 

"I think definitely it was a slum. It was a slum 
and I think it was a ghetto. There was poverty; 
there was poor housing; it was bad. 

"The community life was quite good. Africville 
seemed to be a community with a good community spirit. 
There were these tight bonds both within and between 

2rbid. 
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families. If someone got into trouble, for in
stance, from Africville, I had the feeling that the 
people of Africville would take care of that cat. 
If the cops could -never find someone in Africville, 
[it was because the people] would protect [him] , 
they would hide [him]. If someone was sick, the 
rest of the community, I had the feeling, would 
come in and give assistance, or if somebody was hun
gry, that sort of thing. 

. . . . . . . . . . . 
"I live in a community of average middle-class 

people, and the neighbours don't give a damn about 
each other. But in Africville ••• everyone was 
for [one another] and everybody looked out and took 
care of each other."l 

George Davis Born in Halifax and a graduate of 
Dalhousie University, George Davis is a lawyer. He is em
ployed by the Province of Nova Scotia as Registrar of Joint 
Stock Companies and Registrar under the Securities Act. Davis 
perceived the community in terms of its close friendship pat
terns: 

"There was a very good community spirit. This has 
been one thing definitely lost with the relocation, 
the idea of communityism, the idea of helping one 
another, neighbourliness, this sort of thing •.• 
they wouldn't have [that] when they left Africville. 
There was a closeness, a real closeness out there."2 

The principle reason for the relocation, according 
to Mr. Davis, was the embarrassment caused by negative pub
licity about Africville: 

"It is my opinion that the relocation came about be
cause of the publicity of Africville from coast to 
coast and in the United States--magazines, news
papers and press."3 

He explained that a goal of the Halifax Human Rights 
Advisory Committee was the racial integration of Africville 
residents into the larger society: 

lrbid. 

2Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

3rbid. 
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"I think, in terms of the Advisory Committee ••• 
the over-all thoughts were in terms of the next 
generation . . . to assist the coming generation 
to be able to compete in the modern world. That 
it would be an advantage to the coming generation \ 
to be placed in a position where they would not be 
a separate community but a part of a larger commun
ity in which they would be competing as far as work, 
education, [and] housing were concerned. That was 
the over-all thought behind the thinking of the Ad
visory Committee, at the time of the relocation 
program."! 

Rev. Charles Coleman Born and educated in the 
States, the Rev. Mr. Coleman was pastor of the Corn

wallis Street Baptist Church and of the Seaview African Bap
tist Church. He returned to the United States in 1966, and 
was not interviewed for the present study. Mr. Coleman was 
a young Black man, influenced considerably by the Southern 
.Christian Leadership Conference and the work of Dr. Martin 
'Luther King, its prime mover. Coleman was concerned deeply 
with the oppression of his race in the United States and Can

.ada. His own experience in Harlem had sharpened his sensitiv
ity to that oppression and made him perhaps more militant in 
orientation than were most Nova Scotian Blacks.2 

The caretakers assessed his contribution to the Hal
Human Rights Advisory Committee as follows: 

ilhite Caretaker A 
-~ 

"I would say he [was] important. Again, the same 
thing as with Gus and George, the problem was they 
were outsiders. Had he been inside, I would say 
he would have been important • • • because he is 
articulate. But I'd rate him as important, pri
marily because his approach was a very strong one. 

"He saw things more extremely. . . . But I 
think again, knowing Nova Scotians as I do, they 
prefer to have things done gradually, in less ex
tremes. They trust the recommendations more when 
they are not carried to the extreme. 

libid. 

2Robin W. Winks, "The Canadian Negro: 
sessment. Part II: The Problem of Identity", 

Negro History LIV, 1, January 1969, p. 2. 
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"But I think he was important because he was 
the minister for their small church."! 

White Caretaker B 

"He, looking back, has more insights than almost any
body in the whole project • • • and he was very 
close to the people. He was completely outspoken 
and courageous. And if he had been able to carry 
his own people, Black people, with him at the church 
and in the community generally, he almost single
handed might have successfully opposed the relo
cation. n2 

White Caretaker C 

"I like Charlie. He expressed impatience on a few 
occasions. I know when we would come out of City 
Hall, he would say, 'This is just killing time.' 
Of course, Coleman was an American Negro and he knew 
Harlem and he knew the South . • • We are inclined 
to be a bit conservative anyway and traditional 
down here. . • • It is only recently that Blacks 
in Nova Scotia have come forward. • 

"But Charlie was a good man and he wanted action 
and he was impatient. Well, what the heck, if you 
are a Black man, and you have a situation like this, 
you want action. These were his people, his parish
ioners. This was his flock and he wanted to do 
something for them and he wanted to get it done. 
I would rate Charlie as a good man."3 

White Caretaker D 

"He came into the Corrunittee after it had been going 
for some time, if I am not mistaken, and his atti
tude was rather belligerent. He had lived in the 
South, or had grown up there, and things are much 
more vicious than they are here. Much more aggres
sive approaches were being taken •..• Well, the 
fact, of course, that he was pastor in Africville 
(at least the people in Africville attended his 

lTape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

2Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

3Tape-recorded interview, January 1970. 
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church) was very helpful because they had some 
assurance that he was aware of their interests."l 

BZaak Caretaker A 

"He left the City before the thing was concluded, 
but he had some very positive contributions and he 
gave a great deal of insight, psychological insight, 
into many things that were going on. And he did 
influence the thinking of the Committee a great 
deal. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"Charles was the pastor of the community, knew 

most of the people intimately and, by and large, 
we went along with the things he suggested."2 

BZaak Caretaker B 

"Rev. Coleman was the pastor of the church in Afric
ville at the time of the relocation • • • and he 
played a very important role as far as ideas, as 
far as the concern for people, and as far as com
municating with the City of Halifax [were con
cerned] ."3 

The Rev. Wrenfred Bryant became pastor of the Corn
wallis Street Baptist Church after Mr. Coleman had returned 
to the United States and at a time when the relocation pro
gram was nearing completion. Mr. Bryant's decision-making 
role in the relocation process was, therefore, relatively 
minor. He attended two meetings of the Halifax Human Rights 
Advisory Committee and four meetings of the City Council Sub
committee that recommended settlement figures. 

Africville members of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Com
mittee 

Only five Africville residents attended more than 
two meetings of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee. 
Major participation was limited to three residents who at-

lTape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

2Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

3Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 
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tended twenty of the Committee's forty meetings, Mr. and Mrs. 
Peter Edwards and Frank MacPherson. 

Mr. and Mrs. ·Edwards An elderly couple, the Edwards 
were the informal representatives to the world outside Afric
ville. Nancy Edwards was born and raised in Africville. Her 
ancestors were among the first settlers, and she was a member 
of the largest kinship group. The relocation social worker 
described her as follows: 

II • a leader in the area • . she was a midwife 
to many of the so-called younger women in the area 
during their pregnancies and, for this reason, peo
ple came to her for assistance."l 

Her husband, Peter, was born in the British West Indies and 
had married into Africville: 

"I liked the place. When I first came to Canada, I 
seen the place and I liked the place. That's how 
I came to live in Africville. I didn't very well 
like the centre of the city. When I went out there, 
there was a welcome. So it was just like it was 
where I was born . 

.. 
"The first three or four months I lived out 

there, I met my wife. • I was a seaman then 
. . . I was getting up in years and I kind of 
figured I would like to have a job on the land."2 

The Edwards were articulate spokesmen for Africville. 
Through them, outside voluntary organizations entered the com
munity.3 The Edwards were the core members of the Ratepayers 
Association and it was Mrs. Edwards who wrote to request help 

lTape-recorded interview, October 1968. 

2Tape-recorded interview, October 1969. 

3one of the few organizations involved in Africville 
was the First Baptist Church, Halifax, which organized such 
activities as a Vacation Bible School; see Alexa Shaw, "Two
week Project a Big Success at Africville Church", The MaiL
Star, Halifax, July 18, 1963. Miss Shaw, the daughter of one 
of the White caretakers, had once been a member of a youth 
group, First Baptist Church, that worked in Africville. In 
1968-69, she was a City of Halifax social worker responsible 
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from the Canadian Labour Congress. It was in the Edwards' 
home that Borovoy met and talked with community residents dur
ing his morning visit to Africville in August 1962. The 
Edwards provided the ·crucial channel through which the relo
cation social worker was able to enter the community and obtain 
necessary information about kinship ties and land ownership. 
As the leading Africville member of the Halifax Human Rights 
Advisory Committee, Peter Edwards was the principal channel of 
communication between Africville residents (especially the 
elderly members of the old-line Africville families and mem
bers of the Seaview African Baptist Church} and City officials 
and relocation caretakers. 

Deeply religious, the Edwards were important and 
influential members of Africville's Seaview African Baptist 
Church. At the time of relocation, Peter Edwards was a 
trustee of the Church. Friendly and outgoing, usually the 
Edwards were the focal point of informal church activities. 
Peter Edwards reported: 

"My wife used to have prayer meetings in our house, 
and I would be working and come in. The piano 
would be raising Cain and kinds of spirituals 
[would be sung], giving the new testimonials, and 
so forth."l 

for organizing a follow-up program for Africville relocatees. 
She described the Edwards as the family through which the 
First Baptist youth group had entered Africville: 

"My original contact with Africville came through par
ticipation in a youth group at First Baptist Church •... This 
youth group became interested in undertaking some major pro
ject working with children and families in Africville and 
[had] probably the usual do-gooder motive for this. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

"Our first contact in Africville, outside of Rev. 
Donald Skier, who at that time was visiting minister, was 
with the [Edwards] family and they were introduced to us prior 
to our meeting. And then we viewed them . as a sort of 
parental figure in the community. As in fact we discovered 
that a great many of the children called Mr. and Mrs. [Edwards] 
Mama and Papa. And it was through the [Edwards] that we made 
our original contact to discuss the program with them, and 
ask if they felt there would be any support for it and left 
the question with them. They contacted other members of the 
community, and so on." 

- Tape-recorded interview, September 1969. 
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The Edwards were concerned about the decline of 
morality in Africville. Peter Edwards linked the decline to 
changes in the community after the Second World War: 

"The changes were that a lot of people who didn't 
belong there •.. came and moved in •••• Some
thing that never used to happen in Africville hap
pened at that time, because men came from the city 
and all around the place. They would come out 
there in the summertime and they would drink and 
get drunk ••.. After the strangers started to 
move in there, people [who] came out there started 
to get robbed and all that kind of stuff, and the 
blame would go on Africville. But it was not the 
people from Africville doing those things •... 
It gave Africville a bad name, it gave it a real 
bad name. Knocking out people, robbing people, 
that never used to go on out there. Africville 
never had a stigma, until they came out."l 

Interviewed in 1969, the Edwards reported that they 
were strongly opposed to the relocation program. Mr. Edwards 
stated that when they finally moved, in 1965, into a City
owned house, it was because Mrs. Edwards was ill: 

Interviewer: "Why did the people from Africville 
first start to relocate? 

Mr. Edwards: "Because they were compelled to. It 
was the only alternative they had. It was a com
pulsory move on the City's part. They said they 
wanted it for industrial purposes. They better 
make sure it is for industrial purposes because 
we are waiting. Any time that they start putting 
up houses or residential out there, you can look 
out. 

"We had no choice. 
be bulldozed out. 

We either had to move out, or 
One way or the other." 

Interviewer: "Was it the City that told you this?" 

Mr. Edwards: "Yes, [they would move us by] expro
priation. 'If you don't sell, we'll move in and 
bulldoze you out.' I told them, when they bring 
the bulldozers . . . they would have to bulldoze 
me and my family to get us out. I intended to put 

libid. 
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my family beside me and sit in a chair and [let 
them] bulldoze me out, that's it. 

"I had to move because the wife took sick . 
and I had to move her out. Then I got an offer of 
this house, and I thought it was the best thing for 
me to move while I had a chance."l 

Frank MaaPherson A middle-aged Black, Frank MacPher
son was born in the mid-city section of Halifax. Around the 
time of the Second World War, he moved to Africville because 
his bride's home was there and low-cost housing was available. 
His wife's ancestors had moved into the community around the 
turn of the century. Neither MacPherson nor his wife were mem
bers of a family whose roots in Africville went back to the 
1840's and neither was part of the community's "church clique". 

While living in Africville, Mr. MacPherson was a 
hard-drinking man. Many of his ties were with what the church 
"elders" described as the "trouble-makers" and "less respect
able" people. Prior to the Second World War, he had been a 
professional prize fighter. After serving in the Canadian 
Army during the War, he worked at various jobs such as steve
doring, general labouring, and animal-slaughtering in an abat
toir. Mr. MacPherson's work patterns and sources of employ
ment were typical of his Africville peer group. The work was 
hard, irregular~ and dirty. In his words: "You could only do 
it half tight." Like many of his peers, his hard drinking, 
gambling, and work instability were part of a subcultural adap
tation; it was both a response to, and a generator of, frustra
tion and social disadvantage. 

Mr. MacPherson differed in a number of respects from 
many members of his Africville peer group. He was better edu
cated, having almost completed high school; he had a skilled 
trade; and he was acknowledged widely as a good, though short
term worker. Mr. MacPherson had, also, an awareness of the 
world beyond Africville; for instance, he had visited Detroit, 
Montreal, and Toronto, and during the Second World War he had 
been overseas. Interested in world affairs, he frequently 
expressed comparisons about the situation of Blacks in various 
parts of Canada and other countries.3 In Africville, he had 

lTape-recorded interview, October 1969. 

2Interview, September 1969. 

3In the light of his experience at the end of the 
Second World War, MacPherson believed that the German people 
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been involved sporadically in politics as captain of a politi
cal party. Sensitive to socio-economic differences, he ex
pressed idealizations about academics and professional people, 
indicative of the high status he accorded them.l 

Prior to 1960, Mr. MacPherson played a minor leader
ship role in Africville. In 1961, he was a member of the 
Ratepayers Association and he became involved, through the 
Edwards, in the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee.2 
Although not a forceful person nor a widely acknowledged indi
genous leader, Mr. MacPherson was regarded by many Africville 
residents as "a good guy" who possessed some of the skills 
necessary for service on the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Com
mittee. He was considered to have an etiquette appropriate 
for interaction with bureaucratic officials and middle-class 
liberal humanitarians. The relocation social worker described 
him as "the type of fellow who was into everything, very 
approachable fellow, friendly. He was the type of fellow peo
ple didn't mind talking to."3 MacPherson emphasized that dur
ing the relocation decision-making, he was "the only young guy" 
who represented Africville and who could relate to many of its 
residents. He did not, however, regard himself as being on 
the same leadership level as the Edwards.4 

For the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee, 
Mr. MacPherson was a medium of communication to many of the 
"marginal" Africville residents. In evaluating the Committee, 
he reported that the Black and White caretakers dominated 
discussions and that they easily "won out" in discussions 
with him and other Africville residents: "Talking is their 
business, and it's hard to beat them at it."S 

were less prejudiced than others: "A coloured man made out 
really well there." Interview, September 1969. 

lFor instance, in comparing drinking patterns among 
academics or professionals and his own Africville peer group, 
he held the opinion that, if academics or professionals develop 
a drinking problem, they stop before "reaching bottom". Inter
view, July 1969. 

2MacPherson asserted that, in Africville, the Edwards 
were the "big voice to the outside". Interview, September 1969. 

3Tape-recorded interview, June 1969. 

4rnterview, September 1969. 

Srnterview, July 1969. 
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It is important to note that MacPherson and the 
Edwards were neither elected nor appointed to represent Afric
ville residents on the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee. 
They became the unofficial representatives of Africville, on 

'the Committee and in the relocation decision-making, solely 
because they had come forward, first in the Africville Rate
payers Association and, later, in attending meetings of the 

·· ommi ttee. Africville residents by themselves held no formal 
'meetings to discuss their impending relocation. Thus, while 

on, and especially the Edwards, had a legitimacy as 
leaders, the precise nature of their mandate on 

Africville was always questionable. 

Now,having considered the make-up of the Halifax 
Rights Advisory Committee, we return to the chronology 

events surrounding the decision to relocate Africville. 

tober 1&, 1962: Afriaville residents resign themselves 
reloaation 

The Development Department report recommending rela
tion appeared in The Mail-Star in early August.! During the 

month, A. Alan Borovoy advised Africville residents that 
should organize in association with other concerned Hali

citizens,and the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee 
formed. From August to October, the relocation announce

discussed in Africville. 

In response to the relocation announcement, the Rev. 
W. P. Oliver2 attempted to organize an Africville branch 

the Nova Scotia Association for the Advancement of Coloured 
le. On October 15, a meeting held at the Seaview African 
st Church was attended by about twenty-five or thirty 

idents, most of whom were members of old-line Africville 
lies. Many of these residents had fought Halifax City Hall 

icials for basic community facilities but, without a power 

l"Africville District Takeover ••• ~ 
, August 1, 1962. 

The Mail-

2A prominent member of the Nova Scotia Black com
ity, the Rev. Dr. Oliver was an active organizer of the 

Scotia Association for the Advancement of Coloured People, 
ch was incorporated in 1945. A Baptist minister, he is a 

pastor of the Windsor Plains Baptist Church and of the 
allis Street Baptist Church in Halifax. He is now (1970) 

field representative for the Continuing Education Division, 
a Scotia Department of Education. 
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base from which to act, they had failed. Their attitude was 
one of pessimism and resignation. After discussion at the 
October meeting, they accepted the fact of relocation (see 
Plate 16, "Is Relocation Inevitable?") Dr. Oliver explained, 
during a tape-recorded interview: 

Interviewer: "[While discussing] the October 15, 
1962, meeting . . you pointed out various con-
clusions that carne from the meeting. One of them 
was that the residents had resigned themselves to 
the fact that they must relocate. Did you find 
that this was the case?" 

Dr. Oliver: "Well, yes, on the basis of almost, I 
can't say a head count, but it was the consensus 
corning out of the discussion. And, actually, as I 
recall now, they broke up into two small groups in 
a corner and each talked about this. What should 
we do? What point of view should we take? Is it 
reasonable to think we could stay here? Is it pos
sible that we could get services in? And looking 
at all the situation, considering what the author
ities were prepared to do, what it would cost to 
get facilities in and other factors, they said, 
'Well~ under these circumstances~ it would be ad
visable for us to consider relocation. ' Then, I 
think, probably the point was to sit down and bar
gain the terms from which we should relocate." 
(Italics added.) 

Interviewer: 
meeting?" 

"Was there a large attendance at that 

Dr. Oliver: "As I recall it, there would be about 
twenty-five to thirty people."l 

The next day, October 16, The Mail-Star reported: 

"Mr. Oliver said he had talked to many residents of 
the community and had reached four conclusions: 
[1] The residents have resigned themselves to the 
fact that they must relocate. [2] It is no problem 
for those who have a deed as long as they can get 
enough for their property, because they can look 
after their own relocation. [3] Many people don't 
want to live in public housing, but prefer single 

lTape-recorded interview, December 1969. 
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family dwellings. [4] The residents do not want 
segregated public housing."l (Italics added.) 

Oatober 24-25~ l962: The reZoaation of AfriaviZZe residents 
beaomes offiaial City poZiay 

Approximately one week after the Development Depart
ment Report appeared in The MaiZ-Star on August 1, it was to 
have been considered by the Halifax Planning Board. The Mail
Star~ quoting the Mayor of Halifax, reported deferral of con
sideration: 

"Mayor Lloyd said it would be premature to make pro
posals until time is given to weigh all implications 
of the report. The two main areas which Mayor Lloyd 
cited as meriting a more comprehensive report were 
the legal implications in regard to the quit claim 
deeds, and a full picture of health conditions in 
the area. "2 

The Mayor withheld convening a special meeting of 
Council to deal with the matter of Africville until reports 
from the City Manager, City Assessor, Commissioner of Works, 
Commissioner of Health, and Manager of the Public Service Com
mission were available.3 

In early September, the Mayor received a draft of a 
Dalhousie University study outlining the .socio-economic con
dition of Africville residents.4 This document was reviewed 
by the Mayor, the City Manager, and the Development Officer. 
A scheduled discussion of the Development Department Report 
was deferred pending release of the study.S 

l"Africville Ruling: Area Residents Anxious to 
Have Rights Honored", The Mail-Star~ Halifax, N. S., October 
16 1 1962 o 

2"Africville Report Deferred", The Mail-Star, Hal
N. s., August 8, 1962. 

3Minutes of the Halifax City Counail, August 15, 
1962, pp. 496-97. 

Scotia. 
4The Condition of the Negroes of Halifax Ci·ty, Nova 

5Letter from Guy Henson, Director, Institute of 
Public Affairs, Dalhousie University, to the Chairman and Mem-
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By early October, various members of City staff had 
written their respective reports on Africvillel and the Dal
housie University Study had been released to the press.2 On 
October 24, 1962, the Committee of the Whole Council met in 
the Council Chamber, Halifax City Hall, and adopted unani
mously, as poliay~ the relocation of Africville residents 
(see Appendix B, p. Al9). 

Members of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Com
mittee and a number of Africville residents attended this 
Council meeting. The Committee's Chairman, H. A. J. Wedder
burn, addressed the Aldermen: 

"The impression the Africville people have of you 
is of a big white brother pushing the black chil
dren around, and they resent it. If they were a 
majority group, you would have heard their impres
sions first."3 

bers of the Board, Institute of Public Affairs, September 7, 
1962: 

"The next-to-final draft was sent to [the Mayor] in 
a confidential way and he shared it with the City Manager and 
the Director of Development. 

"Yesterday Mayor Lloyd telephoned me to say that he 
and the other two City officials had read it aloud in his 
office and found it of the greatest value to them in their 
consideration of current problems. He said that he wished 
to recommend to the already scheduled meeting of City Council 
that Council defer consideration of the staff report on Afric
ville until our printed report was available as scheduled in 
the first week of October. I told him that we would not in 
the circumstances have any objection to his reference to it 
in this way and we are extremely pleased that he and the 
others felt it be a valuable document." 

lMimeographed report by Dr. A. R. Morton, Commis
sioner of Health and Welfare, August 28, 1962. Mimeographed 
report by G. F. West, Commissioner of Works, September 6, 1962. 
Mimeographed report by J. G. Thompson, City Assessor, Septem
ber 7, 1962. 

2"Local Negroes Need Help: Far Sighted Policy 
Needed, Says Dalhousie Report", The Mail-Star_. Halifax, N. S., 
October 4, 1962. 

3wedderburn's statement is quoted from: "Afric
ville: Early Action Urged", The Mail-Star, Halifax, N. S., 
October 25, 1962. 
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He contended that the aldermen should have consulted with the 
Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee and Africville resi
dents before adopting a policy of relocation.! Mayor Lloyd 
explained "that the Committee of the Whole had attempted only 
to set the machinery in motion to procure the views and wishes 
of the residents before a final decision is made by Council."2 
During the meeting, one of the White caretakers expressed dismay 
that a large portion of the Africville area had been expropri
ated (for the Industrial Mile) and that most of the residents, 
some of whom were still paying taxes on their properties, were 
unaware of this action. He requested that discusssion be held 
with Africville residents, and the Mayor assured him that a 
final decision would not be made before discussions took place. 

Nevertheless, City Council met on the foZZowing day, 
October 25, 1962, and unanimously adopted a report containing 
the following recommendations: 

"1. That the blighted housing and dilapidated struc
tures in the Africville area should be removed; 

·"2. That the full legal authority of the City 
should be used to accomplish this removal; 

"3. That the use of legal authority should be tem
pered with understanding and natural justice 
on matters of housing and matters of compensa-· 
tion for the apparent owners of land and build
ings within the Africville area; and 

"4. That this policy be implemented with the ut
most dispatch after its implications are fully 
conveyed to the residents affected and/or 
their representatives in consultation with 
church and welfare organizations." 

September 21, 1962, to August 29, 1963: The first tweZve 
meetings of the HaZifax Human Rights Advisory Committee 

The minutes of the first twelve meetings of the Hali
fax Human Rights Advisory Committee reveal that the Committee 

lrdem. 

2Minutes of the Committee of the WhoZe CounaiZ, 
October 24, 1962; see Appendix B, p. Al9. 

3uinutes of the HaZifax City CounaiZ, October 25, 
1962, p. 609. 
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was concerned initially with achieving clarification of the 
City's policy towards Africville and with examining alterna
tives to relocation. The Committee's principal channel of 
communication with City Hall was Robert Grant, the Develop
ment Officer. 

One of the Committee's first actions was to prepare 
a list of eleven questions to be answered by City officials, 
and, in November 1962, a written reply to these questions was 
received from Grant.l The settlement terms set forth in the 
Development Department Report were reasserted. Africville 
residents with "paper" or "possessory" title would receive 
full market value for their property. Residents with no 
"apparent legal claim title" could receive a gratuitous pay
ment of five hundred dollars in return for vacant possession 
of their property. Grant outlined the City's reasons for the 
relocation. Africville residents were to be relocated so that 
they could comply with the requirements "imposed upon the 
balance of the residents of the City of Halifax."2 The Afric
ville land would be used for a limited-access expressway and 
for industrial location. Industries required cheap land, and 
industrial development would contribute to the economic 
situation by creating employment. Grant wrote as follows: 

"In essence, therefore, the city of Halifax proposes 
to expropriate the Africville area in order to 
permit betterment of housing conditions for the 
residents. In the process, it would expect to clear 
title for the lands in the area once and for all. 
This would permit these lands to be re-used in an 
orderly manner and with all the financial assistance 
that is normally available from the financial com
munity. 

"The present proposal is that the lands in the 
area should ultimately be converted for industrial 
or aommeraial use. A major requirement of the aity 
is the requirement for a right-of-way for the pro-
posed new Shore Drive. . The re-use proposals 
for the area may have some slight bearing on a 

lLetter from R. B. Grant, Development Officer, City 
of Halifax, to George W. Davis, Member, Halifax Human Rights 
Advisory Committee, November 21, 1962. See Appendix C for 
the entire text of the letter. 

2Appendix C, p. A25. 
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decision.to expropriate but the primary reason is 
the necessity to permit and assist the residents 
of Africville to comply with the requirements im
posed upon the b~lance of the residents of the City 
of Halifax. 

"Industrial lands are not normally of high value. 
Most industries are looking for cheap land and most 
municipalities welcome such industry in spite of 
this basic requirement. The economic wellbeing of 
a community depends upon a vigorous employment fac
tor and industry creates this. 

"The present uncertainty as to land title in 
the area would make the land virtually useless for 
industrial purposes. Industries require clear 
title before they would consider constructing a 
plant. . 

"The amounts paid by the City for land is not 
governed by the potential future use of that land. 
Payments are based upon the present use of the land 
and reflect the true market value in use of such 
lands and buildings."l (Italics added.) 

On Wednesday evening, November 26, 1962, Grant's 
answers to the eleven questions were read and interpreted, by 
members of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee, to 
approximately fifty Africville residents assembled at the Sea
view African Baptist Church. During discussion, fourteen 
additional questions emerged. Grant attended the Committee's 
next meeting, December 6, 1962,2 where these questions were 
discussed and, in late January 1963, wrote a letter to the 
Committee's Secretary answering the questions.3 Grant re
stated: 

lAppendix C, pp. A24-25. 

2Minutes of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Com
December 6, 1962, p. 1. This meeting was held at the 

home of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Maclean. The majority of the Com
mittee's meetings were held at the homes of White caretakers 
or on the premises of public service organizations such as the 
Halifax Y.M.C.A. 

3Letter from R. B. Grant, Development Officer, City 
Halifax, to Donald F. Maclepn, Secretary, Halifax Human 
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"The principal reason for the proposed action in the 
Africville area is to remove the substandard dwell
ings. I think most members of your Committee will 
agree that alrnost·all of the occupied buildings in 
the area are at variance with the standards of occu
pancy established for the City. The dwellings 
could be ordered vacated or removed under one or 
the other of several statutes and ordinances. If 
Africville were not unique in terms of its history, 
it is quite probable that this would have been done 
already and the families required to find new hous
ing on their own. 

"The present plans of the City call for the 
construction of a limited access roadway from the 
Nova Scotian Hotel to the Fairview Overpass. This 
roadway passes directly through the Africville area 
and many of the properties would have to be acquired 
in order to construct this road. The construction 
of that pqrtion of the road running through Afric
ville, however, is something that is not likely to 
take place for quite a number of years. 

"Some of the land in the Africville area pro
posed for acquisition is tentatively zoned for in
dustrial use. Industry creates employment and be
cause of this, all cities must be interested in the 
establishment of industry. There is not at this 
moment a demand for this land for industrial pur
poses. If the land is to be used for the purpose 
suggested, the City would have to create the demand 
and there is no certainty that this can be done."l 

During the time that the caretakers were attempting 
to ascertain City policy towards Africville, Grant was a key 
influence at City Hall. He helped to steer the Halifax Human 
Rights Advisory Committee towards acceptance of a relocation 
policy. At a meeting on November 15, 1962, the Committee 
adopted unanimously a motion to consider: 

"The possibility of requesting that a special corn-

Rights Advisory Committee, January 22, 1963. See Appendix D 
for the entire text of the letter. 

!Appendix D, pp. A40-41. 
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mission consisting, for instance, of two judges of 
the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia, be instituted to 
direct special enquiries and to order a special 
survey concerning titles and possession of proper
ties in Africville."l 

Donald F. Maclean discussed with Grant the formation of such 
a commission. To a Committee meeting on February 13, 1963, 
Maclean reported: 

"Mr. Grant replied that the City was developing a 
formula for dealing with property settlement, and 
that one resident of Africville had already ap
proached the City concerning the disposition of 
his property. Mr. Grant suggested that the Commit
tee observe the application of the formula to a par
ticular case before formulating plans for further 
action."2 

At the meeting on February 13, several Committee 
members expressed dismay that the City had been approached 
by an individual Africville resident, rather than by resi
dents acting collectively. They requested the Secretary to 
arrange for the Committee to meet with Grant. 

Eight days later, Grant attended the Committee's 
next meeting. He stated that Africville residents would be 
given the "priorities of a Clearance Area" and would not be 
requested to relocate until public housing was available. 
Grant explained that if an individual resident of Africville 
with clear title approached the City, negotiations for settle
ment would be opened, although the City would prefer, whenever 
feasible, to process settlements with the involvement of the 
Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee.3 Wedderburn sug
gested that the City build new homes on City-owned land in 
the North End of Halifax and sell them to relocatees. Grant 
replied that there was no reasonable basis on which home 
ownership could be subsidized.4 The Rev. Charles Coleman 
asked that these homes be built "as an act ofreparation". 
Grant indicated that an undertaking of this kind would re
quire a policy decision beyond the scope of his responsibility. 

lMinutes of the HaZifax Human Rights Advisory Com-
mittee3 November 15 1 1962 1 p. 2. 

2Ibid., February 13 1 1963 1 p. 1. 

3Ibid. 1 February 21, 1963 1 p. 1. 

4Ibid. I p. 2. 
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He agreed to attend a meeting at the Seaview African Baptist 
Church, in order to clarify City policy towards Africville 
residents. Six years later, he recalled that meeting, held 
on May 1, 1963, in the· following terms: 

"The sequence of events was that we prepared our re
port on the basis of information we had obtained 
from other than a survey source. We didn't think 
we were going to gain anything by going down sur
veying the people of Africville. [They] had been 
surveyed officially or unofficially many times in 
the past. . • . 

"We presented that report to Council and of 
course it created quite a furor. But one of the 
fundamental recommendat·ions was that we not do any
thing until everyone had an opportunity to discuss 
it. And the meeting in Africville, I suppose, fol
lowed one or two meetings with the Human Rights 
group in which we discussed all aspects of the prob
lem for many hours. And [we] also insisted that 
they put their questions in writing and we put our 
answers in writing so that there would be little or 
no misunderstanding. I would say that is the con
text within [which] that meeting took place. 

"I would say generally that as a public meeting 
involving [a] substantial number of people, [it 
was] a fairly quiet routine meeting. Certainly the 
great bulk of the people came to listen and to ask 
questions. There were two or three, or maybe half 
a dozen, men who were attempting to disturb things 
a little bit. One of the people who wasn't taking 
an active vocal part, but obviously leading the 
discussion, guiding the people who were objecting, 
was in fact a member of the Human Rights group. 
So I think if anyone was disturbed by it, it was 
the members of the Human Rights group. They were 
more disturbed than anybody else at anything that 
was said. 

"I would say as public meetings go, it was a 
very quiet meeting. And one of the problems was 
that the bulk of the people really didn't have any
thing to say. ul 

Members of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Commit
tee considered alternatives to relocation and reviewed various 

lTape-recorded interview, November 1969. 
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housing schemes.l Interviewed approximately six years later, 
one of the Black caretakers stated that cooperative housing 
was not possible "because of the lack of the spirit of coop
eration within the residents of the community and because of 
the need for subsidies."2 The Committee explored, also, the 
possibility of obtaining water facilities and sewerage for 
Africville. The Committee's Chairman explained: 

"We spent a lot of time studying cooperative hous
ing, row housing, condominium housing, private 
housing. We looked at the Housing Act of Newfound
land. We even had a man in from Ottawa to explain 
to us a number of alternative types of housing. 

"We also looked at the possibility of leaving 
Africville [as a commun.t:ty-t, and providing it with 
services. We also looked at the possibility of 
moving everybody out of Africville, levelling the 
place, rebuilding it and putting people back. We 
also looked at the possibility of setting up a 
limited liability company where all the people in 
Africville would sign their properties over to the 
group. This group would put it on the market •• 
There were rumours at the time that a number of 
private companies were looking at Africville and 
were prepared to pay (the figures I heard were 
varied) from one to two million dollars for the 
area. But that, again, we decided just couldn't 
work, for the simple reason that there were too 
many people without clear deeds to their property. 
It would be extremely difficult to decide who 
should get what and how much. Also, it would be 
difficult to decide who owned what, because we had 
been told by a number of legal authorities that • 
it was impossible to determine squatter's rights 
in the community. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"We were thinking of leaving the people there, 

providing them with sewers and water and that kind 

lvarious housing schemes were reviewed at the April 
2, April 25, and May 15, 1963, meetings of the Halifax Human 

Advisory Committee. 

2Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 
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of thing. That couldn't be done because of the way 
the houses were situated on the land. And the City 
Engineer explained to us that each time he put a 
bend in a sewer pipe it cost something like three 
hundred dollars. I selected one house which was 
near the main road in Africville and we figured it 
could cost three thousand to four thousand to put 
sewer alone at the house •••• When these things 
are done, someone has to pay for them. The ques
tion is, who is going to pay? Who is going to pay 
the money to have all these things installed? Okay, 
so that was out. 

"Cooperative housing--we took a look at [that]. 
When you have cooperative housing, people must be 
prepared to work together, to help each other, and 
we couldn't get that cooperation ..•. Beaause I 
believe deep on the inside, they did not want to 
leave Afriaville, the residents themselves. But 
then, on the other hand, it seemed inevitable that 
the City had every intention of taking over Afria
ville [italics added]. 

"We decided that we could not get any type of 
cooperative [housing] venture going .•.. People 
had no money. There were very few skills. There 
was a lot of unemployment. There were lots of back 
debts that had to be paid off. Some had liens on 
their homes. The whole credit rating was really 
bad. We decided because of those factors primarily, 
the whole thing just couldn't be done that way."l 

The alternatives were examined without the active 
participation of the entire Africville community. The inves
tigation was guided and directed primarily by the Black and 
White caretakers who were familiar with the mechanics and 
skills required to search for alternatives to the Africville 
situation. By early September 1963, the Halifax Human Rights 
Advisory Committee had held five meetings in Africville; dur
ing the consideration of alternatives, however, there was no 
wide-range "citizen participation" among Africville residents. 

After reviewing various alternatives, the Committee .1 

remained uncertain about the type of housing arrangements that · 
should be made available for Africville residents and decided 

lTape-recorded interview, December 1969. 
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that a specialist should be consulted. Lloyd Shaw, a cosmo
politan Halifax business man, suggested the name of Dr. Albert 
Rose, Professor of Social Work, University of Toronto, the 
author of Regent Park·: A Study in Slum Clearance.l Shaw ex
plained: 

"I had gotten to know Dr. Albert Rose on the Commun
ity Planning Association and we were on the National 
Council. We worked together on various things and 
I had been interested in the Regent Park housing 
development right from the start and he had been 
heavily involved, I believe, in that. And it just 
seemed to me that he knew perhaps as much, if not 
more, about public housing and this kind of thing, 
than anyone that I knew of in the country. I was 
quite impressed with him and I thought he would be 
a good person to approach."2 

In the cafeteria of the Nova Scotian Hotel, Shaw 
met with Mr. Wedderburn, the Rev. Mr. Coleman, and Alderman 
Allan O'Brien, and suggested Rose's name. It was decided, 
subsequently, that the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee 
would recommend to City Council that it invite a specialist, 
such as Dr. Rose, to visit Halifax. On September 5, four 
Aldermen from Halifax City Council met informally with members 
of the Committee, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Maclean, 
and discussed a letter to be submitted to City Council (see 
Appendix E) .3 The letter suggested types of housing for Afric
ville residents: a non-profit, limited-dividend housing com
pany, or the construction of high-density housing on the upper 
slopes of Africville. The Committee's letter recommended: 

lAlbert Rose, Regent Park: A Study in Slum Clear
ance (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1958). This is 
a study of Regent Park, Toronto, one of Canada's first exten
sive experiments in slum clearance and urban development. 

2Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

3Minutes of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Com
mittee, September 5, 1963, p. 1. This meeting was attended 
by the seven caretakers (Fred Brodie, the Rev. Mr. Coleman, 
George Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Maclean, Lloyd Shaw, and 
Gus Wedderburn) ; six other members of the Halifax Human Rights 
Advisory Committee, including four Africville representatives 
on the Committee (Mr. and Mrs. Edwards, Frank MacPherson and 

~Deacon Quinn); and four Aldermen (James Connolly, Mrs. Abbie 
Lane, Donald LeBlanc, and Allan O'Brien). 
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II • • that City Council engage a person of outstand
ing qualifications, in training and experience, to 
study Africville in depth and for the purpose of 
formulating specific recommendations of sound ways 
and means of solving problems in housing. 

11 The Committee advises that, as a first step 
toward implementing its recommendation, City Council 
bring to Halifax a specialist who would be requested 
(after a preliminary survey of Africville, and dis
cussion with City staff, with the Halifax Advisory 
Committee on Human Rights, and with other resources) 
to state whether, in his judgement, a study in 
depth is in~icated.nl 

Dr. Rose was identified as follows: 

11 Dr. Albert Rose graduated in 1939 as a gold medal
list in the Honours Political Science and Economics 
course at the University of Toronto, and he re
ceived his Ph.D. three years later from the Univer
sity of Illinois. From 1943 to 194S he served with 
the Canadian Army, after which he held the post of 
Research Director of the Welfare Council of Toronto 
until, in 1948, he joined the staff of the School 
of Social Work, University of Toronto, where he is 
now Professor of Social Work. 

11Dr. Rose has been associated with the Civic 
Advisory Council of Toronto, the Canadian Welfare 
Council, Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation, 
the Department of Citizenship and Immigration, and 
the Community Planning Association of Canada. 

11Dr. Rose has published a number of significant 
reports on various aspects of housing and metro
politan planning, including An ExperimentaZ Study 
of LoaaZ Housing Conditions and Needs, submitted to 
Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation in 19S3, 
and his principal study, Regent Park: A Study in 
SZum CZearanae, published in 19S8."2 

lLetter from the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Com
mittee to his Worship the Mayor and Aldermen, City of Hali~ax, 
N. S., September 6, 1963; see Appendix E, p. AS2. 

2Appendix E, p. ASS. Dr. Rose is now (1970) Director 
of the School of Social Work, University of Toronto. 
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On September 12, 1963, Wedderburn addressed Halifax 
City Council and requested support of the recommendation set 
forth in the Committee's letter. City Council decided unani
mously: 

II • that the City Manager be directed to: (a) 
invite Dr. Rose to come to Halifax to make a pre
liminary survey of Africville; and (b) to report 
to Council the terms and conditions under which 
the study would be undertaken if the need for same 
is indicated."! 

NovembeP 1963: DP. ALbePt Rose visits HaLifax 

Dr. Albert Rose visited Halifax on November 24-26, 
1963.2 He had read the City staff reports on Africville, a 
number of magazine articles about Africville, and the Dal
housie University study, The Condition of the NegPoes of HaLi
fax City, Nova Scotia. Interviewed approximately six years 
later, at the University of Toronto's School of Social Work, 
Dr. Rose stated that, prior to his 1963 visit, he was unfamil
iar with Africville. "I knew very little about the community 

!Minutes of the HaLifax City CounciL, September 12, 
1963, p. 397. 

See, also, "Expert to Seek Solution for Africville 
Issue: Prof. Albert Rose, Toronto, Invited", The MaiL-StaP, 
Halifax, N. S., September 13, 1963; and "Advisory Committee 
Submits Letter to City Council", The MaiL-StaP, Halifax, N. S., 
September 13, 1963. 

The announcement of Dr. Rose's forthcoming visit to 
Halifax was greeted with enthusiasm at a monthly meeting of 
the Halifax Coloured Citizens Improvement League; see "Report 
on Africville Welcomed", The MaiL-StaP, Halifax, N. s., Septem
ber 14, 1963. 

2Gus Wedderburn recalled: 
"I think it was Lloyd Shaw .•• who, on a return from one 
of his trips, mentioned Albert Rose, who apparently had been 
involved with some relocation in the City of Toronto, and had 
done a tremendous job .•.. Apparently, he was considered to 
be one of the top men in the field in North America; not just 
in Canada. And I can remember people saying that 'he was an 
extremely busy person, and if you can get him, grab him, but 
there is a ninety per cent chance that you are not going to 
get him.'" 

- Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 
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of Africville. I had not seen it previously. 
that it existed."l 

I had heard 

While in Halifax, Dr. Rose toured the community: 

"Bob Grant, or the City Manager, or both, took me 
through the community, and we drove through it 
twice. We got out and we walked around. It is 
not a very big community in terms of distance. 

lows: 

And at that time, this was late November 1963, the 
roads were such that you could barely get in and 
out, so it wasn't something that would take long. 
I don't suppose I spent more than perhaps two hours 
in Africville altogether, on two separate visits."2 

He described his impressions of Africville as fol-

"In a nutshell, my impressions were devastating. 
my impression was that, in the Canadian context, 
this was the worst urban appendage I had ever seen. 
I was overwhelmed by the visual context of the 
physical surroundings. It seemed to me that the 
thing was a bottomless pit; that you could pour in 
fantastic resources and you have no base upon which 
to rehabilitate; that if you were to build back a 
viable community you would really have to start 
from scratch. 

"You might just as well assume no one was liv
ing there. The whole neighbourhood would have to 
be serviced with water and sewage disposal. The 
streets would have to be laid out. There was no 
street lighting, as I remember it. There were no 

. public transportation facilities. I think 
the nearest school was outside the boundaries of 
the area. They had a magnificent view. 

"I was appalled, frankly, by the feeling that 
here was a group of Canadians that were as entombed, 
entrapped, as ever I had even dreamed about. 
Even in downtown Toronto, it seemed to me that what 
we called slums bore no resemblance to the impression 
that I got of Africville. That was my reaction and 

lTape-recorded interview, Toronto, Ontario, 
February 1970. 

2_rbid. 

b-·~ ...................... 2.14 .................. .1 



it was not a reaction that I certainly wanted to 
destroy this community. I found it difficult to 
believe that a community existed. I had no doubt 
that, by the time I left, and that by the time I 
met with the leaders, there were a great many 
values here that were worth preserving."l 

During his two days in Halifax, Dr. Rose interviewed 
five City officials, two university specialists, and two pro
fessional social workers,2 and met informally with others.3 

"In addition to these formal contacts, I had infor
mal contacts with persons who were known to me as 
social workers, some of whom were graduates of this 
department [School of Social Work, University of 
Toronto] • The difference between what was said to 
me formally by a public official and what was said 
to me privately by a person who was not necessarily 
dealing with residents from Africville but knew 
some of the situation, was startling."4 

lrbid. 

2For the names of the City officials, university 
specialists, and professional social workers, see Appendix F, 
p. A60. 

3one City official described his meeting with Dr. 
Rose: 

Interviewer: "What kinds of questions did Albert 
Rose ask you about the community of Africville?" 

City OffiaiaZ: "Very little. He seems to have been 
well-informed, but there was a good deal of prejudice injected 
into what he had been told. I did not feel that he knew the 
people of Africville." 

Interviewer: "Why was this?" 
City OffiaiaZ: "I think here again the press, [the] 

news media, had built up an image that here were a group of 
people living almost in the jungle. There was no way of deal
ing with them but force them out, force them to do this, that, 
and the other thing, and I think he went along with this. 

"I tried, on one occasion, to impress upon him that 
I thought they were more intelligent than most of the. people 
of Halifax, because they are ... smart. Their I.Q., I don't 
know, for some of them I would imagine quite high." 

- Tape-recorded interview, October 1969. 

4Tape-recorded interview, Toronto, Ontario, Febru-
ary 1970. 
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Dr. Rose recalled his meeting with Halifax City officials as 
follows: 

"The public officials made it perfectly clear to me 
that they intended to utilize those lands for non
residential purposes. And this is why I warned the 
Mayor, when I had a private audience with him, that 
if he were to turn this over to developers who might 
provide high-income residential housing, he would 
face the same problem of urban removal becoming 
Negro removal as had been the bone of contention 
and a very serious problem in many American cities. 

"But is seems to me that what they told me, and 
what plans they had in the back of their mind, [may] 
have been very different. They may have had plans 
in their minds for various uses that would have 
been offensive, considering the destruction of the 
community that was about to occur."l 

On the evening of November 25, Rose met with four
teen members of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee 
at the Cornwallis Street Baptist Church.2 

"Wedderburn picked me up before the meeting at the 
Baptist Church, and we talked privately for a while 
because I wanted to know what sort of group I was 
going to meet, what sort of people. I think he 
alerted me to the fact that people had been in a 
sense under duress, under tension, for a great many 
years. Those were the pre-militant days, I must 
emphasize. They were ready to talk, if somehow the 
City could decide what their needs were."3 

2Minutes of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Com
mittee, November 25, 1963. This meeting was attended by Dr. 
Rose, six of the caretakers (Fred Brodie, Rev. Mr. Coleman, 
George Davis, Donald Maclean, Lloyd Shaw, Gus Wedderburn), and 
eight other members of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Comrni 
tee, including four Africville representatives on the Committee 
(Mr. and Mrs. Edwards, Frank MacPherson, and Deacon Quinn). 
During his forty-eight hours in Halifax, Rose's contact with 
Africville residents was with the Africville members of the 
Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee. 

3Tape-recorded interview, Toronto, February 1970. 
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During the meeting, Africville members of the Halifax 
Human Rights Advisory Committee expressed a preference for re
building housing on the community's existing site, but Rose 
argued against what would be, in effect, a segregated housing 
project. He observed that these residents appeared to be un
aware of some of the important possible consequences of reloca
tion: 

"The reality of [relocation] couldn't have possibly 
penetrated their consciousness at that point. They 
would have to move a~d have to face life in the met
ropolis • • . where they would face discrimination 
in housing. I don't think this impact really pene
trated. They seemed to be sort of resigned, and 
there wasn't any of the militancy that one would ex
pect from Black groups say five or six years later."l 

Rose recalled some details of the meeting at the Corn
wallis Street Baptist Church: 

"I think my most valuable experience was in the even
ing meeting with the Advisory Committee on Human 
Rights. This Committee included ••• prominent 
members of the Africville neighbourhood, as well as 
persons who were then prominent and became more 
prominent in Black movements in Nova Scotia •••. 
We had a very interesting evening's conversation. 

"I was trying to ascertain from these people 
what it was they saw as their objective (I'm speak
ing now of the Black persons) , and what I might do 
to assist them. They knew that I had some knowledge 
of housing, perhaps from the introduction and the 
fact that they were notified that this person was 
coming from the University of Toronto. 

"And so we explored for some time, perhaps an 
hour or three hours, the whole question of are
housing program on the site itself. I expressed 
the view, and I think I was correct, that the 
chances of their obtaining federal-provincial fi
nancial and other support under the then-existing 
arrangement in the National Housing Act were very 
slim; in fact, not really worth talking about. 

"I also tried to explain to them that part of 
this reluctance might be physical, in terms of the 
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ence: 

absence of normal municipal servicing. But I think 
the greater question would have been the reluctance 
of federal-provincial authorities to rebuild a 
ghetto or effect what you might call a segregated 
community. This was the phrase I pounded away at. 
I said that, as a Canadian, as a human being, [with] 
a great deal of compassion for their particular cir
cumstances, I don't think I could honestly recommend 
[that] a segregated community, even a modern one, 
ought to replace what was there. 

. . . . . . . . . 
"They placed a great deal of emphasis on the 

church, and I thought that their spiritual gather
ings could be re-established somewhere else along 
with other community facilities. They were pretty 
skeptical of what I was saying, frankly, and gave 
up only with a great deal of difficulty that the 
answer to the problem was to tear down Africville 
and replace it on the site with a public housing 
project such as the Regent Park in Toronto which 
they knew I had studied at one point."l 

Rose described the evening as an unpleasant experi-

"They [Africville members of the Halifax Human Rights 
Advisory Committee] were trying desperately to find 
some way in which the people could remain on the 
site, rebuild that community or strengthen it, some
how [stop] the inevitable •••. It's a good six 
years ago, and it is very difficult to recall. But 
while everybody was very nice and there was, shall 
we say, no unpleasant or threatening discussion, 
no confrontation, I had the feeling that among some 
of the leaders there was an understanding of what 
I was saying. Others appeared to be sort of ..• 
resigned to what was the inevitable dissipation of 
their community. 

"I didn't enjoy the evening, particularly, as 
an experience. It was like making arrangements for 
a funeral. It was not a pleasant experience at all, 
and I felt that I was almost in the position of 
some great authority, say in the field of housing. 
There was not really a lot of, or a series of, al
ternatives. 
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"They were desperately clutching at last straws. 
And yet no one likes to be in a position of saying 
'I'm perfectly certain that that's the case and, 
therefore, you have had it.' And that was, in part, 
the position I was in that evening."! 

Two of the caretakers described, in the following 
terms, the November 25 meeting with Dr. Rose: 

Caretaker One: "We held a meeting with him at the 
Cornwallis Street Baptist Church and we discussed 
the whole question. And he was quite impatient, 
in some respects, about the dilly-dallying--studies, 
briefs, and all that stuff--and said it was studied 
to death, or words to that effect. And the time 
was now to get some action on the thing. And he 
did speak briefly about housing like in Cabbage
town, Toronto ••.. 

"He was an experienced municipal housing man, worth 
listening to •••• He figured ••• what the heck, 
you know the problem, so get cracking."2 

Caretaker Two: "The main thing I recall was the 
viewpoint put forward by the Africville represent
atives, or people, that they didn't want to move. 
And they gave him a rough time, it seemed to me. 
He may have intimated even then what he was going 
to report. He was a fairly blunt fellow and may 
have known the answers even before he arrived."3 

Deaember 1963: The Rose Report 

By early December, Dr. Rose had 
to Halifax City Council (see Appendix F). 
not had contact with the vast majority of 
dents, he wrote: 

forwarded his report 
Although he had 

Africville resi-

"The residents of Africville appear ready and to 
some extent eager to negotiate a settlement con
cerning the ultimate disposition of their commun
ity. 

2Tape-recorded interview, January 1970. 

3Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 
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11 The leaders of the community readily admit 
that Africville is a slum, that it should be 
cleared and that it would long since have been 
cleared if the inhabitants were of a different 
racial background."! 

The report described Africville as 11 one of the most 
intensively studied communities in North American,2 and rec
ommended against conducting a large-scale research project. 
During a 1970 interview, Dr. Rose argued that "the real con
cerns of the City Council would not be facilitated by a major 
social-scientific research project. 11 3 

11 I felt that the City of Halifax and its officials 
had a tremendous knowledge of the Africville com
munity; at least, in terms of its physical aspects 
and its basic demographic data. I knew that they 
did not have the kind of information that social 
scientists might gather in personal interviews with 
the families, with respect to their intra-familial 
situations, with respect to their attitudes toward 
the community, with respect to concerns about pos
sible dislocation of the community and the relo
cation. But my judgement, after a fairly short 
visit to Africville, was that the real concerns of 

!Appendix F, p. A62. 

2Ibid., p. A61. In 1968 Winks wrote: 11 The Negroes 
of Halifax, and especially of Africville, are one of the most 
studied groups of people in North America, but the studies 
seem not to have helped them... Robin W. Winks, "The Canadian 
Negro: A Historical Assessment. Part I: The Negro in the 
Canadian-American Relationship11 , The Journal of Negro History, 
LIII, 4 (October 1968), p. 298. 

Rose and Winks are incorrect. In 1963 and in 1968, 
only superficial data existed about Africville's history and 
social structure. These data were contained in "official" 
City reports and the Dalhousie University publication. 

During the 1970 tape-recorded interview, Dr. Rose 
considered that his 1963 statement was an exaggeration: 
". . • as I see the phrase now, I would think that· [it] was 
somewhat of an exaggeration. I suppose all I was really say
ing was to back up my argument against major continuing re
search. They had a great deal of extensive superficial data 
about the Africville community, but otherwise I see the sen
tence now as an exaggeration." 

3Tape-recorded interview, Toronto, Ontario, Febru-
ary 1970. 
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the City Council would not be facilitated by a major 
social-scientific research program. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"They knew the basic demographic situation. 

They knew the resources of these people. They knew 
the structures they lived in, whether they had title 
or they didn't have title. They didn't know all of 
the sociological aspects of the thing, but my honest 
view was that perhaps I wasn't competent in that 
area. I just didn't see the need for refined re
search in those aspects of the situation, in order 
to reach a decision. 

. . . . . . . 
"It is very easy for a person who comes in for 

two or three days to say; 'What you need is a thor
ough examination of the social interrelationships 
in this community, the institutions that the people 
depend upon, their kinship relationships, how they 
exist, from day to day, and what their basic atti
tudes are.' I could have promoted a major research 
project involving maybe years of work, at least in 
the summers, for myself, groups of students, and 
economically this might have been very advantageous~ 

"The fact that I wasn't promoting some huge gain 
of a personal nature for myself really made me feel 
that I was more, rather than less, responsible."l 

Rose explained that if his report had been written 
in 1970, rather than in 1963, he might not have recommended 
against a research project. 

"I just didn't see the need for refined research ••• 
in order to reach a decision. I might make a dif
ferent decision today, after six years of seeing 
urban renewal neighbourhoods identified, designated 
• • • legally torn apart, uprooted, rebuilt, and 
then finding that my attitude toward what we were 
doing was not as clear as I thought it was •... 

"Today I might make an entirely new recommen
dation about both research and about the nature of 
the program, and all the rest of it. I don't think 

lrbid. 
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I would accept the view that I just swallowed 
everything the City was saying to me. I must em
phasize what I said before, that I was so appalled 
by what I saw that certainly there was a quick re
action in my mind, in my spirt, as it were. The 
only solution to this problem was to get the people 
out of there and into something that more approxi
mated a normal way of life. I hadn't seen in either 
the United States or Canada, at that time, a segre
gation as evident as this one."l 

The fundamental needs of the Africville residents, 
Rose wrote, were housing, employment, and income. Solutions 
were outlined for these needs: 

Housing: The housing solution was viewed as a tri
partite undertaking: 

(1) The families with title to property would re
ceive sufficient financial compensation to 
make a down-payment on older homes in downtown 
Halifax. 

(2) Rental would be provided, if necessary, during 
a readjustment period, for families that sought 
admission to public housing. 

(3) Roughly half of the Africville families would 
arrange their own housing and seek rental acom
modation in Halifax or the province of Nova 
Scotia. 

Employment: Dr. Rose asserted that the employment 
and livelihood of a large proportion of Africville residents 
derived from "scavenging on the adjacent city rubbish disposal 
area."2 He stated: 

"Those persons from Africville who are employable 
must be assisted to seek and obtain employment 
suited to their skills and experience, if any, 
within the City of Halifax or its Metropolitan Area. 
This will require not merely the acceptance and en
forcement of the Fair Employment Practices Act of 
the Province of Nova Scotia but more especially, a 
change in attitude and the sympathetic understand
ing of the employers, workers, consumers and gen
eral citizenry of the community. 

2Appendix F, p. A63. 
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"Those persons who do not appear to possess 
marketable skills or experience must be assisted to 
obtain vocational guidance, counselling and, if pos
sible, training or retraining."l 

Income: In addition to settlement payments and com
pensation, welfare assistance should be available for relocatees 
as they created new living patterns in Halifax. 

Organization of the relocation program 

The report recommended that City officials design the 
relocation program in consultation with Africville representa
tives and the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee, and that: 

"The Development Department of the City of Halifax 
be assigned the responsibility of administering the 
entire relocation programme and that for this pur
pose a special budget be appropriated to enable: 

"(a) the employment of a trained social worker or 
social scientist to visit and document the social 
and economic situation and requirements of each 
family unit or single individual, and to recommend 
the-order or priority of relocation; and 

"(b) the development of a registry of available hous
ing for sale or for rent ... ; and 

"(c) the creation of a special relocation fund to 
assist families who require furniture or equip
ment. • . . "2 

The report also recommended recognition of "the spe
cial situation [of residents without a deed to property]" and 
that "the compensation for this latter group be varied in 
accordance with size of family and/or marital status, recog
nizing the special needs of unmarried mothers with dependent 
children."3 

. A further recommendation was that "the City of Hali-

. fax provide free legal aid through its Legal Department and the 
enlistment of volunteers from the legal profession, to assist 
Africville residents to purchase homes or otherwise relocate 
themselves •... "4 

libid. I p. A64. 

3Ibid. 
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The crucial recommendation 

Dr. Rose went beyond the two purposes that Halifax 
City Council had designated for his November visitl when he 
made the crucial recommendation that: 

"The City Council of Halifax enunciate a clear policy 
that the community of Africville will be expropria
ted and cleared during the period commencing April 1, 
1964 (or shortly thereafter) and that this process 
will be completed not later than December 31, 1966."2 

Adoption of this recommendation in January 1964 by 
the HaZifax City CounciZ Zent an aura of acceptabiZity to 
CounciZ's AfricviZZe reZocation poZicy. 

Seven years later, Dr. Rose observed: 

"I think what you identified again is confusion in 
my report between sticking more narrowly to the 
reason why I came there and the fact that, in real
ity, I went beyond the terms of reference and talked 
about the future of the community •••. If this 
[report] were to be read and totally digested by 
City Council, it should have been what it was, ten 
pages, shall we say, or two thousand and five hun
dred words, as the typical councillor wouldn't read 
any more. 

"Now, I didn't see this, you see, as the only 
document, the final report, that precedes the pub
lic action that might be taken on the report by the 
Council of the City of Halifax. I trusted the Mayor 
because I had seen him in action many times before 
and I have the same feeling about the present Mayor: 
that, in terms of urbanization and an understanding 
of social impact, in terms of public housing or the 
housing legislation, and the public aspects [of] 

lThe purposes of Dr. Rose's Halifax visit, as re
quired by Halifax City Council, were: "(a) ... to make a 
preliminary survey of Africville; and (b) to report to Council 
the terms and conditions under which [a] study would be under
taken if the need for same is indicated." Minutes of the HaZi
fax City CounciZ, September 12, 1963, p. 397. 

2Appendix F, p. A66. 
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low-income housing and urban renewal, these men 
stood out amongst Canadian mayors. 

"I have seen so much happen in the last seven 
years, in so many cities in the United States and 
Canada, that I would be much more careful, much 
more conscious of, shall we say, rash promises, 
than I think is apparent from the report of Decem
ber 1963. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"I don't believe that what I was doing at the 

time was really writing what may be called an urban 
renewal study, or preparing a master plan, or even 
a preliminary plan for the future of that area. 
What I thought I was doing was examining the situ
ation, in order to recommend whether they should be 
researched or should not be •. 

"I decided that I couldn't see any real advan
tage to either group - the resident or the civic 
official - in large-scale social research, social
scientific research. I suppose I should have 
stopped at that point, and what my report in effect 
does is make recommendations for treatment of the 
community. But to me they were really a set of 
quidelines, or preliminary views on areas of great 
concern, that I felt they must take into account; 
such as, the reality of providing people with hous
ing, employment, income, and community facilities 
if they were to be moved from there into downtown 
Halifax, and emphasizing the responsibility that 
City Council was taking upon itself, if it did this. 
But I suppose the report could be read as if it 
were written by a group of urban consultants who 
might have spent a year there •••• I think that 
I would have to say very frankly that I learned a 
lot about [what] one might say and what one might 
not say in a similar situation."l 

Reaction to the Rose Report 

The Rose Report received editorial support from the 

lTape-recorded interview, Toronto, Ontario, Febru-
ary 1970. 
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Halifax press.l The Development Director, Robert Grant, de
scribed the report as "a document that was clear, brief, well
written and worth every cent of the five-hundred dollars that 
the City paid for it."2 Interviewed in 1969, Grant recalled 
that Dr. Rose agreed with the City's premise that Africville 
should be relocated: 

"We sent Dr. Rose all of the information that we 
had, and said we would like him to come down and 
do a study. And when he came down his first com
ment at the meeting was . . • to the effect that 
'having read all the stuff, I didn't see that there 

was very much purpose to me coming.' Then on sec
ond thought, he said, 'I feel that maybe it was 
worth five-hundred dollars of the City of Halifax's 
money to have some confirmation from an outside 
source as to the basic recommendations that you 
had made, and that is why I came down.' 

" ..• In other words, he was accepting the 
basic premises we were suggesting. And the only 
area where there was any real discussion, and this 
was prior to having written the report, but it was 
one of the ideas he suggested, was the basis of 
compensating people on family size, structure and 
conditions, as opposed to real estate. And we were 
holding out for the principle of compensation in 
real estate, and he was holding out for real estate 
plus all of these other factors. 

"Now the only reason we were holding out was 
from an administrative point of view •.•• How do 
you balance apples and oranges? I suppose this 
was one of the most difficult problems during the 
whole process. If you give someone $5,000 for this 
set of circumstances, how does this equate with 
this other set where you paid $7,000?"3 

One White caretaker's reaction to the Rose report 
was typical of opinions expressed by the non-Africville mem
bers of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee: 

"I thought that [Rose] was one of the leading men 

1"Africvi11e: Time for Action Is Now", The MaiZ
StaP~ Halifax, N. S., December 23, 1963. 

2Interview, June 1968. 

3Tape-recorded interview, November 1969. 
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in Canada, and his recommendation was adopted. I 
had doubts even then, you know, and if his report 
had been different it would have had tremendous 
weight with me. But it supported what we were not 
committed to as a Committee. But if the report was 
different, we could very well have changed that." 

Interviewer: "Once the report was out, the [Hali
fax Human Rights Advisory] Committee decided to go 
along with the relocation?" 

Respondent: "That is right. This helped dispel 
doubts. Experts, and you don't know yourself ••• 
[they have] no axe to grind." 

Interviewer: "Do you think Dr. Rose could do a 
sufficient study in the time that he was [in Hali
fax]?" 

Respondent: "No, I don't think so at all. 
confess, I wondered. This long report, not 
report you know, but a good number of pages 
lot of recommendations. 

I must 
a long 
and a 

"[He was in Halifax] as I recall, two or three 
days, perhaps a long weekend. I don't know if he 
came back at all to do any further work. I feel 
[that this time period was] entirely inadequate for 
such an important thing."l 

January 2, 1964: HaZifax City CounaiZ defers approvaZ 
of the Rose Report 

During its January 2, 1964, meeting, Halifax City 
Council considered a motion to approve the following recommen
dations from the City's Finance and Executive Committee: 

"(a) that the report of Dr. Albert Rose respecting 
Africville be approved in principle; 

11 (b) that the City Manager be directed to take the 
necessary action towards implementation of 
the specific recommendations contained therein 
by April 1, 1964; 

11 (c) that the City Solicitor be directed to prepare 

!Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 
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the draft legislation required to rer.mit imple
mentation of the recommendations." 

The MaiZ-StaP quoted the Mayor as stating before c 
cil that "immediate consideration must be given to the matter ·.· 
in order to have legislation prepared for the forthcoming se 
sion of the Nova Scotia Legislature."2 

Eleven members of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory 
Committee attended the meeting.3 The Chairman, Gus Wedde 
addressed Council. He submitted that Committee members had 
not received copies of the Rose Report until they arrived at 
the Council meeting and that, therefore, they had not had an 
opportunity to review it. 

In the light of Wedderburn's objection, Council 
(a) to defer further consideration of the Rose Report for two.·. 
weeks until its next meeting, and (b) that the City solicitor 
be instructed to prepare the necessary draft legislation to 
mit to the Nova Scotia Legislative Assembly.4 

After Council's discussion of the Rose Report, the 
eleven members of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee 
met for almost two hours, in an office adjacent to the Council 
Chamber. They voted unanimously to accept the recommendations 
of the Rose Report, and to cooperate with the residents of 
Africville and the City in implementing the recommendations. 
The Committee further moved to request two guarantees from the 
City: assurance that Africville families would not be relo-

lMinutes of the Halifax City Counail, January 2, 
1964, p. 2. 

2"city Defers Move to Buy Buildings, Land in Negro 
Community", The Mail-Star, Halifax, N. S., January 3, 1964. 

3Minutes of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Commit
tee, January 2, 1964. The Council meeting was attended by 
five of the caretakers (Fred Brodie, George Davis, Mr. and Mrs. 
Donald Maclean, and Gus Wedderburn) and six other members of 
the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee, including four 
Africville representatives on the Committee (Mr. and Mrs. 
Edwards, Frank MacPherson, anp Deacon Parsons) . 

4Minutes of the Halifax City CounaiZ, January 2, 
1964, pp. 2-3. Council also authorized the Mayor to approach 
the federal and provincial governments to determine if either 
or both would contribute financial support for the relocation 
program. 
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cated in areas slated for redevelopment; and payment of monthly 
rental for relocatees, if necessary, for an indefinite period 
of time.l The Committee also decided to hold a public meeting 
on Thursday, January ·9, 1964, in the Seaview African Baptist 
Church, to discuss the Rose Report with Africville residents.2 

January 9~ 1964: Thirty-seven Afriaville residents approve 
the Rose Report 

Seven days after the Council meeting, the Halifax 
Human Rights Advisory Committee met with forty-one Africville 
residents3 at the Seaview African Baptist Church. One of the 
caretakers explained that the attendance was small because 
"the meeting was attended primarily by the older community 
people, the ones who really cared about the community and went 
to all our meetings."4 

Prior to consideration of the Rose Report, two news
paper reporters and one radio newsman were requested to leave 
the meeting. The Chairman of the Halifax Human Rights Advi
sory Committee, Gus Wedderburn, described the meeting: 

Gus Wedderburn: " •.• It was at that meeting that 
we read to them the Rose proposal. And I, as Chair
man of the Human Rights Advisory Committee, chaired 
that meeting. We had a number of copies of the pro~ 
posal made and distributed among the group." 

Interviewer: "To everyone there?" 

Gus Wedderburn: "To most of the people. Everyone 
had access to a copy, so they could see [it]~ I 
went through it, sentence by sentence, clause by 
clause, paragraph by paragraph, and there was dis
cussion back and forth. There were some changes 
recommended which were put into the thing .••• " 

Interviewer: "Was there resistance to the Rose Re-
port when you read it? . 11 

lNeither of these requested guaranteeswas granted 
by the City. 

2Minutes of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Com
mittee, January 2, 1964. 

3"37 Africville Residents Approve of Rose Report", 
The Mail-Star, Halifax, N. S., January 10, 1964. 

4Interview, December 1969. 
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Gus Wedderburn: "There was always resistance to 
things in the Rose Report. But we on the Committee 
tried at all times to explain that we had explored 
just about every alternative, every possibility, 
and . . . to the best of our judgement at the time 
felt that the Rose Report ..• was the best thing."l 

At this meeting, thirty-seven Africville residents 
voted to accept the report.2 By midnight, the Chairman and 
Secretary of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee had 
released to the press a statement that the Rose Report and its 
recommendations, with minor changes, had been approved unani
mously at the meeting. The next day they wrote a letter to 
the Mayor and Aldermen explaining that the Rose Report recom
mendations had been approved unanimously by the Halifax Human 
Rights Advisory Committee and by ninety per cent of Africville 
residents present at the meeting on January 9; the letter did 
not indicate that only thirty-seven residents had voted in 
favour of the report. The letter to Council stressed three 
points: concern about the possibility of Africville families 
moving into areas slated for redevelopment; the need for assur
ance that the City would pay monthly rental, during a readjust
ment period, for relocatees unable to pay rent; and the impor
tance of employing a trained social worker or social scientist 
who would assist relocatees during the transition period (see 
Appendix G) . 

January 16, 1964: Halifax City Counail approves the death 
of Afriavi l le 

On January 16, 1964, the Halifax Human Rights Advi
sory Committee formally submitted its letter (dated January 
10) to Council.3 Gus Wedderburn addressed Council, explaining 
that the Rose Report was acceptable to Africville residents 
and requesting Council to consider the following additional 
point: 

"That those who will be in the process of buying 
homes shall be protected by a written guarantee in 
case of lapse of payments due to sickness, unemploy-

lTape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

2"37 Africville Residents 
uary 10, 1964. 

.", The Mail-Star, Jan-

3Minutes of the Halifax City Counail, January 16, 
1964, p. 40. 
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ment or minimum pension so that their position will 
not be jeopardized."! 

The Mayor replied: 

"All we are doing tonight is.establishing broad prin
ciples •.•. All are prepared to overcome the neg
lect of many years; and I can assure you that we 
are prepared to do everything we can to make this 
move as painless as possible, and try to look after 
the people as best we can within our resources, and 
beyond our resources."2 

Council then moved that a Special Committee be 
appointed, composed of members of Council, City staff, and 
representatives of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Commitee. 
The Special Committee was to consider the Rose Report recom
mendations and report to Council with recommendations for the 
phasing of the relocation program.3 

Mr. Edwards, an Africville member of the Halifax 
Human Rights Advisory Committee, explained to Council that a 
number of elderly Africville residents with low incomes were 
concerned about buying new properties or paying rent in public 
housing: 

"Some [elderly Africville residents] were born there, 
have lived there all their lives and never gone any
where else. [They] want to know how they are going 
to pay for a home. 

"We want to know how we are going to finance 
these. There is no way for some of us."4 

The Mayor replied: 

"I think that if this is kept under continuous study, 
we can overcome the problem by extraordinary action. 
We cannot discuss individual cases tonight, but we 
are attempting to start to correct this housing 
problem; and I have faith in Council that they will 

libid., p. 41. This request was not acted upon by 
the City. 

2Ibid. 3rbid. 

4"city to Make Africville Move As Painless As Possi
ble, Mayor Says", The Mail-Star, Halifax, N. S., January 17, 
1964. 
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support the recommendations from the Advisory Com
mittee to help overcome the problems that arise in 
making the move."l 

Council then passed a motion that authorized the 
relocation of Africville residents over a period of two years 
and nine months. 

Why was AfriaviZZe reZoaated? 

This chapter has raised a number of questions: Why 
were the people of Africville relocated? Were the underlying 
reasons humanitarian, intended to improve socio-economic con
ditions among the residents and to end segregation; or, pri
marily, did Halifax politicans and development officials want 
Africville land for industrial or residential development? 
Was the purpose of the relocation to further the economic 
interests of Halifax? Reason analysis, wherein one attempts 
to find the basic motivation behind social action, has many 
pitfalls; nevertheless, it is a necessity when examining 
planned social change. If one is to characterize the Afric
ville relocation as being of the liberal-welfare type or the 
development type, one must make reference to the motivational 
and ideological considerations of the decision-makers as well 
as to the organizational aspects of the relocation project. 
Moreover, the success of a relocation as a certain type of 
planned social change depends partly on the strength of the 
underlying motivational and ideological orientation of the key 
decision-makers. 

As noted earlier, relocation of Africville was long 
considered by City officials and planners. What accounts for 
its taking place in 1964? Two explanations emerge clearly 
from interviews with the caretakers, politicans, and City Hall 

·officials associated with the relocation: distaste for 
adverse publicity, and humanitarian concern. These factors 
were pressures towards a decision for relocation, but the 
data suggest additional significant factors. 

The major adverse publicity consisted of articles 
in two national publications, Maclean's Magazine2 and the Star 

lrbid. 

2stein, op. ait.; Susan Dexter, "The Black Ghetto 
That Fears Integration", MaaZean's Magazine, July 25, 1965, 
p. 16 and passim. 
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WeekZy,l a report in The New York Times,2 and the Dalhousie 
University study3 that described the socio-economic conditions 
of Africville. One of the caretakers described the publicity 
in the following terms: 

"I think [Africville was relocated] because it was 
a blight on the conscience on a good many people. 
Probably a good many people sincerely felt that it 
wasn't the best thing for the people living there. 
It was by this time [c. 1963-64] getting great 
national publicity and was presenting an image of 
Halifax from coast to coast which was bothering a 
great many people as citizens."4 

Both the national publicity and the Dalhousie study 
(as well as the American article) appeared after, not before, 
the City Development Department Report recommending reloca- .. 
tion;S that is, after the stage had been set for relocation. 
The publicity disposed "the average Haligonian" to accept 
City Council's Africville policy. The Assistant Archivist, 
Public Archives of Nova Scotia, in reviewing a section of 
the present report, wrote: 

"It is my personal opinion that there may have been 
some aldermen and businessmen who wanted Africville 
land fully developed by industry and paying higher 
taxes, but that the average citizen supported re
location of Africville families because they were 
sick of such publicity as that of Stein in MaaZean's 
and the others, focusing attention on how badly the 

lsylvia Fraser, "The Slow and Welcome Death of 
Africville", Star WeekLy, Toronto, January 1, 1966, pp. 1-7. 

2Raymond Daniell, "Nova Scotia Hides A Racial Prob
lem", The New York Times, June 14, 1964, p. 64. 

3The Condition of the Negroes of Halifax City, Nova 
Saotia, p. 13. 

4Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

SThe Development Department Report appeared in The 
MaiZ-Star on August 1, 1962. The Dalhousie University pub
lication was released to the press on October 3, 1962. National 
and international publicity appeared as a response to City 
Council's relocation policy: Stein, October 1962; Dexter, 1965; 
Fraser, 1966; and Daniell, 1964. 
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Negroes were treated in the Africville ghetto."l 

The humanitarian concern to relocate Africville 
residents related to two matters: the improvement of living 
conditions, and the racial integration of Africville residents. 
The following are typical replies to the question, "Why did 
the City relocate Africville?" 

Halifax Alderman: Improvement of living conditions 

"[The City relocated Africville residents] mainly to 
move them out because • . the situation wasn't 
healthy. And people should not be permitted to live 
in conditions in which they were living in Afric
ville, with no water or sewerage, and there were 
also fire hazards there • . a lot of them did 
their own work, and [electric systems] weren't as 
safe as they should be."2 

Halifax Director of Development: Racial integration 

"It seemed to me as long as there was an Africville, 
there was very little chance for very many people 
to escape from it. . The younger people, there-
fore . . could only tend to worsen their condi-
tions. . They had nobody to lift them up by 
example, and I personally feel that this is the 
only way this type of community can improve, by the 
people within the community. Now when the community 
is broken up, some of the better elements in the 
community may be influenced by their neighbours to 
improve their conditions."3 

White Caretaker: Improvement of living conditions 

"From what we have seen of it . and what we 
know about it, it was a very unsatisfactory thing 
from the viewpoint of public services; you know, 
in regard to sewer and water and street lights, 
snowploughing, police protection, and things like 
that. The fact that such conditions existed within 

lpersonal communication from Miss Phyllis R. Blakeley, 
Assistant Archivist, Public Archives of Nova Scotia, Halifax, 
April 1970. 

2Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

3Tape-recorded interview, November 1969. 
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the city boundary was shocking."l 

Black Caretaker: RaaiaZ integration 

"I think the over-all thoughts [of the Halifax Human 
Rights Advisory Committee] were • • to assist the 
coming generation to be able to compete in the com
ing world. That it would be an advantage to the 
coming generation to be placed in a position where 
they would not be in a separate community, but a 
part of a larger community in which they would be 
competing as far as work, education, [and] housing 
were concerned."2 

The segregated Black community and the poverty of its 
residents had existed for many years prior to the events of 
1962-64 and the final decision to relocate. Previous chapters 
have documented the numerous petitions from Africville resi
dents, the many times prior to 1962 that humanitarian concern 
was expressed on their behalf, and the abortive City policies 
formulated to rectify deprivation in Africville. Why did the 
humanitarian concern crystallize at this time as a factor 
urging relocation? Sylvia Fraser's pithy analogy speaks to 
this question: 

"For 150 years [the Africville residents] were 
nourished on neglect. Now everyone professes an 
interest in them. The community of Africville is 
like a patient that has shivered for weeks in the 
corridor of a hospital and then is suddenly whipped 
into a private room where a squadron of nurses 
fight to take her temperature and feel her pulse."3 

Explanation of the intensification of concern lies 
in the convergence of an improved ideological climate and a 
desire by City officials in land-scarce Halifax to redevelop 

lTape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

2Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

3Fraser, op. cit., p. 6. We shall discuss below 
(see Chapter Eight) Africville residents' perceptions of the 
purpose of relocation. Most relocatees believe that they 
were relocated because the City needed the land. They be
lieve, also, that the City profited more from the relocation 
than did they, the Africville residents. Their post hoa 
views of the relocation can be understood partly in terms 
of their own experience subsequent to relocation. 
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Africville as part of a larger scheme of industrial and com
mercial developement. The changing ideological climate in 
the late 1950's and early 1960's was characterized by the 
development of urban renewal policy in Canada,l the growth of 
the civil rights movement in the United States and in Canada, 
and local criticism of social policy by both Blacks and Whites 
(reflected, for instance, in the achievements and new leader
ship of the Nova Scotia Association for the Advancement of 
Coloured People2 and in the formation of ginger groups for 
social action such as the short-lived Joseph Howe Society). 
There were two more specific developments in the fifties 
which proved to be significant for Africville. One was the 
increased participation by organized labour in the general 
struggle against racism and poverty; it may be recalled that 
when Africville residents sought outside assistance in the 
early sixties they contacted persons associated with the 
Canadian Labour Congress. The other development was the for
mation of a ginger group within the local branch of the Com
munity Planning Association of Canada. This group pressed 
for housing reform and encouraged the City to bring in a noted 
planning authority to examine Halifax problems; one of his 
1957 recommendations was that Africville be relocated. It 
should be noted that while Africville residents were being relo
cated larger redevelopment projects in the north and central 
areas of the city were being completed. It is difficult to 
determine precisely how much weight should be given to the 
change in ideological climate as a factor in the Africille 
relocation. Prior to 1962 there was no sustained effort, 
based on this factor, to rectify neglect and oppression in 
Africville.3 The "problem" of Africvi)...le surfaced periodi-

lsee Stanley H. Pickett, "An Appraisal of the 
Renewal Programrne in Canada", Ur•ban Renewal, (Toronto: 
for Urban and Community Studies, University of Toronto, 

Urban 
Centre 
1968). 

2clairmont and Magill, Nova Scotian Blacks; pp. 34-35. 

3The Halifax Mail-Star had an editorial practice of 
reporting the relocation of Africville residents. Prior to 
1962, only sporadic articles about Africville were published. 
Most of The Mail-Star's articles appeared during the reloca
tion decision-making (1962-64) and the relocation itself (1964-
67). A former reporter for The Mail-Star, now (1970) a City 
Hall official, commented about the possible influence of the 
newspaper's publicity on the average Haligonian: 

"I think another very great factor to be considered 
was the publicity campaign conducted over the years by Frank 
Doyle, who was an editor of the Halifax [Chronicle- Herald 
and The Mail-Star]. . This resulted in tremendous interest 
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cally in the public attention but then soon faded away. Yet 
it does appear that the changes in social climate referred to 
above did have a relevance to the Africville relocation. 
Groups and organizations came into existence, pressing for 
social change and ready to be mobilized in projects such as 
the Africville relocation. 

While the improved ideological climate was an impor
tant factor in public responsiveness to the relocation project, 
land-use considerations appear to have precipitated the 
chain-reaction of events leading to the Africville relocation. 
A former mayor of Halifax recalled that unless there was some 
clear advantage for Halifax as a whole, the City would have 
been quite cautious about relocating people who did not want 
to move. In 1962, as part of a more comprehensive plan of 
development, the North Shore Development Plan proposed that 
the Africville land be used for a limited-access expressway. 
The plan was publicly released in February 1962. By August 
the Development Department Report recommending relocation was 
released to the press and, seven days later, rejected-by 
Africville residents. That same month, A. Alan Borovoy 
visited Halifax and discussed the City's relocation proposal 
with Africville residents and other concerned Halifax citizens. 
Following his visit, the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Com
mittee was formed. By October Africville residents had re
signed themselves to the relocation, an~ City Council adopted 
relocation as official policy. For sixteen months the care
taker members of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee 
explored alternatives to relocation. In January 1964, the 
Rose Report's recommendations for relocation reinforced City 
Council's existing policy, and the caretakers accepted the 
fact of relocation. 

Interviewed in 1969, the caretakers, politicians, 
and City officials associated with the decision to relocate 
stressed humanitarian reasons for their involvement. Undoubt
edly their concern was genuine. Clearly, too, this mobiliza
tion of concern was directly related to the City's 1962 
announcement of the North Shore Development Plan. The relo
cation was, thus, the result of the reactions and counter
reactions engendered by a plan that was intended to further 
the economic development and future growth of the City while 
at the same time removing the "blight of Africville". For 
this reason it would be difficult to decide, solely on 

focused on the ... health hazards in the community •. 
Perhaps the general responsiveness [of Halifax citizens] to 
the Africville relocation would have resulted largely from 
this. 

- Tape-recorded interview, September 1969. 
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motivational-ideological grounds, whether to classify the 
Africville relocation as a liberal-welfare or a develop
ment type of relocation. Only when one considers the struc
ture and organization of the relocation project, does it 
more unambiguously fall into the former category. 

Interviewed subsequent to the relocation, City 
officials denied that relocation was intended to further the 
City's economic interests. The Mayor of Halifax argued: 

"I just don't frankly believe that the action was 
triggered by any desire for, or any expectation of, 
industrial development. And if it had been for 
the purposes of industrial development, Africville 
would still be there. We can't afford to just make 
land vacant for nothing."l 

In similar vein, the Director of Development (appointed in 
1961) maintained: 

"The properties themselves just could not be permit
ted to remain in the city of Halifax. They were 
not fit for human habitation. If they had been 
anywhere else in the city, in this particular year, 
they would have been ordered down at the expense 
of the owners. As a matter of fact, during those 
years, we did order down about seven hundred houses 
at the owners' expense, and that would have been 
the case except for colour. 

The city had (by the city • . • I mean the 
whole community) concluded that the conditions such 
as existed in Africville could not be permitted to 
continue. The program which developed, I think, was 
really a program whereby we could convert [what] was 
essentially a worthless asset retained by the resi
dents into a worthwhile or a useful asset. . • . 
There was no way they could dispose of their land 
except to an authority which had the power to ex
propriate, to wipe out all claims and charges 
against it."2 

lTape-recorded interview, November 1969. 

2Tape-recorded interview, November 1969. Africville 
had become "a worthless asset" because its residents were 
Black and because they had been deprived of standard City 
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The Mayor's view that the City "can't afford to just 
make land vacant for nothing" is at variance with the Director 
of Development's statement about the intention to convert the 
Africville land, "a worthless asset retained by the residents 
into a worthwhile or useful asset." The apparent disagreement 
may stem from after-the-fact reinterpretation of politically 
charged events. 

In his 1962 letter to the Halifax Human Rights Advis
ory Committee, the Director of Development stressed that the 
primary consideration in deciding to relocate was the "better
ment of housing conditions". He indicated to the Committee 
that Africville land was proposed for expressway, industrial, 
and commercial use (see Appendix C) • Commenting on the com
pensation value of Africville land, he wrote that industrial 
lands are not normally of high value; however, "the economic 
well being of a community depends upon a vigorous employment 
factor and industry creates this."l After a century of neg
lect, the residents of Africville were to bear the added 
burden of subsidizing the economic growth of a city of which 
they were never truly a part. 

There is further irony in the fact that apparently 
the Africville land will not be used for the purposes outlined 
in the 1962 North Shore Development Plan. Carlyle Warner, 
Senior Planner, City Development Department, explained that the 
plan was studied and considered unfeasible; however, the relo
cation of Africville residents remained City Council policy.2 

Today the Africville land lies vacant.3 It has 

facilities. There may have been additional reasons, such as 
the complex pattern of land inheritance and squatter rights. 
The City had played a negative role in the development of the 
Africville community, and the Africville land was an asset 
for either industrial or residential development. 

lsee Appendix C, p. A25. The proposal to use Afric
·. Ville land for an expressway follows a pattern that critics of 
American urban renewal programs call "Negro clearance". Ander

. son points out that the goal of the American renewal schemes 
·often is the preservation or creation of a White middle-class 

neighbourhood, and that Blacks constitute a very high propor
tion of the diplaced people. Anderson, op. ait. 

2Interview, January 1970. 

3Anderson has noted that it is not uncommon for 
land to be vacant for a number of years before new 
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been altered by construction of an approach to the nearby 
A. Murray MacKay Bridge, which crosses the Narrows between 
Halifax and Dartmouth. Halifax City officials were opposed 
to the bridge site and the present Mayor has explained that 
the decision to build at the Narrows was not a factor influ
encing the decision to relocate Africville residents. 

The Mayor: "Let me deal with the Bridge question. 
The City of Halifax did everything it could to pre
vent this second crossing being put in the North 
End. That was forced on us by a decision of Pre
mier Stanfield, following a dispute between Halifax 
and Dartmouth. Halifax wanted it in the South End 
and Dartmouth wanted it there. All the traffic 
indications were that demand was south of the 
bridge at North Street, and on planning grounds we 
thought that it should have been in the South End. 
So [during the decision-making to relocate Afric
ville] we did not have the bridge in mind, and we 
still think it is a terrible loss to the City in 
the North End that the bridge is there." 

Interviewer: 

The Mayor: 
1966." 

"When was this decision made?" 

"By Mr. Stanfield? It was approximately 

Interviewer: "Would it be all right to quote you on 
what you just said in connection with the bridge?" 

The Mayor: "Yes, certainly. It is matter of public 
record. The decision of his . . was publicly re-
corded; it wasn't cpnfidential in any sense. As a 
matter of fact, the location of bridges is determined 
by Order-in-Council of the Provincial Government, 
which is then given as an authority to the Bridge 
Commission to construct a bridge at a given site, 
and th~t would be on record as an Order-in-Council." 1 

In February 1969, the City of Halifax commissioned 

construction is begun: "A typical urban renewal project takes 
a long time. The planning stage for an average project takes 
approximately three years. The over-all length of time, from 
start of planning to completion of new construction, needed 
for an average project is about 12 years." Anderson, op. cit. 
p. 229; see also pp. 73-90. 

1'J'ape-recorded interview, November 1969. 
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Project Planning Associates and their architectural affiliates 
to formulate development proposals for an urea bounded by 
Duffus S·treet, Lady Hammond Road, Kempt Road, Bedford Basin, 
and the Narrows. Included in this area is the former Afric
ville si ·te. 

Dr. Albert Rose, who earlier had advised the City 
with reference to the Africville relocation, was engaged as 
a consultant in the study of City Prison land. In a June 
1969 report, he wrote about Africville as follows: 

"Nova Scotia contains perhaps as many as 40 per cent 
of Canada's total black population, that is, 20,000 
to 25,000 out of an estimated 60,000. The experi
ence in the elimination of Africeville [sic] from 
1964 through 1967 has left a number of bitter lega
cies. The white population realizes that it sanc
tioned the elimination of a black ghetto,· yet at the 
same time, it has not developed any appropriate use 
for the Africeville lands and they remain at the 
present time a mass of rubble extending for a con
siderable distance to the north of the Prison lands. 
To a very real degree Afriaeville stands for destruc
tion without long range planning or, at best, a 
degree of planning without goals for the implemen
tation of sound social objectives."l (Italics added.) 

On October 14, 1969, an "area conceptual plan" was 
submitted to the City's Director of Development.2 The Afric
ville land was designated for a district City park as well as 
for indu::otrial, warehouse, and highway use. This plan is now 
under consideration by City staff. 

lcity of Halifax: Prison Land Development Proposals, 
Report No. 1, Survey a~d Analysis, Vol. 2, Social Factors, 
June 23, 1969, p. 3. This report is on file at City Hall, 
Halifax, N. s. 

2city of Halifax: Prison Land Development Proposals, 
Report No. 2, Area Conceptual Plan, October 14, 1969. This 
report is on file at City Hall, Halifax, N. s. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

MECHANICS OF THE RELOCATION: 1964-1969 

Interviewer: "Were there any • • • strategies that 
the city used to convince people to move?" 

' AfriaviZZe ReZoaatee: "The only strategy done was 
moving everybody out •.• you can't buck the 
government, because they got more than you." 

Interviewer: "More, in what way?" 

AfriaviZZe ReZoaatee: "They got the power. If 
you have the money, you have the law. You can't 
do nothing with them in our situation. We are 
not the educated kind. We don't know how to go 
around loops and corners. They know what they are 
doing." 

Interviewer: "Did you do a lot of negotiation or 
discussion with the City, before you reached the 
[settlement] price?" 

AfriaviZZe ReZoaatee: "Quite a lot, but I got no
where. As I said, I have no money to fight them, 
so I lose out in the end." 

Tape-recorded interview with an Africville 
relocatee, October 1969. 

Introduction 

The establishment of the Halifax Human Rights Advi
sory Committee and its subsequent involvement in relocation 
decision-making and mechanics was a key factor in making the 
Africville relocation appear progressive and distinctive in 
the urban renewal climate of the early 1960's. Its partici
pation, along with Halifax City Council's acceptance of the 
Rose Report, stamped the Africville relocation as a liberal
welfare type of planned social change and might have indi
cated that the relocation would indeed signal new life
opportunities for Africville residents. 

During the 1962-64 decision-making phase, the 
Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee did attempt to relay 
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information to Africville residents, to obtain their views, 
and to represent their interests to City officials. Unfor
tunately the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee did 
not build a strong community-supported Africville organiza
tion; consequently its mandate was always questionable. 
Only a handful of Africville residents continued to partici
pate in the deliberations of the Committee during the 
"mechanics" phase of the relocation and these few residents 
had no delegate authority on behalf of Africville residents. 
Non-Africville members of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory 
Committee continued to play an important "caretaker" role in 
the "mechanics" phase of the relocation; with representatives 
of City Council they formed an advisory subcommittee which 
examined reports of the relocation social worker and made 
recommendations to City Council. The unorganized Africville 
residents were collectively excluded from these political 
administrative processes and few of them consulted with the 
Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee. In effect, then, the 
Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee, as an actor in the 

r; relocation drama, had more legitimacy in the eyes of the City 
;~ administration than in the eyes of Africville residents. In 

a non-pejorative sense the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Com
mittee was co-opted by the City. It was given powers by the 
City and expected to look after Africville interests; in return, 

J.its involvement stamped the relocation program as progressive 
and humane. 

The Rose Report, written in the liberal-welfare tra
dition of planned social change, was a document marked with 
the best of intentions. Nevertheless, as a guide to relocation 
mechanics it left much to be desired. Beyond recommending 
the appointment of a relocation social worker, the involve
ment of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee and the 
development of educational and occupational rehabilitative 

·programs, the Rose Report did not specify intermediate level 
~oals or objectives, nor did it indicate how rehabilitative 
programs might be carried out successfully. The Rose Report 

essentially programmatic; beyond recommending that the relo
ation be administered by the City's Development Department, 

rather than the City's Welfare Department (whose director was 
ainst the relocation of Africville residents) , the report 

not delve into the political-administrative realities 
any carefully designed program of planned social change-

st recognize and take into account. For example, given the 
v·V~I!ll~~~t Department's bureaucratic mandate and its political 

alities, there was a danger that the emphasis in the relo-
ion would shift from rehabilitation and the elimination of 

ality to the clearing of the Africville lands and real 
ate negotiations. How was this to be checked? In view of 
vagueness of the relocation objectives, it would be critical 
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to ensure the mobilization. of advocacy on behalf of 
residents, especially as they were excluded from the de __ ~~~· 
making processes. In the relocation apparatus, the source 
internal advocacy was the relocation social worker but, 
he was employed in the Development Department, how could 
be ensured that internal advocacy would be strengthened ra 
than mitigated? The chief external source of advocacy was 
the involvement of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Commi 
tee. How was one to structure the relocation apparatus so 
that this advocacy function could be optimized? As noted 
above, the Committee's mandate to speak for Africville res 
dents was questionable. Moreover, participation by Commi 
members in the relocation mechanics was on a voluntary bas 
Would they be able to handle this time-consuming caretaker 
function, in addition to their regular commitments, without 
·getting lost in the myriad of individual relocation cases 
becoming increasingly dependent on initiatives from City 
cials? 

The Rose Report, then, was programmatic rather 
detailed and analytical concerning how new life opportuni 
would be created for Africville residents. Its successful 
implementation depended considerably more on good will than 
on detailed legal and organizational recommendations. City 
Council, in passing the Rose Report, assumed thereby no 
obligation for rehabilitative programs. The lacunae in the 
Rose Report, though pardonable given Dr. Rose's terms of re 
ence were seriou~ since effecting positive social change for 
disadvantaged is very difficult. Within the liberal-welfare 
tradition of change, the rhetoric of the Africville reloca
tion, the structural obstacles to equality and full partici
pation in the mainstream of society by the poor, especially 
the Black poor, are underestimated. In view of structural 
conditions and other realities of bureaucracy, racism,l and 
so forth, it is difficult to alter life-conditions dramati
cally for people who are poor, ill-educated, unorganized and 
discriminated against. If there is to be any likelihood of 
success at all, there has to be detailed planning and consid
erable attention must be given to the mobilization of advocacy 
and to organizational structure. 

The Administrative Framework for the Relocation 

The Rose Report recommended: 

lRacism is more subtle and pervasive in our society 
than is commonly acknowledged. See for example, Louis L. 
Knowles and Kenneth Prewitt (eds.), Institutional Racism in 
America (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1969). 
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"The employment of a trained social worker or social 
scientist to visit and document the social and 
economic situation and requirements of each family 
unit or single individual, and to recommend the 
order or priority of relocation."l 

Shortly after City Council adopted the Rose Report, 
the Mayor met with the Minister of Public Welfare and the 
Deputy Minister. The provincial welfare officials agreed to 
"find a person to do the relocation."2 They suggested Peter 
J. MacDonald, a forty-year-old social worker, who had been 
employed since 1948 with the Nova Scotia Department of Public 
Welfare. Mr. MacDonald was born in Sydney, Nova Scotia, where 
his father was employed in the local steel plant, and received 
his Bachelor of Arts degree from St. Francis Xavier University. 
Upon graduation he returned to Sydney to accept employment 
with the Department of Public Welfare, where most of his 
career in social work was associated with juvenile probation 
services and child welfare casework. In the early 1960's, 
Mr. MacDonald attended the Maritime School of Social Work, 
Halifax, and obtained the degree of Master of Social Work. 
The Deputy Minister of Public Welfare explained why his De
partment had suggested MacDonald as the Africville social 
worker: 

"[He is a person] who can meet and talk to people, 
and that was what we needed. Someone who could go 
into Africville and talk to people on their own 
level. Peter was the person we had with these 
skills."3 

In April 1964, City Council's Finance and Executive 
Committee recommended to City Council MacDonald's appointment,4 
which recommendation subsequently was adopted. MacDonald was 
given a three-year leave of absence, and payment of his salary 
was shared by the Province and the City.S He began work on 

lAppendix F, p. A66. 

2Interview with Dr. F. R. MacKinnon, Deputy Minister, 
Nova Scotia Department of Public Welfare, September 1969. 

3Ibid. 

4"Named to Shift Africville Folk", The Mail-Star, 
Halifax, N. s., April 10, 1964. 

SFrom June 1964, to April 1966, fifty per cent of 
MacDonald's salary was paid by the Province; from May 1966 to 
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June 1, 1964, to "spend the first several weeks at a 'famil- .. 
iarization' program. [He] would be acquainted with City Hall
routine and mechanics along with information on the Africville 
project."l · 

Shortly after MacDonald was appointed to the staff 
of the City's Development Department as relocation social 
worker the Development Officer, Robert Grant, prepared a 
policy statement outlining the operational procedures for the 
relocation program and the respective roles of City Council's 
Africville Subcommittee.2 Essentially the former was to con
cern itself "with the broad issues rather than specific cases" 
while the latter was to ensure rapport between the City and 
the relocatees and to see "that the City's commitments to the 
community are carried out." The Development Officer's report 
-also specified two types of relocation compensation - "for 
land and buildings and • • • to assist in the relocation of 
families."3 The responsibility of the Development Department 
in welfare guidance "for such a period as appears necessary" 
and the responsibility of the City in employment and educa
tional rehabilitation were also noted.4 Finally, the report 
outlined the Department's responsibility in finding alterna
tive housing accommodations for the relocatees and moving 
them to their new homes.S These recommendations were 
adopted and the control of the relocation was totally assumed 
by the Development Department. One of these recommendations, 
however, was to have particularly grave consequences for the 
Africville relocatees: 

"In order to avoid overlapping of responsibili
ties and to avoid the establishment of precedents 
which could be difficult to deny at a later date, 
it is suggested that the Welfare Department accept 
responsibility for continued assistance to the Afric
ville community until such time as individual prop
erties are acquired. Immediately upon acquisition 
of each particular property, responsibility for all 
forms of assistance and guidance should become the 

June 1967, the Province paid seventy-five per cent. Letter 
from Dr. F. R. MacKinnon, Deputy Minister, Nova Scotia Depart
ment of Public Welfare, September 22, 1969. 

l"welfare Official Takes on Africville Project", 
The Mail-Star, Halifax, Nova Scotia, June 2, 1964. 

2Appendix H, pp. A75-A80. 

4rbid., p. A78-A79. 
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responsibility of the Development Department and 
should remain the responsibility of that Depart
ment for as long as the commitment to the individ
ual family exists. 

"Generally speaking, the City appears to have 
committed itself to a programme of assistance and 
guidance for a minimum period of six months from 
the date of movement of the family. It is, how
ever, anticipated that the total movement of the 
community will take place over a period to Decem
ber 31, 1966 and it seems logical that guidance 
should be given for such a period as appears neces
sary. At the end of the guidance period, the re
sponsibility for any assistance would be returned 
to the Welfare Department."l 

/ 

As shown later in this chapter, this recommendation 
operated to the detriment of relocatees. The Development 
Department withdrew from the political-administrative arena 
after completing its mandate of negotiating settlements and 
moving the vast majority of residents. The responsibility 
for further welfare and guidance was transferred to the City's / 
Welfare Department, whose Director refused to give special 
consideration to their financial problems. As responsibility 
for the relocation was shifted from one department to another, 
the residents were indeed caught in a bureaucratic mazeway 
whose administrative and political realities were beyond 
their comprehension. 

The Development Department and the Africville Relocation 

The control and ultimate success or failure of the 
early phase of the relocation was chiefly in the hands of two 
individuals: the Development Officer and the relocation 
social worker. From a sociological perspective, their actions 
should not be analyzed in terms of individual motivations but 
in terms of roles within a larger political-administrative 
framework. The relocation program was drafted by an expert, 
adopted by Halifax City Council politicians, and handed to 
agency bureaucrats for implementation. These officials were 
constrained by their mandate, the resources made available 
to them, and the nature of the surrounding interorganizational 
relations. 

,. 

From mid-1964 to late 1967, the relocation social 

lAppendix H, p. A78. 
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worker was the only City employee directly involved on a 
day-to-day basis with Africville residents and relocatees. 
He was responsible to the Development Officer who, as Director 
of the Development Department, largely directed or controlled 
the mechanics of the relocation program. Given the importance 
of these two men, it is pertinent to consider briefly their 
perception of Africville and their respective roles during 
the relocation. 

Robert B. Grant, a former employee of Central Mort
gage and Housing Corporation, was appointed in 1961 as Devel
opment Officer for the City of Halifax. Born in Stittsville, 
Ontario, Mr. Grant received a Bachelor of Commerce degree 
from Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario. From 1942 to 
1947 he was a pilot in the Royal Canadian Air Force and re
ceived the D.F.C. In 1947 he joined Central Mortgage and 
Housing Corporation and served with that organization in 
Ottawa, Toronto, Regina, St. John's, and Halifax. He resigned 
in 1961 to accept the position of Development Officer, City 
of Halifax.! As an experienced bureaucrat, Grant believes 
that written documents are the heart of an efficient organi
zation and that policy decisions and guidlines should be in 
writing. In corresponding with the Halifax Human Rights 
Advisory Committee he "insisted that they put their questions 
in writing and we City staff put our answers in writing, so 
that there could be little or no misunderstanding."2 

Undoubtedly the Development Officer was the most 
important senior City official during the relocation decision
making and the implementation of relocation policy. He had 
written the 1962 report recommending relocation, he had been 
the City's liaison with the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Com
mittee, and he had met with Dr. Albert Rose in December 1964. 
With the social worker, he reviewed the settlement prices 
offered to Africville residents. In essence, the Development 
Officer was a City Official who regarded his role to be that 
of supporting, justifying, and implementing City Council's 
Africville policy. An alderman member of the City Council 
Africville Subcommittee, who in 1971 was a senior member of 
Council, described the Development Officer's commitment to 
''the City's interests" and his quiet, efficient, and cost
accounting perspective: 

II [Mr. Grant] was head of the Department to 

!curriculum vitae of Robert Grant, communication 
from Mr. Grant's office, April 1970. 

2Tape-recorded interview, November 1969. 
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whom Peter MacDonald reported, and he did take part 
in some of the discussions, and he tended in my 
view to tend toward substantial caution. He was a 
great defender of • • . the public interest as dis
tinct from the private interest. I think his influ
ence on Peter MacDonald was probably substantial, 
in that indirectly he influenced the program quite 
a bit •..• I think that he would tend to opt for 
what he would see to be the City's interests, keep 
the costs down, get the thing cleaned up with as 
little controversy as possible, and therefore not 
letting too much information out. • • • 

" ••• it is true that ••• as a Development 
Officer for the City, when looking at any piece of 
real estate within the city of Halifax, [he] looks 
at it through the eyes of a developer; that is, a 
public developer, if you like •••. One who sees 
this land here as being worth x dollars today; and 
five years from now, when certain other things 
happen, being worth x plus y dollars; and twenty 
years from now being worth x plus y plus z dollars. 
• • • He has this sort of urban economics in his 
head all the time."l 

Another former alderman who was a member of the City 
Council Africville Subcommittee expressed resentment of the 
Development Officer's influence on the social worker's staff 
reports. 

"Well, Bob Grant, of course, was Mr. MacDonald's 
immediate superior. I personally resented his 
[Grant's] involvement in this, at times. Because 
I had the distinct impression that some of the 
material that was coming down as a report under Mr. 
Grant's signature was a shade distorted. So I 
believe, at one point, I quite forcibly indicated 
that future reports were to be under the signature 
of Peter MacDonald, who was to take full responsi
bility for their writing and for the content. And 
I think from that time on, the reports came much 
more realistically. 

"I think Bob, with mistaken loyalty to the City 
possibly, was trying to whitewash some of the situ
ation that existed there, and this was certainly 
not what we wanted. I think he went beyond what 

!Tape-recorded interview, November 1969. 
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he should have done in those circumstances."! 

In discussing his part in relocation decision
making and the implementation of policy, the Development 
Officer explained that he reviewed with the social worker each 
settlement negotiation, and usually approved or amended all 
reports recommending a specific settlement. 

Interviewer: "In terms of the decision-making, what 
would be your role in the overall relocation?" 

Development Offiaer: "Well, first of all I devel
oped the general policy statement • • • which I had 
to defend before Council, and the public at large. 
Secondly, I was dealing with Albert Rose; or, put it 
this way, I was his contact point in the city when 
he was here, as far as the City itself was concerned. 
And thirdly, I suppose I collaborated with Peter in 
reaching agreement on recommendations that were 
made to the Committees for acceptance or rejection 
[of settlements]." 

Interviewer: "That must have been a difficult 
thing, to sort out all the various factors to make 
a recommendation." 

DeveZopment Offiaer: "It was an exceedingly diffi
cult thing. It was a question of balancing oranges 
and apples, comparing one case to the other. I am 
quite prepared to believe that there may have been 
injustices done to one as compared to another. I 
might also say that I think if the injustice was 
done ••• it was only because somebody else had 
more than the other. 

"I suppose Peter and I met anywhere from half 
an hour to an hour a day on each individual case • 
He told me when he had somebody approach him that 
was interested in settling. We agreed generally 
on the basis on which he could negotiate with that 
particular person, both as to compensation and as 
to alternative acconunodation." 

Interviewer: "And on the basis of that, reports 
were written and submitted to the Council?" 

DeveZopment Offiaer: "It wasn't all this simple. 

lTape-recorded interview, December 1969. 
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What you did, once you got some person interested 
in moving, then the process of talking to the per
son [started] and this process of negotiation prob
ably went on, on an average of three to four months. 
It was only when we had come to some conclusion 
that the report went forward. • • • It was usually 
drafted by Peter and approved or amended by me, 
and from there on I can recall very few cases where 
[the reports] weren't accepted. 

"As a general rule, I didn't participate in the 
individual negotiations with the individual persons. 
This was basically wrong, because it would place 
Peter in the position where everybody felt that he 
could be bypassed in the discussions." 

Interviewer: "Did Peter have trouble in many of 
the negotiations with the people?" 

Devel-opment Offiaer: "I would say that any negoti
ation is a difficult thing. It is not a question of 
adding up 2, 3, 4, 5 on one side and 2, 3, 4, 5 on 
the other, and balancing everything, and everybody 
agreeing. It's a process of constant talk. I 
don't know what you mean by 'trouble'. Put it this 
way: some person might be coming in and holding 
out for a figure of, say, $12,000, which was com
pletely ridiculous in terms of what they had to 
offer, and you think that negotiations would be 
endless. Then something would happen on either 
side, and all of a sudden things would come to
gether, as is the case with any type of negotia
tion. nl 

The Development Officer's perception of Africville 
residents was that they had a "live for today" philosophy. 
He acknowledged that, in his opinion, Africville was a slum, 
stigmatized by Halifax citizens, both Black and White. 

Development Offiaer: "[Africville residents] were 
a group of people who had been segregated and who 
had to fend for themselves. They had a tendency 
to live for today, and not worry about the conse
quences. I suppose it is not unlike some of the 
mining towns •..• You talk to a group of miners, 
you know, you say, 'Why do you do this?' And they 
say, 'We like it,' and they live for today." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

!Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 
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Interviewer: "Some people viewed Africville as a 
slum. What do you think?" 

Development Officer: "I don't think there is any 
question that it was a slum of the worst sort. 
Certainly from a health point of view, it was worse 
than anything we had in the centre of the city. 
From a fire point of view, it probably wasn't quite 
so bad as some of our congested downtown areas. At 
least if there was a fire in Africville there would 
be only one property go, whereas in downtown there 
was always the danger of a whole block going. But 
certainly any person who remembers or has seen pic
tures of the buildings could only assume that it 
was a slum. Now I don't think it was any better 
or worse than any of the other slums of like nature 
in the province. 

"As far as the White population was concerned, 
it was considered to be an area .•• you didn't 
really want to hear about, didn't want anything 
said about it. You just hoped that probably it 
would go away and just keep very quiet. I had a 
feeling in talking to members of the Black commun
ity that they tended to think it was the slum of 
slums." 

Interviewer: "So there was a stigma even from the 
Black community itself, towards Africville?" 

Development Officer: "This was the impression I 
had, and I think maybe this was the very fact that 
tended to hold the community together. I think 
Albert Rose said this, in effect. The one thing 
they had in Africville was a common misery which 
tended to hold them together. No matter what hap
pened to them on the outside, they could always go 
back to Africville and find somebody who had the 
same problems."l 

The relocation social worker was responsible for im
plementing the Rose Report recommendations and City Council's 
1Africville policy. His role was multifaceted; he was expected 
to negotiate settlement prices, to assist relocatees find alter
native housing accommodation, to arrange for an occupational 
and educational retraining program, and to provide "guidance" 

l.rbid. 
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for Africville residents and relocatees. He was the major 
liaison between City officials and Africville residents. As 
"under-structure personnel",! he did not determine policy but, 
to a large extent, the success or failure of policy execution 
was in his hands. The Development Officer succinctly outlined 
the social worker's role in policy implementation: 

"Peter MacDonald, of course, came on the scene after 
the basic decisions and policies had been made. He 
was not a policy-maker to that extent. His basic 
responsibility was negotiations (and I use that in 
the very broadest sense) with all the residents of 
the area, in terms of their relocation, including 
compensation, jobs, education, and rehousing. 

"Peter, after the basic policies had been made, 
was certainly the lead man in the implementation of 
policies. He came through with the basic infor
mation necessary for decision-making on each indi
vidual case."2 

The social worker considered that the industrial po
tential of the Africville land was not the principal reason 
for relocation; rather, he viewed the City's actions as ex
pressing a desire to resolve a difficult social problem. It 
was the Africville children, he argued, who would benefit 
most from the relocation • 

" • people have mentioned to me that the City 
only wanted to get into this program so that they 
could acquire the land, because if anything is at 
a premium in Halifax, it's land. I can't, in con
science, go along with this thinking because I can't 
see how, in 1960 or 1961, people who were at the 
head of municipal government, at that time, could 
forecast future events. . • So I would prefer to 
think of it purely as a social problem, something 
which had to be resolved. 

lThis concept is borrowed from Floyd Hunter's study 
of community power. In his analysis of the power structure in 
Regional City, Hunter argues that "men of independent decision" 
are a relatively small group while the under-structure person
nel, who are the executors of policy, "may run into the hun
dreds." Floyd Hunter, Community Power Structure: A Study of 
Decision Makers (New York: Doubleday and Co., 1963), p. 66. 

2Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 
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"Taking a bird's-eye view of the future, I 
think in the long run it will be the children who 
will benefit the most. The philosophy under which 
I worked was that this relocation would help break 
down prejudices ••.• I would hope that this would 
show up within the five, six, and seven-year olds, 
who in fifteen or twenty years time will be adults. 
There will be a gradual erosion of this business of 
prejudice."l 

The social worker's knowledge of Africville's social 
structure contrasted with that of the caretakers. During his 
three years in Africville he became intimately familiar with 
the day-to-day dynamics of the community's life. He perceived, 
more than most outsiders, intrinsic value in the Africville 
community; for instance, the importance of extended family 
ties: 

"There is one difference that I noticed as far as 
Africville was concerned, compared with other areas 
in which I worked. The Africville people generally 
were always able to make.room for one more. By that 
particularly I am thinking of the older people, the 
grandfather, and the grandmother, and the aunt, and 
the uncle who were elderly. These people were 
looked after. I rarely heard anyone say, 'I'll 
have to send my mother, my father, or my aunt, to 

. the old people's home'. 

"When they were thinking of moving out [relo
cating] and becoming involved in another home, this 
was one of the factors that they thought about 
first, that they would have to provide a room for 
so-and-so. Now whether it was their mother or their 
father, whoever it might be, and I think this mainly 
was one of the things that was brought home to me. 

"The other, of course, was the daughter coming 
horne pregnant and bringing her child horne. I don't 
think the parents appreciated this all that much, 
but at least when the girl did come horne she brought 
the child with her, and the child was brought up as 
a member of the family. I don't know about the 
stigma attached to this, but I think that down 
deeper . . they were a bit disappointed. This is 
what welfare workers, social workers, are corning to 
the conclusion today, the unmarried mother corning 

lTape-recorded interview, June 1969. 
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home, so that she should be looked upon as a member 
of the family, and not as an outcast."l 

The social worker described in detail the relation
ship between the City of Halifax and Africville, and under
lined the discrimination that existed towards the community. 

"The dealings with the City over the years have been 
a sore point with many people because, as I under
stand it, •.• they went to the City and asked for 
some concessions, and, for some reason or another, 
these concessions were not made. Concessions such 
as having the road ploughed during the winter. 
Ordinarily, streets in the winter in the city are 
ploughed as quickly as possible after a snowstorm. 
Africville was generally left until the last, every 
other street in the city was ploughed and someone 
decided to go down and run a plough through Afric
ville .••. Some felt that the only reason they 
did this was for the garbage trucks to get to the 
dump, and very rarely did they go into the area · 
other than when the garbage had to be hauled to 
the dump. 

"In the spring of the year, when the road began 
to break up, nothing was done. The people who did 
have automobiles were getting stuck in the road, 
they were breaking springs, breaking tires, and 
what have you. When this was mentioned, they did 
not get all the satisfaction they required, and 
sometimes did not get any satisfaction at all. The 
result was that if someone was sick, it was diffi
cult to get a taxi to come into the area. If they 
called up the store to have an order delivered, the 
storeman would bring the order so far, and then they 
had to walk the rest of the way and try to bring 
their order home. At one stage of the game, I 
understand, the City blocked both ends of the 
street. I don't now recall why, but there was a 
reason for it. In the meantime, somone did become 
ill and it was quite a problem trying to get this 
individual out. So I think they had their legiti
mate gripes with the City. 

"The City administration did very little, prob
ably using the stick that the amount of tax that 
we get from this area is very little, so how can 

lrbid. 
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they expect service. They wanted street lighting, 
which didn't come until quite late in the history 
of the community. Of course, they didn't get the 
water or sewer line. I think they made approaches 
to the City. How concentrated their efforts were, 
I don't know, but it didn't come to pass •••• 
Money was one reason, it would be expensive, ••• 
people would have to move ••• their homes, or 
have their homes moved so that the water and sewer 
lines could be installed. They did have electric
ity, which was brought into the community of late 
years. 

"Granted, probably the City of Halifax was 
ninety-five per cent at fault for even allowing such 
conditions to exist, and for even allowing such a 
condition to begin •... Why something was not 
done by the City Fathers, I don't know •.• be
cause certainly in the other parts of the City this 
wasn't allowed. You couldn't just put up any kind 
of a building and get away with it. If this is 
discrimination, there you have it. 

"Once people became settled there, they were 
more or less isolated actually from the mainstream 
of the city business and, I suppose, forgotten. If 
the City had the interests of the people actually 
at heart, they wouldn't have allowed it. If they 
were going to allow it [the City should have] put 
in some kind of sewer and water system, so that the 
people could live decently. The end result was 
the outside privy, which is a pretty poor sort of 
thing, and the well. The wells because of the 
closeness of the outside toilets became contamin
ated. Why there wasn't a major outbreak of some 
kind of disease or other there, I'll never know. 
And then again, maybe, the peo~le built up an im
munity to this kind of thing." 

The social worker spent considerable time visiting 
homes and talking to residents. He was critical of experts 
and other people who by merely driving through Africville 
formed their superficial opinions of the community. 

"I can't go along with the idea that [some 
people have] who have just driven through the com
munity and looked at the outside condition of the 
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houses, and said, 'This is a terrible place to 
live,' and base their opinions solely on what they 
saw by driving through the community. Not one of 
these people would go inside and have a look at 
what was going on inside, because the inside was 
an entirely different situation. I could take you 
into houses there that I was kind of ashamed my
self' to walk in, because I felt that I was just 
tracking dirt through their home. 

"The floors were just shining. I can see where 
the people were annoyed and defensive when you had 
pictures in the paper and it would show somebody's 
outhouse and the City dump and all this kind of 
stuff. And then you would read the caption saying, 
'This is Africville, this is a slum dwelling and 
the people are this and that and the other thing,' 
which was entirely false. There were many resi
dents who were just as clean as anybody else, but 
they were in an unfortunate circumstance, where 
they didn't have facilities. There was no sewer 
or no water; the availability of these services was 
non-existent."l 

The Entry of the Reloaation Soaial Worker into the Community 

The relocation social worker took up his duties on 
June 1, 1964. Eight days later, he and the Development Offi
cer attended a meeting of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory 
Committee.2 The Development Officer reported that some of the 
Africville residents had already indicated to the City that 
they wanted to negotiate a settlement; he emphasized the impor
tance of concluding settlements by written agreements. He 
informed the Committee that it "would be desired to concur in 
every proposed decision of settlement • • • before • • • the 
decision is submitted formally for ratification to City Coun
cil •••• "3 He indicated also, that: 

"Mr. MacDonald will have avialable to him expert 
advice about real estate, and Africville residents 
would be well advised to consider proceeding 

libid. 

2Minutes of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Com
June 9, 1964. 

3Ibid., pp. 1-2. 
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through Mr. MacDonald rather than through conven
tional real estate channels where humanitarian con
siderations may not be a dominant concern."l 

At the meeting on June 9, Peter MacDonald met Nancy 
and Peter Edwards and Frank MacPherson, the Africville repre
sentatives on the Hali.fax Human Rights Advisory Committee. 
Mr. Edwards explained that, several days after the meeting, 
he and his wife had paved the way for the social worker's 
entry into the community. They introduced him to the old
line families. 

"The first people that Peter MacDonald saw were me 
and my wife and we took him around to different 
people and [to] speak to the people concerned with 
what he was doing. 

"Me and my wife took Peter around from place to 
place, and introduced different people to him and 
telling him different things. The older people 
especially we took him to . • • people who were 
born there and raised there, ••. not the young 
people."2 

After meeting the old-line families, the social 
worker spent four months extending his contacts until he knew 
all the residents. He preferred to interact on an informal 
basis, "talking to a person in his own home, in the kitchen, 
or outside in the yard, or in the local store."3 After the 
first six months, he felt he had "gained the trust of the 

lrbid. 

2Tape-recorded interview, October 1969. MacDonald's 
entry into the community was assisted by one of the City's 
aldermen, who knew many of the Africville residents and ad
vised them to cooperate with MacDonald. The alderman· ex
plained: "Many a time I would get calls from these people 
..• asking me what I thought about Peter MacDonald. I 
would tell them that I felt they could trust him and I think 
this helped him to do a better job than he could have done 
if he hadn't a recommendation from someone like me, who knew 
the area and the people .... I went to the people first and 
told them that this man was only doing his job, and to try 
and cooperate with him." Tape-recorded interview, December 
1969. 

3Tape-recorded interview, July 1969. 
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Africville people"l and he started to negotiate settlement 
prices. Initially, however, he was perceived as a "City em
ployee" and was viewed with skepticism and suspicion by many 
residents who expressed to him their intense verbal hostility 
concerning the City's neglect of their community. 

"The first three or four months was a matter of go
ing into the community and meeting the people, 
listening to their thoughts on relocation •••• 
They more or less associated me [as] an employee of 
the City and used this as a means of ventilating 
their thoughts. They had gone through many trying 
times in Africville and didn't get all that much 
satisfaction from the City. And all these feelings, 
I suppose, were pent [up] over many years ••. and 
here was a person who was going to hear them. • • • 
On many occasions I've gone in, and right off the 
bat they would start condemning the City for what 
they hadn't done. Once this [was] over, we could 
get down to discussing the relocation itself, and 
what it meant to them, and what their feelings 
were. I suppose the next step was working with the 
people who were thinking of relocating, what their 
expectations were, and what they wanted."2 

When MacDonald was appointed relocation social worker, 
his office was in Halifax City Hall. Approximately three months 
later, he moved into an office at the Seaview African Baptist 
Church in Africville, but after a short period he returned to 
his City Hall office: 

"I first started with an office in City Hall .•• 
[but] representatives from the community who were 
on the [Halifax] Human Rights [Advisory] Committee 
thought . . • an office • • . [should] be available 
in the community. People would be close to the 
scene of the operation; they could more readily use 
this office, rather than come to the city, which 
meant a matter of three or four miles, and getting 
taxis, trolleys, and this type of thing •.•. 

" . • . an office was made available in the 
church, but [after using it for] approximately a 
week, it proved that this wasn't successful ..• 
I had only two or three people who came to discuss 
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problems •••• I think the reason for that was, if 
somebody came into the office in a small community, 
the neighbours knew who was coming in and started 
guessing if this person was going to move. 
So for that reason I think people didn't want to 
use • [the office] in the community. They were 
more at ease if I went to their homes or else they 
came into City Hall to discuss their problems in my 
office."l 

Citizen Involvement During the Reloaation Program 

During the relocation, there was neither community
wide citizen participation nor an indigenous power base for · 
collective bargaining with City officials; rather, major 
policy decisions were formulated by decision-makers external 
to the community, and settlement prices were negotiated on a 
family or individual person basis. There were, in the main, 
three underlying reasons for lack of collective involvement: 
(1) powerlessness generated by historical conditions; (2) 
the structure of decision-making before and after the Rose 
Report; and (3) the growth of 'new' strains in the community, ~ 
resulting from the nature of the settlement negotiations. j 

Powerlessness 

A contemporary American sociologist has defined 
powerlessness as "the expectancy or probability held by 
the individual that his own behavior cannot determine the 
occurrence of the outcomes, or reinforcements, he seeks."2 
This definition emerges from a social-psychological perspec
tive; it ignores the central question: What are the objective 
conditions in society that generate powerlessness? This ques
tion demands that powerlessness be analyzed along lines simi
lar to E. P. Thompson's discussion of class; namely, that it 
be viewed as "a social and cultural formation, arising from 
processes which can only be studied as they work themselves 
out over a considerable historical period."3 Thus powerless
ness can be conceptualized as an "ideal type" construct that 

2Melvin Seeman, "On the Meaning of Alienation", 
Ameriaan Soaiologioal Review, XXIV, 784, December 1959. 

3E. P. Thompson, The Making of the English Working 
Class (New York: Random House, 1963), p. 11. 
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is the result of the relationship between individuals and 
their socio-historical environment.! At the community level, 
powerlessness can be transmitted among residents from gener
ation to generation. Viewed as an emergent-historical phenom
enon (that is, as something that emerges from a sequence of 
discrete historical events), it is not necessary to stop his
tory at a given time and operationalize a concept of powerless
ness, in order to measure its intensity and variation among 
individuals who lived in Africville.2 

Africville residents, being black and poor, viewed 
the world with pessimism and resignation. Political bargaining 
with the "outside world" had been unsuccessful; the dominant 
attitude within the community was one of powerlessness and 
political ineffectiveness. Africville residents had come to 
expect little consideration from City officials, and the relo
cation announcement was seen by many as the latest step in a 
long series of deprivations and outrages to which they had 
grown accustomed. At the time of the relocation announcement 
there was no firmly established indigenous power base around 
which residents could organize either to assure substantial 
citizen participation or to mobilize against relocation. As 
noted in the preceding chapter, the Development Department 
Report, which was published in the local press, was strongly 
rejected on August 8, 1962, by nearly one hundred Black people; 
only eight weeks later, however, the idea of relocation was 
"accepted" during a meeting at the Seaview African Baptist 
Church. 

Structure of Decision-Making 

Neither before nor after the Rose Report (1963) did 
the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee structure itself 
in a way conducive to full citizen participation from Afric-

lMills presents a similar argument in his analysis of 
the new middle class in twentieth-century United States. 
"Explanations of a theme running as deep as political aliena
tion must be made in terms of factors that extend over several 
generations." c. Wright Mills, White Collar: The American 
Middle Classes (New Yor~: Oxford University Press, 1953), p. 340. 

2Because the field work was completed after the relo
cation, it was not possible to collect systematically data con
cerning the degree of powerlessness in Africville; however, 
the existence of political alienation and indifference in the 
community was a recurrent theme in the majority of informal 
interviews with relocatees. 
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ville. It has been noted above that the Committee grew out 
of requests for assistance addressed by a few Africville 
residents to civil rights leader Alan Borovoy. The Committee 
brought together professional, middle-class people interested 
in improving race relations and a handful of concerned Afric
ville residents who had formed a Ratepayers Association. The 
latter group was selective, unrepresentative of the community, 
and without effective organization; little effort was spent 
in developing a strong community-supported indigenous organi
zation, either by the members of the Ratepayers Association 
or by the volunteer "outsiders" who were the predominant mem
bers of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee. With 
the formation of the Committee, the Ratepayers Association, as 
such, ceased to exist. 

Although the Africville relocation was the principal 
concern of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee, there 
was virtually no meaningful participation by Africville resi
dents on the committee. The building of a "citizens-at-large" 
committee, rather than developing first a strong, less vulner
able indigenous Africville organization, resulted in there 
being no authoritative "Africville voice" and in the Halifax 
Human Rights Advisory Committee having no clear-cut mandate 
on behalf of Africville residents. Despite considerable time 
and effort, the caretaker members of the Committee were seen 
by community residents as "outsiders". 

The well-intentioned and hard-working caretakers 
tended to see the few Africville residents who did meet with 
them as legitimate indigenous leaders and as spokesmen who 
represented most individual persons and groups in the com
munity. However, the Edwards and MacPherson, the Africville 
residents who regularly attended meetings of the Halifax 
Human Rights Advisory Committee, were neither elected nor 
appointed as members of that Committee; they were at best 
"unofficial representatives" of Africville, solely because 
they had been involved in the Ratepayers Association and, 
later, in attending meetings of the Halifax Human Rights Advi
sory Committee. Their mandate on behalf of Africville resi
dents was always uncertain; they were not seen by residents 
as influential persons in the relocation decision-making. 
Their role in relocation mechanics became simply to relay, 
occasionally, information and requests to the caretakers. 

The decision-making of the Halifax Human Rights Ad
visory Committee directly involved only a few community mem
bers, but the caretakers did attempt to communicate with resi
dents through a number of public meetings. Prior to September 
1963, while the White and Black caretakers were exploring 
alternatives to relocation, five public meetings were held 
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at the Seaview African Baptist Church, Africville. During 
these meetings residents frequently expressed verbal hostil
ity towards City officials for failing to supply Africville 
with basic community requirements. After the Rose Report 
was submitted to Halifax City Council, only forty-two resi
dents attended the sixth public meeting, where thirty-seven 
voted to accept the Report.l After City Council had adopted 
the Report, the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee held 
six additional public meetings, between August 1964 and Novem
ber 1965, but attendance by residents declined. The Chairman 
of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee contrasted 
attendance at these public meetings with attendance at meet
ings of his Committee: 

"As time went on the attendance at these meetings 
[with Africville residents] began to dwindle. At 
. • • [one] _meeting there might have been seventy
five people, and at another one there might be 
twenty-five people. And there were meetings where 
there would be four or five people. And there were 
times when there were only Peter MacDonald and my
self and maybe two people from the community, al
though these meetings were always announced ahead 
of time. 

"But the meetings of the [Halifax] Human Rights 
Advisory Committee were always pretty well attended. 
We met in different places. We had a hell of a lot 
of meetings, when I look back on it. My God, man, 
we worked like slaves, [looked at] all sorts of 
things, and explored all kinds of possibilities. 
One time my telephone bill was out of this world."2 

After mid-1965, the last four public meetings were 
predominately discussions regarding temporary improvement of 
physical conditions in the community.3 Among residents there 

lDetails of this meeting are related in the preced
ing Chapter. 

2Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

3one of these discussions was an explanation to resi
dents of the City's policy of installing water tanks in the 
community. To assure a "safe 11 water supply for Africville, 
the Finance and Executive Committee approved and recommended 
to City Council "the installation of two 1,000 gallon tanks 
• • • in vacant dwellings in the central section of the Bed
ford shore community •.•• The proposal is to have the city 
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was little apparent interest in these meetings, and attendance3. 
was low. 

Community Strains 

In addition to powerlessness and the structure of 
decision-making, another important factor militated against 
the emergence of meaningful participation by Africville resi- a 
dents in the relocation program; namely, the growth of sus
picion and jealousy resulting from the nature of the impend
ing settlement negotiations. The Rose Report had recommended ~ 
that settlement negotiations be completed on a family-unit 
or individual-person basis. Given these terms of reference, 
there was no concerted attempt by either the caretakers or 
the relocation social worker to develop an indigenous power 
base around what Saul Alinsky has called "native leadership."! 

works department refill the tanks with water daily. The pro
ject is estimated to cost $4,000." See, "Africville To Get 
Water Tanks", The Mail-Star, Halifax, N. S., April 9, 1965. 

The Chairman of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory 
Committee recalled, in the following terms, the discussion 
with residents about these water tanks: 

"A lot of people, the majority of residents, refused 
to use the water from the tank •••• They didn't like the 
looks of the truck [because it was] the same truck that was 
used to sprinkle the City. Also they said that the water stayed 
still in a tank and becomes stagnant and things will start 
growing in it and it is not healthy. 

"One night I was in Africville. I had to go down 
with Dr. Fogo, the Director of Health, and Peter MacDonald, 
to discuss the water thing, and try to explain that the water 
from the well[s] is bad, you get typhoid and that sort of 
thing. They just didn't bite •••• One lady .•. insisted 
that her well was pure, where we said it was contaminated 

• [she] brought water from her well and the water from 
the tank, and we were asked to sample both, and tell which 
was the better tasting water. I did a lot of praying, but we 
sampled both and both tasted the same to me." 

- Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

lAlinsky, op. cit., pp. 64-75. Developing an indig
enous power base demands much time, effort, and a sense of man
date on the part of organizers. The volunteer and parttime 
caretaker members of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Commit
tee did not have these requisites in full measure. The reloca
tion social worker, on the other hand, had a mandate from the 
City to get the job done smoothly and expeditiously. Conse-
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Without a collective base from which to bargain, strains 
developed as a number of residents were perceived by their 
neighbours as "trying to get everything they can out of the 
City without concern for the rest of the people of Afric
ville."l It must be remembered that Africville residents were 
highly vulnerable, in that land claims were often without 
legal support and there were multiple claims against many 
pieces of property. Under these circumstances, the terms of 
reference for the settlement negotiations placed the residents 
in jeopardy, and created a sauve-qui-peut situation. This 
fact added considerably to strains already in the community 
and led to much suspicion and distrust. The Chairman of the 
Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee observed: 

"It seemed to me that there was a great deal of sus
picion and jealousy, especially with this reloca
tion thing, when the time came to give things out. 
Everyone was watching to see what everyone else got, 
and then wanted to know why, and this could have 
resulted from the stresses and strains of the whole 
situation •••• you know, this has been the home 
of families for generations and all of a sudden 
they are losing it, the whole style of life,.the 
whole way of life is being changed, and I think 
that was a natural reaction."2 

With tears in his eyes, Mr. Edwards, one of the Afric
ville members of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee, 
explained sadly that one of the reasons for failure to mobil
ize the community against the relocation was that suspicion 
and jealousy made it virtually impossible to organize the 
residents into a unified group that could bargain collectively 
with City officials. 

"People just didn't trust each other. A lot of 
suspicion came along with this [relocation]. One 
[resident] was getting more than the other. I 
think it would have been a lot better if they had 
stuck together. My wife and I and the [Ratepayers 

quently, while both the caretakers and the relocation social 
worker considered the option of collective action by Africville 
residents, there was not a strong push to realize it. 

- Tape-recorded interviews, Fall, 1969. 

linterview with an Africville relocatee, September 
1969. 

2Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 
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Association] out there, we tried to stick together. 
We would have done a lot better if all had stuck 
together."l 

SettZement Negotiations 

During his three years as the relocation social 
worker, Peter MacDonald was the liaison between the City admin
istration and Africville residents. Most of his effort, well 
into the third year of his service, was channelled into the 
various facets of physically relocating Africville residents; 
i.e., encouraging them to relocate, acting as the "middle-
man" in their real estate negotiations with the City and 
arranging new accommodations. Over eighty per cent of the 
relocatees interviewed indicated that virtually all their 
negotiations were conducted solely with the relocation social 
worker. The relocation social worker reported that he made 
it a personal policy not to quote possible purchase prices for 
their lands and buildings. Rather, he would insist that the 
residents make an offer which he would then relay to the 
Development Officer. When the relocation social worker was 
asked for assistance by residents in determining a selling 
price, he referred them to "listed purchase properties" in 
the City and encouraged them to use these as comparisons in 
arriving at a figure for their own property. Upon completion 
of each settlement negotiation, he wrote a staff report which 
recommended a specific financial settlement and outlined 
personal information about the individual resident or family 
unit. Each report was submitted to the City Council Afric
ville Subcommittee (herinafter referred to as the Subcommittee) 
for adoption or rejection. If approved by the Subcommittee, 
the settlement price tended to be ratified automatically by 
both the Finance and Executive Committee and City Council. 

July 1964: The First Settlement 

A month after the relocation social worker assumed 
his position, negotiations began with several residents. The 
social worker informed a meeting of the Halifax Human Rights 
Advisory Conunittee, held on July 2, 1964, that Miss Dorothy 
Wilcox "had indicated that she wants to dispose of a house in 
her possession in Africville and move into Mulgrave Park [a 
public housing development] ."2 

lTape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

2Minutes of the HaZifax Human Rights Advisory Com
mittee~ June 2, 1964, p. l. 
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Prior to this meeting, the aldermen on the Subcommittee had 
approved a settlement of $500 to be paid in monthly install
ments, relocation at City expense, and the waiving of a 
$1,500 hospital bill. One of the Black caretakers, the Rev. 
Mr. Coleman, reported to the Halifax Human Rights Advisory 
Committee that he and an independent appraiser "had examined 
Miss [Wilcox's] home and had concluded that the City's pro
posed settlement is fair •••• "1 The Committee members 
agreed unanimously to concur in the settlement proposed. On 
July 17, 1964, the local newspaper announced that "Halifax 
City Council ratified the first property purchase of the 
Africville acquisition program."2 Shortly after this announce
ment, Miss Wilcox moved into public housing. 

January 19, 1965: The Merger of the Subcommittee and the 
Black Caretakers of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory 
Committee 

After the meeting on July 2, the Halifax Human Rights 
Advisory Committee held four additional meetings in 1964. Dur
ing these meetings attention shifted temporarily from the 
Africville relocation to the planning of a Human Rights Con
ference, which was held in late 1964 at Dalhousie University. 
The Committee decided at its first meeting in 1965 that three 
members of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee would 
meet regularly with the three aldermen on the Subcommittee. 
It was moved by Mrs. Donald F. Maclean, seconded by Mr. Peter 
Edwards, and agreed that the representatives be George Davis, 
the Rev. Mr. Coleman, and Gus Wedderburn.3 The Committee's 
Secretary explained why these Black middle-class caretakers 
were selected: 

"The first consideration was that these people [were] 
Negro; otherwise, again it would look as if White 
people were doing the whole thing. And secondly, 
. • . they were the ones who would have the first
hand knowledge of the community, particularly about 

libid. 

2"city Pays $500 for Africville House", The MaiZ
StaP, Halifax, N. S., July 17, 1964. See, also, "Africville 
First Case Nears End", The MaiZ-StaP, Halifax, N. S., July 
19, 1964. Miss Wilcox was paid $100 directly, and the remain
ing $400 was paid in monthly payments of $28. 

3Minutes of the Halifax Human Rights Advisopy Com
mittee, January 19, 1965, p. 1. 
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persons, and would be able to assess claims in terms 
of persons and their background •••• I don•t think 
there was any White person on the Committee who 
would have been ••• regarded as competent, or would 
have felt competent, to do as well or better than 
the Negroes in that capacity."l 

After this merger of Black caretakers and aldermen, 
settlements were no longer referred directly to the Halifax 
Human Rights Advisory Committee.2 The Subcommittee became 
the decision-making body responsible for adopting or reject
ing settlements recommended by the social worker. The Sub
committee had eight members: three Black caretakers,3 three 
aldermen,4 the relocation social worker, and the Development 

!Tape-recorded interview, November 1969. 

2After the merger, the members of the Halifax Human 
Rights Advisory Committee turned their attention to other 
human rights issues in Nova Scotia. They did, however, main
tain some interest in the over-all relocation program; for 
instance, they pressured City Hall to provide Africville with 
water tanks. Minutes of the HaZifax Human Rights Advisory 
Committee, March 17, 1965. They also petitioned the Halifax 
Medical Society to inquire why medical aid was not available 
for a resident who had died in Africville. Minutes of the 
HaZifax Human Rights Advisory Committee, December 10, 1965, 
January 25, 1966, and February 17, 1966. 

3The three Black caretakers were George Davis, the 
Rev. Charles Coleman, and Gus Wedderburn. Mr. Coleman re
turned to the United States and was succeeded on the Committee, 
in September 1966, by the Rev. Wrenfred Bryant, the Black 
minister who replaced Mr. Coleman at the Cornwallis Street 
Baptist Church, Halifax. Minutes of City CounoiZ AfrioviZZe 
Subcommittee, September 7, 1966, p. 1. 

4The first aldermen representatives were Peter 
Richards (chairman of the Subcommittee), Allan o•Brien, and 
James Connolly. After a civic election in 1965, the aldermen 
representatives were James Connolly (chairman of the Subcom
mittee), Allan 0 1 Brien, and Gerald Doyle. In 1966, Alderman 
Mervyn Sullivan replaced o•Brien, who had been elected Mayor 
of Halifax. With the exception of the late Alderman Doyle, Mr. 
Bryant, and Mr. Coleman, detailed tape-recorded interviews 
were completed with each member of the Subcommittee. These 
interviews followed the interview guide set forth in Appendix 
K, pp. Al3lff. 
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Officer.l From February 16, 1965, to October 5, 1965, the 
Subcommittee held nineteen meetings.2 

Decision-Making Within City Council Africville Subcommittee 

Before completing negotiations with an Africville 
resident, the social worker would discuss the settlement price 
with the Development Officer. 

"Bob Grant . • • was my boss . • . I would discuss 
the prices asked by individuals with him, and find 
out what his thinking was, and how this might be 
accepted by Council. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"He would be the most important person because 

he was the one with whom I was dealing most of the 
time ••.. He would be responsible ••• for the 

• money decisions - the amount of money that 
was actually to be spent.3 

After the social worker discussed settlements with 
the Development Officer he would write staff reports for sub
mission to the Subcommittee, which usually adopted them unani
mously. Interviewed in 1969, he stated: 

"I don't recall any settlement [where] there was 
such violent disagreement that it was left for 
another meeting. These people [Subcommittee mem
bers] were sensible people."4 

When interviewed, Subcommittee members were asked 
about the social worker's part in deciding upon settlements. 
Their answers followed a consistent pattern: The social worker 

!Although not appointed by Halifax City Council as 
a member of the Subcommittee, Grant attended most of the Sub
committee's meetings. 

2The Minutes of the City Council Africville Subcom
are on file at the City Clerk's Office, City Hall, 

The City Clerk, Mr. Ralph Stoddard, granted permis
Xerox these minutes. 

3Tape-recorded interview, October 1969. 
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was a "professional"; he was presumed to know the community 
residents; his staff reports and proposed settlement prices 
were clearly set forth; and in most cases his proposals were 
adopted readily.l A former alderman member of the Subcom
mittee summarized the decision-making process within the 
Subcommittee: 

Interviewer: "In the Africville Advisory Subcom
mittee, how were decisions reached regarding settle
ments?" 

Al-derman: "Reports were brought in from the staff, 
which we presumed to be primarily the work of Peter 
MacDonald, which described the situation with the 
family, and said that he had reached a tentative 
agreement with them •.•• Most of such reports were 
approved without any great detail of discussion or 
controversy. A few of them were questioned in some 
detail. Sometimes we had discussions about the 
criteria and so on, but fundamentally we accepted 
what seemed to be both recommended by our profes
sional advisers and acceptable to the people. This 
was a lazy, if you like, approach, but the assump
tion on which we operated. 

"There were very few disagreements about these 
reports • • • My recollection would be that • • • if 
some Committee members objected .•. the staff were 

lFour Africville residents initially refused to 
accept settlement offers proposed by the City, and the Sub
committee adopted resolutions approving the expropriation of 
their properties. Minutes of City CounaiZ AfriavilZe Subcom
mittee, May 29, 1967, and October 5, 1967. An alderman mem
ber of the Subcommittee discussed these .expropriation reso
lutions: "[These resolutions] were just to get the general 
clearance of the whole area. As I pointed out, we thought 
they should have been out of there. Rose said they should 
have been out of there, and anybody [who] looked at the place 
knew they shouldn't have been in those accommodations. So we 
decided to expropriate, [although] very few [members of the 
Subcommittee] wanted to expropriate. I don't think any of 
them did." -Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

During informal untaped interviews with one of the 
research directors, MacDonald stated that he did not use the 
threat of expropriation as a "weapon" to force these four 
residents to accept the settlements eventually paid to them. 
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asked to look at it again, and talk with the people 
again, and come back with some possible revision or 
improvement ...• I don't know if we ever had any 
actual votes on settlement. I think that normally 
the Committee operated by consensus. . " 

Interviewer: "Were there many cases then where 
Peter was asked to re-do the staff reports?" 

Alderman: "I think it would really be a small pro
portion, maybe five or ten per cent, something 
like that order •••• Basically the Committee 
would agree with Peter's report." 

Interviewer: "What happened once the consensus 
was reached in the Committee? Where would the re
port go from there?" 

Alderman: "The report went into the Finance Com
mittee of the Council, which was made up of the 
Mayor and seven Aldermen, normally rubber-stamped 
there, and then it went to Council [where] it was 
rubber-stamped, and that became the formal decision 
of the City at that point. The Committee, although 
called advisory, was really making the decisions, 
although maybe they were made by the staff before 
that .••. The Committee itself did not apply a 
great deal of critical judgement. Occasionally 
some resident complained to some member of the Com
mittee, and this resulted in a more active discus
sion on the matter." 

Interviewer: "What role did [the social worker] 
play in the decision-making of the [Subcommittee]?" 

Alderman: "Well, he supplied the written staff 
recommendation. He answered questions about the 
nature of his discussions with the people, the na
ture of the problems in the unsettled cases, and 
the overall progress, and how we were corning out 
time-wise. He • • . reported to us even after 
settlements had occurred. [At times] he had further 
requests from people and complaints, and sometimes a 
furniture allowance ••• or some extra payment was 
made at a later date for something. • • • He re
ported on attempts to get employment for some of 
the people, and on attempts to organize educational 
programs." 
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Interviewer: "Was it necessary for him to be some
what aggressive in pushing his points on the staff 
report?" 

Alderman: "I wouldn't say so. At least I don't 
recall him being very aggressive. He was perhaps 
firm on some occasions, but I wouldn't call it 
aggressive." 

Interviewer: "Was this because the Committee 
basically tended to go along with the recommendation?" 

Alderman: "Yes, I think you get an atmosphere 
where you are really operating by consensus. Who
ever does the initial report • . is really mak
ing the decision. That was really the atmosphere 
in which it was done." 1 

Subcommittee meetings were not open to Africville 
residents: The discussions and decisions about settlement 
prices were regarded as confidential.2 An alderman member 
explained why residents were excluded: 

"The argument that was put forward, I think by City 
staff, was to the effect that as we were getting 
all the personal details of the affairs of indi
viduals and families put before the Committee . 
it wouldn't be appropriate to give this information 
to some residents of the area who might treat it in 
a way other than confidential. 

"I can see the other side of this, that people 
in the area may have felt left out of the decision
making process. But I am not sure, even at this 
point, that . . a better result would have been 
achieved from anybody's point of view if actual 

lTape-recorded interview, November 1969. 

2In an insightful discussion of the bureaucratic 
policy system, Rourke observes, "Secrecy . • allows offi-
cials to cover up and continue ill-advised policies and to 
shield their own incompetence from discovery." Francis E. 
Rouke, Bureaucracy~ Politics and Public Policy (Boston: 
Little, Brown and Company, 1969), p. 5. See also, Francis E. 
Rourke, Secrecy and Publicity: Dilemmas of Democracy (Balti
more: The ,Johns Hopkins Press, 1961). 
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residents of the area had been on the Committee."l 

Settlement Criteria and the Cost of the Relocation 

There was no "formula" for arriving at settlement 
prices paid to Africville residents for their land or dwell
ings, or both. The Development Officer noted that the first 
settlements set precedents followed in later settlements. 

Development Officer: "The criteria were a series 
of precedents that were built up as the settlements 
took place. Now, to my knowledge, there was no 
effort made to push people into particular settle
ments. In fact, when people ••• made the approach 
they usually started talking four or five times as 
much as we could possibly justify, under the very 
hazy guidelines that we had. Once they had reached 
a decision as to the amount of money they would 
accept, it was absolutely essential that the settle
ment be processed immediately, because they wanted 
their money then and there. That is why we didn't 
go to the Federal Government for help, because we 
figured it would take months and months explaining 
each and every settlement. 

"Now having had • • • [a] settlement approved 
by Council, it didn't necessarily mean that the 
person couldn't change his mind. I suppose there 
were five, six, or seven of them that changed their 
mind after and held out, and ••. perhaps bettered 
themselves slightly." 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Interviewer: "How were settlement amounts reached 
for the relocatees?" 

Development Officer: "That's the $64,000 question, 
no doubt about it. I suppose it was a combination 
of factors. There was a certain degree of justifi
cation arrived at by taking an artificial land 
area that presumably could be considered to be 
owned by a particular person. To that was added 
the number of buildings that might be a potential 
value, and to some extent there was allowance made 
for the age and position of the particular person. 

lTape-recorded interview, November 1969. 
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There was no formula, believe me. I suppose it 
was as much by precedent as anything. Once a 
pattern started to evolve in the first few settle
ments, then everything else was measured against 
those. It was certainly an artificial calculation 
in legal terms, because there was no way in which 
we could possibly justify any of the amounts we 
paid, if it were on a strictly legal basis."l 

The relocation social worker reported that numerous 
factors entered into his arriving at recommendations for 
settlement prices: property owned in Africville, age, number 
of children, and employment stability. Not every settlement 
was based on "objective" factors. An alderman member of the 
Subcommittee emphasized that "character" and "reputation" 
were taken into account when the Subcommittee reviewed some 
of the social worker's recommendations: 

"I hesitate to use the word 'character', but I think 
it had something to do with it. Sometimes a Com
mittee member would indicate that a certain fellow 
had a reputation as being very irresponsible, even 
though he had a family. If he got a grant of so 
much money, it would end up back in the provincial 
coffers via the liquor store, or something like 
that. 

"Okay, maybe in these cases we were playing God, 
I don't know; but in those cases we felt that noth
ing would be served by giving that person a larger 
grant. Whereas you had a fellow who had, like I 
say, a good steady job and was of fairly good char
acter, you would stake him."2 

City documents indicate that only fourteen residents 
had legal title to their property.3 In the vast majority of 
settlements concerning land, there were no deeds for a property. 
The relocation social worker described how estimates were 
reached: 

"First of all, we tried to get a story from the 
owner, and from there find out something at the 

!Tape-recorded interview, November 1969. 

2Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

3Minutes of City Council Africville Subcommittee, 
October 5, 1967, p. 6. 
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Records Office, both at City Hall and the Court 
House, through the Registry of Deeds Office. 

"Where there were no actual deeds • . . [we] 
pretty well went along with the story • the 
people would give. The property was handed down 
[from generation to generation], more or less by 
word of mouth. Older members of the family who had 
passed away divided their property among their boys 
and girls .... So there was actually no written 
document for each particular piece of property say
ing that one member of the family owned so many 
square feet and another owned another section or 
part of the property. So . [we] went along 
pretty well with the status quo as it was in the 
community. 

"The City gave the people credit for the number 
of square feet which they owned. It wasn't an 
accurate thing, because it would be pretty diffi
cult to measure accurately, and plot accurately on 
the map, especially along the shore line, through 
the years, some of their property by the action of 
the weather was eaten away •••. And another sec
tion [of the community] was actually built up be
cause it was used by the City for dump purposes •• 
To plot . . • [land ownership] on the map would be 
pretty difficult •.• [without] records to sub
stantiate the plotting."l 

In accordance with the Rose Report, settlements were 
not only paid for land, or dwellings, or both; many included 
welfare payments, furniture allowances, and the waiving of 
tax and hospital bills. The specific settlement categories 
are: 

(1) Financial Compensation: Money, usually paid 
by cheque, for ownership of land, or dwelling 
or both. 

(2) Welfare: City welfare money paid to relocatees.2 

lTape-recorded interview, July 1968. 

2To minimize "bureaucratic red tape" and to expedite 
relocation, the social worker was given control of City 

Welfare payments to relocatees. The Development Officer ex-
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(3) Hospitat Bitts: The waiving of unpaid hospital 
bills.l 

(4) Tax Bitts: The waiving of unpaid City tax bills.2 

plained, "When Peter came to us • • • I insisted that he have 
control over the [welfare] money during the relocation pro
cess • • • I felt that this was the only way in which we 
could cut fast enough, and deal with specific problems •.•• 
It was always intended that [these welfare payments] would 
not continue as a separate process, and that •.. [they] 
would subsequently be taken • • • [over] by the Welfare Depart
ment. In fact, this is what happened." -Tape-recorded inter
view, November 1969. 

One City official, a critic of the relocation pro
gram, observed in an interview (August 25, 1969) that the City 
indirectly paid for the relocation of Africville with pro
vincial and federal funds. The majority of welfare monies 
paid to relocatees were paid from social assistance funds re
lated to a cost-sharing program with the provincial and fed
eral governments. 

Another City official described the cost-sharing in 
these terms: "The percentage breakdown between City, Province 
and Federal government on Social Assistance expenditures is 
25%/25%/50% respectively. Initially, the welfare expenditures 
for Africville residents were placed on the standard claim 
which the City submits to the Province for sharing according 
to the foregoing formula. Although sharing was obtained for 
the major portion of these expenditures, I am told that the 
City had to bear the full cost in cases where families received 
large cash settlements from the City and could not be regarded 
for social assistance purposes as being in financial 'need'." 
Correspondence from Mrs. Alexa McDonough, Special Projects 
Supervisor, Office of Social Planner, City of Halifax, May 6, 
1970, p. 2. 

lThe hospital bills waived "were actual amounts based 
on the City Collectors records of bills which patients had 
failed to pay and the City had therefore been held accountable. 
Since payments for these bills had already been made by the 
City to the V.G. [Victoria General] Hospital the cheque from 
the Africville capital account was made payable to the City 
itself." Ibid. 

2"As in the case of hospital bills, unpaid taxes 
would have been assumed by the Collectors Department. There
fore, upon receipt of payment from the Africville account, the 
City collector's office was unable to indicate the debts in
volved as having been paid." Ibid. 
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(5) Furniture Allowanae: Money paid to relocatees to 
purchase new furniture or household items. The 
largest payment usually did not exceed $1,000.1 

(6) Sundry Coats: Money paid for moving expenses, for 
compassionate settlements to residents who owned 
neither land nor dwelling, for repairs to relo
catees' new homes, and for land-transfer taxes.2 

Settlements were concluded with a total of ninety
eight persons or family units. In some cases, a family-unit 
settlement was paid to a number of individual persons; for 
instance, parents would receive a property settlement, while 
elder children were paid a furniture allowance or given wel
fare assistance, or both. The settlements paid to relocatees 
have been classified into five categories:3 

(1) Propertyless: Residents who owned no property and 
either rented homes, boarded, or lived without charge 
with relatives or friends. 

(2) Renters with alaima: Renters who owned inherited 

lThe social worker described the furniture allow
ances: "The agreement that the City Council passed was to the 
effect that I could work within a budget of $500 to $1,000 for 
the necessary household items. In some instances, the money 
was given direct to the individual and, in other instances, 
the family was told to go to a particular store of their choice, 
and purchase the furniture required, up to $1,000. 

" . • • When the first of the settlements had been 
made to the people in the rental category, [these allowances 
were] used to buy things other than furniture and in actuality 
the money was squandered. • • • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

"[Thus] it was felt that it would be better if the 
money was more or less held at City Hall and the bill sent 
from the store, then the [Halifax] Human Rights [Advisory] Com
mittee were sure that the family received the benefit of furni
ture." -Tape-recorded interview, July 1968. 

2A compassionate settlement was paid to each of two 
families who rented their Africville homes; one settlement was 
for $2,500 and the other was for $750. 

3In tape-recorded interviews the social worker described 
the community in terms of three categories based on the property 
status of the residents: (1) residents with title deeds; (2) 
residents without title deeds; and (3) renters. The five cate-

. gories derive from his description. 
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property, or owned a building that they did not 
occupy, or received part of a relative's settlement. 

(3) Home and landowners: Residents who owned a home 
and land, in some intances without title deed. 

(4) Homeowners: Residents who owned a home but not land. 

(5) Homeowners with multiple claims: Residents who owned 
a home, or land, or both, and inherited other build
ings or lands. 

Table 2 shows $531,644.03 as the total paid to relo
catees,l and an additional $18,741.83 in waived hospital and 
tax bills. The propertyless residents benefited least; for 
the most part, they received only furniture allowances or wel
fare payments.2 The twenty-eight settlements for the property
less were not submitted to review by the Subcommittee. As the 
relocation social worker noted: 

"If a resident was renting in the community, the pay
ment of a settlement was not discussed by the Sub
committee. This was my own determination. As far 
as the furniture allowance was concerned •.. I had 
been given permission to spend up to $1,000 for 
necessary household items."3 

In addition to ninety-eight settlements with residents, thirty-

lThe calculation of the cost of the relocation was 
a complex task. At Halifax City Hall there were no systematic 
bookkeeping records listing the expenditures for each settle
ment. To collect the data required over a month's work re
viewing the Africville files at City Hall. 

2The settlements paid to Africville residents in 
the propertyless category are reminiscent of a verse in the 
Gospel According to St. Matthew: " ••• but from him that 
hath not shall be taken away even that which he hath ... Matt. 
25:29. These residents had few 11 Worldly goods .. , but could 
live inexpensively in Africville. From their settlements 
they received only limited financial assistance, but were 
faced with higher living expenses when they moved into the 
urbanized area of Halifax. This patte'rn of distributive in
justice has been referred to in another context as 11 The Matthew 
Effect 11 • See Robert K. Merton, 11 The Matthew Effect in Science .. , 
Science, CLIX (January 5, 1968), pp. 56-63. 

3Tape-recorded interview, July 1969 • 
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eight settlements were reached with non-resident owners of 
Africville property. Table 3 shows payment of $61,202.47 to 
non-relocatees and waiver of $1,864.61 in hospital and tax 
bills. 

Table 3 

SETTLEMENTS WITH NON-RELOCATEES 
N = 38 

Financial compensation 
Welfare payments 
Furniture allowance 
Sundry costs 

Hospital bills waived 
Tax bills waived 

Total 

$57,471.35 
1,255.19 
2,475.93 

61,202.47 
877.90 
986.71 

$63,067.08 

Sale of the Seaview African United Baptist Church 

In May 1967, the Trustees of the Seaview African 
United Baptist Church requested a $30,000 settlement for the 
church building.! In response, the Subcommittee suggested 
that "further discussions be held between City staff and the 
Trustees of the Church in an attempt to negotiate a more real
istic settlement."2 

In July the Trustees reported that the congregation 
was willing to accept a settlement of $20,000. The Acting 
City Manager wrote to the Subcommittee that "if the $20,000 
price is acceptable, actual negotiations with regard to the 
purchase can be initiated immediately."3 At a meeting of the 

lThe church was built on leased City land. 

2Minutes of City CounaiZ AfriaviZZe Subcommittee, 
May 29, 1967, p. 5. 

3Memorandum from G. F. West, Acting City Manager, to 
the City Council Africville Subcommittee, July 18, 1967. 
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Subcommittee held on July 19 one of the Black caretakers, the 
Rev. Wrenfred Bryant, agreed to discuss the settlement with 
the church deacons.l Eight days later he wrote to the relo
cation social worker that the congregation "have not been 
made any offer by the City."2 Approximately five weeks after 
receiving Bryant's letter, MacDonald replied that the City's 
Assessors Department had "assessed the church building for 
$5,000 ..• [with] an estimated replacement value of 
$13,500."3 He also wrote that the City would pay a settle
ment of $15,000 for the church.4 In mid-September the trus
tees signed an agreement to accept a settlement of $15,000. 
On September 28 the Subcommittee approved the figure and 
decided that the $15,000 should be "deposited in a Trust Fund 
to be used under the terms determined by the Trustees and 
their Solicitor."5 The money was deposited as an Education 

·Trust Fund to be used by Black children in the Halifax area, 
with preference to be given to children of Africville relo
catees. The Church Trustees were appointed the directors of 
the Fund. 

In total, the monies paid by the City of Halifax to 
Africville residents and non-residents, and for the Seaview 
African United Baptist Church, amounted to $607,846.50. In 
addition, $20,606.44 in hospital and tax bills was waived. 

Relocatees and Settlement Negotiations 

It has been noted that there was no organized Afric
ville presence during the "mechanics" phase of the relocation. 
Few residents consulted with those members of the Halifax Human 
Rights Advisory Committee who were their advocates on the 

, committee assessing the recommendations of the relocation 
social worker. Well over eighty per cent of the relocatees inter
viewed in 1969 reported that they had never even met with mem-

lMinutes of City Council Africville Subcommittee, 
1967, p. 5. 

2Letter from the Rev. Wrenfred Bryant to Peter 
~Q~uvuald, July 27, 1967. 

3Letter from Peter MacDonald to the Rev. Wrenfred 
September 5, 1967. 

4Ibid. 

5Minutes of City Council Africville Subcommittee, 
er 28, 1967. 
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bers of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee~ Less than 
twenty-five per cent reported any assistance from local organi
zations and leaders or from the two or three Africville resi
dents who continued to participate in the deliberations of the 
Human Rights Advisory Committee. Although the City officially 
made available to the Africville residents legal and real 
estate services, less than thirty per cent of the relocatees 
indicated any awareness of these services and only fifteen 
per cent used them. Basically, in the settlement negotiations 
the Africville residents depended on their own resources and 
their relationship with the relocation social worker. 

It has been observed that lower-class relocatees 
have a tendency to operate at two levels when dealing with 
government officials, either overtrusting civic welfare offi
cials or expressing complete cynicism. Such an orientation 
(both attitudes may be held almost simultaneously by the relo
catee) appears to be related to a perception that one is power
less and that the world of authority and officialdom works in 
personalistic and random ways. On the basis of interviews 
and informal conversations with the relocatees over a two-year 
period, we found this orientation to be very widespread. The 
Africville relocatees depended heavily on the relocation social 
worker and many believed they could influence him, but most 
were very cynical about his advocacy of their interests, point
ing to the fact that he was in the employ of the City and that 
11 one doesn't bite the hand that feeds him 11 • Approximately 
ninety per cent of the relocatees interviewed met with the 
social worker at least several times. About half these reloca
tees felt that they could convince the social worker of the 
merit of their negotiating position; thirty per cent believed 
that he helped them get a better deal from the City. On the 
other hand, ninety per cent of the relocatees saw the relocation 
social worker as essentially used by the City to convince the 
Africville residents to relocate and fifty per cent associated 
him with perceived City threats of expropriation and tactics 
of dividing the people to reduce their resistance to relocation. 

Approximately forty per cent of the relocatees inter
viewed indicated that they were at least somewhat willing to 
relocate upon becoming aware of the the relocation program. In 
reporting their actions once they knew for certain that Afric
ville was to be destroyed, the relocatees on the whole fell 
into two categories, the passive kind who felt resigned and 
the active type who set about trying to get the "best deal" 
for themselves and their families; an equal number of residents 
characterized their subsequent actions as being of one or the 
other kind. Regardless of these differences, the chief stategy 
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adopted by relocatees was to depend on their relationship with 
the relocation social worker, either throwing themselves on 
his mercy or trying through him to bargain hard with the City. 
only sixteen per cent of the relocatees consulted lawyers 
(either City-provided or private) and only ten per cent ob
tained real estate appraisals. Given the multiple claims to 
property in Africville, it was surprising how few 'relocatees 
attempted to get other residents to join them in adopting a 
tough bargaining position or to work out with others arrange
ments concerning property. About twelve per cent of the relo
catees interviewed indicated that they had claimed special cir
cumstances such as old age or disability in negotiating with 

, the social worker and some twenty per cent reported that they 
assisted relatives in trying to obtain a "good deal" from the 
City. 

While the social worker reported that the original 
settlement terms proffered by the Africville residents were 
generally accepted, the latter indicated that they usually 
obtained less than they asked for. Only twenty-five per cent 
of the relocatees reported that they obtained the same or 
better settlement terms than initially requested. Approxi
mately eighty per cent claimed they did not get "a fair deal" 
in the relocation and a slightly higher percentage indicated 
that relocation monies were not distributed fairly among the 
residents. Perhaps the most intensely felt complaint that the 
relocatees raised about the settlement negotiations was that 
promises made by the relocation social worker concerning rental 
and welfare assistance in the post-relocation situation were 
not kept. Relocatees referred to verbal promises (and in a 
few cases to rather ambiguous letters received from the reloca
tion social worker) which were not followed up once the reloca
tees had settled in elsewhere in the city and the county. 

The overall impression one obtains from examining 
·· relocatee strategies and orientations during the settlement 
negotiations is that relocatees related individually and pri
vately to the City. Only thirty-five per cent indicated that 
they discussed their settlements with others within the com- · 
munity. Very few relocatees were aware of settlements invol
ving the community as a whole, such as the terms of the church 
settlement or the Subcommittee promise to periodically re
evaluate the worth of the Africville land up to 1987. The 
privacy and individuality of the settlement negotiations is 
surprising, given the extensive kinship ties in the community 
and the overlapping property claims. On the other hand, the 

.pattern is congruent with the structure of the relocation 
decision-making. There was little place for a more collective, 
co-operative response in dealing with the relocation social 
· r or with the Subcommittee. At one point in the reloca-
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tion a petition was circulated among the residents, arguing for 
Africville representation on the Subcommittee, but it was 
neither strongly supported in the community nor encouraged by 
City officials. The few Africville residents who had partic
ipated in the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee were 
among the first to open negotiations with the City; thereafter, 
a more collective response was impossible. 

The RehabiZitation PPogPam 

In addition to recommending the clearance and expro
priation of Africville land, the Rose Report urged that the 
City of Halifax initiate an employment and occupational retrain
ing program. Assistance in obtaining employment was to be given, 
and residents without marketable skills were to be· "assisted to 
obtain vocational guidance, counselling and, if possible, train
ing or retraining."! To implement this recommendation, retrain
ing and employment programs were established. These programs 
were to be a vital part of the general plan to alter in a pro
gressive manner the life condition of Africville residents. 
Other programs of family counselling and legal advice were also 
considered. Unfortunately the educational and occupational pro
grams were inadequate and unsuccessful. Few Africville reloca 

!Appendix F, pp. A64-A65. Dr. Rose appears to assume 
that educational programs would eliminate, in part, employment 
difficulties faced by Africville residents. In contrast, a 
noted American sociologist has commented on the usual failure 
of such programs: 

"In recent years growing awareness that employment is 
essential if poverty is to be reduced has led to great emphasis 
on various kinds of educational programs. For example, job 
training programs have been developed to equip young adults for 
available employment. These pPogPams--fPom the Job CoPps to 
voaational rehabilitation and youth oppoPtunity aentePs--have 
had vePy little effeat [italics added]. It has proved exceed
ingly difficult to persuade the trainees to stay in the program, 
and problems of low motivation and lack of persistence have 
been characteristic, manifested in high drop-out rates and low 
levels of achievement. The facts of the labor market have con
firmed the suspicion expressed by the trainees; many of the 
training programs have proved irrelevant to employment oppor
tunities because much of the training has been for non-existent 
jobs and employers have been reluctant to hire the trainees 
despite all the high-level exhortation for private industry to 
'meet its responsibilities.'" Lee Rainwater, Behind Ghetto 
Walls: Black Family Life in a FedePaZ Slum (Chicago: Aldine 
Publishing Company, 1970), p. 409. 
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reported that they were aware of family counselling and legal 
services, let alone used them. Some relocatees found that 
their worldly possessions were transported to their new resi
dences in yellow city trucks--hardly an auspicious new begin
ning. Finally, bureaucratic conflicts at City Hall resulted 
in some relocatees not receiving welfare assistance necessary 
to maintain them in their new surroundings. In general the 
rehabilitative program fell considerably short of effecting 
dramatic social change. 

The Retraining Program 

A vast majority of Africville residents had a meagre 
formal education and few were eligible to enroll in any of the 
government-sponsored trades training programs. A special one
year adult education class was established, therefore, in an 
attempt to enable residents to meet entrance requirements. The 
class began in September 1964, with an enrollment of thirteen; 
at the end of the course, in June 1965, there were only five 
in the class. Too few were interested in continuing the class 
in September 1965. The relocation social worker explained the 
failure of the adult education class: 

Social Worker: "Many of the male adults felt they 
would like to become involved in either vocational 
training, or a trades training program. And when 
they investigated these training programs, they 
found their educational requirements weren't high 
enough to make them eligible for entrance. 

"In September 1964 the Adult Education [Division, 
Nova Scotia] Department [of Education] became in
volved and the class was organized.! Space was 
found and, at • . • the first opening of classes we 
had approximately thirteen male adults who were 
interested in increasing their educational stand
ards." 

Interviewer: "What type of classes were given 

Social Worker: "If I remember correctly, the 
[average educational level] was somewhere around 

?" .. 

lThe class was organized by the Adult Education Divi
sion, Nova Scotia Department of Education, in association with 
the Board of School Commissioners, City of Halifax. The organ
ization is described in a press release written by Peter J. 
MacDonald, June 28, 1966. 
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Grade VI, so it meant taking people from Grade VI 
to approximately a Grade VIII level. This [was] 
fitted into a one-year period . . • so that they 
could qualify for entrance into a trades training 
program. 

"Now the program began in.Septernber and con
tinued through until ••• June. But at the end of 
the year there were only approximately five people 
who finished. The other people dropped out for one 
reason or another; they either became employed, or 
became disgusted, or just didn't want to continue. 

"Then it was decided that we should try the 
program again the .•. following September. But 
in trying to get people to ••. make a class, we 
couldn't get the required number. I think the 
required number by the Department of Education was 
somewhere around six to eight people. 

"Maybe there was a mistake in the whole program. 
They tried to bring individuals . in this par-
ticular community up to what they might call a 
middle-class value, as far as education is concerned, 
and I'm wondering how valid it is."l 

The Employment Program 

After the relocation social worker was appointed, the 
Nova Scotia Department of Public Welfare appointed a full-time 
Black employment officer to assist Blacks find employment in 
metropolitan Halifax. Most of the social worker's time was 
required for relocation negotiations, and he had relatively 
little time to devote to an "employment brokerage". Here
ferred many residents to the Department's employment officer.2 
When interviewed in 1969, the employment officer reported 
that, in consequence of Africville residents' educational dis-

lTape-recorded interview, July 1968. 

2The relocation social worker wrote in 1966 that "as 
a result of this appointment [the Black employment officer] , 
it has been possible for City staff to refer cases to the De
partment of Welfare officer, thus permitting more time for the 
relocation portion of the program." Press release, June 28, 
1966, p. 2. 
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advantage, he had been able to find employment for only a few 
of them.l 

Moving from AfrieviLZe 

The Rose Report recommended "the development of a 
registry of available housing for sale or for rent {outside 
public housing) which might be suitable for families or persons 
relocated from Africville."2 The housing shortage in Halifax, 
especially for low-income families, made it impossible to 
develop a registry or immediately to find accommodation for 
some of the residents completing settlement negotiations. The 
social worker observed: 

"People couldn't move right away, until some reason
able [housing] became available. And in some 
instances people remained in the community for six 
to eight months after a settlement was made, regard
less of how anxious they were to move. There just 
wasn't anything available. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"If [City-owned housing] was available, I went 

to visit these places and decided on what would be 
suitable. Then I took the person involved to visit 
them, and he made the decision. . . . Now this is 
presupposing that he didn't get anything on his own."3 

lrnterview, July 1969. 

2Appendix F, p. A66. 

3Tape-recorded interview, October 1969. A small num
ber of Africville residents bought their new homes before they 
moved from the community. As there were some difficulties with 
the first home purchases, on June 24, 1966, the relocation 
social worker wrote to all Halifax real estate agencies request
ing that " . . . before an Agreement of Purchase and Sale is 
completed by a resident of Africville, it is being suggested 
that the Agreement be first forwarded to the office of the 
City Solicitor." 

MacDonald explained the reasons for his letter: 
"What happened is that the residents of Africville 

Were advised that if they were going to become involved in 
home ownership, they should first seek the advice of a solici
tor. The Solicitor's Department at City Hall would remain 
available to them. And what happened is that a few people be-
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Once alternative housing became available, each resi
dent owning land or buildings, or both, signed a quitclaim deed. 
His dwelling was demolished immediately by bulldozer or burned 
by the City Fire Department. Interviewed about moving from 
the community, a number of relocatees complained bitterly about 
the "big yellow trucks" that moved them. One middle-aged woman 
expressed her hostility in the following terms: 

"Them • City people sent a garbage truck to move 
my furniture. Just think what the neighbours thought 
when they looked out and saw a garbage truck drive up 
and unload the furniture."l 

Asked about the "big yellow trucks", the social worker explained 
that they were used to move a number of residents' belongings 
because commercial movers were reluctant to provide service. 

SoaiaZ. Worker: " • it wasn't easy to always 
get a moving truck, or a particular moving company, 
to come in and move a family. The families wanted 
to move on a particular date; for example, families 
moving into public housing units [where] the unit 

came involved with agreements of purchase and sale. They were 
getting in over their heads, as far as property [and] home 
ownership [were] concerned. 

"The Subcommittee was getting concerned about it, and 
it was decided a letter should be sent to the members of the 
Real Estate Board, advising that residents of Africville would 
be contacting them wanting to become involved in home ownership, 
and the [real estate agents] should contact the City Solici
tor's office. This was done, and of course the reason for it 
was to protect the residents from a real estate agent who might 
want to 'take them for all they're worth', if you want to put 
it that way. 

"The problem was that people were going to the real 
estate agent, some real estate agents, and they were signing a 
legal document, which is an agreement of purchase and sale. 
They didn't fully understand it, it wasn't explained to them 
fully. . Once this document is signed, then the individual 
has agreed to purchase. Otherwise if he doesn't . . he can 
lose any deposit that he has made, and will have to pay the 
real estate agent the money which it cost to have this place 
advertised again on the market." 

- Tape-recorded interview, July 1968. 

lrnterview, November 1969. See also, "People Moved 
Out in Garbage Trucks", The Mail-Star, Halifax, N. S., February 
26, 1970. 
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became available within a couple of days. People 
had already decided they would go into public 
housing, so it meant getting the family moved as 
quickly as possible. 

" •. the regular moving companies • didn't 
have the equipment available, so the next best thing 
was the City-owned truck. 

Interviewer: "What type of trucks were these?" 

SoaiaZ Worker: "They were a regular City truck. I 
know you can say they were garbage trucks, but I 
don't think they were the regular type of garbage 
truck. The trucks were clean. It wasn't a closed
in truck, except, if the day was rainy then they 
had a tarpaulin over the truck to protect the furni
ture. As a matter of fact, they were cleaned before 
they left City Field. 

"We had a number of families who were moved by 
the regular moving company and, of course, we had 
moving companies going in who attempted to move 
people, but because of the condition of the furni
ture wouldn't come back again to move the families. 
They gave an outright 'No'. Actually the trucks 
they were sending . . . [were] no better than the 
truck that was being used from the City Field De
partment. 

Interviewer: 
'No'?" 

"Why would the moving companies say 

SoaiaZ Worker: " ••• because in some instances, 
they moved furniture in which there were bedbugs, 
and in which they felt there were cockroaches .•• 
they felt ... they would have to fumigate their 
trucks . . . the expenses involved in cleaning the 
trucks [were] such that they weren't making any 
money on it. This ... was a problem and in some 
instances fumigation didn't help too much. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 
"I can't say I was all that happy to see the 

regular City truck coming in to move the people, but 
when you can't get •.• the commercial moving com
panies, what else can you do?"l 

lTape-recorded interview, July 1968. 
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Oatober Z967: The ReZoaation SoaiaZ Worker Leaves Halifax 

By mid-1967, Peter MacDonald's three-year leave of 
absence from the Nova Scotia Department of Public Welfare had 
ended. Most of the settlement negotiations had been concluded, 
and the Development Officer reported that the relocation 
social worker: 

"had come to a position where he was spending more 
time disbursing welfare funds than he was really 
dealing with the [Africville] problem. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
" • some of the families had by that time 

[August 1967] two or three years of guidance and 
assistance. I know that the last year Peter was 
spending nearly as much time visiting people who 
had been relocated."l 

In October 1967 MacDonald left Halifax to become 
Case Work Supervisor of the Family Court at Sydney, Nova Scotia. 
Many of the Africville relocatees were receiving welfare funds 
and anticipated that they would continue to receive them. 
Before he left Halifax, the social worker mailed to each relo
catee receiving welfare a mimeographed copy of the following 
letter: 

"July 28, 1967 

"Dear 

"As of August 1, 1967, would you please contact 
Mr. H. B. Jones' office [City Welfare Office], 5970 
University Avenue, instead of my office when you 
require welfare assistance. 

"Thank you for your consideration and cooperation. 

[sgd] 

The social worker explained: 

"Yours very truly, 

"P. J. MacDonald 
Social Worker" 

SoaiaZ Worker: "This letter was sent out to people 

lTape-recorded interview, November 1969. 
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who were receiving assistance. As you may remember, 
we were dispensing [welfare] assistance from City 
Hall - or I was, anyway. The reason for it was 
part of the rehabilitation program. 

"Around the time I was to leave, I had talked 
to Bob Haley, who was assistant to [the Director 
of City Welfare], about the people who were receiv
ing assistance. The idea was, when I left, that 
the people who were receiving assistance would [be 
the responsibility] of the City Welfare Office. 
This letter actually was • • • advising the people 
who were receiving assistance the address of the 
Welfare Office •••• Then they wouldn't call City 
Hall and somebody would tell them, 'Well, I don't 
know anything about it.' At least they would have 
the proper address and they would be able to pre
sent themselves at the proper office." 

Interviewer: "You pointed out earlier that there 
were some problems associated with the letter. 
Could you explain what they were?" 

Soaial Worker: "There were problems after I left. 
People were going under the assumption that welfare 
was to be continued, some thought for an indefinite 
period, some thought for a period of two years to 
four years."l 

The concluding observation in the social worker's 
interview points to a major criticism voiced by relocatees. 
Interviewed several years later, a number stated that they had 
never been informed clearly about the length of time that wel
fare assistance would be available to them.2 After the social 
worker's departure, relocatees were faced with a Kafkaesque 
situation; as part of their settlement a majority had received 
welfare, but in~ 1967 responsibility for providing this assis
tance was assigned to a different agency, the City Welfare 
Office. The Director of this bureaucracy, H. B. Jones, would 

!Tape-recorded interview, July 1969. 

2The Development Officer contended that the social 
worker had informed Africville residents that welfare assis
.tance would not be available indefinitely. "He [MacDonald] was 
talking on many occasions and I am sure that he would say to 
them, even on the day he moved them, 'Look, we will look after 
you for a period of time but this is not going to be an indefin

. ite time'." -Tape-recorded interview, November 1969. 
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not consider former Africville residents as "special" welfare 
cases; unless they could meet the criteria for receipt of reg
ular welfare, assistance was terminated. The Welfare Director, 
a critic of the Africville relocation,! argued that the trans
ferring of Africville cases was against the policy of the City 
Welfare Office. He viewed the payment of welfare money to 
Africville relocatees as a form of discrimination against other 
relocated low-income persons who were not being given welfare 
assistance as a condition of their relocation. He considered 
that by payment of welfare money to Africville relocatees the 
City was indirectly subsidizing its acquisition of the Afric
ville land.2 

Lack of communication existed between the relocation 
social worker and the Welfare Director, a lack that prejudiced 
the precarious situation faced by relocated Africville resi
dents. The Welfare Director contended that the letter to relo
catees (July 28, 1967) had not been discussed with him: 

Intervi-ewer: "Did [the relocation social worker] 
discuss [the letter] with you?" 

Wel-fare Director: "Not at all. I never was con
sulted. No discussion took place regarding any 
correspondence, or indeed anything that was done 
in this office. This letter ..• [dated] July 28, 
1967. I certainly would not have agreed to such a 
thing going out, if I had been in the scheme." 

Interviewer: "The reason I asked this question, we 
have to clarify it to some extent. Peter states in 
the interview that I had with him, •.• that he 
discussed [the letter] with Bob Haley, your assist
ant. I forgot to ask him at the time if he discussed 
it with you. Was further communication then passed 
on to you about the letter from Haley?" 

Wel-fare Director: "I was unaware that Mr. Haley had 

lsee "Says City Falling Down on Africville Project: 
Welfare Director Says Relocation Not Necessary", The Mail--Star, 
Halifax, N. s., April 26, 1965. Jones was quoted as saying, 
"the City has fallen down on its responsibility to Africville. 
Providing proper water and sewerage facilities for these people, 
when needed, would have enabled them to give as good an account 
of themselves as any other families in the area and would make 
relocation unnecessary." 

2rnterview, August 1969. 
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discussed anything of this nature. Mr. Haley was 
employed as supervisor of case workers. He had 
nothing to do with policy and, obviously, this would 
be a matter of policy." 

Interviewer: "Did Peter send to you, when he left, 
a list of types of welfare payments that were made 
to the relocatees, listing the reasons that the 
payments were made, and some idea of how long they 
were to continue?" 

Welfare Director: "Nothing at all. When he left, 
we took on every person who was a former resident 
of Africville, the same as any other person apply
ing for welfare." 

Interviewer: "So that there was no special consider
ation made?" 

Welfare Director: "Not in this office. This is the 
point [on which] I disagreed with Dr. Rose, and I 
refused to do this. I refused for a long while to 
accept any of the vouchers prepared by Mr. MacDonald. 
But that was as broad as it was long, because if I 
had not accepted them they would have gone through 
on my account in any case, because the Director of 
Finance, the City Manager, or anyone above me could 
have signed the voucher." 

Interviewer: "Why are you against this kind of wel
fare payment?" 

Welfare Director: "It wasn't welfare, it was a pay
ment to offset the claim that the coloured people 
concerned were selling their claim to the property 
of Africville. The other reason I wouldn't accept 
it, if we had used our budget in the normal sense 
in which we were using it with other clients, they 
would not have qualified in a great many instances." 

Interviewer: "An important question connected with 
this is the fact that on the basis of this letter 
apparently many Africville relocatees thought that 
their welfare assistance payments would be continued. 
Peter argues that these payments were made for the 
purpose of rehabilitation (to use his term) and on 
that basis [welfare payments] should have been con
tinued. What do you think of this argument?" 

Welfare Director: "Not very effective. What re-
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sources could he offer, other than the dollar, for 
rehabilitation? He was not set up, structured, to 
provide that type of service. No doubt he used the 
various agencies when it was feasible. But one 
worker, with a time limit to remove a whole communi
ty wouldn't have too much time to give to rehabili
tation. What he did was in the matter of expediency, 
the quickest way to get home."l 

"Pa" Miller: The Last Africville Resident 

When MacDonald left Halifax, a small number of settle
ments still remained to be completed. Negotiations were con
cluded by the Real Estate Division of the City's Development 
Department. By 1969, only one resident, "Pa" Miller, remained 
in Africville. 

"Pa" Miller was a member of one of the oldest and 
most numerous Africville families. He was also one of the most 
popular persons in Africville. In 1941 and again in 1957 part 
of his Africville property had been expropriated. During the 
relocation he had rejected City overtures for his property. 
In finally forcing "Pa" Miller from Africville, the City closed 
the Africville relocation on a sour note.2 If the relocation 
began with a promise of positive social change and administra
tive good will, it ended with bureaucratic bungling and poor 
taste and with the economic interests of the City being given 
top priority. "Pa" Miller strongly resisted relocation and 
ignored the advancing construction of the nearby A. Murray 
MacKay Bridge. His home was located in the middle of an in
tended approach road to the bridge and "the City was being 
pressured by the Halifax-Dartmouth Bridge Commission and the 
Dineen Construction to get control of [Miller's] land. The 
delay was costing $20,000 a day."3 On November 26, 1969, City 
Council approved expropriation, which took place three days 

lTape-recorded interview, October 1969. 

2The Director of the Development Department has noted 
that the "Pa" Miller event herein discussed took place after 
responsibility for Africville had been assumed by a Department 
other than the Development Department. - Personal correspon
dence, November 26, 1971. 

3John O'Brien, "Alderman Knew of Difficulties About 
Property", The Mail-Star, Halifax, N. S., January 23, 1970. 
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later.l "Pa" Miller was informed of the expropriation but 
remained adamant. Officials at Halifax City Hall attempted, 
on December 4, 1969, to persuade him to move by proffering 
a suitcase containing $14,000 in cash. "Pa" Miller rejected 
this offer, but several weeks later accepted a settlement of 
$14,387 and moved into a $13,000 City house rented to him at 
$20 a month. His account of the incident, as reported in The 
MaiZ-Star, describes his relationship with City officials and 
reveals a deep attachment to his Africville home. 

"Almost 150 years of continuous settlement ended 
the day Africville's last resident, 72-year old 
Aaron 'Pa' [Miller] left. 

"'Pa',. as he is affectionately called by all who 
know him, relinquished the hold on his Africville 
home and property December 30, 1969, when the city 
of Halifax gave him a cheque for $14,387.76. 

"For city officials, this was the final acquisi
tion of Africville property in a relocation program 
which saw 80 families and some 400 persons moved off 
the land between 1964 and 1967. 

"SAD DAY 
--·~~,. 

"However, for Pa [Miller] this was not a joyous 
occasion, rather it was possibly the saddest day of 
his life. 'The day I left my home a part of me in
side died,' he said. 

"'I didn't want to leave, I was born there, got 
married and raised my family there,' said Pa. 'I'm 
getting ready to die so what the hell do I want to 
leave for- I liked it there.' 

"Unfortunately for Pa, progress has little sen
timent for an old man and his fond memories. His 
property stood smack in the middle of the approach 
road to the Narrows Bridge and the city was forced 
to expropriate the land as it was hindering con
struction of the bridge. 

"If I had been a little younger the city would 
never have gotten my land . • • I would have fought 

\ them to the end, said Pa with a hint of both sadness 

l"ward Replies to NSAACP Charge", The MaiZ-Star, 
Halifax, N. s., January 24, 1970. 
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~and bitterness in his voice and in his eyes. 

"His Africville property consisted of four lots 
with three houses on them. Up until a few years 
ago there were four houses and Pa rented them out 
for $8 a month. 'I also had another lot opposite 
the Seaview Baptist Church that the city took back 
in 1967. I haven't received a nickle for it yet,' 
he said. 'I guess I am going to hire a lawyer to 
take care of that and another couple of matters for 
me,' he said. 

"WOULDN'T SELL 

"·Relating the circumstances leading up to the 
city expropriating his property, Pa said, 'It all 
began in 1966 when Peter MacDonald, a social worker 
hired by the city to assist in relocating Africville 
families, asked me if I would sell my land and move.' 

"'I told him no, I don't want to sell my land 
and move, but if you are prepared to give me $35,000 
for my land maybe I will consider it. That must 
have scared them off because nobody bothered me 
again until 1968,' he chuckled. 

"'The city in their next approach asked me if I 
would take $12,000 for my property,' said Pa. 'I 
told them no. A few months later they offered me 
$14,000 and I refused that offer as well.' 

11With time marching on and the Narrows Bridge 
rapidly approach Pa's property, city officials con
tinued their pressure in an effort to get the land. 
'At one stage they told me that my land was to be ex
propriated because they had no record of my ever 
paying taxes,' he said. 

KEPT RECEIPTS 

"'Well I fooled them, ' said Pa, boasting that 
he has kept the receipts of every bill he paid. 'I 
marched down to city hall and presented them with 
all my tax receipts,' he said. 

"Finally, on November 26, 1969, city council 
moved that Pa be paid a total of $14,387.76 for his 
land and if he refused the offer the land would be 
expropriated anyway. 
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"Realizing his time had run out, Pa said he 
told city officials if they would move his house 
from its present location to a site next to the 
incinerator he would accept their offer. 'They 
agreed to this only to change their minds later and 
tell me the house could not be moved,' he said. 

"After more dickering, Pa finally 
move to a six-room city owned house • 
pays $20 a month rent. He moved from 
home January 2 and four days later it 
and a new road built over it. 

agreed to 
where he 

his Africville 
was demolished 

"An incident which upset Pa terribly, occurred 
at city hall about two weeks ago. Relating what 
happened, he said, 'They sent for me and when I got 
there I was taken into someone's office. There was 
five or six persons in the room plus a suitcase full 
of money all tied up neatly in bundles.' 

"IT HURT ME 

"Getting angrier by the minute as he talked, 
Pa continued, 'The suitcase was open and stuck under 
my nose so as to tempt me and try and pay me off 
right there and then,' he said. 

"'I didn't like that at all ••• it hurt me,' 
said Pa. 'I told them "you guys think you're smart 
••• well, you're not smart enough" then I got up 
and walked out of the office.' Pa added 'when they 
finally paid me it was by cheque and they came to 
my home to do business.' 

"Pa, commenting on the Africville relocation 
said, 'The city should never have moved the people 
from Africville. They should have built homes for 
them and given them the chance to pay for their 
homes the same as is being done for people in North 
Preston and elsewhere.' 

"'The city gave the Africville people no deal 
at all,' he said. 'Some were put into places far 
worse than what they left. Also, when the people 
lived in Africville, they were not on welfare .• 
now, practically everyone is on welfare and in 
debt because of high rents and the cost of living.' 

"'I never did like charity, it robs a man of 
something,' said Pa. 
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"'Most of the people who left Africville are 
sorry for it ••• they don't like the city,' he 
said. 'They miss the community life and the good 
times we all had,' he added. 

" 'We even had our own church. ' 

"It's not difficult to understand and appreci
ate Pa's attachement to Africville since his family 
ties with the settlement dates back to the mid-
1800's whe~ his grandfather, escaping bonds of 
slavery in the southern United States, first came 
to Preston and then finally settled at Africville. 

"A Boer War veteran, Pa's grandfather was 125 
years old when he died. Pa's father William 
[Miller], a small contractor, was born at Africville 
and lived there all his life until he died in 1953 
at the age of 95. 

"Pa, deep voiced, gray haired and with large 
hands that bear the scars of many years of hard 
work, says he is in good health and still spry. A 
coal handler and stevedore on the Halifax waterfront 
for most of his life, Pa retired in 1965. A widower, 
he has two sons living, one in Toronto, the other 
in Halifax. 

"Reminiscing about the 'good old days,' Pa told 
of lobster fishing in Bedford Basin, keeping a gar
den, a few hens and pigs and of social life in the 
community. 

"His favorite story was about the old rum run
ners who used to unload cases of bootleg booze from 
their powerful motor launches at the fertilizer 
wharf where the Nova Scotia Abattoir is located to
day. 

"'I remember one Christmas Eve when we unloaded 
10,000 cases of every kind of booze imaginable,' he 
said. 'I never saw so much liquor at one time in 
my life .•• I was given eight cases of whisky and 
$100 for helping to unload • . • man what a Christ
mas that was. ' 

"'No sir, when you spend a lifetime in one place 
it's hard to get used to someplace else •.. I 
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never will,' said Pa."l 

The newspaper article embarrassed City officials. 
One of the Black caretakers, Gus Wedderburn, in his capacity 
as president of the Nova Scotia Association for the Advance
ment of Coloured People, wrote City Council an indignant 
letter of protest: 

"2953 Winston Place 
Halifax, N. s. 
January 20, 1970 

"His Worship the Mayor Allan O'Brien & Members of Council, 
City Hall 
Halifax, N. s. 

"Your Worship and Members of Council: 

"The Nova Scotia Association for the Advancement of 
Coloured People is hereby bringing to your attention 
an incident which took place at City Hall about two 
weeks previous to January 12, 1970. Mr. Aaron 
[Miller] of Africville was taken into an office at 
City Hall in which were Messrs. Donald Murphy, City 
Solicitor, Sydney Langmaid,2 Supervisor of Real 
Estate, Harold Crowell, Social Planner, Barry Car
ter, Special Project Worker and two or three other 
men, where he was both pressured and coerced to sell 
his property i.n Africville by being shown a satchel 
full of money, allegedly $14,000.00 in cash. We 
consider such behaviour to have been not only an in
sult to Mr. [Miller's] dignity, but also a grossly 
immoral act, motivated by a total disrespect for 
this gentleman as a fellow human being, because of 
his age, and his station in life. Such blatant dis
regard for one's human dignity is of course unpar
donable and even more so when initiated by sup
posedly trusted public servants. 

lJim Robson, "Last Africville Resident: If I Had 
Been A Little Younger City Would Never Have Gotten My Land", 

Mail-Star, Halifax, N. S., January 12, 1970. 

2\vedderburn is mistaken in stating that Mr. Langmaid 
the meeting. Present were City Solicitor D. F. Murphy; 

Director of Finance and City Treasurer D. B. Hyndman; Internal 
Auditor c. W. Smith; Social Planner H. D. Crowell; the Afric
Ville Special Project Worker; and two plainclothes officers. 
See Minutes of the Halifax City Council, January 29, 1970, p. 23. 
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"We of the Nova Scotia Association for the Advance
ment of Coloured People are therefore demanding an 
investigation of this incident, disciplinary action 
against the perpetrators of this evil act, a public 
apology to Mr. [Miller], and assurances that such 
behaviour will never again take place regardless of 
who the individuals involved may be. 

"We further request that City Council adopt a motion 
expressing its disapproval of this conduct and dis
sociating itself both in principle and in fact from 
this disgraceful action on the part of staff. 

"Yours truly, 
[Sgd.] H. A. J. Wedderburn 
FOR THE EXECUTIVE 
NOVA SCOTIA ASSOCIATION FOR 
THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLOURED 
PEOPLE."l 

On January 24, 1970, a statement from the City Man
ager appeared in The Mail-Star. The City Manager stated, "Mr. 
[Miller] was not coerced into selling his property, he was 
simply shown the money was available."2 

Three days after the statement appeared in the press, 
Mayor O'Brien attended a meeting of the Nova Scotia Association 
for the Advancement of Coloured people, where he read letters 
signed by City Solicitor Donald Murphy and Social Planner 
Harold Crowell, expressing regret about the incident but deny
ing ill intent.3 The Mayor proposed that the Nova Scotia Human 
Rights Commission investigate the incident, but an NSAACP mem
ber argued that this was unnecessary. 

lMinutes of the Halifax City Council., January 29, 
1970, pp. 21-22. See also Jim Robson, "NSAACP Beef: Raps Be
haviour at City Hall," The Mail-Star, Halifax, N. S., January 
21, 1970. 

2"ward Replies to NSAACP Charge," The Mail-Star, Hali
fax, N. s., January 24, 1970. The full statement from the City 
Manager is recorded in the Minutes of the Halifax City Council~ 
January 29, 1970, pp. 22-25. 

3Len Pace, "NSAACP Turns Down Mayor's Proposal for 
Commission Probe of City Hall Incident", The Mail-Star, Halifax, 
N. s., January 28, 1970. These letters are recorded in the 
Minutes of the Halifax City Council., Halifax, N. S., January 29, 
19 7 0 ' pp • 2 6-2 7 • 
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" . . . there was no need for an investigation on a 
scale suggested by Mayor O'Brien. 

"All that was necessary was that the member of 
city staff who was responsible for the money being 
offered be identified and appropriate disciplinary 
action taken. 

"The $14,000 didn't just happen to be there, he 
said, someone in authority had made a decision and 
should admit it. 

"He said he doubted the Human Rights Commission 
was free from political pressures and able to conduct 
an impartial inquiry."l 

After considerable emotional discussion, the NSAACP voted 
against the Mayor's proposal. 

City Council also received the following telegram 
from the National Black Coalition: 

"MONTREAL QUE JANUARY 27 [1970] 

HIS WORSHIP MAYOR ALLEN O'BRIEN AND CITY COUNCILLORS 
CITY COUNCIL HALIFAX N S 

THE NATIONAL BLACK COALITION SUPPORT THE STAND TAKEN 
BY THE NSAACP REGARDING THE MANNER IN WHICH YOUR 
EMPLOYEES TREATED MR [MILLER] STOP THE STATEMENT BY 
YOUR MANAGER NEITHER JUSTIFIES NOR VINDICATES THIS 
GROSSLY IMMORAL ACT AND DISREGARD FOR HUMAN DIGNITY 
STOP NOTHING SHORT OF A PUBLIC APOLOGY TO MR [MILLER] 
BY THOSE INVOLVED IN THIS INSULT WILL BE SATISFACTORY 
STOP 

[Sgd.] NATIONAL BLACK COALITION"2 

On January 29 City Council again discussed the Miller 
Mr. Wedderburn, representing the NSAACP, and Mrs. Carrie 

Best, representing the Black United Front of Nova Scotia, 
•.. addressed Council. 3 After hearing the arguments of the Black 

lPace, op. cit. 

2Minutes of the Halifax City Council, January 29, 

3Their speeches to Council are contained in Minutes 
Halifax City Council, January 29, 1970, pp. 28-31. 
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spokesmen, Council unanimously adopted the following resolu
tions, which had been drafted by several aldermen prior to 
the meeting: 

"1. City Council recognizes the error in judgement 
of the cash incident, supports its staff in 
their motivation, and recognizes that the City 
should have sought a Court Order as the means 
to secure vacant possession of a City-owned 
property. In future, a Court Order would be 
used. 

"2. The City does not accept the moral judgements 
or errors of the NSAACP letter, but notwith
standing, endorses the apology to Mr. [Miller] 
which is contained in the letters of Mr. 
Murphy and Mr. Crowell. 

"3. The City offered to refer the matter to the Nova 
Scotia Human Rights Commission. The NSAACP re
jected this offer. The City is not prepared to 
deny the competence of 'the Human Rights Commit
tee by adding nominees to a Committee to inves
tigate. 

"4. The report of Mr. Ward and the statements of 
Mr. Murphy and Mr. Crowell provide the facts 
and put the matter in perspective. 

'' 5. The city, having acknowledged the error of judge
ment, having endorsed the apology to Mr. 
[Miller], and having accepted the City Manager's 
report on the facts, now with respect to all 
those involved in the case, considers the 
matter closed."l 

ConaZ.usion 

Much of this chapter has been descriptive; it has 
outlined the administrative-bureaucratic mechanisms by which 
the Rose Report recommendations were implemented during the 
relocation of Africville residents. For an analysis of 
these facts the reader is referred to Chapter IX, "The Impli
cations of the Africville Relocation". It is clear from the 

1Ibid., pp. 30-31. See also, John O'Brien, "Council 
Closes [Miller] Case: Error in Judgement Recognized," The 
MaiZ.-Star, Halifax, N. S., January 30, 1970. 
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data·that, without an indigenous political voice or power 
base of community representatives, the Africville residents 
had no collective political strategies or tactics by which 
they could effect significant social change to improve their 
life condition. They were confronted by a bureaucratic maze
way, a world of expertise and power which was not, in the 
main, part of their daily experience. Excluded from the 
decision-making machinery and supported by internal and ex
ternal sources of advocacy which were for a variety of reasons 
inadequate, the relocatees had to negotiate settlements with a 
City agency that had neither the official mandate nor the re
sources necessary to undertake a broad program of planned 
social change. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

LIFE AFTER THE RELOCATION 

Interviewer: "Different people had gains and losses 
because of the relocation. What do you think are 
your most important gains?" 

AfriaviZZe Reloaatee: "Gains, because of the relo
cation? I haven't gained a thing! The only dif
ference between this home and my home [at Afric
ville] is that this is a little bigger home, and 
it has water and sewerage. Outside of that, I don't 
see a damn thing that's different. My expenses 
are overwhelming ...• Regardless of our wells go
ing dry in the summertime, and the cold .in the 
wintertime, I still perfer Africville a thousand 
times to this place I am in now." 

- Tape-recorded interview with an Africville 
relocatee, October 1969. 

In considering life after relocation.for former Afric
ville residents, it is important not to focus only on the day
to-day proble~ms of relocatees; their everyday problems and the 
solutions to them are part and parcel of the relocatees' total 
environment-al context. It is necessary, by considering care
taker interests and activities, City Hall politics, and new 
programs initiated by the City administration, to analyse the 
administrative process which has determined in part the range 
of social and economic alternatives open to relocatees. In 
the post-relocation period·following the departure of the relo
cation social worker, the administrative process can be divided 
into two phases: (1) the floundering phase, and (2) the contin
uation and reexamination phase. 

The floundering phase began when the relocation 
social worker left Halifax. Africville relocatees were left 
in a precarious situation. They were no longer regarded as 
"special" welfare cases, and had to rely primarily on their 
own unaided resources in their new urban environment. The 
Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee and the City Council 
Africville Subcommittee came to an end, and other problems 
engaged the attention and energy of City Council and staff. 

As indicated previously, once the Black caretakers 
and aldermen members of City Council's Africville Subcommittee 
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began to function, the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee 
concerned itself less directly with the relocation process. 
The Chairman of the Committee explained: 

"The relocation got going and it was more or less 
moving on its own momentum, [and] the question 
arose, 'What next is there for the Human Rights 
Advisory Committee?' There was really nothing 
specifically in the Halifax area .•.. The other 
problems that were in existence we felt could be 
handled by groups like the NSAACP, the service 
clubs, and the departments of government. So the 
Human Rights Advisory Committee then looked at the 
whole provincial question. 

"One of the things we started to work on at 
the time was the housing problem all across the 
province. We started studying in depth the Human 
Rights Act of the province. We started to look 
at the minimum wage legislation, fair employment 
legislation. And for a while we even studied the 
hate literature legislation which was [under] con
sideration in the House of Commons, Ottawa. After 
looking at all those things, we decided to zero in 
on the . . Provincial Human Rights Act, which was 
absolutely, totally, completely useless. We began 
documenting our cases. We did testing, studies, 
and that sort of thing. . . And then we started 
getting community organizations to join us to exert 
proper pressure on the government at the proper 
time and in the proper places to get the Act 
changed."l 

In addition, as noted by the Secretary of the Halifax 
Human Rights Advisory Committee, many of the Committee's mem
bers became involved in a new organization, the Nova Scotia 
Human Rights Federation: I 

"I don't think we deliberately decided to disband. 
. It was about that time that something called 

the Human Rights Federation began and I think lit
erally half the people on the Human Rights Advisory 
Committee became members of this new body. In fact, 
Gus Wedderburn, who was Chairman of the Human Rights 

lTape-recorded interview, December 1969. 
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' 
Committee, became Vice-President of the Federation."l 

The City Council Africville Subcommittee met five 
times after the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee had d 
banded. At the Subcommittee's final meeting, held on October 
5, 1967,2 the relocation social worker submitted the following 
letter: 

"In June, 1964, I became involved in the relo
cation of the residents of the community of Afric
ville through an agreement between the City of 
Halifax and the Provincial Department of Welfare. 

"With the generous assistance given by Members 
of this Committee, both individually and collec
tively, the Africville Relocation Program for all 
practical purposes has been completed. 

"I wish to take this opportunity to express my 
thanks to the present Committee Members and also 
to the Members who previously served on the Commit
tee for their co-operation and direction over the 
past three years. There is no doubt in my mind 
that without your interest the Africville Reloca-
tion Program would have been very seriously handi-
capped. 

"Hopefully, the results of the Program will 

lTape-recorded interview, November 1969. 

2At this meeting, the Subcommittee adopted the fol
lowing motion: 

" . . after complete expropriation of . • [the 
Africville area] any increase in value of these expropriated 
properties that may accrue by re-sale of any portion thereof, 
as defined by the Council of the City of Halifax, should be 
allotted to the Trust Fund which has been established by the 
organization and settlement of the Seaview Baptist Church, 
for the education of descendents of the area whose homes were 
expropriated, and this to remain in force up to and including 
December 31, 1987." Minutes of City CounciL AfricviZZe Sub
aommittee, October 5, 1967. 
The motion was referred to Council's Finance and Executive Com
mittee, which passed the following additional motion: 

"That the appraisal of the Africville lands be deferred 
until development of the lands is proposed; and that pending 
receipt of development proposals, the matter be reviewed every 
six months." 
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have a beneficial effect for both the residents 
who have been relocated and for the community at 
large, especially at this time when the brother
hood of man is being advocated by all peoples of 
good will. To guarantee these resultsJ consultant 
services given by a recognized social agency will 
assist tremendously to insure that the efforts of 
the Africville Relocation Program will not be frus
trated [italics added]. 

------

"If in our own small way we have made it pos
sible for one child from the community to reach his 
potential, then our efforts have not been in vain. 
Once again, gentlemen, many sincere thanks for your 
cooperation over the past three years."l 

The letter urged the provision of follow-up "consul-/ 
tant services" but, for a number of reasons, no program was 
established. Other issues took precedence: aldermen were 
divided over the selection of a new City Manager; interdepart
mental power struggles continued; and the City was in the pro
cess of extending its boundaries through extensive annexation. 
Within the context of the larger political picture and its pre
occupations, the relocatees were overlooked. An important and 
influential City Hall official commented about the internal con
flicts and their effect: 

"The City Manager died in June 1967 [and] the Council 
was split in two [one side supporting one nominee 
for the position of City Manager, and the other side 
supporting a different nominee] . 

"It was kind of a death struggle and it related to 
• conflicts involved in the Development Depart

ment and the Works Department~-where the engineers 
ought to be and the Planners and the Building In-
spection Department and so on. . And the focus 
was just there, plus a prospective annexation of 
major proportions. That was fundamentally it. 
We had a very weak Welfare operation . . with 
which we were not familiar; we didn't have regular 
reports on it. . And the Development Department, 
once Peter MacDonald was off its staff, lost a 
social component of the department. 

lMinutes of City Council Africville Subcommittee, 
October 5, 1967. 
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"There were other major struggles that related 
to the Cogswell Street interchange, and whether the 
historic buildings on the waterfront ought to be 
saved. Things like this • • • absorbed the ener
gies of staff and Council and the public, and no
body heard anyting about ••• Africville; I sup
pose they had forgotten."l 

The relocatees found themselves in a Kafkaesque web, 
as responsibility for the relocation was transferred from the 
Development Department (whose major concern is the acquisition 
and development of land and other property) to the City Welfare 
Office, where the fact that they were Africville relocatees 
yielded them no special consideration. Asked why no follow-up 
program was instituted, the Development Officer explained: 

"Well, I think there are three factors·involved. 
One, my function was to develop policies and to 
arrange for relocation. That having been done, 
then it became a matter for Social Welfare to accept 
the responsibility, so that there was really a 
change of administration that was involved. As far 
as I was concerned, it was a clear-cut turnover of 
certain files and responsibilities to another De
partment •... At that time, of course, Peter 
MacDonald ceased to be available to us • . . and I 
wasn't in the business of continuing with this type 
of program. 

"I think the second thing that was involved was 
probably the fact that the original commitment to 
the Africville group, as I recall, was they would 
continue to receive guidance for a year after they 
relocated. I suggest to you that some of the 
families had by that time been receiving two and 
three years' guidance and assistance. I know that 
the last year, Peter was spending nearly as much 
time visiting people who had been relocated. 

"And I suppose the third thing was . an 
embarrassment to the Welfare Department [because] 
we had 'broken the rules' [by giving special wel
fare assistance to Africville residents] during the 
process of relocation and the period after."2 

lTape-recorded interview, November 1969. 

2Tape-recorded interview, November 1969. 
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An alderman member of City Council's Africville Sub
committee recalled the fact that the relocation social worker's 
recommendation had been considered by Council, but a program 
was not established. He contended that the relocatees should 
have become the responsibility of a different authority, the 
provincial government. 

"As far as I was concerned, I was so happy that the 
thing was solved, that was one committee less ••.. 
We really depended on the provincial government to 
do something [about the follow-up]. / 

"There was talk of this and I think Peter Mac
Donald recommended it. I believe we sent a report 
to Council, and the Council agreed to the report 
and everything else, but nothing was done. 

"I think [Council] felt that possibly the pro
vincial government should have gone on from there 
because some of them [Africville relocatees] were 
outside the pale of the City of Halifax. Some had 
bought in Hammonds Plains and Dartmouth, and it was 
felt that the provincial government should keep an 
eye on the situation. I don't think anything was 
done at City Hall at all."l 

While the relocatees became the victims of this "bu
reaucratic buck passing", the middle-class liberal caretakers 
assumed that a follow-up program was being developed. When, 
after the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee had disbanded, 
it transpired that a program had not been established, care
takers expressed surprise and concern. 

A White caretaker observed: 

" .•. I assumed that there was a follow-up. I 
didn't realize that, when Peter MacDonald went off, 
that was the end. And I didn't know that our Wel
fare Department was still back in the Elizabethan 
era and that these people were just left completely 

lTape-recorded interview, December 1969. The same 
replied as follows when asked if he thought a follow

program was necessary: 
"No, I think these people [Africville relocatees] are 

interested in getting more money out of it, out of the 
ity of Halifax. I think it is unfair, because I think these 
tizens of Halifax who paid the shot have treated them very 
stly." 
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to their own resources •..• This came as a sur
prise and almost a shock to me. I should have known, 
but didn't."l 

A Black caretaker expressed his reaction in similar terms: 

"We more or less felt, and I as a member of the [City 
Council Africville] Subcommittee was under the opinion 
that Peter MacDonald had left some sort of structure 
and arrangement whereby the City would take care of 
the people and their problems thereafter, that they 
would have unlimited access to the City Solicitor, 
and the City Department of Welfare, and that sort of 
thing. 

"We . . felt that the City was doing it, so here 
was a breakdown in communication. I honestly felt 
that things were going fine until I started getting 
some sort of feedback [that] the situation was not 
as it should have been."2 

~- Left to their own resources and without direct and 
continuing assistance from any City agency, many of the reloca
tees experienced a variety of emotional and financial problems.3 
For approximately a year, with little City aid, they struggled 
with these problems. 

The continuation and reexamination phase began in mid-
1968 with the City's establishment of a Social Planning Depart
ment under the direction of Harold D. Crowell, a professional 

~~ social worker. He was assisted by Special Projects Supervisor 
Mrs. Alexa McDonough, a trained social worker and daughter of 
one of the White caretakers, who had known a number of reloca
tees through her association with youth activities at the Sea
view African United Baptist Church. After the Social Planning 
Department had developed a follow-up relocation program, Mrs. 
McDonough was directed to supervise it. She recalled: 

lTape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

2Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

3Interviewed in 1969, the relocation social worker 
noted that many of these problems developed through lack of a 
follow-up program after he left Halifax. See "Social Worker 
on Africville: Follow-up Could Have Averted Relocation 
Problems", The Mail-Star, Halifax, N. s., October 4, 1969. 
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"During the first summer's existence of the Social 
Planning [Department] . • • a great many telephone 
calls were received from • . . [relocatees] with 
problems ranging from being plagued by creditors 
for furniture bills which they thought the City 
had committed itself to pay, all the way to per
sons whose mortgages were in jeopardy • 

II . therefore, when I came on staff in September 
1968, the Social Planning [Department] felt that it 
was necessary to make contact with the general relo
cated population, in order to try to document the 
extent of the problems, the nature of the problems, 
and discuss with the people what kind of solutions 
they would need."l 

The difficulties faced by relocatees became further 
evident when the research directors of the present study invited 
the relocatees to attend a public meeting at the Cornwallis 
Street Baptist Church, held on October 7, 1968.2 Approximately 
fifty relocatees attended, one after another rising to expatiate 
on their problems, most of which were financial. One of the 
research directors recorded in his project diary: 

"[One of the relocatees] indicated that he was satis
fied with the home he had in the city. However, he 
pointed out that when he lived in Africville he 
managed to bring in a small living and on this 
small amount of money he was able to survive. He 
had [in Africville] a much lower cost of living. 
He had no rent to pay, but since he has come to 
the city his expenses have doubled and he finds it 
very hard to survive financially. He estimated 
his yearly income to be $1,060. 

"He pointed out that many families and even the 
younger men were losing out. One of the important 
aspects he thought was overlooked in the relocation 
was • • . adequate explanation of the expenses the 
relocatees would meet after they moved. He thought 

lTape-recorded interview, September 1969. 

,.-

2This meeting was attended by relocatees, the two 
earch directors, one of the project research assistants, 

two of the caretakers, the Rev. Wrenfred Bryant and Donald 
:• Maclean. The meeting, chaired by Maclean, was called to 

ain to relocatees the nature and purpose of the Africville 
ocation Study and to invite their cooperation. 
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that detailed planning should have gone into [ex
plaining to relocatees] the cost of living in the 
city compared to the cost of living in Africville. 

"The [relocatee] further thought that they 
should have redeveloped Africville instead of mov
ing people into the city •... He didn't like to 
go to the Welfare [Office] because they told him 
that he would have to go and look for work. How
ever, he was an old man [70 years old] and was not 
able to get work."l 

The next day, the two research directors met at Dal
housie University with a number of City officials and other 
invited Halifax citizens, to whom they described the economic 
hardship reported the previous evening by a large number of 
relocatees.2 After this meeting, one City official remarked 
privately that awareness of the Africville Relocation Study in 
progress was arousing renewed interest in the relocatees and 
was compelling further attention to their plight. 

Less than two weeks later, on October 19, 1968, the 
Social Planning Department held a public meeting at the Corn
wallis Street Baptist Church, which was attended by approxi
mately fifty relocatees, the Social Planner, the City Manager, 
and the Special Projects Supervisor. The latter recalled what 
took place: 

"The purpose of the meeting was to call together as 
many relocated Africville residents as we were able 
to reach . . . by letter as well as by word of 
mouth. [We wanted] an opportunity to meet with 
them and interpret with them the existence of the 
Social Planning [Department] and the resources which 

lproject Diary, October 7, 1968. 

2A report prepared in February 1969 stated, "On 
October 8, 1968, members of the New Social Planning Staff were 
invited to attend a meeting concerning an Institute of Public 
Affairs research study of the Africville relocation. The 
City is indebted to the Department of Public Welfare of the 
Province of Nova Scotia, who approved and financed this under
taking, for it was through their attendance at this meeting 
that Social Planning Staff became aware of some very consider
able problems being encountered by former Africville families." 
AfriaviZZe FoZZow Up ProposaZ, Social Planning Staff, (Febru
ary 4, 1969): a confidential report quoted here by permission 
of the Social Planner. 
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would be made available to assist them to arrive 
at solutions to some of the kinds of problems that 
they had been encountering since relocation, and 
to have an opportunity to document the nature and 
extent of the problems which . [they] were fac-
ing. 

"[The meeting was divided] into small discus
sion groups • • according to their housing status. 
One group [was] the homeowners, the second [was corn
posed of] rental tenants, and [the third was] for 
public housing tenants. 

"After meeting in small discussion groups, the 
three City staff members [the Social Planner, the 
City Manager, and the Special Projects Supervisor] 
reported back to the • [meeting] on what some 
of the findings were from these three discussion 
groups. And it was suggested that perhaps each of 
these three groups should appoint two representa
tives to a committee, which later became known as 
the Committee of Former Africville Residents, to 
meet on a continuing basis with the three staff 
people . . to explore further some of the prob-
lems and solutions to their problems."l 

The first meeting of the Committee of Former Afric
ville Residents was held on November 7, 1968. For the follow
ing four months, it met every two weeks. 

"The first step taken by the Committee was to try to 
document the extent of the financial indebtedness of 
the relocated residents, because this was really ~ 
the dominant theme in the early discussions. 
The [relocatees] were so heavily indebted to finance 
companies and various other sources that there was 
really little point in discussing other problems 
or other kinds of programs until some effort was 
made to remedy the debt situation. A questionnaire 
[to obtain information about the extent of indebt
edness] was therefore drawn up by this Committee 
and the individual Committee members took responsi
bility for distributing the questionnaire to the 
relocated residents .... The survey was completed 
by mid-January [1969] ."2 

lTape-recorded interview, September 1969. 

2Ibid. 
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The Committee prepared a proposal requesting provin
cial assistance in establishing a loan fund, and in late Febru
ary 1969 three members of the Africville committee, the Social 
Planner, and the Special Projects Supervisor met with the Depu 
Minister of Public Welfare. The proposal read in part: 

"In view of the large debts accumulated by many 
Africville families since the time of relocation, 
and the accompanying high interest rates and carry
ing charges (in some instances amounting to 22% per 
annum), it is suggested that a loan fund be estab
lished in the approximate amount of seventy-five 
thousand dollars ($75,000). Although this would 
mean requesting an initial amount of $56,250 (75%) 
from the Province, and $18,750 (25%) from the City, 
the actual cost to each party would be no more 
than the interest required to borrow these sums-
approximately five thousand dollars ($5,000) and 
eighteen hundred dollars ($1,800) respectively, 
plus an amount which would have to be projected to 
allow for 'bad debts'."l 

This proposal was adopted by the Department of Public 
Welfare, which advanced $50,000 for the loan fund, and by 
Halifax City Council, which advanced $20,000, "with the pro
vision that this loan would be ultimately repayable to the 
Governments concerned."2 The monies were used to establish the 
Seaview Credit Union, whose bylaws were formulated in part by 
the Committee of Former Residents; the Committee shortly be
came inactive. Several public meetings were held with reloca
tees in March and April for the purpose of discussing the 
credit union, voting on its bylaws, and electing a Board of 
Directors. All the executive offices (president, vice
president, secretary, and treasurer) were held by former Afric
ville residents. Board members included five other relocatees, 
the City's Social Planner, and a representative of the Nova 
Scotia Credit Union League. 

In addition to establishing the Seaview Credit Union, 
the Social Planning Department hired, in June 1969, a non
professional worker and former Africville resident, Mr. Frank 
MacPherson, to work with relocatees and to help administer the 
Credit Union. 

lAfricville Follow Up Proposal. 

2Memorandum on Africville Follow-Up Proposal from 
S. A. Ward, City Manager, to His Worship the Mayor and Members 
of the City Council, March 4, 1969. 
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The Continuing Relocation 

With the formation of the Seaview Credit Union and 
the hiring of an Africville relocatee to manage it and to co
ordinate a variety of special programs to be developed, Afric
ville relocatees appeared to have some prospect of beneficial 
change in their life situation. In requesting City Council's 
approval of its Africville follow-up proposal, the Social Plan
ning Department pointed to the serious indebtedness incurred by 
relocatees, especially by homeowners with mortgages and by 
renters living outside public housing.! It was noted further 
that, whereas approximately ten Africville families were re
ceiving welfare assistance at the outset of relocation, reloca
tion had effected a sharp increase in welfare dependency.2_ 
Housing and employment needs were noted. Accordingly, a com
prehensive set of rehabilitative and preventive services was 
deemed necessary. The proposal drew attention to the City's 
responsibility to fulfill its relocation "contract" and con
tended that close cooperation from representatives of each 
party to the "contract" (i.e., the City and Africville resi
dents) was crucial to the success of a follow-up program. 

In the late summer of 1969, several relocatees organ
/ 

lA handful of relocatees had received relocation 
settlements for land and property which enabled them to pur
chase new homes virtually outright. These relocatees were 
older, relatively well off, and had comparatively little fin
ancial worry. 

Information concerning indebtedness was obtained 
through a questionnaire survey of relocatee households by the 
Committee of Former Africville Residents. The response rate 
was approximately sixty per cent; despite this less-than
desirable response rate, the general picture of indebtedness 
agrees with information collected by the researchers. 

2Approximately fifty-five per cent of the respondents 
in the survey were obtaining regular social assistance from the 
City of Halifax. This figure is consistent with our own find
ings from a more extensive questionnaire given in the summer of 
1969 to all relocatees who had received a settlement consider
ation in the period 1964-67; here, too, approximately fifty per 
cent of the respondents indicated that they had obtained post
relocation welfare assistance. Some of the increased social 
assistance can be attributed to changes in the Canada Assistance 
Plan (1966), which "created eligibility for a new higher-income 
segment of the population". Most of the increase is, however, 
related directly to the needs of Africville residents in their 
new environment. 
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ized the Africville Action Committee. They were disappointed 
with the lack of progress in the housing and employment programs 
discussed by the Social Planning Department, and they believed 
that the credit union project, while not without value, held out 
little prospect for a permanent and significant change in the 
life-situation of relocatees. Perhaps more important, the 
Africville Action Committee members had a different frame of 
reference than that implied in the proposals of the Social 
Planning Department. The latter had emphasized the City's ful
filling the obligations of the relocation "contract" by develop
ing follow-up rehabilitative programs; such programs were to be 
created and even administered with meaningful participation by 
relocatees. The Africville Action Committee argued that, re
habilitative considerations aside, Africville residents had 
legitimate reasons for demanding more direct and material com
pensation from the City; apparently they believed also that a 
strong and separate Africville organization could more effec
tively ensure the development of appropriate follow-up programs. 

The core members of the Africville Action Committee 
were a handful of relocatees who were concurrently participating 
in the credit union program. They were wary of the City, some
what antagonistic towards the respectable "old-timers" (who had 
been identified as Africville leaders and whom they faulted for 
lack of leadership in the planning period prior to relocation) , 
and pragmatic rather than "political'' in orientation. They were 
dissatisfied less with the fact of relocation than they were 
with the actual terms of the relocation exchange. In addition 
to sharing with the Social Planning Department a concern for 
current socio-economic conditions among relocatees, they ex
pressed dissatisfaction with the way in which funds obtained 
from the sale of the Seaview United Baptist Church were being 
usedl and with the compensation procedure recommended by City 
Council's Africville Subcommittee and subsequently, in modified 
form, by the Finance Committee in the event that Africville 
land were to be leased or sold by the City at a value greater 
than the cost incurred for clearance and development. The Afric
ville Action Committee considered the Africville land to be of 
significant potential value and felt that the City's promise of 

lThe interest on the trust fund set up with money ob
tained from the sale of the church was to be used primarily for 
the education of children of Africville and, secondarily, for 
the welfare of other Balck children in the Halifax area. The 
Africville Action Committee alleged that few Africville children 
had obtained assistance, but that monies had been allotted to 
several Black organizations. They wanted the trust fund to be 
converted into an emergency fund for use by relocatees in 
present crises. 
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revaluation and compensation, presumably to be in effect until 
1987, was an empty gesture.l They considered that the Afric
ville relocation would vanish from memory in a few years and 
that development costs would "eat away" future City profit 
from the land; consequently, they desired a financial settle
ment from the City, in return for relocatees' waiving of 
claim to compensation in the possibly remote future. 

Hard-pressed economically and lacking much of the 
wherewithal necessary to substantial organizational effort 
(e.g., resources, time, skills), the Africville Action Committee 
met several times in late August and early September to develop 
proposals and to organize a mobilization of former Africville 
residents. An executive committee was established, information 
was obtained, and word-of-mouth communication to other reloca
tees was supplemented by a general meeting held in early Septem
ber. A rather vague plan was adopted, requesting that funds 
from the sale of the church and monies obtained in settlement 
of land claims be placed in an emergency fund, perhaps adminis
tered through the offices of the Seaview Credit Union, to be 
used primarily to meet relocatees' housing needs and debts. 
The following petition was circulated among relocatees: 

"Petition to the Mayor of Halifax, His Worship Allan O'Brien 

"We the undersigned, formerly residents of Africville, 
hereby request a meeting with responsible city officials to 
discuss the following points: 

(a) the Africville trust fund; 

(b) the assessment of the value of the 
Africville property; 

(c) the present conditions of the former 
Africville residents. 

"We request the meeting to be held 

"The undersigned appoint the following individuals to be 
their spokesmen: 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II 

lMotions of the Africville Subcommittee and the Fin
ance Committee are not legally binding on the City of Halifax. 
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With the exception of relocatees who could not be contacted and 
a few homeowners who did not wish to become involved, most relo
catees signed the petition. 

On October 2, 1969, six representatives of the Afric-
ville Action Committee met with the Mayor to discuss the points 
specified in the petition. Details of the meeting were re
ported on the front page of The Mail-Star: 

"MAYOR TO PROBE AFRICVILLE CLAIMS 

"By JIM ROBSON, Staff Writer 

"Mayor Allan O'Brien said today he would discuss 
with council and former Africville residents appro
priate ways to assist the 80 families from the com
munity who were relocated by the city between 1964 
and 1967. 

"A group of six persons representing the Afric
ville action committee met with Mayor O'Brien Thurs
day to discuss their problems and present him with 
a petition signed by former residents. 

"PROMISES PROBE 

"Mayor O'Brien said that while a special pro
ject officer of the city's social development 
department was working closely with the former 
Africville residents, there will be 'further inves
tigation' into alleged promises which the action 
committee said were made by the city and not ful
filled. 

"Group spokesman [John Moore] , said Mayor 
O'Brien was sympathetic towards their cause but up 
until yesterday 'was not acquainted with all the 
facts' surrounding the Africville relocation pro
gram. 

"'The facts were shown to Mayor O'Brien as they 
appeared in black and white in City Hall's own 
minute books,' said Mr. [Moore]. 'The mayor was 
concerned, said he was going to investigate, and 
wants to meet with us again soon,' he added. 

''THREE PROMISES 

"The action committee told Mayor O'Brien the 
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80 Africville families were promised three things 
basically: a year's free rent upon relocation into 
city housing or other type of accommodation; all 
families were to receive $1,000 towards new furni
ture, and the city was to review the value of the 
Africville land purchased and place any adjustment 
money into a trust fund for the former residents. 

"Mr. [Moore] said the mayor stated he was 'not 
aware of these promises' and sent for the council 
minutes. 

"Mayor O'Brien said today 'a decision was made 
according to council minutes that it would be better 
for the Africville residents if they waited until 
development of their land started before any reas
sessment could be carried out.' 

"'The value of the land is not so great now due 
to the heavy costs of servicing it,' said the mayor. 

"NOT IN MINUTES 

"Mayor O'Brien said, 'the resolution regarding 
the reassessment stated that if the land value went 
up over the price the city paid the residents for 
the land, the difference would go towards a scholar
ship fund.' 

"Mayor O'Brien said 'there was nothing written 
in the minutes concerning free rent or grants for 
furniture. However, there will be a further inves
tigation to see in fact if these promises were 
actually documented.' 

"Mr. [Moore] said 'according to our figures the 
people of Africville were paid a total of $480,000 
for their land. ' 

"Mayor O'Brien said this point was discussed 
at the meeting yesterday and he had social planning 
director Harold Carwell call the finance department 
on the matter. He said the figures Mr. Crowell got 
indicated that the city spent from $606,000 to 
$650,000 on the land. 

"Mr. [Moore] said the action committee has con
sulted different land appraisers who feel the city 
should have paid more for the land at Africville. 
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"'THROWN IN DEBT' 

"'The move from Africville meant that most of 
the families were thrown into more debt because of 
high rents, mortgages, fuel bills and transporta
tion costs,' he said. 'This has kept their noses 
to the grindstone and they can't get ahead because 
of these bills.' 

"'Mayor O'Brien asked us what we thought was a 
rough figure on what the 80 families owed in bills,' 
said Mr. [Moore]. 'We gave him an estimate of 
$70,000.' 

"Mr. O'Brien said 'I am sympathetic with their 
case and agree that some proposals should be put 
forward to council to see how the city can appro
priately help the Africville residents.' 

"The mayor added that if anyone did make these 
promises to the Africville people 'it was not done 
in bad faith.' He said the biggest weakness of the 
relocation program was a lack of follow-up on the 
city's part. 

"Mr. [Moore] said he told Mayor O'Brien of a 
letter he had in his possession dated June 20, 1967 
and signed by City Clerk Ralph Stoddard. 'Among 
other things, the letter states that if I get sick 
or become disabled or am out of work, the city would 
assist me with mortgage and bills.' The same type 
letter was sent to other former Africville residents. 

"OUT OF WORK 

"-'I was out of work for nearly three months last 
year,' said Mr. [Moore] an employee of Canadian 
National Railways. 'I took my letter and went to 
the city for help but I didn't get any,' he said. 

"Another member of the action committee, 
[Edward Parks], a young married man, said he applied 
to the city for the 'free rent deal and got it only 
one or two months. I was sent down to join a wel
fare line which I found degrading. After that I 
didn't bother. ' 

"Mr. [Parks] estimated that between 50 and 60 
per cent of the Africville families received 'free 
rent' from the city for a couple of months and then 
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didn't get any more. 

"Referring to the $1,000 furniture promise, Mr. 
[Parks] said few people actually got furniture in 
this manner. Some, he said, got perhaps $500 worth 
while several got furniture only to be billed for 
it later by the store. 

"'The families had no choice but to pay for the 
furniture or else lose it,' he said. 'This expense 
added to the family debt load and caused many prob
lems. ' 

"BEYOND MEANS 

"Mayor O'Brien said he was told by staff that 
some people in fact did receive $1,000 for furni
ture. However, he said staff also mentioned a 
particular case where a family spent beyond their 
limit then carne back and wanted the city to pay the 
extra. 'The city refused to do this,' said the 
mayor. 

"Mr. [Parks] said 'the people think they were 
cheated out of their land, their homes, and what 
small luxuries they possessed. They were bitter 
over the promises made to them right in their homes 
by a city representative, only to find later the 
promises were never kept. 

"'People are having problems keeping up their 
mortgages,' he said. 'One family had to sell their 
horne because of the lack of transportation costs to 
and from city limits. Another family lost their 
home while still another is in the process of los
ing theirs because they can't meet the expense,' 
said Mr. [Parks]. 

"When the relocation took place, families were 
moved into city and public housing units for the 
most part. A few managed to buy another horne while 
others moved to areas such as Sackville and Kea~ney 
Lake. 

"'Many large families are having it hard finding 
apartments,' he said. 'Those in public housing are 
moving out as soon as possible because of high rents,' 
said Mr. [Parks]. 
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"DRIFTING APART 

"'Some families are drifting apart because of 
the undue strain put on the head of the household 
in trying to meet his family's needs and pay off 
bills at the same time,' he said. 

"Faced with their problems and few apparent so
lutions to them, Mr. [Parks] said that several per
sons got together and approached the city last 
spring for assistance. This move resulted in a credit 
union being established which is managed and oper
ated entirely by former Africville residents. 

"The city of Halifax put up $20,000 and the 
province $50,000 to give the credit union a work
ing capital of $70,000. Set up in June, 1969, the 
credit union will loan residents up to a maximum 
of $1,500 over a 36 month period at nine per cent 
interest. 

"Mr. [Moore] estimated that only about 50 of 
the 80 families relocated could take advantage of 
the credit union because of credit limitations. To 
get a loan, a person must pay a $5. membership fee, 
following this he must be able to demonstrate his 
ability to pay. 

"Administrative setup of the credit union con
sists of a manager, [Frank MacPherson], a credit 
committee, a board of directors and a supervisory 
committee. The credit committee, with three mem
bers, screens all membership alpplications. They 
also sit once a month and process loan applications. 

''While members of the action committee feel the 
credit union is certainly helpful, they say it 
doesn't help all the people, only those who qualify. 
'What is really needed is an emergency fund that all 
families with a pressing need can draw from', said 
Mr. [Moore]."l 

After the meeting with the Mayor, the Africville 
Action Committee lost momentum. An effort was made to notify 
sympathetic civic organizations of the more recent developments 

lJim Robson, "Mayor to Probe Africville Claims: 
Seeks Way to Help'', The Mail-Star, Halifax, N. S., October 3, 
1969. 
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in the Africville relocation and to solicit support for the 
Committee's future proposals and actions. Letters of support 
were obtained from several organizations and influential citi
zens but, nonetheless, the Committee itself began to disinte
grate. It was not prepared for protracted negotiation or 
struggle with City Hall. Its proposals were vague; there were 
internal differences concerning leadership and strategy; and 
there was no effective utilization of resource people. With 
the referral of its requests to City bureaucracy for study, the 
Africville Action Committee lost its initiative and became too 
weak and incohesive to surmount the rigours of day-to-day pre
paredness and challenges to its authenticity as the representa
tive of former Africville residents. Yet, like an old soldier, 
and like the Africville relocation itself, the Africville Action 
Committee did not die; it simply began to "fade away". 

In the winter of 1969-70, the Africville Action Com
mittee engaged in no significant activity on behalf of the 
relocatees. During this period, there was also a lull in the 
Social Planning Department, for the Special Projects Officer 
concerned with relocatees was on a short leave of absence. Upon 
her return, the pace of the Department's efforts quickened; a 
housing proposal was developed under the joint sponsorship of 
the Department and the Committee in mid-1970, and additional re
habilitative programs were discussed. The Africville Action 
Committee was reduced to being a "paper organization" identi
fied principally with one or two relocatees who, while they 
enjoyed the support of most relocatees, lacked resources to 
achieve anything or to mobilize others. The Committee's demands 
for more direct material compensation from the City were neither 
acceded to nor rejected; rather, they were placed in limbo, the 
worst of all fates for a fledgling and resourceless organiza
tion. 

During 1969 and the first half of 1970, while presum
ably planning major programs of housing and employment, and 
while making available to the relocatees a number of marginally 
relevant services,! the Social Planning Department worked on 
the strengthening of the Credit Union program. Regular meet
ings with some relocatees and the communication of information 
between relocatees and the City was achieved through the Credit 
Union. By mid-1970 some eighty-four former Africville resi
dents had purchased shares in the Credit Union enabling them to 

!Marginal, that is, in view of the problems facing 
the relocatees as a group. The services included a Home Aid 
Project, counselling, and so forth. Some Africville reloca
tees were also made aware of City-wide services and projects 
by Social Planning Department staff. 
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draw low-interest loans; however, the majority of the reloca
tees did not identify with the Credit Union, and many saw it 
simply as a City agency with a new twist from which they could 
obtain scarce money by purchasing a share at a nominal fee.l 

Over ninety-five per cent of the relocatees inter
viewed in the summer of 1969 believed that the City has gained 
most from the relocation, while over ninety per cent claimed 
that the people relocated had lost the most. Consequently, 
among many borrowers from the Credit Union there was a certain 
sense of legitimacy in "borrowing" without much concern about 
repayment. Many other relocatees had borrowed money because 
of financial pressure, and for the same reason found themselves 
unable to meet this new debt responsibility. By late 1970 the 
Credit Union was in financial trouble; the relationship between 
the credit union, increasingly identified with the City, and 
many relocatees became one of creditor-debtor, and relocatees 
became reluctant to interact with their creditor, the credit 
union. The concept of the credit union was valuable, and 
certainly some relocatees were assisted by it; many were faith
ful members. But the context within which it functioned--the 
dire needs of relocatees, the perceived distributive injustice 
of the relocation exchange, and the long tradition of injustice 
towards Africville--had created formidable problems. In a 
submission to City Council, December 9, 1970, the Social Plan
ning Department noted four key problems with respect to the 
credit union program: 

"1. Lack of previous experience in the Credit Union 
movement of both City staff and Africville 
representatives, who comprise 16 of the 19 mem
ber Board and Committees, as stipulated in the 
Supplemental By-Laws; 

2. Limited capacities of many borrowers to meet 
.financial commitments, due to pressures of 
unstable employment, low wage levels, infla
tion, ill health, or other unanticipated cir
cumstances; 

lAn untitled and undated housing proposal prepared 
in mid-1970 indicated that eighty-four relocatees had purchased 
shares totalling $359. In the questionnaire survey taken in 
the summer of 1969, only thirty per cent of the respondents 
(less than forty persons) had indicated having any contact 
with the Credit Union. However, the questionnaire population 
consisted only of adult relocatees who had received some 
direct settlement consideration. The Seaview Credit Union, 
on the other hand, was open to all former Africville residents 
and their grown children. 
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3. Lack of trust on the part of many relocatees, 
stemming from the Africville Relocation and 
resulting in some members viewing the Credit 
Union as a City-sponsored project to be under
minded rather than supported; 

4. Lack of experienced management of the Credit 
Union."l 

The Social Planning Department submitted that, despite 
these problems, "if successful in gaining the full support of 
its membership and strengthened by new management (both yet 
to be achieved), [the Credit Union could] become a worthwhile 
investment in the future of the Africville people."2 

In the fall of 1970, the Africville Action Committee 
was revitalized. Availabiltiy of new resources, continued 
frustration of hard-pressed relocatees, and fear that time was 
running out on the possibility of receiving ameliorative action 
from the City, resulted in a new spurt of activity. Several 
meetings were called among relocatees, a new executive was 
formed, and new proposals set forth a more comprehensive set of 
demands: 

"(a) Direct financial compensation: Monies to be 
made available to relocatees presently in fi
nancial crisis owning to pressing mortgage and 
rental debts. 

(b) Financial aid in conjunction with a new hous
ing program for those who can benefit from 
such an undertaking. The City assuming respon
sibility for the down-payment on new housing. 

(c) A special committee be set up consisting of 
City, Canada Manpower and Africville repre
sentatives to coordinate and counsel an em
ployment program specifically geared to the 
relocatees. 

(d) The maintenance and revitalization of the 
SEAVIEW CREDIT UNION and related programs 
carried on by Social Planning." 

lcity of Halifax, Social Development Department, 
The AfriaviZZe FoZZow Up Program, Report to Mayor Allan O'Brien 
and Members of City Council, December 9, 1970, p. 2. 

2rbid. 
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Support for the proposals was obtained from civic 
organizations and influential citizens, and two television 
interviews provided publicity. On December 9, 1970, approx
imately fifty relocatees assembled in City Council chambers 
to hear the City's response to the proposals. Council empow
ered the Mayor to establish a committee consisting of City 
staff and representatives of the Africville Action Committee 
to discuss the proposals and to suggest soluions. Concurrent 
discussions and negotiations continue. 

It would be premature to evaluate the significance 
of recent cooperative efforts of the Africville Action Commit
tee and the Social Planning Department. They are largely at 
the planning stage. The Africville Action Committee is still 
heavily dependent upon the efforts of but a few relocatees and 
lacks resources that would enable it to function effectively, 
on a continous basis, as a strong indigenous pressure group. 
Appointments sometimes are not kept and there are unfortunate 
delays in initiating and in responding to proposals. The organ
izational difficulties of the Africville Action Committee and 
the merits of its different frame of reference are perhaps not 
fully appreciated by City staff.l On the other hand, the Social 

lThe Africville Action Committee continues to argue 
that future compensation from land appreciation is an inherently 
empty promise by the City, and that an immediate settlement 
should be negotiated. There has been little response to this 
issue by the City, perhaps because the construction of an 
approach to the A. Murray MacKay Bridge, which lies across part 
of the former Africville land, has reduced the land's potential 
value. An editorial in The MaiZ-Star questions the extent of 
land used for the approach: 

"Who would ever have dreamed that anyone would ser
iously propose that so much land be given to bridge approaches 
in a land-hungry city such as Halifax? Who would ever have be
lieved that anyone would have been so extravagant as to render 
virtually sterile a huge tract of land in a city crying for 
property for industrial and residential use? 

"Just how much land was given to this project--an 
approaches system that in great part simply channels traffic 
back through the city proper? Just how much did it cost to 
acquire this land? How much to clear it for bridge-approach 
construction? 

"What were the alternatives? Could the same purposes 
have been fulfilled with a lesser-scale bridge-approach system, 
on less land?· How much of the land now taken up by the 
approaches and arteries could have been salvaged for industrial 
purposes, for instance, while sacrificing nothing in bridge
approach efficiency? How much has it cost the city in tax reve-
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Planning Department has limited resources, and its modest 
advocacy of relocatees' interests is not without City Council 
detractors who hold that Africville relocatees should receive 
no further special consideration. Consequently, there are 
strains in the relationship between the Africville Action Com
mittee and the Social Planning Department, and a perception 
by each that the other does not fully understand and appreciate 
its position. In an important sense, the legitimacy of each 
party's contention invites attention to the larger social sys
tem within which the two parties are groping for a solution. 

Housing 

One clear responsibility assumed by Halifax City 
Council in adopting the Rose Report was to provide Africville 
relocatees with safe, sanitary, and decent housing. The scar
city of land and the population pressure on the Halifax penin
sula posed many difficulties for this relocation obligation. 
An alderman member of the Africville Subcommittee observed 
that housing stock had been in low supply since the Second 
World War. He explained: 

"That was a hard job [finding houses for people] 
but, at the same time, everybody coming into the 
city of Halifax was having a hard time, so there 
was nothing different about that because every
body was involved in the same difficulty. Any 
person with a family couldn't get accommodation 
in the city of Halifax; so there were no openings 
in any housing and the City tried to make pro
vision by buying a certain amount of houses in 
the redevelopment area and then we would put 
these people in. This is how we would get around 
it • • • nl 

The development officer, noting the problems of re-

nues? 
"Even the casual observer must question the develop

ment of a New York-like bridge approach system in a Halifax 
setting. He might be excused, too, for questioning the priori
ties of the men behind the structure--who gave so much of one 
of the city's scarcest resources, land, to a grandiose system 
of arteries leading to and from a harbour crossing." - Prodi
gious Tentacles", The MaiZ-Star, Halifax, N. S., May 31, 1971. 

lTape-recorded interview, December 1969. 
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housing caused by "unexpected" delay in the construction of 
public housing, generalized: 

"I think this is always the problem. You can't keep 
houses vacant. Therefore you've got to tie in the 
moving and removal of houses with the provision of 
new housing and it's a perennial problem .. I 
think it applies in any city.- .•• "1 

An additional and specific problem in rehousing in 
this relocation instance was the fact that Blacks were being 
dispersed throughout a largely White community. Several in
stances of discrimination occurred; in one case a relocatee 
who moved into a White neighbourhood in Halifax County was 
threatened;2 in another, a relocatee's White neighbour al
legedly attempted to solicit support for a petition against 
the relocatee's establishing residence there.3 

Nevertheless, Africville relocatees, like reloca
tees in most urban renewal projects in Canada and the United 
States,4 have obtained improved housing facilities. Improve
ment, measured in terms of size and condition of dwelling,S 
applies to facilities provided in areas of Halifax adjacent to 
the Africville site. Relocatees who removed elsewhere either 
purchased houses in Halifax County,6 or migrated to the metro
politan centres of Toronto, Montreal, and Winnipeg. Only 
twenty-five to thirty per cent of the adult relocatees did not 
relocate within walking distance of their former Africville 
dwellings. 

!Tape-recorded interview, December 1969. 

2"Woman Fined for KKK-Type Threat", The Mail-Star, 
Halifax, N. S., February 22, 1966. 

3Interviews, June and July, 1969. 

4see, for example, Chester Hartman, "The Housing of 
Relocated Families", Urban Renewal, James Q. Wilson, (ed.), 
(Cambridge, Mass.: The M.I.T. Press, 1967), p. 316. 

Scomparison data concerning each relocated household 
were obtained from relocatees themselves, as well as from the 
relocation social worker. Systematic presentation of data is 
not given here. 

6Two or three relocatees purchased houses elsewhere 
in Nova Scotia. 
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v Africville relocatees obtained better housing, but 
at special cost; many experienced what they considered to be a 
loss in freedom and housing status, becoming tenants instead of 
homeowners. Most relocated families "owned" their dwellings 
in Africville, whereas less than one-third were homeowners 
after relocation. To people without adequate and regular in
come, and unused to paying rent, mortgage, and service and main
tenance bills, the expense of improved housjng brought new 
worries, family strains, and indebtedness." None of these cir
cumstances is exceptional; rather, they are readily predictable 
from a review of relocation studies in North America. Atten
tion is drawn here to this housing pattern, for much of the 
case for considering the Africville relocation as a liberal
welfare model of relocation rests on housing improvements; 
relatively little positive change can be discerned in other 
aspects of relocatees' life situation. 

Many Africville relocatees moved into public housing 
in an area of Halifax adjacent to Africville and in a neighbour
hood that Haligonians sometimes refer to as the coloured,y/ 
Negro, or Black district.l As of August 21, 1969, twenty-
eight public housing units (seven bachelor units and twenty-
one family units) were occupied by Africville relocatees. Four 
applications for public housing had been approved (two in 1967) , 
but the applicants were awaiting vacancies. In addition, three 
applications were on file from former Africville residents who 
were not listed among the relocatees.2 There is evidence of a 
clash of life-style between some relocatees and the Halifax 
Housing Authority. Eleven relocatee applications had been re
jected (that is, not recommended by the Housing Authority in
spector) on the ground that the applicants were "unsuitable";3 

lThese designations are used, despite the fact that 
the district has more Whites than Blacks. With the elimination 
of Africville, however, the district has the largest concentra
tion of Blacks in Halifax. 

2The relocation list contains the names of all per
sons who lived in Africville while the relocation social worker 
was employed by the City. The questionnaire population con
sisted of adults on this list who received any kind of settle
ment (i.e., money for land, for property, or for both; welfare 
assistance; or furniture allowance). Counting husbands and 
wives separately, the questionnaire population totalled one 
hundred and forty. 

3six additional applications had been rejected for 
a variety of reasons; three applicants subsequently were no 
longer interested in moving into public housing. 
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moreover, two relocatees have been asked to vacate their public 
housing units, and several others have been warned by the 
Housing Authority.! 

From a quite different point of view, there was a 
further clash of life styles. The fluid social structure of 
Africville was at variance with the 11 cut-and-dried 11 style 
acceptable to the Housing Authority. Africville residents had 
a tradition of extended family (consisting of several genera
tions) and quasi-extended family household formation. Such 
formation, while tolerated by the Housing Authority, required 
special permission and entailed significant costs. One woman 
who wanted to live in public housing observed: 11 Well, I wanted 
to move into Uniacke Square and they told me it would cost $95 
a month. I wanted one of my grandsons [fifteen years old] to 
move in with me, but that would have been an extra $30 per 
month. So that would have been too much money to pay ... 2 

Moreover, Africville residents were used to "freedom" 
and 11 elbow room 11 in their Africville milieu. Prior to reloca
tion, most residents had indicated that they liked best about 
Africville the fresh air, the view, the freedom of the place, 
and the congenial neighbours. In the 1969 questionnaire survey, 
relocatees reiterated these attractions as being of prime 
appeal. Some relocatees abhorred the prospect of entering 
public housing and, among those who did, there was considerable 
complaint about Housing Authority regulations • 

When the Social Planning Department became involved 
in the plight of relocatees, a key recommendation to City 
Council (March 1969) proposed that a priority listing of relo
catees be established for immediate consideration by the Hous
ing Authority and that a rehabilitative program be developed 
to overcome "unacceptable standards of housekeeping". The pro
posal was intended to deal with the fact that some Africville 
relocatees had not been rehoused in permenent, decent, safe and 
sanitary housing, and to make it possible for them to obtain 
public housing units. At that time, at least twenty-three 
public housing units were occupied by Africville relocatees. 

lThe Africville Subcommittee earlier had expressed 
concern (October 20, 1965) about the unsatisfactory rehousing 
of relocatees, and requested that consideration be given to 
establishing a housekeeping course for some relocatees. The 
request was referred to the relocation social worker, but 
action was not taken. 

2Interview, July 1969. 
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In a further submission to City Council, dated Decem

ber 2, 1970, the Social Planning Department noted that thirty
three relocated families (including single persons) were accom
modated in public housing and that, through a program designed 
to attain Housing Authority Authority acceptance, two other 
families were assisted in upgrading their housekeeping stan
dards.! It was observed further that these thirty-five fam
liies "represented the total number of relocatees known by 
Socoial Planning to be desirous of such accommodations."2 The 
disparity of eleven between the total number of occupants and 
applicants on file in August 21, 1969, and the total reported 
by the Social Planning Department on December 2, 1970, could be 
explained by the possibility that a number of relocatees having 
been rejected by the Housing Authority, were insufficiently 
motivated to reapply. 

Approximately twenty-four relocatee families pur
chased homes with money ·:received from their relocation settle
ment. About half the homeowners settled in the North End 
of Hallfax, an area adjacent to the Africville site and con
sidered to be "respectable working class''. Seven others 
settled riear ~~tropolitan Halifax.3 The remaining_ few went far-
th-er -afield, two moving out of Nova Scotia_!_ ____ Mcmy of the home-
owners in Halifax City and Halifax County, never before -faced 

'with substantial monthly bills for mortgage and serv1ces, and 
not in possession of new employment opportunities, quickly 
found themselves saddled with debt. Several took in boarders 
to defray some of the unexpected expenses. Four or five lost 
their homes because they were unable to discharge financial 

lThe AfricviZZe Follow Up Program. 

2Ibid., p. 2. 

3six of these families had male heads who associated 
t intimately with one another in Africville, where they formed the 
·~ "Hilltoppers Club", as it was known in the community, and had 

many good times together. These men were in early middle age, 
had large families and relatively poor-paying employment, but 
the ties of marriage and kinship were strong. Three of the fami
lies lost their. homes and, since relocation, the others have 
had continuing financial and personal crises. One of these 
homeowners noted, with respect to the post-relocation situation: 
"We suddenly realized that things were not the same as in Afric
ville. You had to plan and budget and worry about tomorrow. 
Now all the fun is gone and all we do is worry." -Interview, 
July 1969. 
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obligations.! Several others were rescued temporarily from a 
similar fate by the credit union program initiated by the Social 
Planning Department. One hard-pressed homeowner pointed out: ·· 

"When we lived in Africville, we didn't have a fancy 
horne, but at least we had some money left over at 
the end of the week. Now, with my husband making 
$75 a week, $37 goes on mortgage, then we have to 
pay light bills, water bills, phone bills, food and 
clothes. We just don't have enough money! I wonder 
if we can get money from welfare. I went down be
fore and they wouldn't give me any because my hus
band is working, but they would give it to some 
other person who doesn't need it as much as I do. 
It doesn't seem fair."2 

The serious financial plight of horneowning relocatees 
was emphasized in the proposal for establishment of a credit 
union that the Social Planning Department submitted to City 
Council in March 1969. It was submitted that the debt pressure 
on this group could be alleviated by a low-interest loan fund 
which subsequently was established. Additional suggestions 
(such as the enactment of legislation authorizing the assump
tion of second mortgages in instances where families were hav
ing difficulty in meeting payments) were made but neither 
strongly argued nor acted upon. 

Several hard-pressed homeowners borrowed from the 
fund and obtained temporary relief, but the underlying economic 
situation assured continued vulnerability. This fact was 
pointed out by the Africville Action Committee, in a brief pre-

lTwo of these families were in public housing in 
August 1969. City Council's Africville Subcommittee had recom
mended a policy that the Solicitor's Department should continue 
to make free legal advice available to relocatees buying houses 
beyond the three-year period of relocation. It appears that 
there was a City staff meeting in May 1968 to consider what help 
could be given to relocatees having mortgage troubles; at this 
meeting it was reportedly concluded that staff should be hired 
to assist these relocatees, but action was not taken. The 
relocation social worker earlier had advised several reloca
tees, because of their low incomes, not to purchase houses, 
and he had sent a letter to real estate firms requesting that 
they consult the City Solicitor before concluding transactions 
with relocatees. 

2Interview, July 1968. 
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sented to the Mayor on October 28, 1970.1 The Committee re
quested that money be made available to homeowners, if the 
latter would waive rights to a future land settlement.2 The 
Committee acknowledged the efforts of the Social Planning De
partment in establishing a credit union, but pointed out that 
the availability of even low-interest loans did not appreciably 
lighten relocatees' burden. 

The category of relocatees with fewest resources and 
receiving least attention were the renters, who occupied private 
dwellings or City-owned houses located in the north-central 
.redevelopment area of Halifax that provided only temporary 
shelter. Their housing conditions, while on the whole an 
improvement over Africville accommodation, often were neither 
safe nor decent and were otherwise inadequate. These relocatees 
received from the relocation little beyond temporary welfare 
assistance; they were often the hard-core.multi-social-problem 
cases. Among the approximately fifty-five adults in private 
rental accommodation in August 1969, named on the relocation 
list, were a number of persons that, during and after the relo
cation, City officials had "written off" as being virtually 
impossible to rehabilitate.3 Another group of "at least ten 
families presently [December 9, 1970] living in grossly inade
quate rental accommodations owned by private landlords or by 
the City of Halifax" were considered by the Social Planning De
partment to be candidates for home ownership, if "reasonable" 
opportunities and resources could be made available to them.4 

lThe brief, untitled, was signed by the Committee's 
executive·members. 

2The Africville Action Committee requested that, 
rather than holding out to relocatees a possibility of their 
receiving further funds if the City sold the Africville lands 
at a profit by 1987, the City respond financially to present 
crises by making a settlement from City funds with relocatees 
who would in turn waive any further claims. 

3The Social Planning Department reported to City 
Council, through the City Manager (December 9, 1970), in a 
statement dealing with criticisms of the Africville Follow Up 
Program, that "there are a smatt number of households, con
sisting of several adults [relocatees] not necessarily related, 
relocated into City-owned housing, with serious unresolved 
social problems, making it virtually impossible to find suit
able permanent housing for them." The Afriavitle Foll-ow Up 
Program, p. 3. 

4rbid., p. 3. 
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In the "second phase" of the relocation program, the 
ameliorative measures advanced by the Social Planning Depart
ment have resulted in several relocatees obtaining improved 
housing in City-owned temporary dwellings and in public housing·' 
also, temporary assistance has been given to a few homeowners ' 
through the Seaview Credit Union. For many relocatees, welfare 
assistance has been especially important in maintaining improved 
housing. 

The Africville Action Committee has been particu
larly vocal about the need for an adequate housing program. In 
mid-1970 the Africville Action Committee and the Social Planning 
Department prepared and submitted a joint proposal to Central 
Mortgage and Housing Corporation.l The proposal urged adoption 
of a low-cost housing scheme whereby approximately fifteen relo
cated families (five currently in public housing and ten in pri
vate rental or City-owned housing) could 11 participate in a 
scheme designed to provide a more permanent, independent, and 
satisfactory mode of housing, offering the possibility of even
tual home ownership."2 This forward-looking proposal called for 
the Seaview Credit Union, or a sub-organization, "to be empow
ered to serve as a sponsoring body for the purpose of operating 
a non-profit housing development cooperation [sic] designed to 
meet the needs of its membership [Africville relocatees] .. 

The proposal emphasized, also, the importance of 
involving Africville relocatees in the administrative structure 
of the scheme, and requested funds for this purpose. The pro
posal has not been acted upon, although the Social Planning 
Department has expressed optimism in a report (December 9, 1970) 
to City Council: 

II .. to date, the lack of available serviced land 
has been the most serious barrier. However, staff 
will be ready in the very near future to present to 
Council for their consideration and support, pre
liminary plans for a housing pro~ect involving fami
lies relocated from Africville." 

Unfortunately this optimism, like much of the rhet
oric surrounding the Africville relocation, appears to have 

lThe untitled and unsigned copy of the proposal in 
the researchers' possession indicates that the proposal was a 
joint submission. 

2Ibid., p. 2. 3Ibid., p. 8. 

4The AfricviZZe Follow Up Program~ p. 3. 
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been unfounded. During the past year there has been no sign 
of any activity by the City regarding new housing for Afric
ville relocatees. 

EmpZ.oyment 

A 1962 report dealing with socio-economic conditions 
among Blacks in Halifax City stated: 

"No matter what one uses as an index of a poor em
ployment situation (low average income, large num
ber of weeks unemployed, fewness of people in the 
more skilled occupations) , Africville Negroes rank 
worse than Halifax as a whole and in general worse 
even than the mid-city Negroes."! 

No serious creative employment program was developed 
by City officials during the basic relocation period, 1964-67, 
and the economic vulnerability of Africville relocatees has 
been accentuated by relocation. Relocatees are confronted 
by expenses that were either non-existent or minimal in Afric
ville. Moreover, some relocatees have lost a source of income; 
namely, the salvaging of material from the City dump.2 The 
questionnaire data indicate that most relocatees have had 
either the same or a greater regular income since relocation, 
but relocatees reporting income increases reported also an 
increase in financial problems. Increase in income was not 
particularly significant; as most responding relocatees had 

!The Condition of the Negroes of Halifax City~ Nova 
Scotia, p. 13. 

2There has been a tendency among "outsiders" to exag
gerate the income that Africville residents obtained from sal
vaging. It was ascertained, through discussion with Africville 
residents and with salvage dealers to whom they sold, that only 
two or three residents could have earned regularly as much as 
fifty dollars a week. Several additional residents obtained 
modest pocket money through salvaging. One unmarried Afric
ville relocatee observed: "I used to collect junk; could make 
thirty dollars a week sometimes. Just enough to keep from 
starving. Now and then someone would get nabbed by the cops. 
That was because the kids used to go down and tease [the dump 
official] and make him mad." - Interview, August 1969. 

Given the circumstances of life in Africville, it can 
be said that salvaging, while not an economic mainstay for other 
than a small minority of Africville residents, was a relevant 
supplement for a number of them. 
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not changed their employment, for the most part increases 
reflected a rise in wage-level experienced by workers in gen
eral. A small number of relocatees have obtained higher-paying 
employment or additional part-time employment since relocation.! § 

During the basic relocation period members of the 
Africville Subcommittee often expressed concern about reloca
tees' employment prospects. The relocation social worker, not 
having an employment program with which to work and being fully 
engaged in settlement negotiations and other aspects of the 
relocation program, sent unemployed or underemployed relocatees 
to an employment officer assigned to concern himself exclusively 
with the employment placement of Blacks in the metropolitan 
area. No special consideration in employment placement was 
given to Africville residents. The follow-up proposal that 
the Social Planning Department submitted to City Council (March 
1969) observed that, with reference to both permanent and tem
porary work, vague records indicate that employment opportuni
ties may have been found for twelve to fifteen persons. Even 
this small figure seems high. Only six questionnaire respon
dents indicated that they used the "employment service" made 
available by the City during relocation and only an additional 
fourteen persons indicated awareness that the service was in 
existence.2 

The continuation and Peexamination phase, the "second 
phase" of the relocation, has brought renewed concern for the 
employment of Africville relocatees but few concrete achieve
ments. In hiring Frank MacPherson, the Social Planning Depart
ment indicated that one of his duties would be "planning for 
job training, work activity experiences, and job placement" 
among Africville relocatees. 

In late August 1969, a general meeting of Africville 
relocatees was called, under auspices of the Social Planning 
Department, to consider suggestions for employment. A commit
tee of relocatees emerged from the meeting, but there is no 
evidence of subsequent action. Apparently, in the first half 
of 1970 the Social Planning Department discussed training pro
grams with Canada Manpower officials. In early 1971, the De-

lA detailed description of income and employment 
patterns, before and after relocation, will be presented in a 
future report. 

2over the past four years, and independent of the 
City's relocation program, the employment officer hired by the 
provincial Department of Welfare to counsel and "place" Blacks 
in the metropolitan area has worked with many Africville relo
catees and their grown children. 
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partment, representatives of the Africville Action Committee, 
and a Canada Manpower official formed a special committee to en
quire again into problems of employment among Africville Blacks 
and to develop and coordinate assistance programs. The commit
tee is expected to submit proposals in the near future. Several 
important observations have emerged from these discussions: (1) 
it is extremely difficult, within existing social arrangements, 
to provide real economic opportunity for Africville relocatees; 
(2) many of the relocatees are virtually impossible to place in 
employment because of old age, infirmity, family responsibili
ties, or behavioural disorders; and (3} many of the out-of
school children of relocatees are without economic prospects. 
In view of these observations and the "achievements" to date of 
the relocation program, the rhetoric of liberalism that accom
panied the Africville relocation seems empty, if not perverse. 

Assessment of Life Conditions 

The Africville relocation, in structure and rhetoric, 
was a liberal-welfare program of planned social change. 
Clearly, though, the rehabilitative and opportunity-creating 
aspects of it did not dramatically improve life conditions for 
many Africville residents. Given the continuance of post
relocation negotiations and the possibility of new government
supported or initiated programs, it is difficult to sum up in 
any final way the results of the project or to accept, without 
reservation, some of the relocatees' attitudinal statements or 
definitions of the situation.l Yet it would be difficult 
to see the basic relocation program as being substantively cre
ative. Most relocatees did obtain better housing and more 
services; propertyowners do appear to have received better 
than the then-market-value for their individual properties; 
more residents who were in need of social assistance while in 
Africville are now receiving welfare in their new environment. 
At the same time these gains have to be qualified somewhat. 
With better housing has also come higher costs, more financial 
worries, often a change in status from homeowner to renter, 
and sometimes a perception of less freedom to adjust the 
physical environment to one's needs and wishes. Increased 
social assistance in some cases has been necessitated by the 
relocation itself; it has caused some recipients to feel more 
dependent and regulated; moreover, it is difficult to see wel-

lThis is not to challenge the essential truth or 
realism of their statements, but merely to point out that a 
bargaining situation is still operative. This caveat applies, 
of course, to the earlier discussion of relocatee strategy in 
settlement negotiations. 
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fare assistance as more than a short-term solution. Then, too, 
while Africville residents may have received individually "a 
good deal" for their properties, it is less certain that col
lectively they could be said to have fared as well. The legally 
unencumbered Africville lands should appreciate in value in a 
developing and land-scarce port city. The only really concrete 
bargaining point Africville residents had in any attempt to 
radically alter their life-opportunities--their land--no lopger 
exists; in this sense there is a loss of alternatives. 

Given the above conditions, it is not surprising that 
many have expressed bitter feelings about the relocation. One 
relocatee noted: 

"I feel they [fellow Africville residents] were stupid 
to move because the people weren't given anything to 
establish themselves. The people of Africville 
struggle all their lives to make a go of it. The 
City came in and treated the people like you would 
treat a dog, give him something and take it back!" 

Interviewer: "How did they take it back? 

Reloaatee: "Through rent, through old bills they 
dug up when people moved. I'm paying for a place 
that you can't even put a nail in the wall. If 
you don't pay your rent right on the dot, you get 
a phone call right away, telling you to pay up or 
get out. You're scared half the time that you'll 
slip up; they're always checking up. No security."! 

Interviewed in 1969, sixty-three per cent of the relo
catee respondents claimed that the relocation produced a per
sonal crisis for them. Yet it is clear from the following 
tables that, apart from money worries, the problem was less one 
of what the relocation "produced" than of what it "took away". 

Tables 4, 5, and 6 indicate that, in addition to finan
cial worries, a less common but significant result of the relo
cation was that it produced changes in household composition. 
In several instances older married children and unmarried daugh
ters with children took advantage of social assistance proffered 
by the City to set up their own households. There were also 
several cases were common-law relationships did not survive the 
relocation.change and where "other relatives" living in the 
Africville household moved elsewhere upon relocation. In a gen-

!Tape-recorded interview, August 1969. 
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eral sense, the relocation had an "embourgeoisiement" effect 
on family structure and relations; the extended family form 
was less common in the post-Africville households. An excep
tion to this general pattern was the slight tendency for more 
post-Africville households to take in paying boarders--a fact 
not unrelated to the main relocation result of increased 
money worries. Relatively few relocatees reported marital 
and kinship strains that they perceived as traceable to relo
cation; yet of those indicating family sickness since relo
cation (Table 5), about one-third claimed the illness was 
related to relocation pressures. Finally, while the vast ma
jority of relocatee respondents indicated that their employ
ment position was not improved by relocation, only a few re
ported that relocation had directly caused employment difficul
ties. 

Table 4 

RELOCATEE PERCEPTION OF CHANGES WROUGHT 
BY RELOCATION (N=l40) 

Job problems 
Household changes 
Marital strains 
Money worries 
Strains among relatives 

Table 5 

% Yes 

16 
40 
17 
72 
12 

RELOCATEE PERCEPTION OF HOUSEHOLD 
CHANGES SINCE RELOCATION (N=l40) 

Children left home 
More or less boarders 
More or less other relatives 

in home 
Family sickness 
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% Yes 

26 
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22 
28 
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Table 6 

RELOCATEE PERCEPTION OF "TROUBLE MAKING 
ENDS MEET" SINCE RELOCATION (N=l40) 

More trouble 
About the same 
Less trouble 

% Yes 

66 
22 
12 

It was indicated earlier that most Africville resi
dents were relocated within walking distance of the Africville 
site. It would be expected that, from the point of view of 
contact with relatives and friends and familiarity with the 
neighbourhood, there would be no profound change in sociality. 
Table 7, 8, and 9 bear out this expectation. Most respondents 
indicated that close contact was retained with former Afric
ville friends, that they had some feeling of belonging in the 
new neighbourhood, and that their new neighbours were at least 
somewhat friendly and trustworthy. It could be expected that 
in time their positive assessment on these matters would gra
dually approximate their stated attitudes towards Africville 
living; Table 9 points in this direction. Nevertheless, when. 
interviewed the relocatees still indicated a slight preference, 
on sociality and general living grounds, for their old Afric
ville situation. 

Table 7 

RELOCATEE PERCEPTION OF CONTACT WITH FORMER 
CLOSE FRIENDS IN AFRICVILLE (N=l40) 

Regular contact 
Reduced contact 
Little contact 

% Yes 

53 
20 
27 
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Table 8 

RELOCATEE PERCEPTIONS OF AFRICVILLE 
AND NEW NEIGHBOURHOODS (N=l40) 

New Neighbourhood Africville 
% Yes % Yes 

Feelings of Belonging: 

Really belong here 
Don't belong as much as 

others 
Don't belong at all 

Friendliness of Neighbours: 

Very friendly 
Somewhat friendly 
Unfriendly 

Trustworthiness of Neighbours: 

Very trustworthy 
Somewhat trustworthy 
Not trustworthy 

Table 9 

45 

20 
30 

45 
45 

8 

28 
45 
18 

RELOCATEE PERCEPTION OF ADEQUACY OF LIVING 
CONDITIONS IN NEW NEIGHBOURHOOD (N=l40) 

Better than Africville 
Same as Africville 
Worse than Africville 
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% Yes 

38 
16 
43 

87 

6 
4 

80 
18 

1 

56 
39 
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Tables 10, 11, 12, and 13 indicate that the relocatees 
still felt a significant "grief" at leaving Africville and that 
many felt "things were not going well". They were having trou
ble making ends meet (Table 6) and, despite familiarity with 
their new neighbourhood, did not believe that they could count 
on neighbours for assistance. Under these conditions it might 
be expected that the Africville relocatees on the whole would 
not be optimistic in their outlook. This latter expectation 
was borne out in their responses to a standard sociological 
alienation scale.l The per cent giving alienated responses to 
the five items making up the scale were respectively, 75%, 80%, 
80%, 83%, and 88%. 

Table 10 

RELOCATEE PERCEPTION OF FAMILIARITY 
WITH NEW ENVIRONMENT (N=l40) 

Know area well 
Somewhat familiar 
Not at all familiar 

Table 11 

% Yes 

77 
18 

3 

RELOCATEE PERCEPTION OF BEING ABLE TO COUNT 
ON NEIGHBOURS IF IN NEED (N=140) 

Can count on 
Can't count on 
Don't know 

lsee Appendix J, p. Al20. 
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% Yes 

37 
58 
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Table 12 

RELOCATEE PERCEPTION OF GENERAL SITUATION 
AFTER RELOCATION (N=l40) 

How Things Have Been Going: 

Good 
Indifferent 
Bad 

Overall Are You Pleased With 
Things Since Relocation? 

Very pleased 
Somewhat pleased 
Not at all pleased 

Table 13 

% Yes 

26 
30 
42 

25 
28 
47 

RELOCATEE "GRIEF" CONCERNING AFRICVILLE 
(N=l40) 

Have You Returned to Africville 
Since the Relocation? 

Yes, often 
Yes, a few times 
No 

Do You Miss the Africville Life? 

Very much 
Some 
Little or none 
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% Yes 

54 
26 
20 

73 
7 

17 
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In adjusting to their new environment--in many cases 
to several new environments, since fifty per cent of the relo
catees interviewed had lived in at least two homes since leav
ing Africville (Table 14)--relatively few joined new organi
zations or associations. Similarly, beyond the Welfare agency . 
only a minority of relocatees had contacted other social ' 
service agencies when interviewed in 1969 (Table 15). 

Table 14 

RELOCATEE MOBILITY SINCE LEAVING 
AFRICVILLE (N=l40) 

Lived in 1 home 
Lived in 2 homes 
Lived in 3+ homes 

Table 15 

% Yes 

60 
30 
16 

RELOCATEE CONTACT WITH SOCIAL AGENCIES 
SINCE RELOCATION (N=l40) 

Social Agency: 

Social Planning Department 
Seaview Credit Union 
Canada Manpower 
City Welfare 
Provincial Welfare 

% Yes 

25 
28 
20 
49 
16 

In the present hrief and descriptive overview there 
has been no attempt to make analytic and causal-type differen
tiations concerning the Africville relocatees. It is clear that 
some relocatees believe that the relocation was desirable and 
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view themselves as better off because of it. It will be impor
tant to explore these variations at a later date. In general, 
more satisfaction was found among those who were upwardly mo
bile in orientation (measured by pre-relocation intention to 
migrate from the community), those who defined themselves as 

. "marginal 11 or transient in Africville (measured directly by 
self-definition and more indirectly by expressed feelings of 
not belonging while in Africville), and those who placed a high 
value on integration. 

During the relocation planning phase and throughout 
and after the relocation, City officials often emphasized that 
a major benefit of the relocation would be the long-run advan
tage to the relocatees' children as a result of integration. 
Some relocatees did mention integration as one of the positive 
aspects of the relocation, but the majority did not see this 
as a paramount consideration. Two characteristics peculiar to 
North American liberalism have been an emphasis on individualism 
and an 11 osmosis 11 conception of social change; the former ques
tions the desirability of sub-group collective identities, and 
the latter is overly optimistic in exaggerating social change 
prospects associated with placing people in a better environ
ment. It is most doubtful that long-run gains will accrue to 
Africville residents and their children as a result of the re
location. This might happen and it might not. When the Afric
ville school was closed in 1952 and children were transferred 
to a racially mixed school outside the community, long-run 
advantages were predicted, but many of the children went into 
auxiliary classes, and many now, as young men and young women, 
are unemployed and frustrated. Vague hopes are a poor substi
tute for deta1led planning and serious commitment. 
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this perspective, much relocation has been considered a 
generally successful warfare for the power elite and the 
status quo. The Africville relocation, as noted earlier, was 
accompanied by the rhetoric of liberalism. The relocation 
was presumably to represent a step forward in improving race 
relations. The Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee was 
given a role in implementing the relocation and the relocation 
policy was to include provision of educational and economic 
programs designed to present new social opportunities. 

At the beginning of the relocation, most Blacks in 
Nova Scotia either accepted the relocation as desirable or 
were silently critical of its policy. White officials and 
citizens interpreted relocation as positive social change. 
Since the relocation of Africville families, however, there 
has been a change in these evaiuations. Many Black Nova 
Scotians have become very critical of the relocation program, 
and consider it to have profited the City much more than the 
relocatees. Extrapolating from the Africville instance, some 

··Black leaders have begun to suspect that relocations of this 
kind may be, indeed, a form of race warfare. Among City 
officials and informed citizens, there has been a similar, 
though less profound, disenchantment with the Africville relo
cation. 

The White Community and the AfricviZZe ReZocation 

Initial evaluation of the Africville relocation by 
the local and international press and by City officials was 
positive. The relocation was publicly defined as symbolic of 
a new and more progressive era in race relations. The editors 
of Time magazine observed: 

11 The bulldozing of Africville exemplifies determined, 
if belated, effort by the municipal and provincial 
government to right an historical injustice."! 

While an article in the national Star WeekZy described 11 the 

criticism of middle-level welfare authorities and establishments 
serves as a kind of lightning rod for social discontent, strength
ening the centralized control of the highest authorities, and 
providing new instruments of social control for the master 
institutions ... 

lnrn Search of a Sense of Community 11 , Time, April 6, 
1970. 
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slow and welcome death of Africville",l City officials postu
lated that considerable benefits would be reaped ultimately by 
children of relocatees, now that Africville was phased out and 
the children could be raised in a more healthy and integrated 
environment.2 An article in Maclean's Magazine3 suggested that 
"a fear of integration" on the part of community residents was 
an unfortunate and irrational obstacle to necessary and desir
able relocation. Throughout relocation implementation, the 
local press issued progress reports on the number of families 
relocated and encouraged a faster phasing-out of the community. 
Selective publicity, emphasizing the contentment of relocatees,4 
resulted in "good press" for the relocation and assured the 
public that a creative program was being achieved. The tone of 
the local press coverage is indicated in the following editorial 
summation of the relocation: 

"[The relocation social worker] never swerved from his 
goal of securing not only much better housing for the 
families of Africville but, equally important, of 
ensuring that the children of the relocated families 
would have the benefits they had so obviously missed. 

"soon Africville will be but a name. And, in the 
not too distant future that, too, mercifully will be 
forgotten."S 

Since the "apparent" termination of the basic relo
cation program with the departure of the relocation social 
worker in late 1967, there has been a changing evaluation of 
the Africville relocation among local government officials and 
informed citizens, as well as in the local press. There is 
still a consensus that Africville residents should have been 
relocated and that, eventually, integration will bring numerous 

!Fraser, op. oit. 

2Minutes of the Halifax City Counail 3 Halifax, N. S., 
September 14, 1967; see also an interview with the relocation 
social worker: Sheila Urquhart, "Africville Program Complete 
in July", The Mail-Star 3 Halifax, N. S., July 5, 1967. 

3 't Dexter, op. a~ . 

4see~ for instance, Sheila Urquhart, "Ghetto Going 
on Schedule", The Mail-Star, Halifax, N. S., January 3, 1966; 
and "Africville Program Complete in July". 

S"End of Africville", The Mail-Star, Halifax, N. S., 
July 7, 1967. 
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beneficial by-products. On the other hand, there is also a 
greater realization that Africville relocatees are not satis
fied with the relocation and that much of the rhetoric accom
panying it did not lead to the benefits anticipated and 
desired. Much of the new criticism in the White community 
relates to the lack of adequate follow-up to assist relocatees 
in coping with life in their new environment; another major 
point of criticism - reflecting both a shift in societal values 
and a retrospective idealization of Africville - is focused 
around the issue that the relocation broke up a community but 
did not provide an adequate substitute for the relocatees. The 

'changed evaluation is a result, in part, of public criticism 
expressed by the Africville Action Committee (formed in 1969) 
and the interest in relocatees expressed by the City's Social 
Planning Department (created in 1968) . Several television pro
grams have discussed the socio-economic conditions of reloca
tees, and the local press has carried several accounts of 
officialdom's "sympathetic" response to criticisms expressed 
by the Africville Action Committee.l The City's fatuous mis
handling of ''Pa" Miller, the last Africville resident to be 
relocated, occurred after criticism of the relocation had begun 
to mount. This incident, creating an inept and shameful ending 
to the relocation, added further to criticism. 

There is now (1971) a more criticial appraisal of the 
Africville relocation in the White community and even among 
certain City officials. It appears, however, that criticism 
has not been channeled productively and that no clear,.widely 
held lesson has been drawn from the relocation. Some City offi
cials, miffed by recent criticisms of the relocation and annoyed 
with the continuing demands for redress made by the Africville 
Action Committee and its sympathisers, hold the view that al
ready the relocatees have received more than "strict justice'' 
would demand; in effect, the officials themselves have dis
counted much of the rhetoric originally associated with the 
relocation. 

Blacks and the Relocation: Phase One 

It appears that, among Nova Scotian Blacks, initially 
the Africville relocation was regarded as both inevitable and 
acceptable. Numerous Blacks living elsewhere in Halifax and 

lsee, for instance, Jim Robson "Mayor to Probe Afric
ville Claims", The Mail-Star~ Halifax, N. s., October 3, 1969, 
and ''Social Worker on Africville: Follow-Up Could have Averted 
Relocation Problems'', The Mail-Star~ Halifax, N. s., October 4, 
1969. 
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in surrounding communities believed that Africville was a slum 
of the worst sort; its reputation as a deviance service centre, 
exaggerated by bad publicity, had led many Blacks to believe 
that Africville's continuing existence was unwarranted and 
made them receptive to the liberal, welfare rhetoric that 
accompanied the relocation announcement. That Africville was 
~erceived as.a sti~a by Blacks, as well as Whites, was attested 
1n numerous 1nterv1ews.l 

Several Black Haligonians recalled that, when younger, 
they were warned by their parents against ever going to Afric
ville.2 Others were quick to point out that they were born and 
raised in Halifax proper~ pointedly dissociating themselves 
from Africville. In the neighbouring Black communities, people 
often echoed the views of a Hammonds Plains lady who reported 
that "a lot of horrible things were going on down there."3 A 
Black leader from Preston referred to Africville as "a cancer 
in the sight of Halifax."4 Even the Black ministers who had 
served the community in the decades preceding relocation, 
while pointing out positive attributes of the community and 
discounting much of its notoriety, indicated that oppression 
and discrimination had over the years exacted a heavy toll on 
the community's morale and solidarity.S The few Black Hali
gonians who dissented from this view of Africville were excep
tions that "prove the rule". One man, for instance, noted that 
he regularly visited Africville and argued that the bad image 
of the community was, more or less, the creation of the City, 
conspiring to obtain the Africville lands; he acknowledged, 
however, that "there are very few Black people in Halifax County 
who would look upon Africville in the way that I do."6 

Although many Black Nova Scotians accepted the public 
assessment of Africville (and of the relocation program), and 

lin addition to interviewing Black leaders in the 
Metropolitan area, the researchers and their assistants dis
cussed Africville with a large number of Blacks living in 
Halifax County and in communities as distant as Guysborough 
County. 

2Interviews, Summer 1969. 

3:rnterview, November 1969. 

4Tape-recorded interview, August 1969. 

STape-recorded interviews, June and September 1969. 

6'rape-recorded interview, September 19 6 9. 
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supported the need for planned social change, there were some 
who understood, also, the causes of Africville's peculiar devel
opment. They expressed concern that, at least in relocation, 
Africville residents would be treated fairly and generously by 
the City. A few Black leaders urged that a section of the City 
be set aside for Africville families and that a new and well
serviced community be constructed; various possibilities of 
low-cost housing were advanced.l Implicit in these comments 
and suggestions was the belief that there was something valuable 
in the Africville community and that it would develop and flower 
if, under new opportunities, the residents were able to reestab
lish themselves elsewhere. Other Black leaders, while not 
sharing these assumptions, recognized that Africville residents 
had long been oppressed. They sought to guarantee that reloca
tion would bring real opportunity and be not simply another, 
and perhaps more subtle, example of City mistreatment. As one 
of the Black caretakers on the Halifax Human Rights Advisory 
Committee put it: 

"There was no doubt in many of our minds that the 
City had intended to take in that land and we were 
afraid compensation would not be accurate and ad
equate, and that is why a group of us got together 
and started working."2 

At the beginning of the Africville relocation, most 
Nova Scotian Blacks were aware of the relocation program's 
existence and some leaders had made public their concern about, , 
and suggestions for, the residents' future. Africville was by 
no means, however, a rallying point for "nationalistic" and 
militant voices in the Black community. Black organizations, 
on the whole, did not participate significantly in advising 
and assisting Africville residents or in defining operational 
terms of the relocation. The president of the NSAACP discussed 
the impending relocation with Africville residents at a sparsely 
attended meeting in the Seaview United Baptist Church (1962), 
where relocation was accepted passively and attention was focused 
on the details of relocation policy. The NSAACP-sponsored meeting 

lsee, for instance, the "Letter to the Editor", 
The Mait-Star, Halifax, N. S., August 11, 1962, submitted by 
B. A. Husbands, President, Halifax Coloured Citizens Improve
ment League. Mr. Husbands, in forwarding his particular plan, 
observed, "I feel that where the people of Africville have 
striven within their means to provide shelter for their families 
they should be given the ••• opportunity to better themselves 
and, at the same time, better the community as a whole." 

2Tape-recorded interview, September 1969. 
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did nothing to organize Africville residents or to develop a 
strategy for negotiation with the City. A communique issued 
after the meeting dealt only with the complicated situation in 
Africville concerning land claims and the reluctance of resi
dents to enter public housing.l The Halifax Coloured Citizens 
Improvement League played a similarly insignificant role in 
the relocation, although the president of the League issued 
several public pleas to the City to assist Africville residents 
in building new homes elsewhere: 

"I would be happy to see the men and women of Africville 
retain their individualism and pay for their own [new] 
homes in what would become an acceptable residential 
community. They will if we gave them the chance. 

"This matter has long lagged. Among those who 
have supported us in the past and are now dead are 
listed premiers Edgar N. Rhodes and Angus L. Macdonald, 
Alderman 'Billy' O'Toole, Monseigneur Curran and Father 
Courtney, just hastily glancing at our records. 

"They have been followed by Ira P. MacNab, Frank 
W. Doyle and many others. 

"Let's have it done at least in time for Canada's 
Centennial. n2 

Beyond some public expression of concern, and quiet 
urging of City benevolence, Black leaders and organizations 
were involved in the Africville relocation only to the extent 
that several Blacks participated in the Halifax Human Rights 
Advisory Committee and, subsequently, in City Council's Afric
ville Subcommittee. Several reasons account for what appears 
in retrospect to have been a low level of involvement by the 
broader Nova Scotian Black community. 

First, as noted above, there was a stigma associated 
with Africville by Blacks living elsewhere and a belief, in
fluenced considerably by scandalous newspaper accounts of life 
in Africville, that the community was not viable. Moreover, 
Africville was a difficult community to organize; it was not 
an integrated community but, rather, a place where radically 
different social types existed side by side, and where many 

lsee Chapter VI, p. 198. 

2Letters to the Editor, The Mail-Star~ Halifax, N. s., 
May 11, 1963; see, also, the letter to the editor cited above, 
dated August 11, 1962. 
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people had become scarred and apathetic after hard life strug
gles. The church clique, with whom outsiders attempting to 
work for social change would normally associate, was old, 
somewhat withdrawn, and conditioned to seek allies among White 
liberals. Then, too, even the strong, stable residents were 
vulnerable in that employment was irregular and property 
claims were questionable. Several Black leaders reported that 
they had tried, without success, to go into the community to 
organize and otherwise assist residents.! 

Another reason for the insignificant participation 
of Black leaders and organizations was that, upon the initia
tive of a few Africville residents and, subsequently, upon 
the advice of civil rights experts, several local Black and 
White professionals were thrust into a caretaker role as 
members of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee. The 
existence of the Committee may have created the impression 
that additional outside involvement was unnecessary; apparently 
it resulted in those Black leaders not desiring to participate 
in the Committee being discouraged from involving themselves 
in Africville affairs, lest they be considered trouble-makers.2 
Since the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee was committed 
to the realization of general or universal human rights, there 
was little justification in its frame of reference for the 
celebration of Africville as a Black community or for rallying 
strong Black sentiments around the relocation. Finally, in the 
early 1960's the Nova Scotian Blacks did not have the sense of 
unity and identity, nor the more articulate and effective mili-

!Tape-recorded interviews, August 1969. Two of the 
leaders alluded to here went into the community after relocation 
was underway. It should be noted that Africville relocatees 
did not acknowledge the assistance of local Black leaders from 
outside Africville. Over 70 per cent reported that they did not 
even meet with the Black caretakers from the Halifax Human Rights 
Advisory Committee to discuss their situation or terms of set
tlement. A mere handful of relocatees reported contact with 
Black leaders for the purpose of receiving assistance to help 
them cope with the relocation. 

2Two Black leaders who claim to have disagreed with 
the strategy followed by the Halifax Human Rights Advisory 
Committee, on the grounds that unintentionally its members were 
being coopted by the City, reported that they were labelled 
troublemakers when they attempted to assist Africville resi
dents. Regardless of whether these allegations are true, 
·probably it is true that once a community organization develops, 
it tends to channel and restrict others' participation. 
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tant leadership and organization that developed later in the 
decade. Thus, not only was there little likelihood that Afric
ville affairs would strike a responsive chord in the broader 
Black community but there was also slight motivation on the 
part of Africville residents to seek allies there.l 

Since no Africville organization participated in 
relocation decision-making, and no Africville resident was 
privy to the deliberations of City Council's Africville Sub
committee, participation of Blacks in relocation policy and 
mechanics was limited virtually to the three Black caretakers 
from the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee. These three 
men spent considerable time and effort defining the terms of 
relocation, examining alternatives, meeting with Africville 
residents, and obtaining information from residents and City 
officials' They saw their role essentially as advocates and 
bargainers for the relocatees. Once the relocation negotia
tions began, the Black caretakers accepted the terms of refer
ence and assessed the fairness of individual settlements on 
the basis of property holdings, tempered by compassion. Looked 
at in these terms, since the settlements preferred by the City 
were well above market price, usually the settlements were 
considered reasonable. It is probable that the participation 
of Black caretakers was a crucial factor in the relocatees' 
obtaining higher-than-market-value prices for their property, 
welfare assistance during the relocation period, and temporary 
amenities in Africville while awaiting relocation. By their 
very presence on the Subcommittee, as well as by their advocacy, 
the Black caretakers were able to make Black experience in Nova 

lwhite liberal allies are, of course, often useless. 
James Q. Wilson, discussing politics in the United States, 
observed that "Negro civic leaders stand on the periphery of 
power. They hope to needle or prod or anger or humiliate 
those who can direct the course of affairs into granting con
cessions to Negro demands. The Negroes themselves are remote 
from the centers of influence, and this distance gives a cer
tain logic to their views of the public interest and appro
priate strategies for action. But those whom they seek to 
influence are often powerless also, if by power we mean the 
ability to establish binding public policy. The White civic 
leaders and politicans are either complacent or caught up in 
their own conflicts of interest, and are severely constrained 
by their own opinions and fears as to the consequences of any 
radical change in the racial patterns of the city." James Q. 
Wilson, Negro Politics (New York: The Free Press, 1960), 
p. 286. 
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Scotia a consideration in relocation decision-making. On the 
other hand, bargaining within narrow terms of reference was an 
ineffective means of realizing the presumed ends of the relo
cation program; that is, to decisively redress injustice 
againstAfricville Blacks and to provide new and real opportun
ities for them.l Such ends are long-term in nature, difficult 
to measure and tend to be shunted aside in the day-to-day 
quest for equitable and reasonable individual settlements and 
temporary welfare assistance. 

It is important to recall that the Black caretakers 
were involved with the Africville Subcommittee on a voluntary 
basis. In this task they were without independent resources; 
consequently, they were dependent on City officials for much 
information and often found themselves merely responding to 
City initiatives and staff reports. To slow the processing of 
individual cases, in itself very time consuming, in order to 
debate the broader issues or to link routine Subcommittee 
actions to the larger ends of the relocation would have been 
bold und~r the circumstances. It would be considered obstruc
tionist not only from the point of view of the City but, also, 
from the standpoint of the relocatees;,Xhe Black caretakers 
did not have a clear mandate on behalf of Africville residents 
and very few of the latter identified with the caretakers or 
sought out their assistance. Then, too, there was-little pub
lic pressure for realization of the presumed larger ends of 
the relocation program. The wider Black community, as noted 
above, was accepting and silent; the local press not only 
publicized the relocation selectively (e.g:, running feature 
stores on "contented" relocatees) but was also constantly 
urging a faster phasing out of Africville.2 

Blacks and the Relocation: Phase Two 

In the few years since relocation, Africville has 
acquired a new symbolic meaning in the Black Nova Scotian 

lwilson observes that "the bargainer is not as 
highly cowmitted to specific ends as is the militant, and is 
correspondingly less willing to alter the mission of an organ
ization to strike out at a target of opportunity not previously 
agreed upon as being within its purview. To do so would mean 
a sacrifice in other goals - such as friendly relations with 
supporters." Ibid ... p. 234. 

2see, for instance, "Africville May Disappear by 
Year's End", The Mail-Star, Halifax, N. S., January 5, 1966; 
and "Africville Move Painfully Slow", The Mail-Star_, Halifax, 
N. s., September 14, 1966. 
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community. Winks observes: 

"By January of 1967, when the last building fell to 
the bulldozers, Africville was more than a designa
tion on the city's old maps, however - it was a word 
to which militant black Nova Scotians now rallied. ..1 

With the creation of new Black organizations such as the Black 
United Front (BUF) and the Afro-Canadian Liberation Movement 
(ACLM), as well as the growth of infrastructure requisites 
(such as social clubs, stores and publications) for a vibrant 
Black subculture, there has developed among Nova Scotian Blacks 
a more visible unity and integration.2 A new mood has become 
pervasive in the Black community, a mood more militant, more 
protective of its uniqueness, and more conscious of its possi
bilities than existed heretofore. In this new context increas
ing criticism has been directed against the Africville reloca
tion and, as a symbol, the relocation has generated considerable 
cynicism among Blacks as to the motives of government and a 
suspicion that relocation may be a tool for continued exploita
tion. With reference to Africville, one Black leader observed: 

"Black people are bitter and hostile and a lot of 
Black communities now learned of the necessity for 
them to get together when the Man comes out and 
starts talking relocation."3 

An influential militant and politically radical Black leader 
expressed the cynicism that has become relatively common among 
Blacks, concerning the liberal welfare rhetoric accompanying 
the relocation: 

"I think the Han got what he wanted - that land. It 
was as simple as that. People were allowed to stay 
there the same as Black folks anywhere; they could 
stay until the White man decided, Okay, now I want 
my land back. And the time carne, and he said 'Okay 
nigger, get out!' And all the Black folks had to get 
out."4 

lwinks, The Blacks in Canada, p. 456. Winks is mis
taken in reporting that the last building fell to the bull
dozers in January 1967. 

2see Clairmont and Magill, op. cit. 

3Tape-recorded interview, June 1969. 

4Tape-recorded interview, August 1969. 
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That Africville, although now non-existent, has become some
thing of a rallying symbol for Blacks, is illustrated by the 
remarks of one Black leader heavily involved in community 
organizaing among Nova Scotia Blacks. When he enters a new 
community to organize the residents there, he discusses the 
plight of Africville relocatees who lost their community and 
their land and got little in return. He urges the residents, 
"Let's pull together, or else we'll be another Africville!"l 

This cynical critical perspective among many Blacks 
reflects more than institutional and attitudinal changes in 
the broader Black Nova Scotian community. As the dust of 
relocation has cleared, it has become evident to many that 
the relocation achievements fell far short of the rhetoric 
accompanying it. Beyond real-estate considerations,tCity 
officials did not make a sustained creative effort to provide 
the new opportunities promised relocatees. This fact has be
come public knowledge due to the protests of the post-relocation 
Africville Action Committee, the word-of-mouth communication 
among Blacks concerning the hardships of some relocatees, and 
the publicity given City Hall machinations in dealing with "Pa" 
Miller, the last relocatee. Consequently, many Blacks have 
concluded that the City must have been primarily interested 
in obtaining Africville land. Most of the Black leaders inter
viewed believed that Africville was choice real estate of 
considerable value to the City. One Black minister reasoned 
as follows: 

"[the Africville relocation] was something that was 
planned for years. That's a very ideal locality 
and I think in the long-range planning of the City 
of Halifax they looked forward to the day when they 
were going to move those Negroes because they wanted 
the area. They didn't do anything to help those 
people do anything for themselves. It was planned, 
it was deliberate, and when the time came for them 
to move them, they moved them."2 

Another Black leader argued strongly that the choice Africville 
lands were obtained at a bargain by the City: 

"I am sick about Africville - when I think in terms 
of a fellow ... getting five hundred dollars for 
a home and piece of valuable land and . a 
promise given him by somebody that they are going 

1Tape-recorded interview, June 1969. 

2Tape-recorded interview, September 1969. 
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to pay [his] furniture bill •.. then those people 
were fairly manipulated and robbed. If Africville 
belonged to Jewish people, you would not have got 
it for ten million dollars. It belonged to Black 
people, and you got it for something over $100,000 
or less . 11 1 

On the other hand, a Black City official and com
munity leader who came to Halifax after the relocation dis
counted both the alleged value of the Africville lands and 
the argument that residents received inadequate compensation: 

"I am in a position to state •.. that the City did 
not take the land because they needed it. The City 
took the land, Africville was removed, because it 
was a bloody embarrassment. Up to today [September 9, 
1969], we have not been able to use that land ... 
Only if containerization goes to Bedford Basin instead 
of Navy Island will part of that land be of any eco
nomic value .... 

"A substantial number of people had no title to 
the land and the City gave them settlement far and 
above a fair market value and the equity situation. 

"Again • . . I make the point there was an abscess 
on the urban landscape, something that was bringing 
Halifax bad press. People of conscience went into 
the situation and a half-hearted attempt, a half
hearted program [was initiated] . There was no 
attempt at retraining and the follow-ups weren't done. 
It wasn't done as well as it could be done. On the 
ques·t.ion of the monetary compensation, I do not think 
that it was as bad. . . . 

"I think [the Africville relocation] presented a 
relocation without, what I would call, human renewal-
retraining people and the social programs necessary 
to make such a thing something of a success."2 

The Black community's pervasive criticism concerning 
the City's obtaining valuable Africville lands at bargain 
prices does not apply usually to specific individual settle
ments. Informed Black leadership generally acknowledges that, 

lTape-recorded interview, September 1969. The relo
cation cost was approximately six times the figure speculated 
by interviewees. 

2Tape-recorded interview, September 1969. 
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in terms of market prices existing at the time of negotiations, 
relocatees received fair settlements. Most Black leaders re
fer, however, to the collective and potential value of the 
land. It is argued that as long as relocatees held property 
in Africville, they possessed a scarce waterfront area which 
could become increasingly valuable as Halifax developed. Not 
only have the relocatees not received benefits and opportuni
ties communsurate with their needs but, also, as a collectivity 
they have lost identity, traditional security, and a potential 
bargaining resource--their lands, with which they might have 
been able to revive their own sense of community. 

The foregoing conception of the relocation identifies 
the City as the party obtaining profit: it has eliminated "a 
blot on the urban landscape"; it has, by spreading the reloca
tees over the county, "eliminated" a problem by making it less 
visible; and it has gained scarce waterfront lands whose value 
can be expected to increase.l This conception has been deepened 
by changes in the Nova Scotian Black community and throughout 
society; as noted earlier, the new mood in the Black community 
places considerable intrinsic as well as instrumental value on 
Black identity and on the uniqueness and potential of Black 
communities. The rise of a counter culture in the broader 
society, the proliferation of communes, and the demand for 
meaningful citizen participation have influenced the ordering 
of criteria on which the Africville relocation is now being 
assessed by Nova Scotian Black leaders and other citizens. More 
positive value is being accorded to the small community and to 
life-style differences. Accordingly, the relocatees are per
ceived as having lost much and received little. It is in the 
light of such considerations that one must understand occasional 
exaggerations concerning land value and occasional idealiza
tions concerning Africville as a community.2 

At the time the Africville relocation was being 
planned and implemented, less intrinsic value was ascribed to 
the small-community style of living. Higher value was placed 
on racial integration per se, and greater stress on universal 
application of standards. This was the era of the Civil Rights 
Movement, when the rhetoric of liberalism was very persuasive 

lrt should be remembered that members of City Council's 
Africville Subcommittee passed a motion concerning compensation 
if the resale of the Africville lands yielded a profit for the 
City. This suggests that some of the members considered the 
lands to be potentially valuable. 

2rn most instances, exaggerations refer as much to 
what might have been as to what was. 
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and the Africville relocation could be credited as a laudable 
achievement: a segregated "slum" community was obliterated 
and most property owners receivedjbetter than market value. It 
is not surprising that some Blacks listed as a significant 
achievement of the NSAACP the latter's limited participation in 
the Africville relocation.l Interviewed in 1969, one of the 
Black caretakers observed: 

Interviewer: "Do you see any correlation between 
the militancy of teen-agers and what happened~to 
Africville?" 

Interviewee: "That is four years ago--kids grow up 
in four years and thinking and ideas change. Afric-
ville was a tough problem. . . It is very difficult 
to change the life pattern of all the people--it is 
probably impossible, so that mistakes definitely were 
made. The kids might be militant now, but if the kids 
were adults at the time of history, I don't know if 
their reaction would have been any different from the 
adults that had to do with the thing. If the same 
committee were doing things today, they probably would 
have done things differently."2 

In the first part of the 1960's, few Black leaders 
used the evaluative criteria now common in assessing relocation 
planning and implementation. "Nationalistic" Black control 
of voluntary assocations oriented to social change and relega
tion of racial integration to a position subordinate to economic 
and cultural considerations was rare.3 As new-outlook leaders 

lsee Eugene Williams, "The NSAACP and Education", 
unpublished M.A. thesis, Maritime School of Social Work (Halifax, 
N. s., 1969) I p. 48. 

The NSAACP had actually little to do with the reloca
tion. One of the Black caretakers became President of the NSAACP 
in late 1962 and, by indirect association, the NSAACP was iden
tified with his involvement. 

2Tape-recorded interview, September 1969. 

3one Black leader of this stamp expressed his dissatis
faction with the Africville relocation, and pointed out that his 
early criticism of the relocation process had resulted in his 
being labelled a troublemaker. He argued that the price of inte
gration, as exacted by the relocation, was much too high. At the 
time of relocation his views seemed out of step with the pro
integration and civil-tights oriented younger Black leaders. In 
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leaders have become more common, a corresponding higher valua
tion has been accorded the Black community in general, and a 
greater protectiveness given to its resources. A critical com
munity resource is land. Traditionally, due to racism, Blacks 
settled on the edge of White towns and villages in Nova Scotia; 
typically, the Black enclaves were neglected by government. 
Nowadays, with developing industrialization in certain areas of 
the province--especially in Halifax County--many Blacks are 
apprehensive lest their lands be expropriated. Africville is 
instructive here, not only because of what Blacks perceive as 
an unfair settlement favourable to the City but, also, because 
in some Black communities there is (as there was in Africville) 
a common lack of legal title to land. One Black leader from 
Preston pointed out the lesson of Africville: 

"Some [people in the community] are learning from 
[the Africville relocation]. Some of them realize 
that if they don't pull up their breeches and look 
into their needs and get their businesses in order, 
the same thing could happen here that has happened 
in Africville. 

"Halifax cannot expand any further. If there 
is any expansion in this area, it is going to be in 
the Dartmouth area and here on number seven highway, 
and we have a number of Black homes on the main high
way; in fact, I think we have one of the few Negro 
communities in Nova Scotia where Black people are 
still living on the main highway. If the area expands, 
if those Black people don't get themselves in order, 
they are going to be pushed into the roads."l 

Other Black leaders from neighbouring communities in
dicated that the Africville relocation has effected a new mili
tancy among Blacks. A young leader in North Preston noted: 

"(The Africville relocation has had an effect] not 
only on North Preston, but also in other Black 
communities. They figured that if Africville was 
gone, people also wondered which community was 
going next--all the people in North Preston were 
afraid they would be next. I am quite sure these 
people want to stand up and fight for their homes."2 

the current militant and "nationalistic" period, his views are 
accepted and influential. 

lTape-recorded interview, September 1969. 

2Tape-recorded interview, September 1969. 
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One Black Haligonian, in commenting on the development of 
community organization, remarked: 

"I feel sorry for the power structure or any White 
group that would go [into the Black communities, 
attempting to relocate the people] . This was 
attempted in Beechville and it was clearly de
feated there. I would not want to see a person 
go into Preston; I think you would have a lot of 
[aroused] Black people, not only in Preston but 
all over Nova Scotia. This could not happen 
again."l 

A very ~nfl~ential Black leader expressed more stridently the 
same po1nt: 

"If [Africville residents] had been organized ahead 
of time, they could have resisted. That's what 
happened to Beechville. The Black people there 
said last year when the White man came in and tried 
to force them off the land, they were prepared to 
die \vi th guns and shed blood on their land and that 
is a tremendous point for Black people and I think 
that is what people need. 

"When a man comes out prepared to take their land, 
they must be prepared to shoot. I always say this, 
the \fuite man put us out there. When we came here, 
he said, 'You go out there and don't you come around 
Barrington Street or Brunswick Street where we are.' 
He isloated us; he didn't want us near him. [Now] 
that the land is valuable, he says, 'You go into 
public housing.' And he puts the Black man in a 
situation that keeps him in servitude for the rest 
of his life. Therefore, he puts us there, and the 
land is so valuable we want to build there and 
stay there. If you want to monkey around with our 
land, you must be prepared to suffer the conse
quences."3 

lTape-recorded interview, September 1969. 

2Beechville, a depressed Black community on the out
skirts of Halifax, approximated Africville's size. It was con
sidered for relocation, but the residents wanted to remain and 
build new and better homes. A cooperative was set up and, funded 
by Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation, some residents have 
obtained new housing in the area. 

3Tape-recorded interview, June 1969. 
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A leader from the Black community of Cherry Brook observed: 

"Some of them Blacks on small communities outside 
Halifax fear that the same thing can happen to 
them with the way that Africville was done. But 
one of the things in removing Africville, they 
have given the people outside in these small com
munities a fighting spirit in which these people 
are saying they are not going to do this to me. 
I am not going to be relocated. The removing 
of Africville did some good for the communities 
around here because they are saying now, we don't 
want this kind of thing, we are not going to have 
it, and they are1trying to do their best to keep 
what they have." 

Some Black leaders contend that a relocation along the 
lines of the Africville relocation will never occur again in 
Nova Scotia. Their argument relates not only to the settlement 
terms of the Africville relocation but, also, to the fact that 
the Black communities have been developing stronger community 
organizations; consequently, it is held that the process of 
future relocations would be materially different. The Afric
ville relocation is seen by the Black leadership to have been 
decided upon and implemented by outsiders, chiefly White City 
officials. The relocation social worker is considered to have 
been a City employee who obviously had to be accountable to the 
City. Typically, the Black leaders held that unwittingly the 
Black caretakers were co-opted by the City: 

"Those Black leaders who had some role, no matter 
how small, in the relocation of Africville were 
people who might look back now and say, I can 
see where we were wrong; but at the time they 
were frightened people who did what they thought 
was right and best for the community. In later 
years when you are able to sit back and see that 
this [or that] could have been done but, at the 
time, they didn't see it that way--they were 
frightened by the fear that children would be 
harmed and [by propaganda about] children dying 
of typhoid; all this [propaganda] was thrown at 
them." 2 

1Tape-recorded interview, September 1969. 

2Tape-recorded interview, September 1969. 
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The Africville relocation did present the City with 
an opportunity to redress previous injustice to Blacks. The 
relocation has been hailed as a step in that direction, but 
clearly it has not been so perceived by many members of the 
Black Nova Scotian community. It would be a considerable 
exaggeration to claim that the relocation effected a new 
climate either better or worse in race relations. For one 
thing, climate changes in recent years have other important 
causes; the new perception of the Africville relocation is 
more an effect than a cause. Furthermore, in organizing 
data around one issue and relating it to other themes and 
developments, usually there is a tendency to overemphasize 
the data's total significance. Nevertheless, it is not an 
exaggeration to say that the Africville relocation has angered 
many Blacks and, by making them sensitive to the rhetoric of 
liberalism, has contributed to their sense of urgency in organ
izing themselves. One Black leader expressed succinctly in 
these words the Africville relocation's key symbolic importance 
for Nova Scotian Blacks: 

Interviewer: "Do you thing [the Africville relo
cation] could happen now, to another Black community?" 

Interviewee: "That is one thing we are apprehensive 
of. This is one of the things that causes us to move, 
because it is my feeling that many of the Black com
munities are tpreatened by development, and develop
ment is in, here in Nova Scotia. I am not satisfied 
that our master plan takes into consideration the 
Black community; all of the maps or plans that I have 
studied always seem to skip the Black communities. 
They are not included in the over-all planning; as 
a consequence, they are left barren and become the 
municipal dumps, and once they are depreciated to 
that extent they are bought for little or nothing 
and the Black people are moved off. So the planning 
of our people (any program that we set up) must in
clude this whole business of community planning and 
people who are knowledgeable of the long-term planning 

. so that our communities can be included in the 
development processes. As the land values [increase], 
so the land values of the Black land should increase. 
You see all over the world this whole business of 
squatters; the land is allowed to depreciate and peo
ple are allowed to do whatever they like. Building 
codes are ignored and health regulations are ignored, 
until development comes, and then all of a sudden 
there is a push and they are pushed off. Sometimes 
it is difficult to awaken people who have lived this 
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easy way, to warn them of what is coming."l 

Relocation and Planned Social Change 

The Africville relocation, as rationalized in City 
Council's acceptance of the Rose Report, was supposed to have 
effected a planned and comprehensive social change. In that 
perspective, the relocation was an opportunity to restructure 
the life-style of a particular group of people, to redress 
long-standing injustices against them, and to bring to bear 
on their problems a coordinated set of welfare solutions. 
The planned social change, as we have seen in previous chap
ters, was less than satisfactory. 

Relocation, as planned social change, can have a 
variety of goals, strategies of implementation, and criteria 
of assessment. Order can be imposed on diversity in any 
specific instance by identifying the operative relocation 
model. Sometimes, public definition can be a reliable indi
cation to a relocation's placement in the typology of reloca
tion models discussed earlier (i.e., development, welfare, 
political, and traditional). The Africville relocation, in 
intention, rhetoric, and administrative arrangement, clearly 
is an example of the welfare model. The relocation's lack of 
success in effecting significant and positive social change 
among Africville residents needs to be examined for the in
sight that it can yield into problems in welfarism and the 
welfare approach to social change. 

One of the most important weaknesses in the Afric
ville relocation was the lack of adequate discussion of the 
problem situation and the absence of strategy for effecting 
significant social change among Africville residents. In the 
Rose Report and other relocation reports, mention is made of 
educational, occupational and consultancy programs, but no 
guidance is provided concerning design or implementation of 

lTape-recorded interview, July 1969. Cooperative 
housing groups have been formed in several Black communities 
(e.g., Beechville, Cherry Brook, East Preston and North Preston). 
In discussing a cooperative housing project at North Preston, 
a reporter noted that "from the outset it was recognized that 
nothing should be done to upset the sense of community which 
exists in North Preston." (Howard Hall, "Community Group Active 
in North Preston", The Mail-Star, Halifax, N. S., July 12, 1969). 
In the same article, a welfare official is reported as saying: 
"[The North Preston people] have a sense of community and a 
sense of identity that provides a basis for sound development." 
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programs and no analysis that would link specific actions to 
measurable goals. Yet it is very difficult to alter the life 
conditions of the poor and the disadvantaged. The problems of 
such relocatees are usually multifaceted, historically and 
structurally rooted, and hard to redress. It is easy to 
rationalize away failure in terms of the attributes of the dis
advantaged or their lack of cooperation and unwillingness to 
change. It is convenient to use temporary expedients or to 
dodge responsibility. For these reasons a detailed, legally 
binding plan of action is often imperative. In the absense of 
this kind of guidance, the Africville relocation program be
came essentially a matter of real estate negotiation and tem
porary welfare assistance. In its "relocation contract", the 
City committed itself to extraordinary measures expressed in 
empty rhetorical fashion. Expert legal opinion has advised 
us that, in undertaking the relocation, the City did not com
mit itself legally to provide educational, occupational and 
consulting programs.l Given that lack of legal commitment, 
success in achieving the larger ends of relocation (assuming 
that such an achievement is fully possible within the insti
tutional structure that created the problem in the first place) 
depended either upon building a strong power of advocacy into 
the public agency responsible for carrying out the relocation, 
or upon mobilizing external pressure to conterbalance the ulti
mately ''legalistic" orientation of the City administration. 
The Africville relocation failed on both counts. 

The welfare approach to planned social change invari
ably confronts the power and conservatism of bureaucracy. The 
administrator is charged with specific actions by elected offi
cials; it is his task to separate the wheat from the chaff, 
the specific commitments interpreted legalistically from the 
emotional and often deceptive rhetoric of policy announcements. 
In performing this role the bureaucrat, if competent and agres
sive, commands considerable day-by-day direction over policy. 
As one elected City official reported in attempting to account 
for the gap between rhetoric and achievement in the Africville 
relocation: 

"The elected people are amateurs; they tend to re
spond to crises and to what is placed before them 
in terms of staff reports and recommendations. 

N. S. 

They tend to assume that [the City] staff are look
ing after implementaion of policies previously 
adopted . . There is a certain lack of consistent 
pressures from the community. As I said earlier, I 

lcorrespondence with a civil law specialist, Halifax, 
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think that those of us who thought about [follow-up] 
at all, assumed that the welfare operation of the 
City was responsible for looking after the needs of 
people wherever they were."l 

In some instances bureaucracy may subvert publicly 
announced intentions, but usually it performs its legitimate 
task more or less efficiently. Criticism of the welfare ap
proach and welfarism, when directed against bureaucrats, often 
is merely scapegoating that deflects attention from the politi
cal system itself and the interests of a power elite. 

In the implementation of welfare policies, experts 
and services alike are coordinated and directed by the respon
sible government departments. These have their established 
routines, acknowleged friends and detractors, and, typically, 
zealously guard against or try to absorb outsiders. On the 
grounds that the bureaucracy, given its legal or quasi-legal 
mandate, does not effectuate the maximal change possible, a 
critic might well speak of the "dead hand of bureaucracy" sub
verting social policy oriented to significant social change. 
Legislation virtually always allows some scope for policy inno
vation within administration. As Doern and Aucoin note, "[policy] 
outputs can be altered not because the bureaucracy is 'ineffi
cient' nor that these outputs are merely the accidental results 
of the clash of bureaucratic forces. They are often 'rationally' 
contrived; that is, related to.a different set of goals or as
sumptions later inserted by policy actors, which are just as 
effectively 'policies' as were the original general statements 
made by politicians."2 _......-How the bureaucracy will cope with this 
innovative possibility depends on its particular guiding phil
osophy, its existing political realities, and its established 
routines. Although internal change may occur within govern
ment departments, through change in leadership and in the dis
position of other personnel, probably the most common source of 
change is external. Indeed, changes initiated by internal con
siderations have usually to be justified in· terms of external 
pressure; for example, a new leader or director may justify, in 
terms of outside demands, a new policy or new departmental struc
turing. 

In the case of the Africville relocation, the City's 
Welfare Office had little to do with relocation planning and 

!Tape-recorded interview, November 1969. 

2G. Bruce Doern and Peter Aucoin, 
tures of Policy-Making in Canada (Toronto: 
197l},p.5. 
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execution. That agency developed, over the years, a model 
of Africville and Africville people that virtually precluded 
any real change in their life situation. Its director was 
opposed to the relocation; the policy line (or recommendation) 
was to urge, although not strongly fight for, extension of 
regular City services to the Africville community. Welfare 
assistance, when given, was doled out with a heavy paternalism. 
There was a celebration of the resourceful Africville residents 
who could "scrounge out" an existence admist the squalor and 
garbage dump. Consequently, impetus for the relocation of 
Africville did not come from the Welfare Office; nor, under the 
circumstances, was there much likelihood that it would be 
charged with significant responsibility for relocation. 

The City department most interested in the relocation 
of Africville was the newly established Social Development 
Department. Seeing Africville as an "environmental disaster" 
as well as the site of scarce waterfront property important to 
the City's future growthl it provided the impetus for reloca
tion and coordinated all aspects of the relocation program. 
The relocation officer, a trained social worker hired because 
of his ability to "get along" with people, was assigned to the 
Development Department and placed under the immediate super
vision of the Development Officer. He coordinated the real 
estate and welfare components of relocation. The tactic of 
centralizing under the one City department the relocation ad
ministration had, from the point of view of planned social 
change, several practical advantages. Not only did it appear 
to offer more creative possibilities than working through the 
existing Welfare Office but, by facilitating the potential co
ordination of services and agency functions under the reloca
tion social worker, it makes possible a concerted effort to 
effect change. The relocation social worker dispensed welfare, 
arranged relocation transportation, and acted as liaison in 
making real estate, legal, and other City services available to 
Africville residents. On the other hand, given the nature of 
the task discussed above, centralizing the relocation under the 
Development Department had certain limitations for social change. 
The Development Department saw the Africville relocation as a 

lThe editors of The Mail-Star also noted the impor
tance of Africville lands to the city's future growth: "Not 
only is Halifax short of all types of land for industrial pur
poses, it is especially lacking in waterfront sites which so 
many businesses need and demand. Providing suitable docking 
facilities are built, part of this problem will be met when the 
demolition of Africville is completed." -Editorial, "Plan to 
Secure More Waterfront Land," The Mnil-Star, Halifax, N. S., 
July 16, 1964. 
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short-term, three-year project; special responsibility for the 
relocatees once the land was cleared of people was not built 
into the frame of reference or guiding philosophy of the De
partment. Moreover, the Development Department was, by fixed 
terms of reference established by Council, a professional, 
expert-staffed entity oriented to the interests of "the City 
as a whole". Ideologically, its commitment was to a develop
ment model of relocation implicit in these terms of reference. 
Planned social change in the case of the Africville relocation 
(for very good reasons, not being handled through welfare
oriented agencies) became, therefore, the responsibility of a 
different governmental bureaucracy which, while oriented to 
change, was not likely to emphasize special client-interests, 
citizen participation, or a long-term commitment to the reloca
tees' socioeconomic conditions.l 

Given the bureaucratic arrangements of the Africville 
relocation, and the normal tendency for a bureaucracy to hover 
close to its "legal" responsibilities, it is not surprising 
that the emphasis of the Development Department was on the 
clearing of land and on real estate negotiations. The reloca
tion social worker became, in effect, more an employee of the 
Development Department than a liaison officer representing 
clients in negotiations with a bureaucracy. Initial plans to 
maintain a separate office at Africville for the social worker 
were abandonedi he used an office in the Development Department, 
at City Hall. Relocation transactions were discussed by the 
social worker and the Development Officer, and the "City's 
position" communicated to Africville residents. ,Almost all the 
social worker's reports to the Africville Subcommittee were 
first discussed and approved at meetings between him and the 
Development Officer. In the eyes of most relocation partici
pants, the latter was the relocation social worker's "boss". 
A major problem of the welfare approach in the instance of the 
Africville relocation was to build into a non-welfare-oriented 
agency a commitment to special client interests. A major 
task of the relocation social worker was to bring this about 
while in the ambivalent position of being an employee of the 
agency. Failure to deal successfully with this problem is 
seen in the lack of effective programs to create new opportuni
ties for relocatees. The relocation became largely a real 
estate operation, with welfare payments "thrown in" to satisfy 

lwhat the Development Department, from its stand
point, might regard as an unusual degree of consideration to 
social welfare matters would appear insignificant from the 
point of view of those familiar with the extremely difficult 
task of effecting significant social change for such a disad
vantaged group within existing institutional arrangements. 
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the caretakers and to meet community concern that a long
neglected and oppressed people be treated equitably. One City 
official observed: 

" . . . a certain kind of pressure was brought to 
bear [on Africville relocatees] . . • in relation 
to the use of social assistance funds which were 
available to [the relocation social worker] on some 
kind of special-arrangement basis. He was able to 
meet requests for financial assistance. I think 
in many cases the effect was to soft-pedal or soft
pad the transitional period, to perhaps conceal from 
people really the full impact of the economic bur
den and so on which they would have to encounter, 
making the entire relocation more acceptable to the 
people and in many respects unrealistic because 
these funds were terminated with the termination of 
[the social worker's] employment."l 

The other way of achieving the larger ends of relo
cation while operating within the terms of reference estab
lished by City Council was to mobilize external pressure that 
would counterbalance bureaucracy by demanding maximal achieve
ment of the City's moral, if not legal, commitment. Perhaps, 
too, such pressure could lead to new Council policy and formal 
adoption of additional explicit responsibilities for implemen
tation, should the relocation experience demonstrate that this 
was necessary in order to realize welfare goals. 

In the Africville relocation, external pressure was 
expressed institutionally through participation of the three 
Black caretakers from the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Com
mittee on the Africville Subcommittee. Their participation and 
the prior involvement of the larger Committee were significant 
structural features in the planning and implementation of the 
Africville relocation and served to define the relocation as 
a welfare model, although it did not result in achievement of 
the larger welfare goals of the relocation. The formation of 
the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee and its role in 
examining the City's relocation plan, suggesting alternatives, 
and seeking expert welfare advice have been discussed at length. 
Certainly the Committee's involvement in planning for the relo
cation did much to ensure that a liberal, welfare rhetoric 
would characterize the relocation program, and that the City 
would commit itself to developing related programs for effec
tive social change. The Halifax Human Rights Advisory Commit
tee, and especially the Black caretakers, rendered an important 

lTape-recorded interview, September 1969. 
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service to Africville residents in terms of relocation settle
ments, temporary welfare assistance, and City concern for 
Africville residents awaiting relocation. But once actual ne
gotiation began between the City and relocatees, the external 
pressure for change was absorbed into day-to-day concern with 
specific individual settlements and crises. /There was little 
time to focus on the larger picture of relocation and to create 
programs oriented to long-term objectives. There was no avail
able mechanism by which an "Africville opinion or voice" could 
be readily identified and assessed. The caretakers and other 
members of the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee, in
volved on a part-time, voluntary basis and possessed of few in
dependent resources, naturally relied upon staff reports and 
initiatives. They found themselves, rather than taking initia
tives of their own, responding either to City initiatives or 
to the few Africville residents who sought their assistance. 
Given the absence of a strong indigenous Africville organiza
tion and the non-involvement of other external organizations, 
individual problems, requests, and cris~s could not be chan
nelled effectiv~ly through the caretakers into new programs or 
policies. /The nebulous nature of the long-run programs 
announced initially made it difficult for the caretakers to 
measure benefits in terms other than the individual settlements, 
which accordingly increased the caretakers' dependency on staff 
reports. Their difficulty of "not seeing the forest for the 
trees" and in keeping abreast of relocation developments is 
illustrated by their subsequent acknowledged surprise at the 
absence of a relocation "follow-up". 

Apart from lack of time, energy, and resources, the 
most important reason for the inadequacy of institutionalized 
external pressure in closing the gap between rhetoric and 
achievement was the weak linkage to the Afrcville people them
sleves. There was little organized Africville involvement in 
any phase of the relocation, and virtually none once relocation 
negotiations began. The majority of relocatees had no sense 
that their individual or collective interests were being ad
vanced by the Halifax Human Rights Advisory Committee. Many 
more relocatees reported that they depended on the relocation 
social worker's help or on their ability to bargain well with 
him. These facts raise important issues concerning the manner 
in which sources of pressure external to the City government 
Were marshalled in the Africville relocation. 

There is major difficulty, generally, in achieving 
organization among the poor, for their poverty obstructs the 
development of ramifying and consolidated exchange systems. 
This often means that the infrastructure requisites for effec
tive indigenous organization are lacking and, accordingly, poor 
and oppressed groups seek out assistance among middle-class 
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"liberals". The pattern was especially evident in the Afric
ville situation, where residents had the additional liability 
of being Black in a somewhat racist society and where they 
experienced a clash of different social styles within Afric
ville itself. The ''natural" bias then, as far as the mobili
zing of pressure was concerned, was towards an integrationist
collaborationist strategy. This strategy was encouraged by 
the civil rights leaders who responded to pleas for assistance 
from a few residents. 

The middle-class professionals, who with the support 
of a few Africville residents guided the strategy of mobilizing 
pressure, made some crippling presumptions about life in Afric
ville and about how significant social change could be achieved. 
That such presumptions were made is related to the ideology of 
the times, as well as to the scarce time, energy, and resources 
they could devote to the Africville case. One set of presump
tions concerning the nature of Africville (i.e., that it was a 
slum, that as a segregated community it had become atavistic, 
that the people were squatters and transients), while not with
out some foundation in fact, was selective; Africville was 
not seen as having much value for its residents. By not giv
ing as much weight to positive considerations (e.g., the 
potential land value, the fact that a number of people owned 
their own homes, many residents' sense of historical continuity) 
the well-intentioned outsiders failed to see the Africville 
people as having a strong base which, if they were well organ
ized, would enable them to bargain from a position of power. 

A second and related set of presumptions dealt with 
how to effect social change, given the nature of the Africville 
community. It was considered valuable to have middle-class 
people associate with Africville residents and apply strong 
moral pressure on the City; in other words, to make sure that 
the poor had sound, articulate middle-class spokesmen. Middle
class professionals may well be helpful in developing organiza
tion among the poor. It does appear that, prior to involving 
the poor in a larger structure of middle-class people and organ
izations, it is important that the poor's own organization be 
strong and viable. Otherwise, what happens is precisely what 
occurred in the Africville case; as residents saw in the larger 
organization a veering away from their own specific concerns 
and their own perceptions of problems, they allowed others "to 
do things for them" and simply dropped out. The result was lack 
of identification of relocatees with the caretaker group, so 
that organized external pressure in the relocation was exerted 
by a group without roots in Africville and without an Africville 
mandate. 
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In an important sense, it is premature to render an 
evaluation of the Africville relocation. As noted above, a 
second and even third phase of relocation has been entered into 
since the Social Planning Department reviewed the relocation pro
ject and initiated several programs, and since the formation of 
the Africville Action Committee. Negotiations continue and pro
grams are being developed and revised by both the Social Planning 
Department and the Africville Action Committee. One cannot pre
dict precisely what will happen. These post-relocation develop
ments are ameliorative rather than decisive but are, nevertheless, 
deeply important to the well-being of Africville relocatees and 
their children./'From this phase of the relocation, it is clearly 
apparent how difficult it is to generate significant social 
programs for the needy, the poor, and the ill-educated "within 
the system". There have been difficulties in the Africville 
Action Committee's endeavour to organize former Africville resi
dents and in the Committee's association with the Seaview Credit 
Union, administered through the Department of Social Planning. 

Notwithstanding the present continuation of the relo
cation program, it is valid to consider the relocation as having 
been virtually completed upon the departure of the relocation 
social worker. If the Africville relocation were framed in 
terms of a development model of planned social change,l the 
relocation might very well be considered successful: land was 
obtained by the City, in keeping with the needs of a proposed 
development program. The premium waterfront property, even if 
currently not being fully utilized, can be expected to appreci
ate with industrial and port expansion. By relocating Afric
ville residents, the City has rid itself of what some have con
sidered an "environmental disaster" and has overcome the embar
rassment of having within its boundaries a distinct, segregated 
Black community. While this "public benefit" presumably has 
been achieved, the City can claim also to have treated the relo
catees fairly, and even generously, from the standpoint of the 
market value of individual properties in the period 1964-67. 
But if the relocation is framed in terms of a welfare model of 
planned social change, as its intention, rhetoric, and structure 
would indicate, it can hardly be called a success. 

Critically viewing the relocation in the latter sense, 
it seems apparent that several modifications of the relocation 
apparatus would have increased the probability of an acclaimed 
success. For one thing, it would h~ve been useful to eliminate 
some of the ambiguity in the relocation social worker's role and 
to strengthen his advocacy function by giving him a freer rein 

lFor discussion of assumptions and stragegies of the 
development model of relocation, see Chapter I, pp. 24-26. 
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and independence from any specific City department. Clearly, 
too, the external advocacy of the caretakers would have been 
more effective had further resources been available to them. 
A more detailed and explicit rehabilitation plan would have pro
vided guidelines against which to assess the success of pro
grams designed to improve life-opportunities for the relocatees. 
Also a greater effort to involve an indigenous Africville organi
zation would have produced different results. It is well-known 
that it is difficult to generate and maintain a consistent, 
responsible community organization. This would have been a 
problem in Africville, but if the rationale of the relocation 
is that it is "for the people", investment of the necessary 
time and effort cannot be considered wasteful. The growing 
demand for citizen organizations and participatory democracy 
has both normative and pragmatic aspects. It is not only a 
response to failures in planned social change; it is based on 
the premise that involvement in decison-making will make relo
catees "better citizens". If the inefficiency and squabbling 
of such structured (and perhaps funded) particpation produces 
clear hazards to living or threats to the general City inter
ests, a redefinition of the relocation situation with a dif
ferent and appropriate relocation rhetoric and administrative 
structure might well be required. Certainly there are dif
ferent models of planned social change appropriate to differ
ent circumstances. 

The Africville relocation has been a useful example 
of planned social change to study. It is typical of many 
liberal-welfare relocation programs carried out in North 
America over the past decade. It would be naive to assume 
that all would have been well had a "follow-up" been built into 
the basic plan of action; little has resulted so far from the 
follow-up that was begun in 1968. The examination of the Afric
ville relocation might be less instructive for future planned 
social change. The social and cultural climate has changed. 
Given the re-emphasis on the importance of the small community 
in recent years, the revitalization of concern for subgroup 
collective identities, and the new emphasis on rehabilitation 
rather than relocation, what possibility is there of another 
AfricviZZe relocation? 
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INTRODUCTION 

It might be considered desirable to develop a 
detailed h~story of settle~ent in the Africville Area. However, 
professor Gordon Stephenson in his redevelopment study of the 
City of Halifax see~s to have stated the problem of the area 
in a simpl<; ana p~2cis2 ma~~er. ?rofessor. Stepr.e~so~•s co~~ents 

"There is a little frequented part of the City, 
ove:rloo:-<ing BeO.ford Basin, which presents an 
unusual problem for any cowmunity to face. In 
\vhat may be described as an encampment, or shack 
fown, there live about seventy negro families. 
?hey are descendants of early settlers, and it is 
probable that Africville originated with a few 
shacks well ever a century ago. ~itle to some of 
t~e land will be difficult to ascertain. So~e o~ 
-::he huttec :-,omes are 0:1 railv1ay land, so:-r.e on City 
land, some on private land. There will be famil~es 
\.vith Squatters Rights, and others with clear title 
to land which is now appreciating considerably in 
value. 

The citizens of Africville live a life apart. On 
a sunny, summer day, the small children roam at will 
in a spacious area and swim in what amounts to their 
private lagoon. In winter, life is far from idyllic. 
In terms of the physical condition of buildings and 
sanita-cion, the story is deplorable. Shallow wells 
and cesspools, in close proximity, are scattered 
about t~>e slope between the shacks. 

There are no accurate records of conditions in 
Africville. There are only two things to be said. 
The families will ha'Ie to be rehoused in the near 
future. 'J:'he land which they no'tl occupy will be 
required for the further development of the City. 

A solution w::ich is sa-tisfactory, socially as well 
as economically, will be difficult to achieve. Afric
ville stands as an indictmen-c of society and not of 
its inhabitants. They are old Canadians who have 
l1ever had th2 oppor-cur.i ties enjoyed by their more 
J::ortunate fellows." 

Professor Ste?~enson•s co~ments will serve as an intro
duction t~ t:>is repo::::-t 1/i~-~ich will attempt to review existing 
conO.itions and suggest ways in which the people in the area can 
be assist2d. 
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TnE AREA AND THE PEOPLE 

Africville is a sprawling community overlooking the 
Bedford Basin. There are no legal boundaries to the community 
but the population is concentrated in three specific areas. 
The properties co:1sidered to form the community of Africville 
are indicated on Plan No. PS00/46 attached. 

BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES 

There are about 150 structures in Africville. Approxi
mately 85 of these structures are of a residential nature. There 
is a. church and t\vo cor•trnercial buildings. The remaining struc
tures are outbuildings used in conjunction with either the resi
dential properties or the comDercial buildings. 

None of the structures in the area have been the 
subject of an intensive inspection u~der Provisions of the City\ 
Charter, or Ordinance 50. A casual inspection indicates, however, 
that the great majorit:y of the buildings could be considered for 
demoli_ tion under the Provisic.:,s of the City Charter. Only the 
occasional structure would not be considered dangerous or dila
pidated. 

MUNICIPAL SERVICES 

7he com~unity of Africville is not served with either 
piped sewer or p~ped water. Such roads as are in the area are 
unsurfaced. Sanitary co~ditions in the area are very unsatis
:Eact.ory. Colliplete' implementation of the requirements of the 
Eec:.lth Statutes Hould undoubtedly indicate that few, if any, 
properties were fit for continued habitation. 

Th"'E PEOPLE 

~here are approximately 80 families in Africville. 
The total population a~ounts to about 370 people. 

Some of the heads of families in the Africville area 
are regularly employed 1,v~ :::~"1 the C. N. R., Dockyards, and with 
tne City. Other persons w;::;.:...-k in seasonal em9loyment and as 
domestic help. Some families have no apparent employment. 

There is evidence to believe that some of the families 
have been residents of the Af~~cville area for at least 40 years. 
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Most of the families have been living in the area for at least 
TO years. There does, however, appear to be a constant movement 
of persons in and out of the area and within the area. Absolute 
statistics are difficult to obtain. 

OWNERSHIP OF LAND 

It is very difficult to reach firm conclusions 
respecting ownerships of lands and buildings in much of the 

are-a -known as Africville. Staff investigations indicate that 
fhe Nova Scotia Light and Power Co:npany Limited and the 
C-~- N. R. in acquiring prop2rties in the area also encountered 
difficulties in establishing clear titles. 

In attempting to detecnine title, searches 1trere 
started from the original land grants, which were made in the 
I1so•s. T~ere was a continuity to these grants to the year 

-1795 when records become very vague. The next clue to title 
appears in the City Atlas, 1878. This Atlas, which has no 
legc.J.. -bCi.sis in fact, ir.C:icates that approximately 80% of the 
properties in the Africville area were owned by the City of 
Halifax. 

There has been some clarification of title in recent 
years as a result of expropriations by the c. N. R. and by the 
City of Halifax. The C. N. R. rights-of-way and ownerships are 
indicated on Plan No. PS00/46. 7he C~ty acquired title to many 
of the properties in the southwesterly section of Africville 
when it expropriated for the Industrial Mile in 1957. 

The area expropriated and which forms part of the 
Industrial Hile is also shown on Plan No. PS00/46. Most of 
the lands 1vere uvTcted 'cy the HaL.fax Relief Commission and the 
Canadian National Railways. Some of the residential properties 
\vithin the expropriation arec. were t~!ought to be in the ownership 
of the Estate of William Cc.rvery and an amount of $1 was paid 
into Court in respect of t~ese properties. There has been no 
claim by the Estate of William Carvery. There have been no 
claims in respect of other residential properties within the 
expropriated area. 

Further investigation of the title to lands in the 
northeastern portion of t~e Africville community has lead to 

""l"he discovery~of 13 registered Deeds. The root of one title 
-nas been traced back to tr1e turn of this century. The roots 
of the remainit1g ti'cles are ot:scure anc disappear from fOur to 

-twenty-five years ago. 
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It seemsquite~possible that many of the families 
in the Africville .area 1.vould be able to prove some element of 
ownership. It als~_seems probable that almost all rights of· 
o1.mership would stem from squatters Rights, which in turn 
passed through a process-of unregisteredbeeds to registered 
b~eds in the thirteen instances m8ntioned. There might be a 
few other registered ownerships that Staff were unable to locate. 

It should also be noted that great difficulty has 
been encountered in attempting to plot the location of the 
lands covered by the thirteen registered Deeds. Eleven of the 
Deeds have been plotted i~ a very imprecise manner. It has 
been impossible to plot the location of the land in the remaining 
two Deeds. 

Title to the Africvi:le properties is in a cha~tic 
state. whiie ownersnip of a sort could be proven in most 
instances, the expense of proving such title might be more th~n 
the property was worth. 

ALTERXATIVE COURSES OF ACTION 

As Professor Stephenson points out in his study, 
Africville presents an unusual problem for the City of Halifax. 
The 90mmunity is, as far as can be determined,~~.!:' ~l~O_Q~ years 
old. Q~~ersh~£ ~o lands and buildings is very confused. The 
great majority of the stru~tures--are in such a state of disrepair 
and dilapidation that they couid. be· ordered demolished under 
t~~ Pioviiions of the City Charter. Almost without excepti~n, 
the :Cuildi_1gs lack piped seiver and water and, as a consequence, 
could be ordered vacated under provisions of the various Health 
Statutes. 

There appear to be three basic approaches available 
to the City. These are: 

1. The City can do nothing about the problem 
-this has been the basic approao{l for over 100 
years. 

2. The City can make full use of its statutory 
powers ·to remove blight. It can limit compensation 
and assistance to the absolute minimum required 
by Law. 

The City can use its statutory powers to remove 
·the blic;h'c and, at the same time, temper justice 
\>Tith compassion in matters of compensation and 
assis~ance to families affected. 
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It appears to be generally agreed that something must 
be done to eliminate blight in the Africville Area. Alternative 
1 is not an acce?table solution to the problem. Alternative 2 
is a possible solution to the problem and should.be examined in 
detail. Alternative 3 is a ~robable solution to the problem, 
and, because of this, must surely be examined. 

T~e legal machinery available to the City for the 
removal of the present unsatisfactory housing conditions in 
Africville is as follows: 

1. Almost all residential structures within the 
area could be ordered vacated under provisions 
of the v~rious statutes applying to the 
occu?ancy of buildings. 

2. The great majority of the structures in the area 
could be demolished under Provisions of the City 
Charter or under Provisions of the Fire Prevention 
:Wegislation. 

The City could expropriate the vacant lands. 

4. The City could order those properties now 
occupying City land to be vacated and arrange 
for their demo~ition imrr~diately. 

If this course of action is followed, families from 
would be fo~ced to find their own alternative accommo

cf4tion. Tne onus would be on ·these families to prove in Court 
their right to com?ensation for the lands and, in some isolated 
instances, the land ~nd buildings taken from them. The probability 

that compensation paid by the City would be very slight as 
proof o:.: o-vmership 1vould ~e very difficult to establish. 

Abso~ute im?:e~entation of strict legal responsibility 
authority doe~ not in itself appear to provide a suitable 

olution "co the -c.otal problem. Airicville is a unique area and, 
n the interests of history and fair treatment to the residents, 

approaccl should be tempered v1i th natural justice. Alternative 
appears to be the most acceptable approach to the problem. 

Families displaced by redevelopment, by demolitions, 
the implement2tion of Ordinance 50 in other areas of the 

ty are, subject to certain conditions, offered decent, safe, 
sanitary housing accommodation in public housing projects. 
e is no goo6 reason why families f~om the Africville area 

d not t.e off::.:rec ;;: ___ ,,,,l opportunity to better their conditions. 
OI:r:er of al-ternative housing rr.ust be an integral part of the 

ogramme for Africvil:e. 
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It seems to be the general opinion that most families 
in the Africville area would like to remain in that general 
location. Some of the conditions which influence the desire 
of families to remain in the area will disappear as more attention 
is focused on the area. The City must determine whether it is 
prepared to provide housing in the location or whether alternative 
housing in other locations would serve to satisfy any moral 
obligations to the families displaced. Desp:i_te the wishes of 
many of the residen·ts, it would seem desirable on social grounds 
to offer alternative housing in other locations within the City. 
The City is a comprehensive urban community and it is not right 
that any particular segment of the community should continue 
to exist in isolation. 

The City is now studying a major subsidized rental 
public housing project in the Uniacke Square area. This project 
is intended to create approximately 1100 family housing units. 
These housing units are designed to assist all those families 
from all of the City who are unable to provide themselves with 
decent accommodation. This project, when started, could easily 
provide the alternative housing for the 80 families now living 
in the Africville Area. 

Aside from the apparent social necessity to integrate 
the J>.fricville coiTL'Tlt:.ni'~Y with the City as a whole, there appear 
to be sound financial reasons why this should be done. A 
separate housing project for the Africville community would 
necessitate the construction of a project which might well cost 
$800,000. This project might be built with assistance under 
Section 36 of the ~ational Housing Act but such assistance 
might be someivhat difficult to obtain. Section 36 projects are 
not normally built for a particular segment of the coiTLTtunity. 
In addition, family incomes from t:'1e Africville area would 
probably not be sufficient to produce the average shelter rental 
required for a Section 36 project whereas, if it were integrated 
1.vith t:1e community at large, incomes ivould not likely create a 
major problem in relation to the required average rental. 

The second point of significance respecting 
assistance for the Africville community pertains to the matter 
of compensation for t"£:e loss of property. It has been previously 
indicated that most properties could be ordered demolished 
t:.nder the Provisions of t~e Charter. ~o compensation could 
~e legally claimed from t~c City as a result of these demolitions. 
It has also been stated that the lands could be expropriated 
and that r;,any occupiers of the lands would have difficulty 
in proving title to the lands so taken. 
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In other parts of the City, these same actions are 
taken under Provisions of the City Charter. Owners are not 
compensated fo~ buildings demolished and owners must prove 
title through the Courts in order to qualify for compensation 
for lands and buildings expropriated. While unfortunate 
precedents can be established by deviating from the strict 
letter of the Law, there seems to be merit in some deviation 
in the case of Africville. Africville is unique and, if 
deviations are permitted, it could be with the clear under
standing that such deviatio~s were for Africville and for 
Africville only. Many of tr.e families in Africville have 
o2cupied quarters i~ the area for generations. 

It is suggested that natura~ justice requires an 
unusual approach to the question of compensation. Some 
families will be able to prove a legal right to just com
pe~sation. Others wi:l have no claim whatsoever. The 
latter group,subject to certain safeguards, might be offered 
a gratuitous payment in re~urn for a Quit Claim Deed to all 
of their interest i~ a particular property. 

Gratuitous payments could only be made by the City 
if special legislation is obtained from the Provincial Govern
me:'"lt. Sue:-. gratuitous p;:.y~.2nts would have to be carefully 
controlled so that only deserving persons would receive them. 
T~is control mig~ be attained by requiring that the claimant 
obtain an affidavit from his Minister or so~e other responsible 
person to the effect that the cJ..aimant was the apparent mvner 
of the property for a period of five years. If properties 
have appare~tly cha~gec hands in the period covered by the 

·-_c.£'£ ida vi t, the new apparent ovmer could be compensated if he 
' could obtain a s1vorn affid.c.vL: from the original owner con

fir~ing that a purchase and sale transaction between the two 
pad in fact taken place. Alternatively, the new apparent 
awner might present written evidence of the transaction. 

CO~CLUSIONS 

It is the opinion of Staff that the blighted housing 
and dilapidated structures in ~ne Africville area should be 
removed. It is th~ furt~er opinion of Staff that the full 
legal authority of tJ:-.e City s:wuld be used to accomplish this 
removal. It is th~-further opinion of Staff that the use of 
legal authority should be tempered with understanding and 
natural justice on matters of housin:; and matters of compensation 
%or the apparent owners o£ land and buildings within the Africville 
Arc:J. .• 
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IT IS RECOMMENDED that the following general policies 
be adopted: 

1. Families from the Africville Area should be 
OTferea alternative accommodation in subsidized 
r~~tal housing projects. It is suggested that 
because of the unique position of Africville 
such offers should not be conqttional upon 
income and that the City should take steps to 
attain agreement of the Province and the Federal 
Government in this respect. 

2. T~at the subsidized rental housing offered to 
Jche residents s1:2.ll be within projects constructed 
for the total population of the City and that 
no s?ec~al project should be built for this 
community. 

3. Where clear title to land and buildings rests 
\·r2_':th -ti-:e-City --as a result of recent expropriations, 
apparent o~ers as of the date of expropriation 
be paid a gratuitous payment of $500 each in 
exchange for a Quit Claim Deed and vacant 
possession of the property. Immediately vacant 
possessio~ is ~aken by the City, the buildings 
would be demolished at City expense. 

4. Where clear title does not rest with the City, 
expropriation will be carried out. Owners who 
are able to prove title can claim through the 
Courts for compensation and settlement will be 
affected through the courts or by negotiation. 
~dners who are unable to prove title will be 
paid a gratLitous payment of $500 in exchange 
for a Quit Claim Deed ana vacant possession of 
the property. In each instance, vacant structures 
will be immediately demolished at City expense. 

5. That if recom~endations l, 2, 3, and 4 are 
adopted, City Staff in conjunction with Welfare 
and Church organizations will immediately meet 
with leading members of the community to explain 
the City 1 s position and the course of action 
proposed to be undertaken by the City. 

The co~~se of action outlined is one course of action 
which can be taken to eli~inate unsatisfactory conditions in 
t~e ~fricville area. In the opinion of Staff, the course of 
action suggested is fai~ a~d equit~~le to ~11 concerned. It 
would be accorr.plished ov-.:;;~ a ~')eriod of time and through a gradual 
process as alternative housing becomes available. 
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~he course of action suggested appears to be within 
the means of the City. If legal ownership cannot be proved by 
any resident of Africville, the total cost of acquisition and 
clearance 1tlould be of the order of $40, 000. Legal m·mership 
~an, of course, ba ?~oved in certain instances and there is no 
way of knowing exactly how much compensation might be awarded. 
rt 1vould seem, however, that t"':le outside limit of City financial 
participation on acquisition a~d clearance would be about $70,000. 

:t does not appear that assistance under Section 23 
of the National Hoc1sing i,ct '\·rould be availc.b.l_e to the City in 
the acquisi~~on a~d clearance of these pro?erties. Section 23 
provides f~):C compensa'.:.io:; only in the event of legal rights of 
oK'1e:cs. Settlements pro?osed are essentially of the gratuitous 
na-::.ure and mc.ny are applicable to properties v:hich, legally 
speaking, <:.:.:-e now in t~-:e ow:-.lership of the City. 
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APP:S~TIIX B 

CITY OF P..ALIF AX 

COJV.ti·-::T'L':SE OF THE vJHOLE COUNCIL 

MINUTES 

OCTOBER 24, 1962 



CO~~ITTEE OF THE WHOLE COUNCIL 
MINUTES 

Council Chamber, 
City Hall, 
Halifax, Nova Scotia, 
October 24, 1962, 
3:30 p.m. 

A meeting of the Committee of the Whole Council 
was held on the above date. 

There were present His Worship the Mayor, Chairman, 
and Aldermen DeWolf, Abbott, Lane, Macdonaid, Butler, Meagher, 
LeBlanc, Trainor, Healy and Wyman. 

Also present were Messrs. P. F. C. Byars, L. Mitchell, 
R. H. Stoddard, W. J. Clancey, L. M. Romkey, G. F. West, 
R. B. Grant, K. Munnich, w. A. Gray and H. B. Jones. 

AFRICVILLE 

His Worship the Mayor stated that the meeting had 
been called specially to consider the matter of "Africville, 11 

and he referred to the Staff reports, dated July 23, and 
S~ptember 11, 1962, the former of which recommended that five 
general policies be adopted. 

He also referred to the report of the study conducted 
by the Institute of Public Affairs of Dalhousie University, 
entitled "The Condition of the Negroes of Halifax City, Nova 
~c:ot:_ia," which had recently been submitted-. · 

His Worship the Mayor referred·to Page 7 of the Staff 
report of July 23, 1962, and stated that the opening contention 
of the Section headed "Conclusions," which follows, is supported 
by the whole body of law as contained in the City Charter, By
Laws and Regulations of the City: 

"It is the opinion of Staff that the blighted housing 
and dilapidated structures in the Africville Area 
should be removed. It is the further opinion of Staff 
that the full legal authority of the City should be 
used to accomplish this removal. It is the further 
opinion of Staff that the use of legal authority should 
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be tempered with understanding and natural justice on 
matters of housing and matters of compensation for the 
apparent owners of land and buildings within the 
Africville Area." 

It was decided to first consider separately, the five --~ -~i 
recommendations contained in the Staff report, dated July 23, 1962. 

Recommendation No. 1 

Families from the Africville Area should be offered 
alternative accommodation in subsidized rental 
housing projects. It is suggested that because of 
the unique position of Africville such offers should 
not be conditional upon income and that the City 
should take steps to attain agreement of the Province 
and the Federal Government in this respect. 

Alderman Lane asked how soon would alternative housing 
be available if the families were displaced. 

The Develop~ent Officer replied that the timing would 
be dependent upon other steps that have been taken by the City, 
and the timing of the next phase of the public housing program~ 
after completion of the Westwood Park Project, is difficult to 
control because of the involvement of the senio~ levels of 
Government. He concluded by saying that the timing of the offers 
to the residents of Africville must be tied to housing projects 
over which the City has some degree of control. 

Alderman Lane commented that the indications are that 
there are no immediate plans to provide alternative housing 
for the families which is essential before approving the recom
mended procedure. 

His Worship the Mayor stated that the purpose of the 
discussions is to determine by what means the necessary alter
native accommodation can be made available and the timing depends 
upon whether or not it will be made available. 

Alderman Lane asked if there is any indication in 
the report of the Institute of Public Affairs of the number of 
the displaced families who will be in a position to find their 
own alternative accommodation. 

The Development Officer replied that the report did 
not indicate this, but had laid out for the consideration of 
Council certain basic principles which, if agreed to, could serve 
as the background for discussions leading to the exact procedure 
to be followed in reaching a solution to the problem of Africville. 
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Recommendation No. 2 

That the subsidized rent~l housing offered to 
tne residents shall be within projects constructed 
f~r the total population of the City and that no 
special project should be built for this Community. 

The Development Officer stated that the principle 
expressed in the Staff report is exactly the principle adopted 
by City Council with respect to the Uniacke Square Redevelopment 
project and the Jacob Street Redevelopment Project, i.e., that 
the housing offered to the displaced families be of a subsidized 
nature; and he contended that the difficulties of offering home
ownership as alternate housing are such that no formula has yet 
been evolved an)'\vhere in Canada or the U.S .A., to implement this 
kind of proqram. 

4,\ 
~ His Worship the Mayor observed that it is not possible, 
~ under the present Federal Legislation, to provide desegregated 
~ housing for any minority group (other than Senior Citizens) 
:~:: 

with Federal financial assistance. 

Alderman Lane stated that all of the complications 
of the problem are familiar to the members of Council, but the 
people \vho live in Africville find it difficult to understand 
their position and they want to know how much longer they will 
be permitted to remain in their present dwellings, and whether 
or not alternative accommodations will be available a year hence, 
or next month, or if they will have to make immediate plans to -
relocate. 

· in a recent issue of MacLean•s Magazine which criticized the lj She referred to an article on the subject of ••Africvil~e" 
· __ ".; Members of Council for its attitude of apathy towards the problem; 

and she stated that she was anxious to have it manifested that 
f Council will ao whatever is necessary to see that action is i ·taken to provide a solution to the problem which will be fair 
" -to all concerned. l 

r 
~'-;: 

His Worship the Mayor referred to Page 4 of the Staff 
report, dat~d July 22, 1962, which listed three basic approaches 
Which are available to the City, as follows: 

1. The City can do nothing about the problem---this 
has been the basic approach for over 100 years. 

2. The City can make 
to remove blight. 
assistance to the 
Law. 
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full use of its statutory powers 
It can limit compensation and 

absolute minimum required by 
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3. The City can use its statutory powers to remove 
the blight and, at the same time, temper justice 
with compassion in matters of compensation and 
assistance to families affected. 

It was agreed by all members that Council could not 
justify its position of allowing the present contravention of 
the City Charter, By-Laws and Regulations to continue at 
Africville, and action must be taken to solve the problem. 

Alderman DeWolf contended that all but two of the 
families in Africville are colored_p~QJ2l~_\i_howouTc:1 prefer to 
remain in that area if possible, and he suggested that a 
portion of t1:e "Industrial Mile" land be used for the construction 
of--a type of housing similar to that being provided by the Senior 
Citizens• Housing Group, for the residents of Africville, rather 
than placing them in apartments. 

He referred to the statistics quoted in the report 
of the Institute of Public Affairs which showed that_~3% of the 
families have an income of less than $2,000.00, and he contended 
that these families neitheraesTre nor Can afford the high rents 
for apartments in the subsidized housing projects; but perhaps 
the cost of the other type units might be kept low enough to 
make it economic for them to purchase or rent. 

The Development Officer stated that the Federal Govern
ment Grant for limited dividend housing loans (for normal 
project family-type accommodation) is subject to certain condi
tions, one of which is that the rentals will be such as to 
meet the needs of the lower third of the income range. The 
rentals are dependent upon the cost of construction and developers 
found thct it was a difficult problem to provide single family 
houses because it was necessary to set the rentals in excess 
of the cost of construction in order to get any return on their 
investment. Another disadvantage is that in the limited divi
dend legislation no provision has been made for the subsidization 
of rentals of fami,lies in the lower income groups. 

Alderman DeWolf again referred to the report submitted 
by the Institute of Public Affairs which showed that 35% of the 
families in Africville have annual incomes under $1,000.00, and 
he contended that such families cannot pay any rent and that the 
problem has to be dealt with in an entirely different basis and 
consideration would have to be given by the three levels of 
Government to subsidize 100% of the rent in these cases which 
involve social welfare. 
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The Development Officer stated that, the implication 
of the Federal housing legislation is that families which 
cannot pay rentals on the basis of the minimum income will be 
required to have their rentals subsidized through welfare agencies. 

Alderman Macdonald asked if a survey was made of other 
settlements outside the City so that a comparison might be made 
with conditions existing in the various colored communities. 

His Worship the Mayor said that he was not aware of 
any such survey having been made but that from his own observations 
it was apparent that there are different kinds of conditions 
in these ureas and the differences in economic conditions and 
job opport:unities of the families are reflected in the types 
of housing which exist. 

He concluded by saying that a similar type report 
would have to be made in the County in order to make a proper 
comparison. 

Alderman Lane said that she had discussed this matter 
with Mr. Henson, the Director of the Institute of Public Affairs, 
who had stated that there are just as urgent problems in the 
other areas, but the Halifax problem is the only one about which 
anything is being done. 

His Worship the Mayor referred to the point raised 
by Alderman DeWolf of providing individual dwellings for the 
Africville families on a portion of the Industrial Mile Area 
and asked him to elaborate further. 

Alderman DeWolf stated that he did not subscribe to 
the answer given by the Development Officer, and he felt that 
City Council and the other members of the partnership had not 
given sufficient consideration to the idea of providing satis
factory housing for these families--that is satisfactory to 
their needs, not necessarily containing central heating; and 
he suggested that. single-family units or.semi-detached units 
of low cost construction near the area where the people are 
now located might be feasible which would be acceptable to them. 

He concluded by saying that this consideration should 
be given before a final decision is made, as an alternative 
to the proposal contained in the Staff report. 

Alderman Healy suggested that the people in Africville 
vmo will have some equity value in their properties would be 
able to provlde accommodation for themselves for less money 
outside the City since they seem to want to live in isolation. 
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Reco~~endation No. 3 

Wher·e clear title to land and building rests with 
the Citv as a result of recent expropriations, 
£PP2rent owners as of the date of expropriation be 
paid a gratuitous payment of $500.00 each in exchange 
for a Quit Claim Deed and vacant possession of the 
property. Immediately vacant possession is taken 
bv the Citv, the buildings would be demolished at 
City expense. 

His Worship the Mayor suggested that rather than fix 
the compensation at $500.00, that an indication be given that 
the Council has some empathy for these people and that a reason
able settle.111ent will be arrived at. 

Recommendation No. 4 

M1ere clear title does not rest with the City, 
exoropriation will be carried out. Owners who 
are able to prove title can claim through the 
Courts for compensation and settlement will be 
effected through the Courts or by negotiation. 
Owners who are unable to prove title vrill be 
Qaid a gratuitous payment of $500.00 in exchange 
for a Quit Claim Deed and vacant possession of 
the propertv. ~n each instance, vacant structures 
will be im~ediately d~~olished at City expense. 

His Worship the Major stated that the people in this 
category would have to be put in the same position as the people 
in No. 3, and the fair market value of the property would have 
to be paid on expropriation. 

Recommendation No. 5 

That if recommendations l, 2 1 3 and 4 are adopted, 
City Staff in conjunction with Welfare and Church 
Qrganizations will immediately meet with leading 
members of the com~unity to explain the City's 
position and the course of action proposed to be 
undertaken by the City. 

MOVED by Alderman Lane, seconded by Alderman Butler, 
that the five recommendations of Staff be accepted in principle 
and that City Council proceed along these lines unless the 
results of Recommendation No. 5 indicate a need for some modi
fication to the basic proposal. 
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Alderman Lane stated that the reason for making the 
motion is to facilitate the meeting of the various groups 
mentioned in Recommendation No. 5; and she further stated that 
she would like to see the principle immediately adopted by 
council that the dilapidated structur$in Africville be 
removed and that the Staff Recommendation No. 1 be implemented, 
compensation offered where it is due and the whole matter 
acted on as soon as possible. She concluded by saying that if 
the motion is not acceptable in its present form it could be 
rephrased. 

After further discussion, Alderman Lane, with the 
consent of her seconder, withdrew her motion. 

MOVED by Alderman Wyman, seconded by Alderman DeWolf, 
as follows: 

That Council est;ablish the following general policy: 

(a) That the blighted housing and dilapidated 
st.i.uc{iires iii the Africville Area should be 

--~t~oy~d; 

(b) That the full legal authority of the City should 
be used to accomplish this removal; 

(c) That the use of legal authority should be 
tempered with understanding and natural 
justice on matters of housing and matters 
of compensation for the apparent owners of 
land and buildings within the Africville Area; 

(d) That this policy be imp~emented with the utmost 
dispatch after its implications are fully 
conveyed to the residents affected and/or 
their representatives in consultation with 
church and welfare organizations. 

The motion was passed unanimously. 

It was then agreed to hear any person who wished to 

1~. Weatherburn [sic] addressed the meeting, as Chairman 
a group of the residents3 contending that· City _C<?_~!'!9.=!:-.l......sho.uld 

consult~_g with the residents before passing the !l}Qt;L_on, an(\ 
---o-·j--e-·cted to the wording of the motion because he -felt th~ 

part should- have been the first part. 
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After His Worship the Mayor explained that the 
of the Whole had attempted only to set the machinery in mot 
to procure the views and wishes of the residents before a f 
decision is made by Council, l1r. Weatherburn offered no fur 
objection. 

11r. Steed also addressed the meeting, and c 
that the provisiomof Ordinance No. 50 were never applied to 
the buildings in Africville and that the Building Inspector 
has not made an examination of any of the structures. He f 
stated that people have built houses and other structures 
Africville without permits and 11 no one asked about it. 11 

His Worship the Mayor: 11 This is a situation you 
we should correct, and this is what we hope we can accomplish 
with the assistance of yourself and your representatives ... 

Mr. Fred Brodie, representing the Halifax-Dartmouth 
and District Trades and Labour Council, addressed the meeting 
and stated that the Supervisory Committee of his Council were 
dismayed to learn that a large portion of the Africville Area 
had been expropriated and most .of the residents were unaware 
of this action, some of whom are still paying taxes on their 
properties. 

He asked that full discussion with the residents of 
Africville be carried out so that they would be fully aware of 
all the implications of the proposed action. 

His Worship the Mayor assured the speakers that no 
final decision w~uld be made before the discussions have been 
held and a report submitted to City Council, and he asked the 
representatives for their continued support so that a satis
factory solution to the problem .could be reached, as soon as 
possible. 

R. H. STODDARD, 
CITY CLERK. 
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Mr. George W. Davis 
Barrister 
239 Gottingen Street 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 

Dear Mr. Davis: 

November 21, 1962 

RE: Africville 

I will attempt to outline below the answers to the 
questions you have raised in respect of Africville. The 
questions are dealt with in the order presented by you except 
in one instance. You will note that I have given the answer 
to Question 5 before Question 4. This is done for simplifi
cation as the answer to Question 5 partially answers Question 4. 

1. What precisely are the boundaries of Africville? 

The area known as Africville has no definitive 
legal boundaries. For purposes of the City 
report of July 23, 1962, Africville is con
sidered to include all the buildings identified 
by number on Plan No. PS00/46 attached. The 
area would, of course, include the lands which 
could be legally identified with each and all 
of the buildings. 

There may be some who feel that Africville 
includes either more or less land and 
buildings than those illustrated on the plan. 
The ultimate definition is entirely one of 
judgment. 

2. Why does the City of Halifax want to expropriate 
Africville? 

It is the opinion of the City that most, if 
not all of the buildings in the area covered 
by the report could be ordered vacated under 
the provisions of Section 757 of the City Charter, 
Ordinance 50, and the statutes pertaining to 
health and fire protection. In many instances, 
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the buildings could be ordered demolished. If 
the various legisl~tive provisions are enforced 
in their entirety, as is happening in other 
parts of the City, residents of Africville would, 
almost without exception be required to find 
alternative accommodation. 

Some residents of the area may have good title 
to their lands. Others have questionable title 
while still others could prove no title at all. 
In view of the title situation and the lack of 
services, residents of the area would be left 
with little possibility of developing or dis
posing of their land. Clouds on title would 
make it very difficult, if not impossible, to 
raise funds by way of mortgage loans to assist 
in rebuilding. 

It is the opinion of City Staff that conditions 
in Africville cannot be brought to the minimum 
level required by Ordinance 50 through a salvage 
operation. A copy of Ordinance 50 is attached. 
Essential services, such as sewer, water, and 
roads require an orderly arrangement of housing 
units on an acceptable pattern of public rights
of-way. These services cannot be installed 
without a complete re-arrangement of structures 
and of land holdings. 

Structures moved, as would be required to permit 
the installation of essential municipal services, 
are required to meet the standards of new con
struction within the City. As you are aware, 
these standards are considerably higher than 
those imposed under Ordinance 50. Few, if any, 
of the existing structures could be brought to 
the standard required of a new building. 

In essence, therefore, the City of Halifax 
proposes to expropriate the Africville area in 
order to permit betterment of housing conditions 
for the residents. In the process, it ~rould 
expect to clear title for the lands in the area 
once and for all. This would permit these lands 
to be re-used in an orderly manner and with all 
the financial assistance that is normally available 
from the financial community. 
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By expropriating the properties, the City would 
make itself liable for claims for compensation 
by persons holding title to lands in the area. 
Such claims would be compensated at full market 
value. At the same time, possession of clear 
title to the lands by the City would serve to 
justify to some extent gratuitous payments to 
those with no legal but some moral claim of 
title. 

The present proposal is that the lands in the 
area should ultimately be converted for industrial 
or commercial use. A major requirement of the City 
is the requirement for a right-of-way for the 
proposed new Shore Drive. The proposals for 
re-use are illustrated on Plan No. PS00/44 attached. 
The re-use proposals for the area may have some 
slight bearing on a decision to expropriate but 
the primary reason is the necessity to permit 
and assist the residents of Africville to comply 
with the requirements imposed upon the balance 
of the residents of the City of Halifax. 

3. If Africville land is potentially valuable for 
industrial purposes, will residents of Africville 
receive high value in return for lands expropriated? 

Industrial lands are not normally of high value. 
Most industries are looking for cheap land and 
most municipalities welcome such industry in 
spite of this basic requirement. The economic 
wellbeing of a co~unity depends upon a vigorous 
employment factor and industry creates this. 

The present uncertainty as to land title in the 
area would make the land virtually useless for 
industrial purposes. Industries require clear 
title before they would consider constructing 
a plant. They need this clear title to protect 
themselves and in order to encourage participation 
in the financing of their operations by lending 
agencies. 

The amounts paid by the City for land is not 
governed by the potential future use of that 
land. Payments are based upon the present use 
of the land and reflect the true market value 
in use of such lands and buildings. 
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In order to insure a just settlement for both 
the City and the owner, independent appraisers 
are engaged by the City to place a market value 
on each property. Many owners also engage 
independent appraisers to establish their value 
for them. Negotiations are carried forward 
within the framework of values established by 
these independent appraisals. In the event that 
negotiations are unsuccessful, the former owner 
of an expropriated property has recourse to the 
Courts for establishment of a just settlement. 
In view of this, our negotiations reflect the 
decision of previous court cases. 

There will be those in the Africville area who 
have in fact no legal claim to the land which 
they occupy. The City recognizes that it 
could expropriate these properties and have no 
legal liability for compensation. It has been 
suggested that a form of gratuitous payment be 
made to those with a moral claim for compensation. 
Such payment would not be required to be paid 
by the Courts. 

Has tax money been accepted from people who 
lack titles to the properties that they possess? 
If so, why? 

The answer to the first part of this question is 
yes. For many years properties in the Africville 
area were not assessed. The reason for the lack 
of assessment was the apparent lack of a clear 
claim of land ownership. 

In 1956, after the completion of the Cleminshaw 
Revaluation of City properties for assessment 
purposes, the City Assessor became quite concerned 
about the situation in the Africville area. After 
consultation with the former City Manager and the 
former City Solicitor, it was decided that all 
properties in Africville and indeed throughout the 
City would be assessed even though no clear title 
could be established. The basis of assessment was 
that it would apply only to the buildings. The 
assessment would be made against the apparent owner 
of the building. The assessments were in fact made 
against the persons who claimed to own the building 
whether these persons could justify their claim or 
not. 
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The justification for the assessment was the 
provision contained in the City Charter that 
occupants of buildings on lands owned by the 
City of Halifax or Her Majesty the Queen are 
liable for real estate taxes on the buildings 
which they occupy. Most of the roots of title 
examined by the City indicated that the land 
was originally owned by the City or Her Majesty. 
Where clear title was not held by an individual 
it could well be argued that the last known 
title was vested in the City or Her Majesty. 

4. vfuy has the City accepted payment of taxes on 
land which was expropriated in 1957? 

The original assessments on the properties 
which were expropriated by the City in 1957 
were placed in accordance with and for the 
reasons given in answer to your Question 5. 

\fuen the City expropriated these lands in 1957 
it anticipated a claim for compensation from 
the Estate of William Carvery. It alsoantici::... 
pated that the buildings and the lands would 
be cleared in a reasonable period of time. 
Neither of these events occured. 

Assessments against the structures within the 
area were continued through the year 1960. This 
continued assessment and any tax collections 
resulting from the collections are justified on 
the basis that occupants of structures located 
on lands owned by the City are, by City Charter, 
liable for real estate taxes. The assessments 
were discontinued in the year 1961 on the advice 
of the then City Solicitor that clear title rested 
with the City and it was their hope that the lands 
would be used within a reasonable period of time 
for industrial development. 

6. Vfuy has the assessment of some properties (as 
reflected in tax bills) decreased during the 
past few years? 

Prior to 1956, assessments in the City of Halifax 
on residential properties did not closely reflect 
current market values. In 1956, the J. M. Clem
inshaw Company completed a re-assessment programme 
of all properties within the City. The Cleminshaw 
Company approach to assessed value was current 
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market value. This was in accordance with the 
interpretation of the requirements of the City 
Charter .• 

The original assessments in the Africville area 
were based upon the original Cleminshaw valuations. 
Shortly after the adoption of the Cleminshaw 
valuations throughout the City, City Council, as 
a result of numerous appeals, reduced the 
Cleminshaw valuations by 15% across the board. 
The first reduction in assessment in the Afric
ville area,·therefore, reflected this 15% 
reduction. 

The net result of the Cleminshaw re-valuation 
with its slight subsequent reduction by City 
Council is a very marked increase in the total 
value of assessed properties in the City of 
Halifax. The required tax revenue did not change 
appreciably. The result was that many residential 
properties and, particularly those in the Afric
ville area, were required to pay substantially 
less taxes than they would have had to pay prior 
to re-valuations for assessment purposes. The 
tax return on residential properties was reduced 
at this time from $3.72 to $1.50 per $100.00 of 
residential assessment. 

In 1960, the City Assessor's Department did a 
further re-assessment of all properties. This 
re-assessment had to take into consideration 
the provisions of Ordinance 50 which was adopted 
in 1958. In effect it meant the value of properties 
which could not conform to the minimum provisions 
of this ordinance '"'ere substantially reduced. 
The result was that assessments in the Africville 
area and on some other properties within the 
City were reduced. 

Why have not Africville residents been granted 
permits to improve their dwellings? 

It is my understanding that few, if any, of the 
structures within the area which we have defined 
as Africville had been built in the first instance 
under authority of properly approved Building 
Permits. City records indicate that in the early 
1950's approximately sixteen (16) applications 
were made for Building Permits, twelve of which 
were for repairs and four for new structures. All 
but one of the permits were issued as requested. 
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In latter years the practice of applying for 
and issuing of Building Permits appears to 
have reverted to the practice in effect previous 
to 1950. There appear to be few, if any, Building 
Permits requested and certainly none have been 
issued. 

If a Building Permit were applied for today it 
might or might not be issued. The responsibility 
for issuing such a permit rests with the Building 
Inspector. The probability is that the Building 
Inspector would refuse to issue such a permit 
and his reasons for so doing would be one or both 
of the following: 

1. Properties are not serviced by piped water 
or piped sewer. It is not the practice in 
the City of Halifax to issue permits if 
either of these essential services is missing. 
The Health Committee is the only authority to 
issue a permit in the non-use of public sewer. 

2. If a building is to be repaired or altered 
the work done on the building must be sufficient 
to bring that building to the minimum standards 
required under Ordinance 50. A Building Permit 
can only be issued for this type of repair 
providing the total amount to be expended is 
not in excess of 50% of the value of the 
property as determined by the Building Inspector. 

If the cost of repairs or alterations is in 
excess of 50% of the building as determined 
by the Building Inspector, the repaired building 
must meet the standards of construction imposed 
on all new structures. In effect, it would be 
the opinion of the Building Inspector that 
Building Permits could only be issued if the 
proposed alterations resulted in the new 
structure meeting new construction standards. 

If a Building Permit is applied for and is refused 
by the Building Inspector the citizen has the right 
to appeal the Building Inspector's refusal to the 
Committee on Works of the City Council. 
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What will happen to people who do not have 
evidence of clear titles to lands which they 
J2.2.!3Sess? In what way will they be compensated? 

The situation in respect of title in the Afric
ville area appears to fall into three general 
categories: 

(a) Persons who have a paper title to their 
property. 

(b) Persons who have possessory title to their 
property. 

(c) Persons who have no apparent legal claim 
to title. 

Persons in Categories (a) and (b) above are, 
of course, entitled to full legal compensation 
for their lands. Any person who has a proven 
title whether by way of registered deed or through 
possessory title has a claim against the 
expropriating authority for just compensation. 
The City would be required and would, in fact, 
feel obligated to pay the full market value 
for these particular properties. These market 
values would, as previously mentioned, be 
determined by independent appraisal. 

Persons in Category (c) above would not have any 
legal claim to compensation. The City could, in 
fact, expropriate these properties and place the 
onus for proof of ownership on the persons 
concerned. If these persons could not prove a 
legal right of ownership, the City would not be 
required to compensate them. 

In view of the fact that there ~re families in 
this position in Africville and because of the 
special consideration being given Africville, 
the City has taken the position that it may have 
a ~oral obligation to pay some compensation in 
th3se cases. It has been suggested that those 
with an apparent ownership but with no legal 
claim should be made a gratuitous payment of 
$500 in return for vacant possession of the 
property. 
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In essence, the City is prepared and required 
to compensate at market value any persons with 
a legal claim to title. A gratuitous payment 
would only be made to those with an apparent 
ownership but no legal claim. 

9. Does the City intend to buy properties solely 
in terms of their current assessed values? 

10. 

The City cannot compensate on the basis of 
assessed values. These values are not normally 
accepted by the Courts in determining claims 
for compensation. 

As previously mentioned, compensation to owners 
with a legal claim is based upon the market value 
of the property in use. The City's offers to 
such owners are based upon independent appraisals 
obtained by the City. In order to insure the 
fairness of the City• s offer,1 many owners obtain 
their own independent valuation. 

Would it be possible for the City to convey to 
Africville residents a sum of money that would 
enable them to make down-payments on new homes? 

The City normally compensates owners to the 
full extent of the value of the property taken 
from them. In the case of Africville, it has 
been suggested that this normal procedure will 
be followed. It has been suggested in addition 
that a gratuitous payment of $500 should be made 
to those with a moral but no legal claim for 
compensation. 

The amount of money to be paid to the residents 
of Africville in compensation for properties 
acquired by the City should, in many instances, be 
sufficient to make a down-payment on a new home. 
Persons with a legal claim to a substantial area 
of land occupied by reasonably large buildings 
could expect to be paid more than persons with 
no claim of ownership on either lands or buildings. 
The gratuitous payment of $500 to those who have 
no claim on title would not normally be sufficiently 
large to cover the down-payment on a new home. 
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Would it be possible for Africville residents 
to be relocated on land near, but separate from, 
the Industrial Mile area? 

The answer to this question falls into two 
general categories--rental and home ownership. 
The answers are very complex and involve several 
fundamental issues. I am attaching for your 
information a copy of the Uniacke Square 
Redevelopment Area report which deals in specific 
terms with these complexities. Outlined below 
are some general comments: 

A. RENTAL 

It was suggested in the original report 
that some of the families in Africville 
would be unable financially to own new 
homes of their own or to occupy rental 
accommodation at full economic rents. 
These families might in fact wish to take 
advantage of the subsidized rental housing 
now being offered. by the City to families 
displaced by redevelopment. 

Outlined below are some of the more 
pertinent points in respect of subsidized 
rental housing: 

1. Rentals are based upon the total income 
of the family. This total income is 
considered to be the income of the head 
of the house, a working wife, resident 
children over 25, and up to $75 per 
month of resident children 25 or under 
who are working. Shelter rentals 
approximate 20%-21% of the gross family 
income. The cost of heat, hot water,etc., 
if supplied, is additional. 

2. The subsidized rental projects are 
constructed in partnership with the 
Provincial and Federal Governments and 
are amortized over a period of up to 
50 years. The average rental required 
to be obtained on each unit in the average 
project in order to meet the costs of 
operation and to write off the costs of 
investment is between $85-$90 per month. 
This does not include the cost of heat, 
hot water, etc., if these are provided. 
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3. The Partnership of the Federal-Provincial
Municipal Government is prepared to 
subsidize each rental housing unit to an 
average of $25.-$30 per unit per month. 
The apartments or housing units within the 
project must, therefore, be rented in such 
a manner as to attain an average rental 
return of about $55-$60 per month. This 
means that for every low income family 
admitted to the project, a family of 
higher income must be admitted. 

In order to establish a subsidized rental 
project for the residents of Africville 
in the area of Africville, it would be 
necessary to prove that the incomes of 
those who wished admission to the project 
were such as to provide an average rental 
return, excluding services, of $55-$60 a 
month. It would seem that such a rent level 
might be difficult to attain. On the other 
hand, the lower income people from the 
Africville area could go into one of the 
existing or contemplated subsidized rental 
projects without affecting the rent levels. 
If these families were unable to meet the 
average required rental, this average could 
still be attained by admitting higher income 
groups from other areas. 

HOME OWNERSHIP 

There may be those in the Africville area who 
would be interested in re-establishing in homes 
of their own. It might be possible to find 
land in the northern part of the City which is 
zoned for and could be developed for residential 
use. This would, of course, necessitate the 
provision of proper streets and municipal 
services. 

There is no way that we have been able to 
determine in which home ownership can be sub
sidized with equity to all. The Uniacke Square 
report deals at some length with this problem. 
Home owners generally seem to prefer to be able 
to choose their own location rather than to have 
such locations imposed by Government. Without 
subsidization, home owners can probably make a 
better deal by themselves than they could by 
proceeding with the direct assistance of any 
level of Government. 
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It occurs to me that the questions asked by your 
Committee tend to emphasize the assessment practices of the 
City as they apply to the Africville area. Presumably, these 
questions are directed in an attempt to use the answers in 
proving title to specific properties. I do not feel, however, 
that this is the case. 

Even if the answers do tend to prove title, I feel 
your Committee should not lose sight of the fact that assess
ments are only one part of our taxing procedure. Some time 
ago we provided you with a list of the tax arrears for 
Africville. I think you will note from this that the total 
amount of tax arrears in the area amounts to approximately 
four times the annual charges. As you are aware, the City 
has the right to exert tax liens and sell properties at a 
tax sale where arrears are outstanding. 

I could, of course, dwell at much greater length 
on the answers to some of the questions that you have placed 
before me. I feel, however, that the answers given are of 
sufficient length to permit basic consideration by your group. 
If you require further information, please do not hesitate 
to get in touch with me. 

It is my understanding that you wish to consider 
these questions with your Com~ittee and with the residents 
of Africville. Following this, we could arrange for a 
further meeting with your Committee. I would hope that this 
further meeting could be arranged reasonably soon as it was 
my impression that our first meeting was most useful. 

RBG/meb 
Enclosures 

(signed) : 

Yours very truly, 

R. B. Grant 
Development Officer 
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Mr. Do~ald F. Maclean, 
Secretary, 
Halifax Advisory Committee 

on Human Rights, 
5787 Ogilvie Street, 
Halifax, N. S. 

Dear Mr. Maclean, 

January 22, 1963 

I must apologize for the extremely long delay in 
dealing with your letter of December 17, 1962. However, as 
I explained during our recent telephone conversation, we have 
been very busy in recent weeks. 

I will attempt to deal with your questions in the 
order they are presented. My written answers will of necessity 
be much shorter than the verbal replies which I was able to 
give at our last meeting. I hope, that the replies will be 
of use to you. 

1. The $500 proposed as compensation, to persons who do 
not have clear titles, is inadequate; this amount would 
not make possible the acquisition of alternate accommodation. 

An expropriating authority is required to compensate 
an owner on the value of the property taken. The 
law does not require that the expropriating authority 
provide sufficient compensation to re-house the 
displaced person. After all, that person might 
choose to re-locate in much more expensive accommo
dation. The expropriating authority could not, 
therefore, be expected to accept responsibility for 
this. 

The proposal to pay $500.00 to persons with an 
apparent ownership, but no legal claim of any sort 
would be a gratuitous gesture on the part of the City. 
strictly speaking the City could expropriate the 
lands where title is in doubt, and wait for the 
owners to prove that compensation was due them. The 
persons who we have suggested should receive $500.00 
would not, in this case, be able to justify any 
claim for any compensation. 
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2. 

I do not think it was the intention that the City 
would accept the responsibility to re-house all 
families in the Africville area in new homes of 
their own. As pointed out in our discussions and 
in previous talks to your group, subsidization of 
home ownership is almost impossible to justify. 

The proposal to pay $500.00 was, in fact, a proposal 
to pay some compensation to those who would have 
no legal claim against the City if their land was 
expropriated. The question of whether $500.00 is 
an adequate payment is, of course, debatable, but 
I do not see where it would be possible to use the 
cost of alternative accommodation as a basis for 
measuring the amount of a gratuitous payment. 

Africville residents do not want to become, in effect, 
permanent "welfare cases." 

I think I am quite safe in saying that no one would 
like to see Africville residents become permanent 
"welfare cases." 

The City's proposal for relocating residents of 
Africville, contemplates that all families would be 
offered accommodation in one of the public housing 
projects. Many of the families offered this accommo
dation might choose not to accept it. This, of 
course, is perfectly within their rights. 

The families that do accept accommodation in public 
housing units would be required to pay rents in 
accordance with their ability to pay. The ability 
to pay is determined by their gross family income, 
which is considered to include the income of the 
head of the family, a working wife, up to $75.00 a 
month of the resident children under 25 and all of 
the income of resident children over 25. The family 
would be required to pay approximately 20% to 21% of 
this gross family income as monthly rent. If services, 
such as heat and hot water are provided to the tenants, 
the tenants would, of course, be required to pay 
their fair share of this. 

The minimum rental chargeable in Mulgrave Park ranges 
from $24.00 to $32.00 per month, depending upon the 
size of the family, for shelter. To this must be 
added the cost of the services provided, which at this 
level of rental would run about $12.00 per month. 
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Unemployed families, or families with incomes below 
that which will permit the minimum rental payment may 
be eligible for welfare assistance in meeting, their 
rents. It is hoped that most families requiring 
welfare would require it on a temporary basis. In
evitably a few families may find themselves on con
tinous welfare but it would be hoped that the improved 
housing would permit families to better their job 
opportunities. 

It has been noted throughout the country that average 
rentals within public housing projects increase by 
about $1.50 per unit per month, each year and this of 
course is a reflection of the increased average earning 
powers of the families. 

Africville residents want to continue to live near a 
church building of their own. 

If the church property is acquired by the City, the 
City would be required to pay compensation for it. 
The congregation would, therefore, have an amount of 
money available to it for the replacement of the 
building. 

The City's position is that the families from the 
Africville area will be offered housing units within 
the various City-owned projects. It was proposed 
during our last meeting that possibly a special sub
sidized rental project could be built for the residents 
of Africville. It was pointed out that there were 
financial reasons why this would be almost impossible. 

Public housing units are built in partnership with the 
Federal and Provincial Governments. The housing units 
cost from $12,000 to $14,000 each and require an 
average rental of between $85.00 and $90.00 per unit 
per month to break even. The Partnership agrees to 
subsidize these units to the extent of $25.00 to 
$30.00 per unit per month but the balance of the costs 
of operations must be met by the tenants. 

The tenants in any project would be required to pay 
an average of $55.00 to $60.00 per month with the 
lower income tenants paying less and the higher income 
tenants paying more. It is doubtful if the Africville 
group could manage these average rentals. It seems 
likely that they would have to depend upon other groups 
of wage earners within the City to insure that the 
average rental is met. 
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From what I have been told, it seems unlikely that 
all the residents of Africville would be able to 
establish a complete new community on a home owner
ship basis within the City. Some residents may, in 
fact, be willing and able to obtain new homes of 
their own, others may wish to take advantage of the 
City's offer of alternative accommodation in public 
housing projects. 

It seems very unlikely that it would be possible to 
re-establish a church for the exclusive use and 
within the immediate area of relocation of Africville 
residents. Inevitably, there will be some movement 
of families to different locations. The congregation .. 
should, however, have funds available to it to assist 
in the provision of a new church if they so desire. 

Africville residents want clarification of the City's 
stated view that the City's principal reason for 
deciding to expropriate Africville is to remove sub
standard dwellings, and want to know to what extent 
a desire to obtain ~fricville for industrial use was a 
factor in the City·~ decision. 

I gather from this question that there may be a feeling 
among some residents of Africville that the principal 
reason for acquiring the area is to permit the City 
to promote industrial development. 

The principal reason for the proposed action in the 
Africville area is to remove the substandard 
dwellings. I think most members of your Committee 
will agree that almost all of the occupied buildings 
in the area are ~t variance with the standards of 
occupancy established for the City. The dwellings 
could be ordered vacated or removed under one or the 
other of several statutes and ordinances. If Afric
ville were not unique in terms of its history, it is 
quite probable that this loJ'ould have been done already 
and the families required to find new housing on their 
own. 

If City action were taken to remove the properties, 
the City might well take the position that it was the 
owners responsibility to realize what they could from 
the disposal of their land. Because of the uncertainty 
of title it is doubtful whether many people would be 
interested in acquiring these lands. The owners would 
be hard put to re-use the lands themselves in accordance 
with the By-laws of the City, because the uncertainty 
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of title would almost definitely preclude mortgage 
loans which would be necessary in order to permit 
the erection of satisfactory structures. 

The City's proposal is therefore, to remove the struc
tures and by acquiring the properties, place themselves 
in a position to compensate the owners. Expropriation 
by the City or by some other Government appears to be 
the only way in which land titles in the area can be 
cleared. 

The present plans of the City call for the construction 
of a limited access roadway from the Nova Scotian 
Hotel to the Fairview Overpass. This roadway passes 
directly through the Africville area and many of the 
properties would have to be acquired in order to 
construct this roa~. The construction of that portion 
of the road running through Africville, however, is 
something that is not likely to take place for quite 
a number of years. 

Some of the land in the Africville area proposed for 
acquisition is tentatively zoned for industrial use. 
Industry creates employment and because of this, all 
cities must be interested in the establishment of 
industry. There is not at this moment a demand for 
this land for industrial purposes. If the land is 
to be used for the purpose suggested, the City would 
have to create the demand and there is no certainty 
that this can be done. 

5. The City has indicated that Africville has no designated 
boundaries. What are the boundaries of Africville, as 
an electoral polling district? 

As I mentioned during our two meetings, Africville is 
not a legal entity and as such has no legal boundaries. 
It is a community within the legal boundaries of the 
City of Halifax and is in the same legal category as 
say Westmount and other areas of a like nature. While 
these areas have, in the course of their history, 
acquired a name, this name has no significance in legal 
terms. 

I am attaching a City plan on which we have outlined 
Electoral Polling Districts Nos. 201A and 205. The 
Polling Districts 201A and 205 are described as the 
lands within the boundaries outlined on the plan, 
but excluding therefrom the area known as Africville 
which is in Polling District No. 204. We have been 
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unable to locate a polling district boundary 
description of the Africville area and we understand 
that this polling district is set up by a list of 
names only. 

It does not appear that there is a plan showing the 
electoral polling district of Africville. 

6. Why are lands for prospective industrial use not deemed 
to be high in value? 

7. 

The principal reason that industrial lands are not 
deemed to be high in value is, of course, the fact 
that industry is just not prepared to pay high prices, 
and finds that it does not have to. 

Industry provides the economic support for most 
communities. It creates the primary employment on 
which the community depends for its livelihood. 

Industry is highly competitive. Land costs and mun
icipal taxes can have a very important bearing on the 
ability of an industry to compete. If these costs 
are so high that the industry cannot compete, the 
industry has no alternative but to cease operations. 

Industries are aware of their value to a community. 
Most communities are also aware of this value. New 
industries will therefore locate in the areas where 
they are given the best deal, and there is a compe
tition amongst the communities to get these industries. 
Many communities provide land virtually free of charge 
in order to attract potential employers in the industrial 
field. 

What City service is received in return for taxes paid 
on Africville properties? 

The 1960 tax roll contains 39 assessments for the 
Africville area. The total tax levied on these 39 
properties amounted to $1,598.68. The total taxes 
owing on properties assessed in the Africville area 
as at August 29, 1962 amounts to $6,392.24. Tax 
arrears in the Africville area are, therefore, 
approximately four times the 1962 tax levy. 

The services provided by the City for the Africville 
area fall into two main categories. These are: 

Welfare 

Schools 
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Other services are provided on a much more limited 
basis. 

The Commissioner of Health and Welfare indicates that 
the City is paying between $9,500.00 and $10,000.00 
to residents of the Africville area by way of welfare 
assistance. This represents about 10% of the total 
amount of welfare payments made by the City during 
the year. 

There are approximately 112 youngsters attending 
City schools from the Africville area. It costs the 
City approximately $285.93 per pupil per year. The 
total cost of schooling is, therefore, $32,024.16. 
In addition, the City provides school buses at an 
annual cost of $2,850.00. 

In summary, therefore, the City levies taxes on the 
Africville area at the rate of about $1,600.00 a year. 
In return for that portion of this levy which is 
collected, the City provides services estimated to 
cost $44,874.16. 

8. Who were the Africville residents who received building 
or alteration permits in the period immediately prior 
to 1950? 

I am attaching a list of the building permits issued 
in Africville. This list shows the name of the person 
to whom the permit was issued and the date of issuance. 
[To maintain confidentiality, the list is not included 
in this report on the Africville Relocation.] 

9. Why are assessed values not regarded, by the courts, as 
a basis for compensation upon expropriation? 

The valuation of properties for assessment purposes 
differ from municipality to municipality. In some 
places, assessments are based upon market value, in 
other places reproduction value and in still other 
places rental value. Some municipalities follow the 
practice of establishing the assessed value at a per
centage of one or the other types of value outlined 
above. 

In the City of Halifax, assessed value is defined in 
the City Charter as market value. Every attempt is 
made to meet the requirements of the Charter. Never
theless, it seems almost inevitable that there will 
be variations between the value for assessment purp_oses 
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and the value which a person might expect to receive 
if his property were offered for sale. 

I suppose one of the principal reasons that the courts 
do not recognize assessed value in determining settle
ment is the fact that adjustments of assessed· values 
tend to lag behind market conditions. The market 
value of a property is the value mutually agreeable 
to a willing buyer and a willing seller. The value 
is at the date of purchase and could be a somewhat 
different value at a somewhat different time. 

The assessed value is a value placed by the assessor 
as at a given time. It is adjusted periodically, 
but certainly not on a daily basis. At the time 
of adjustment, it would reflect trends in the value 
of the property. It might not reflect the value 
placed upon the property by a willing buyer at a 
given time. The essential purpose of assessment is 
not to create absolute value, but is to create a 
reasonable value in relation to all other properties 
within an area or City. 

In other words, assessed value could be less or 
more than actual market value and still serve its 
purpose. Assessment valuations are intended to 
assure equality of treatment in respect to taxes. 

It is at least partly for the reasons given that the 
courts do not recognize assessec·value·in determining 
compensation. Because of this, the City compensates 
on the basis of market value as determined by 
independent real estate appraisers. 

10. What is the minimum rent paid in City-owned multiple
housing developments? 

The answer to this question is partially given in the 
answers to questions 2 and 3. 

Public housing projects are managed by the Housing 
Authority of Halifax. The rents chargeable by the 
Housing Authority are laid down in a schedule to an 
agreement between the Federal-Provincial Partnership 
and the Housing Authority. A copy of the rental 
scale is-attached to this letter. 

The rents commence on the basis of a minimum family 
income of $150~00 per month. Persons below this 
income are required to pay as if they were in receipt 
of this income. You will see from an examination of 
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the scale that rents vary depending upon income and 
depending upon the number of children. You will 
also note that when incomes exceed $325.00 per month, 
rents are charged at the rate applicable to $325.00 
per month plus 30% of the income over this amount. 

The rental scale covers shelter rental only. Where 
the tenant provides all services as at Bayers Road, 
no additional charge is made. In Mulgrave Park, heat, 
hot water, water, stoves, refrigerators, etc. are 
supplied to the tenant by the Authority. At Mulgrave 
Park, tenants pay an additional 38% of their shelter 
rental to cover the cost of the services provided. 

11. Is all of the land area of Africville designated for 
industrial purposes? If not, could Africville residents 
be relocated on land in the vicinity of Africville? 

With one small exception, the land occupied by 
structures designated on the plan with which we 
provided you previously, is required for use for 
street improvements or is planned for industrial 
re-use. There is a very tiny area on the southern 
boundary which might be considered a residential 
re-use. 

The difficulty of re-establishing the community in 
the area would appear to hinge more on the financial 
capabilities of the community rather than on the 
availability of land. 

A new single family house built to the minimum 
standards required by the City of Halifax could not 
be put in place for less than $8,000.00. This I 
think is the absolute minimum price and the probability 
is that construction and land costs would go somewhat 
higher. 

If the new house were constructed under the provisions 
of the National Housing Act, and the best terms were 
obtained, a down payment of $800.00 would be required 
to be made by the new owner. The remainder of the 
cost could be financed by a mortgage over 35 years. 
Monthly payments to repay this mortgage would be as 
follows: 

Principal & Interest 
Taxes 

TOTAL 
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This example illustrates the best possible financial 
terms for home ownership. The probable monthly co • 
and down payments would be considerably higher. 

In the answer to one of the earlier questions, I 
with the question of a subsidized rental project 
Africville residents only. In my previous answer I 
indicated that it would be necessary for the tenants 
of such a project to be able to pay an average of 
$55.00 to $60.00 per month. This would mean that 
average tenant in the project would be required to 
have a family income between $250.00 and $270.00 per 
month. It is unlikely that such an average income 
could be obtained. 

Integration of the Africville group in other public 
housing projects would not create the same problem. 
If the incomes of Africville are below the average 
required, and I believe that this is so, admissions 
of other families at higher incomes '~ould permit the 
project to attain the required average rental. 

12. Will special provision be made for the accommodation of 
unemployable widows and pensioners who are unable to 
pay the full amount of minimum rents? 

This question has already been answered in part. 

It is a requirement of the City's agreement with its 
Federal and Provincial Partners that a minimum rent 
be charged for any apartment or housing unit within 
a public housing project. This minimum rental is based 
upon a family income of $150.00 per month. 

A review of the rental scale attached will indicate 
that the minimum shelter rental ranges from $24.00 
to $32.00 per month depending upon the size of the 
family. The cost of services is, of course, additional 
to this. If an occupant is unemployed and is unable 
to pay his rent, assistance is available to him from 
the City Welfare Department. The applicant for 
assistance must, of course, be able to prove to welfare 
authorities that help is needed and justified. 

13. Will the City include, in the terms of expropriation, 
a clause to the effect that if expropriated lands are 
not sold for industrial use by a specified date, the 
people from whom they were expropriated will retain a 
right to re-acquire the lands for an amount not greater 
than the amount for which they were expropriated? 
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I suppose it would be possible for the City to 
include a buy-back provision in its terms of 
acquisition. I would think personally that the 
inclusion of this clause is unlikely. 

The City is proposing to acquire the properties 
primarily to remove the blighted structures and 
to create a situation whereby the owners can realize 
a cash return on their properties. If the City was 
not prepared to acquire the properties, it could 
still order removal of the properties and let the 
owners or apparent owners attempt to dispose or re
use the lands. The chaotic state of title would 
make this virtually impossible. 

The City realizes that acquisition of the lands 
will mean an out-of-pocket expenditure that may 
not be realized upon by the City for many years. 
A large portion of the land for example is required 
for the limited access Shore Drive,but actual 
construction of this street at this point could be 
postponed for many years. It seems apparent that 
it will be needed ultimately. 

It may be that at some time in the future, the 
balance of the lands will be required for other 
than industrial purposes. Industry may not be 
attracted to the site and the land may be required 
for purposes not now foreseen. 

The City proposes, and is in fact required, to pay 
market value for properties acquired. In this 
case, it is proposed that the owners be fully 
compensated under law. It is further proposed 
that some recognition be given to those who have 
no legal claim. 

In view of all the circumstance's, I think it would 
be unlikely that the City would be prepared to 
agree to a buy-back arrangement between the present 
owners and the City. 

14. Would it be feasible to orqanize a co-operative housing 
project on land in the vicinity of Africville? 

I think the possibility of establishing a co-operative 
housing project would be best investigated with the 
Nova Scotia Housing Commission. All co-operative 
housing projects in Nova Scotia are financed through 
this Commission. 
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The first requirement for a co-operative housing 
project would be, of course, the provision of a 
satisfactory site. Undoubtedly, sufficient land 
of a residential nature could be assembled in the 
northern portion of the City for a small project. 
The Nova Scotia Housing Commission do I believe, 
have certain restrictions on land costs and these 
restrictions might be a limiting factor. 

Co-operative housing projects have been successful 
in Nova Scotia and have certainly been responsible 
for providing homes for many people. Some savings 
in the total construction cost are possible, but 
it is usually at the expense of considerable personal 
labour by the home owner. 

I had some experience of co-operative housing in 
Ne,IToundland. It was largely agreed in Newfoundland, 
that a reduction of $1,000 to $1,500 in cost could 
be attained by co-operative effort. It was also 
their experience that this cost saving was attained 
by almost two years of constant work by the members 
of the co-operative group. The usual hours worked 
in Newfoundland would be every evening and on 
Saturdays for the two year period. 

I hope that my remarks may be of use to you. It would, 
of course, be possible to go on at much greater length on any 
of the questions asked, but I hope my answers have been suffi
ciently clear to permit your further consideration. 

At our last meeting it was agreed that we would meet 
with the residents of Africville in the fairly near future. Un
fortunately the pressure of other work has not permitted this 
meeting to this time. However, the pressures have eased somewhat 
and we would be prepared to meet with the Africville group at a 
mutually convenient time. 

RBG/jl 
Enclosures 

(Sgd.) 
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His Worship the Mayor 
and Aldermen 

City of Halifax 
Nova Scotia 

Your Worship, 
Madam, and Gentlemen: 

Halifax 
Nova Scotia 
September 6, 1963 

The Halifax Advisory Committee on Human Rights 
submits for consideration by City Council the following 
statement prepared in the interests of the residents of 
Africville, whose future has been for some time a concern 
of City Council. 

The Halifax Advisory Committee on Human Rights is 
a volunteer non-delegate group consisting of residents of 
Africville and citizens living elsewhere in Halifax and its 
vicinity. The Committee was formed in August 1962, at the 
invitation of several residents of Africville, to advise in 
matters related to an anticipated clearance of the Africville 
land area for industrial use. A list of the Committee's 
eighteen members is appended. 

The Committee has met approximately sixteen times 
on its own, including two meetings at which City staff members 
were present; once at City Hall, with representatives of City 
Council or City staff; and five times at Africville, where 
public meetings were conducted by the Chairman of the Committee 
and at which, on one occasion, City staff members were present. 

It is clear that residents of Africville have a 
strong sense of com~unity. A survey which the Committee con
ducted, through personal interviews, with one adult member in 
each of sixty-nine of the approximately eighty families living 
in Africville, indicates that the average adult has lived in 
Africville for thirty-five years. In reply to the question, 
"If Africville is expropriated, what kind of housing would 
you like to have, and '\vhere?", most respondents indicated that 
they would prefer to live in the north end of the City and 
definitely in single-family dwellings with low down-payments 
and low monthly repayments. 

It is clear, also, that residents of Africville vary 
in their ability to provide acceptable housing accommodation 
for themselves. The Committee submits that there are at least 
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two possible means by which acceptable housing might be made 
available: 

(1) By the formation of a limited-dividend housing 
company on a non-profit basis (under Section 16 of the 
National Housing Act) for the advantage of Africville 
residents financially able to benefit from such a formation: 

(2) By the construction of high~density housing on the 
upper slopes of Africville, provided by the City of Halifax 
in agreement with a corporate body (under provisions of the 
Municipal Corporation Supplementary Powers Act, 1954) to be 
made available to persons displaced through the redevelopment 
program anticipated for the Africville area and, regardless 
of race, to other citizens of Halifax. 

The Committee has concluded, in view of its numerous 
meetings and consultations, that 

(1) the complex±ty of property tenure in Africville, 
(2) the strong sense of community in Africville, 
(3) the probable high cost of relocation arrangements 

likely to be acceptable mutually to Africville 
residents and the City of Halifax, and the apparent 
need for special financial arrangements, and 

(4) the depressed condition of housing in Africville, 

would warrant the City's taking extraordinary measures. 

THE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDS, therefore, that City Council engage 
a· person of outstanding qualifications, in training and 
experience, to study Africville in depth and for the purpose 
of formulating specific recommendations of sound ways and means 
of solving problems in housing. 

The Committee advises that, as a first step towards 
implementing its recommendation, City Council bring to Halifax 
a specialist who would be requested (after a preliminary survey 
of Africville, and discussion witl1 City staff, with the Halifax 
Advisory Committee on Human Rights, and with other resources) 
to state whether, in his judgment, a study in depth is indicated. 

The Committee's recommendation is submitted for the 
reasons intimated above and, also, in the knowledge of an 
outstanding report published in 1958 by Dr. Albert Rose, 
Professor of Social Work, University of Toronto, of Canada's 
first extensive experiment in slum-clearance and urban redevel
opment: Regent Park, Toronto. Dr. Rose's report, a record of 
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social and administrative significance, impresses the Committee 
that a study of like calibre would yield similar far-reaching 
solutions for Africville. A biographical statement about Dr. 
Rose is appended. 

Yours very truly, 

THE HALIFAX ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
ON HUMAN RIGHTS 

(Signed) H. A. J. Wedderburn 
CHAIRMAN 

(Signed) Donald F. Maclean 
SECRETARY 
5787 Ogilvie Street 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 
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THE HALIFAX ADVISORY COMMITTTEE ON HUMAN RIGHTS 

Mr. F. -C. Brodie 
55 Melwood Ave. 
Armdale, N. S. 

Mr. Harry Carter 
1833 Barrington St. 
Halifax, N. s. 

Rev. Charles Coleman 
49~ Cornwallis ~t. 
Halifax, N. s. 

Mrs. Wendell Colpitts 
Millview, R. R. #1 
Bedford, N. s. 

Mr. George Davis 
100 Maynard St. 
Halifax, N. S. 

Rabbi Jospeh Dei t·cher 
6674 Quinpool Road 
Halifax, N. s. 

Rabbi Emanuel s. Goldsmith 
1055 Lucknow St. 
Halifax, N. s. 

Mr. John Horricks 
255 Barrington St. 
Halifax, N. s. 
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Mr. Ian M. MacKeigan 
43 Granville St. 
Halifax, N. s. 

Mr. and Mrs. Donald F. 
5787 Ogilvie St. 
Halifax, N. s. 

Mr. George Mantley 
1833 Barrington St. 
Halifax, N. s. 

Rev. w. P. Oliver 
R. R. #2 
Lower Sackville, N. s. 

Mr. Lloyd R. Shaw 
16 Armview Avenue 
Halifax, N. s. 

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Steed 
1833 Barrington St. 
Halifax, N. s. 

Rev. A. W. Verrall 
42 Windsor St. 
Halifax, N. S. 

Mr. H. A. J. Wedderburn 
29 Fader st. 
Dartmouth, N. s. 



DR • ALBERT ROSE 

Professor of Social Work 
University of Toronto 

Dr. Albert Rose graduated in 1939 as a gold medallist 
in the Honours Political Science and Economics course at the 
University of Toronto, and he received his Ph.D. three years 
later from the University of Illinois. From 1943 to 1945 he 
served with the Canadian Army, after which he held the post of 
Research Director of the Welfare Council of Toronto until, in 
1948, he joined the staff of the School of Social Work, University 
of Toronto, where he is now Professor of Social Work. 

Dr. Rose has been associated with the Civic Advisory 
Council of Toronto, the Canadian Welfare Council, Central 
Mortgage and Housing Corporation, the Department of Citizenship 
and Immigration, and the Community Planning Association of 
Canada. 

Dr. Rose has published a number of significant reports 
on various aspects of housing and metropolitan planning, including 
An Experimental Study of Local Housing Conditions and Needs, 
submitted to Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation in 1953, 
and his principal study, Regent Park: A Study in Slum Clearance, 
published in 1958. 
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December 6, 1963 

REPORT OF A VISIT TO HALIFAX WITH PARTICULAR 
RESPECT TO AFRICVILLE 

November 24-26, 1963 

TO : His Worship the Mayor and 
Members of City Council. 

FROM 

Terms of Reference 

Dr. Albert Rose 
Professor of Social Work, 
University of Toronto. 

On September 6, 1963, the Halifax Advisory Committee 
on Human Rights submitted a Brief to City Council in which the 
following recommendation appeared (P.2): 

11 The Committe has concluded, in view of its numerous 
meetings and consultations, that 
(1) the complexity of property tenure in Africville, 
(2) the strong sense of community in Africville, 
(3) the probable high cost of relocation arrangements 

likely to be acceptable mutually to Africville 
residents and the City of Halifax, and the 
apparent need for special financial arrangements, 
and, 

(4) the depressed condition of housing in Africville, 
would warrant the City's taking extraordinary measures. 

The Committee recommends, therefore, that City Council 
engage a person of outstanding qualifications, in 
training and experience, to study Africville in depth 
and for the purpose of formulating specific recommen
dations of sound ways and means of solving problems 
in housing. 

The Committee advises that, as a first step towards 
implementing its recommendation, City Council bring 
to Halifax a specialist who would be requested (after 
a preliminary survey of Africville, and discussion 
with City Staff, with the Halifax Advisory Committee 
on Human Rights, and with other resources) to s·tate 
whether, in his judgment, a study in depth is indicated ... 
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The Committee further recommended that this writer be 
the specific specialist invited to visit Halifax and 11 to state 
whether, in his judgment, a study in depth is ineiicated. 11 

Implementation 

Mr. P. F. c. Byars, City Manager, extended the approp
riate invitation on September 16, 1963, but first the respon
sibilities of the writer at the University of Toronto and later, 
the responsibilities of Mr. Byars and his staff, delayed the 
fulfillment of this undertaking until late November. In the 
meantime, however, I was enabled to read all the available staff 
reports on the situation in Africville, a number of magazine 
articles commenting upon this community, and the report of the 
Institute of Public Affairs, Dalhousie University, entitled 
11 The Conditions of the Negroes of Halifax City, Nova Scotia ... 

During my recent visit of some 48 hours I was able 
to tour the community under study and to interview or other
wise consult the following persons or groups: 

Members of the Staff, City of Halifax 

Mr. Peter F. c. Byars 
Mr. Robert Grant 

Mr. George F. West 
Dr. Edward M. Fogo 

Mr. H. Bond Jones 

City Manager 
Director, Development 

Department 
Commissioner of Works 
Commissioner of Health 

and Helfare 
Supervisor of Welfare 

University and Cowmunity Specialists 

~tr. Guy Henson ) 
Mr. Donald F. Maclean) 

Mr. Laurie T. Hancock 

Mr. John Horricks 

Institute of Public Affairs, 
Dalhousie University 

Director, 
Maritime School of Social 

Work. 

Executive Secretary, 
Welfare Council of Halifax. 

Halifax Advisory Committee on Human Rights 

The Halifax Advisory Committee on Human Rights con
vened a special meeting, attended by 13 of its members, for the 
purpose of considering the entire situation with the writer. 
This meeting, on the evening of November 25th, occupied four 
hours and was the most important confrontation of my visit. 
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The Present Situation 

The community known as Africville, within the 
municipal boundaries of the City of Halifax, is without doubt 
one of the most intensively studied communities in North 
America. It has been the subject, in whole or in part, of 
articles in Maclean•s Magazine and the United Church Observer, 
of radio and television programmes, and of research studies by 
the Institute of Public Affairs, Dalhousie University and 
the graduate students of the Maritime School of Social Work, 
Halifax. In recent years as well, the Development Department 
of the City has devoted a considerable effort to the study and 
reporting of this community. 

A great many basic facts, the fundamental data 
required for the replanning of the area and the relocation 
of its residents, are already known. These data include: the 
number and composition of all resident families; the age and 
sex distrioution of all residents; the number, nature and 
condition of all structures considered to fall within the 
community, whether residential or otherwise; the length of 
residence of families living in Africville, the labour force 
status, employment and unemployment, and approximate annual 
incomes for 1959; the mean age and grade of school children 
and their intelligence scores in a recent year; the number 
and proportion of resident families who claim to have a deed 
to property in Africville; and the preference of such families 
for xelocation housing if and when their community is redeveloped 
by the City of Halifax for the purpose of creating a reservoir 
of industrial land. 

As a result of the concern of the larger community 
in Halifax with the situation in Africville, the City Manager 
and members of the civic staff have prepared a number of 
substantial reports concerning this community, particularly 
during the past eighteen months. In my view the work of the 
staff has been excellent and the reports are impressive. The 
many difficult questions raised by the residents of Africville 
and by the Advisory Committee on Human Rights have been answered 
fully, frankly and sympathetically. (Reports dated July 23, 
1962; September 11, 1962; November 26, 1962; January 23, 1963). 

My meetings on November 25-26, 1963, and in parti
cular a long and frank discussion with the Advisory Committee, 
have provided further important information-and opinion. On 
the evening of November 25th, I raised three significant issues 
of public policy in the form of questions for consideration by 
this Committee, half of whom are coloured people, representatives 
of Africville and perhaps of the Negroes of Halifax, broadly 
speaking. These questions were: 
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1. Can a modern urban metropolis tolerate within its midst 
a community or grouping of dwellings which are physically 
and socially inadequate, not served with pure water and 
sewage disposal facilities? 

2. Can a minority group be permitted to reconstitute itself 
as a segregated community at a time in our history, at a 
time in the social history of western industrialized 
urban nations, when segregation either de jure (in law) or 
de facto (in fact)is almost everywhere condemned? 

3~ Are there solutions to the immediate problem at hand 
which are feasible, sensible and just, and which will cause 
a modest, as against a massive, disruption to the families 
and individuals concerned? 

The answers of the members of the Committee, without 
reference to race or colour, as individuals and as members of 
the group, were 11 No! 11 to the first two of these questions, and 
an expression of hope and faith in the policies and attitudes 
of the people of Halifax in response to the third question. 

The Major Findings of the Study Visit 

1. The residents of Africville appear ready and to some extent 
eager to negotiate a settlement concerning the ultimate dis
position of their community. 

The leaders of the community readily admit that 
Africville is a slum, that it should be cleared and that it 
would long since have been cleared if its inhabitants were of 
a different racial background. 

2. In any negotiation the unique situation of Africville must 
be given special weight by the civic administration and the 
people of Halifax. 

There is literally no community in Canada, perhaps 
none in North America, quite like Africville. Its long history, 
its special population and their employment characteristics, 
the years of neglect of this community by the administration 
of the City of Halifax, the unique importance of this settle
ment for all the people of Nova scotia and for Canada, must 
be borne in mind by the negotiators. 

These negotiations must not be diverted or subverted 
by the argument frequently heard by this investigator, that one 
or more features of a possible settlement will set a precedent. 
Africville will not, we trust, occur again, and its solution 
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will not become a precedent. The settlement reached by the 
City of Halifax must be just and humane and its special 
features need not be extended to those present or future 
pleaders whose situation in the face of urban redevelopment 
will not in any real sense approximate that of the residents 
of Africville. 

3. The expropriation of Africville and the relocation of 
its residents is far more than a housing problem. In essence 
this process is a welfare problem, not a mere problem of { 
financial assistance but a multi-dimensional task. j' 

This is the first time in a quarter-century of slum 
clearance, public housing, and redevelopment activity in 
North.America, that the removal of a severely blighted area 
will take away from a large proportion of the residents, not 
merely their housing and their sense of community, but their 
employment and means of livelihood as well (in this case, 
scavenging on the adjacent city rubbish disposal area). 

4. The people of Africville are not by and large, chronically 
dependent upon public funds for support. They are a proud 
people who go to great lengths to remain independent and ask 
for financial assistance ''as a last resort". At the present 
time approximately ten families only are in receipt of welfare 
assistance provided through the City of Halifax. The Dalhousie 
Study revealed one family in six headed by a female person but 
not all of these are "dependent families". Some male heads of 
families are, however, nearing retirement age and may soon 
have little or no income beyond the old age pension. 

There is a very real danger that the dislocation 
attendant upon expropriation and relocation will be so disruptive 
of existing living patterns that many more families will require 
and seek public assistance. To prevent this as far as possible, 
will require a great deal of planning by the City of Halifax 
and many community groups. 

5. The fundamental needs of the people of Africville are 
housing, employment and income. A careful assessment will need 
to be made of the circumstances of each family. 

The housing solution can be viewed as a tri-partite 
undertaking: 

(1) There are certain families (estimated by the Develop
ment Department at 12 to 15 and by the Advisory 
Committee at 20 to 25 in number) who possess an 
acceptable deed or title to their property in Afric
ville. 
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(2) 

It is believed that these families will receive 
a sufficient amount of money as a result of the 
expropriation proceedings to enable them to meet 
the down payment requirements in the purchase of 
suitable older houses in the downtown area. 

There are certain families (estimated by the write~ 
at 25-30 in number) who will seek admission to 
public housing. 

Their major problem will be to maintain the 
payment of rent and service charges (payments to 
which they are not now accustomed) and to adjust to 
a new system of rules and regulations in publicly 
provided housing accommodation. 

From the point of view of the community, and in 
the interest of these families, applicants for public :;) 
housing from Africville should be distributed among 
new public housing projects under construction or 
projected for the future, in the ratio of about 20 
per cent of all families in occupancy. 

(3) The bulk of the families (estimated at half or more 
of the approximately 80 families resident in Afric
ville) will likely arrange their own relocation 
housing and probably will seek rental accommodation 
within Halifax or elsewhere in the Province of Nova 
Scotia. 

In the case of the latter two groups, where no clear 
title or acceptable evidence of ownership exists, the City has 
offered a flat sum of $500 per family as a compensation, in 
recognition of the equity these families have in this long
standing community.' 

6. The related problems of employment and income are not solved 
by a process of relocation and compensation and cannot be met in 
this manner, even if compensation were increased. 

Those persons from Africville who are employable must 
be assisted to seek and obtain employment suited to their skills 
and experience, if any, within the City of Halifax or its 
Metropolitan Area. This will require not merely the acceptance 
and enforcement of the Fair Employment Practices Act of the 
Province of Nova Scotia but more especially, a change in 
attitude and the sympathetic understanding of the employers, 
workers, consumers and general citizenry of the community. 

Those persons who do not appear to possess marketable 
skills or experience must be assisted to obtain vocational 
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guidance, counselling and, if possible, training or retraining. 

7. The residents of Africville are seeking, therefore, a system 
of assurances or guarantees as a part of the settlement to be 
negotiated. Their concerns include the following: 

- that the City of Halifax will guarantee the 
monthly rental, if necessary, for families 
admitted to public housing, during a period 
of readjustment which might be limited to six 
months; 

- that welfare assistance will be made available 
without prejudice, to relocated residents of 
Africville as they seek to create new living 
patterns within the City; 

- that Africville families seeking to purchase 
houses in Halifax will be assisted to find 
accommodation at a fair market price and that 
legal advice will be available; 

- that Africville families will not be forced, 
through discrimination in the housing market, 
to seek accommodation only in those areas 
slated for redevelopment within the next few 
years; 

- that the Civic Administration will seek to 
encourage the people of Halifax to offer 
employment to coloured people and to cease 
discrimination against those whose address is 
now known to be in Africville. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

The writer was asked to state whether, in his judgment, 
a study (of Africville) in depth is indicated. It is my care
fully considered view that no further research in depth is re
quired or is likely to be helpful in the solution of the problems 
described in this report. 

The time has come, in my view, for the City and the 
people of Halifax to cease the study and the debate and to 
formulate and promulgate clearly, a policy and a programme of 
social action with respect to Africville. The writer, accordingly, 
recommends that: 
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1. The City Council of Halifax enunciate a clear policy 
that the community of Africville will be expropriated and 
cleared during the period commencing April 1, 1964 (or shortly 
thereafter) and that this process will be completed not later 
than December 31, 1966; 

2. The Civic Administration enter into early negotiations 
with the representatives of Africville and the Advisory 
Committee on Human Rights, to work out the design and the 
staging of the clearance and relocation programme: 

3. The Civil Administration encourage families to come forward 
voluntarily to negotiate settlements in respect of their 
property in Africville, whether such property is clearly owned 
or not; 

4. The expropriation settlements recognize the special 
situation described in this report and that the compensation 
presently offered by the City to those without a deed be 
considered a minimum amount; 

5. The compensation for this latter group be varied in 
accordance with size of family and/or marital status, recog
nizing the special needs of unmarried mothers with dependent 
children; 

6. The Halifax Housing Authority be encouraged to admit a 
number of families·relocated from Africville into each new 
housing project as it reaches completion, in the ratio of 
approximately one in every five families accommodated: 

7. The Development Department of the City of Halifax be 
assigned the responsibility of administering the entire re
location programme and that for this purpose a special budget 
be appropriated to enable: 

(a) the employment of a trained social worker 
or social scientist to visit and document the 
social and economic situation and requirements 
of each family unit or single individual, and 
to recommend the order or priority of relocation; 
and, 

(b) the development of a registry of available 
housing for sale or for rent (outside public 
housing) which might be suitable for families 
or persons relocated from Africville; and 

(c) the creation of a special relocation fund to 
assist families who require furniture or equipment 
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to enable them to function properly and live 
decently in their new accommodation. 

8. The City of Halifax provide free legal aid through its 
Legal Department and the enlistment of volunteers from the 
legal profession, to assist Africville residents to purchase 
homes or otherwise relocate themselves without payment of 
exorbitant charges, fees or other levies. 

The writer will conclude this report by repeating 
a statement he made to the Advisory Committee on Human Rights 
during his recent visit to Halifax, in the following words: 

11 Surely the coloured man is entitled to no less and 
no more consideration than the white resident of 
an urban redevelopment area! At the same time, 
because his needs are greater in nature and amount 
(education, employment, civil rights) he should and 
will receive greater consideration. Yet he must 
make an effort to express these needs. 11 

If the social and economic assistances recommended 
in this report, or similar programmes, are forthcoming and 
are administered with sympathy and understanding, .. •,ye may look 
forward to a relatively smooth process of relocation and re
development. The alternative is a condition of chronic 
dependency for many of the families under study. Tne staff of 
the Cit.y of Halifax should seek the support and assistance of 
all community groups to forestall this unfortunate possible 
outcome of years of study and effort. 

University of Toronto, 
December 6, 1963. 

(Sgd.) 
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APPENDIX G 

CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN 
THE HALIFAX HUMAN RIGHTS ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

AND 

HIS WORSHIP THE MAYOR AND ALDERMEN 
CITY OF HALIFAX 

JANUARY 10, 1964 
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His Worship the Mayor 
and Aldermen 

City of Halifax 
Nova Scotia 

Your Worship 
Madam, and Gentlemen: 

Halifax, 
Nova Scotia 
January 10, 1964 

The Rose Report and its recom~endations have been 
approved unanimously by the Halifax Advisory Committee on 
Human Rights and by ninety per cent of the residents of 
Africville who attended a public meeting at Africville held, 
under the Committee's auspices, on Thursday evening, January 9, 
1964. 

The Committee would invite attention to its comments 
about three matters dealt with in the Report: 

(1) The Report reads, on page six, "It is believed that 
(certain) families will receive a sufficient amount of 

money as a result of the expropriation proceedings to enable 
them to meet the down payment requirements in the purchase 
of suitable older houses in the downtown area." The Committee 
submits that this sentence should have read, " • to enable 
them to meet the down payment requirements in the purchase of 
suitable houses." It is feared that the "suitable older houses 
in the downtown area" might well prove to be houses in areas 
slated for early redevelopment and necessitate a further re
location of families now resident in Africville. A concern 
that this necessity not arise is expressed, indeed, in a 
statement found elsewhere in the Rose Report: (p. 8) " that 
Africville families will not be forced, through discrimination 
in the housing market, to seek acco~~odation only in those areas 
slated for redevelopment in the next few years." 

(2) The Committee understands that public housing tenants 
are not evicted for legitimate inability to pay rent. 

The Committee trusts that this policy will continue, with 
reference to families to be relocated from Africville, and 
that taken into account will be the concern expressed in the 
Rose Report (p. 8) " . that the city of Halifax will 
guarantee the monthly rental, if necessary, for families admitted 
to public housing, during a period of readjustment which might 
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be limited to six months. 11 

(3} The Committee regards as particularly important the 
Rose Report•s recommendation (p. 9} concerning the 

11 employment of a trained social worker or social scientist .. 
whose services would assure that Africville families and 
individuals are given special attention in coping with 
problems that will arise during the period of transition. 

The Halifax Advisory Committee on Human Rights would 
like to express, at this time, its willingness to co-operate 
with the City of Halifax (as recommended in the Rose Report, 
p. 9), in working out 11 the design and the staging of the 
clearance and relocation programme ... 
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Yours very truly, 

THE HALIFAX ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
ON HUMAN RIGHTS 

H. A. J. Wedderburn 
CHAIRMAN 

Donald F. Maclean 
SECRETARY 
5787 Ogilvie Street 
Halifax, Nova Scotia 
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INTRODUCTION 

On Januury 16, 1~64, City Council approved of the 
recommendations contained within a Staff report, dated July 
23, 1963, and a report prepared by Doctor Albert Rose in 
respect of the relocation of the Africville community. In 
essence, the City in approving the reports committed itself 
to compensate the residents of the area for all legal and 
moral claims to o\mership of the property, to provide alter
native housing at reasonable rentals, and to provide guidance 
to the residents on matters of employment and education. 

In order to insure that the City's commitments to 
the residents were fully met, the City accepted Doctor Rose's 
recommendation to appoint a full time Social Worker to be 
responsible for all aspects of the movement of the community. 
In addition, City Council appointed a Sub-committee of Council 
to assist in the relocation programme. The full time Social 
Worker, Mr. Peter J. MacDonald, was appointed to City Staff 
with effect June l, 1964. In the intervening time, Mr. MacDonald 
has been familiarizing himself with City procedures and with 
background information which led to the actions taken by 
Council. 

This report will attempt to set forth a detailed 
course of action which should lead to the orderly relocation 
of the Africville corrnmnity by December 31, 1966, the date 
established by Council as the completion date for the move. 

THE FUNCTION OF THE COUNCIL SUB-COMMITTEE 

The Terms of Reference of the Council Sub-committee 
have not been established. 

The original motion of Council which preceded the 
appointments suggested that a committee consisting of Members 
of Council, Staff, and the Advisory Committee on Human Rights 
should be established. It was apparently the intention that 
this Committee would be a working committee dealing with all 
aspects of each particular case. If this suggestion is carried 
through, it would almost mean that the Committee would meet 
on a daily basis. Certainly, it would have to be a very active 
com~ittee to achieve results. It would place very heavy burdens 
on the Members of Council and Members of the Advisory Committee 
appointed to it. 
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Since only Council Members were appointed to the 
Sub-committee, the principal function of the Sub-committee 
might be to advise Council and Staff on policy and procedural 
matters. From time to time, the Sub-committee might meet with 
Staff and with the Advisory Committee on Human Rights and 
indeed with individual residents of the community. Generally 
speaking, however, these meetings could be on broad issues 
rather than specific cases. Otherwise, the Sub-committee 
would find itself involved in almost daily discussions. 

THE FUNCTION OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RIGHTS 

The Advisory Committee on Human Rights has been 
very closely associated with the Africville situation since 
the original recommendations for the movement of the community 
were made to City Council in July, 1962. 

Members of the Advisory Committee on Human Rights 
represent a broad segment of the total community. The Committee 
itself has worked hard and have a real appreciation of the 
problems of the community and the desire of the City to improve 
the lot of the average Africville resident. During the detailed 
studies which followed the original Staff recommendations, the 
Committee spent many hours with the residents of Africville and 
with Staff and others explaining the proposals and investigating 
possible alternative solutions. The Committee was instrumental 
in recommending the appointment of Doctor Albert Rose, who 
subsequently confirmed the Staff recommendations and added 
procedural recommendations of his o~~-

It appears essential that the Advisory Committee on 
Buman Rights continue to occupy a prominent position during 
the gradual relocation of the Africville community. The committee 
can insure that the City's commitments to the community are 
carried out and, at the same time, can assist the City in 
explaining to the residents the i:nplications of and the actions 
which will be carried out by the City. 

It is suggested, therefore, that the position of the 
Advisory Committee on Human Rights be fully recognized and that 
Staff be authorized to contact this Committee at any time for 
information purposes and for purposes of explaining any proposal. 
It is further suggested that all settlements which are effected 
with individual residents of the community be processed through 
the Sub-committee of Council and from there to the Advisory 
Committee on Human Rights before submission to City Council for 
formal ratification. There may ce instances where the residents 
would not wish their affairs to be dealt with by the Advisory 
Corr~ittee and, oi course, in these cases, it would not be pcssible 
to follow the suggested procedure. 
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THE ACQUISITION OF PROPERTIES AND COMPENSATION TO OWNERS 

There are a number of instances in the Africville 
community ivhere residents have a reasonably clear title to 
their properties either by deed or by possession. It has been 
generally agreed that in these instances, the City will 
recognize title, will attempt to remove or circumvent any 
clouds on title, and will compensate the owner to the full 
value of the property. In instances where clear or reasonably 
clear tltle to the p~operty is obvious, the price paid for the 
properties can best be determined by independent appraisals 
with app~opriate adjustments where necessary to recognize 
individual circumstances of a particular family. 

In the great majority of cases, it appears that clear 
or reasonably clear title cannot be established. City Staff 
recommendt~d in the report of July, 1962, that compensation to 
these per~;ons, who did not possess title but: were the apparent 
mmers of property, should be established at a flat $500. 
Doctor Rose suggested that this $500 would not recognize the 
circumstances of many families and suggested that compensation 
be based upon the size, marital status, and individual circum
stances of each family. This flexible approach to compensation 
may create some difficulties in administration but can be 
worked out as each case is thoroughly investigated. Compen
sation to the residents of the Africville area, whether it 
applies to p~operties with clear title or reaso~ably clear 
title or to properties ivhere no title is evident, will, in fact 
be of two types. There will be compensation for land and 
buildings and there will be allowances made to assist in the 
relocation of the family. It has been suggested that compen
sation of the latter type might best be in the form of regular 
payments for a period of time or specific payments for such 
items as refrigerators or furniture rather than a lump sum 
payment at the date of settlement. It is felt that this pro
posal has merit and it is suggested that negotiations should 
b2 directed towards this approach with each family. 

It has been agreed that on obtaining vacant possession 
of a property, the City will arrange for and accept the cost 
of demolition. The Commissioner of Works has indicated that 
these demolitions can be undertaken by City forces. 

GUIDANCE TO FAMILIES WHO HAVE MOVED 

The responsibility for the relocation of the Afric
ville comnunity has been placed with the Development Department 
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and in order to insure that all of the City•s commitments are 
met, a full time Social Worker has been employed. At the same 
time, ·some residents of the Africville community are now 
receiving welfare assistance through the City•s Welfare Depart
ment. 

In order to avoid overlapping of responsibilities and 
to avoid the establishment of precedents which could be diffi
cult to deny at a later date, it is suggested that the Welfare 
Department accept responsibility for continued assistance to 
the Africville community until such time as individual proper
ties are acquired. Immediately upon acquisition of each parti
cular property, responsibility for all forms of assistance and 
guidance should become the responsibility of the Development 
Department and should remain the responsibility of that Depart
ment for as long as the commitment to the individual family 
exists. 

Generally speaking, the City appears to have committed 
itself to a programme of assistance and guidance for a minimum 
period of six months from the date of movement of the family. 
It is, however, anticipated that the total movement of the 
community will take place over a period to December 31, 1966 
and it seems logical that guidance should be given for such a 
period as appears necessary. At the end of the guidance period, 
the responsibility for any assistance would be returned to the 
Welfare Department. 

In addition to the question of compensation and social 
assistance and housing, the City has accepted a responsibility 
to assist on matters of employment and education. Many residents 
of the Africville co~~unity are now employed in regular jobs. 
Others depend for their livelihood on casual employment and 
so~e in fact depend upon t11e City dump for their principal source 
of livelihood. Some initial contacts have been made with firms 
to determine if jobs can be obtained and the response has been 
reasonably favourable. 

It has also been suggested that consideration should 
be given to the establishment of a co-operative salvage company 
among residents of the Africville community. such a co-operative 
salvage company could be established and the Company could be 
licensed to salvage on the dump thus creating a source of liveli
hood on a legal basis after the residents have been moved from 
the area. This suggestion appears to be worthy of further 
investigation. 

No attempts have yet been made to investigate the 
need for or the possibility of educational assistance to families 
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in the area. City co~~itments in this respect can probably 
best be dealt with on a case basis as circumstances indicate. 

HOUSING 

The City has committed itself to offer decent, safe, 
and sanitary rental housing to all families from the Africville 
area. It has made no commitment to providing homes for individuals. 

The pattern of action taken by families in the Afric
ville area will undoubtedly parallel the patterns of action 
which have taken place within redevelopment areas. Some families 
will wish to obtain their settlement and make their own arrange
ments for housing. In these cases, the City can only make an 
offer for alternative accommodation and, if the individual 
family chooses to refuse it, then the City is no longer respon
sible for this matter. Other families will wish to accept the 
City•s offer of alternative accommodation and the City will then 
be responsible for providing this accommodation. 

The Advisory Committee on Human Rights has expressed 
concern about families seeking their own accommodation permitting 
themselves to become involved in very disadvantageous contracts. 
It has been suggested that both the Advisory Committee on Human 
Rights and the City should do all possible to advise and assist 
these people to avoid costly mistakes. In view of the overall 
commitments of the City to assist in the orderly relocation of 
families from Africville, it is considered that this suggestion 
i~ reasonable and the City should be prepared to provide such 
guidance and advice as is reasonable in each circumstance. 

Families who wish to take advantage of the City•s offer 
of decent rental qCco:nmodation can be housed in either public 
housing projects or in City-owned properties within redevelopment 
areas. An additional supply of public housing will not be 
available until 1965 but, in the meantime, vacancies do occur 
from time to time and it is hoped that some of these vacancies 
will be available to Africville residents. A direct liaison 
has been established with the Housing Authority of Halifax 
insuring maximum co-operation in this regard. 

If housing is not immediately available in a public 
housing project, it is anticipated that sufficient vacancies 
will occur in City-owned properties in redevelopment areas to 
permit an orderly move of the family from the Africville area. 
Families can remain in these City-owned housing units until 
public housing can be made available to them or until the family 
of its own volition decides to obtain alternative accommodation 
on its own. 
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In order to assist in the movement of families from 
Africville to other housing, it is suggested that the City 
should accept responsibility for the movement of furniture 
from Africville to any point within five miles of the present 
City Limi:ts. 

CONCLUSION 

During the past few weeks, numerous discussions have 
taken place with residents and/or apparent owners of property 
in the Africville area. As anticipated, these discussions have 
revealed a very complex social and legal situation. It is 
obvious that, with few exceptions, each case will necessitate 
very detailed examinations. The final decisions in each case 
will undoubtedly differ to a considerable degree depending 
on individual circQ~stances. 

The residents of the Africville area have, on many 
occasions, indicated their concern that the City carry forward 
its commitments. There is a feeling that the City has in the 
past failed to meet its obligations. This feeling may or may 
not be justified but in any case it is suggested that all agree
ments with families in the Africville area must be thoroughly 
documented both as to timing and to extent in order that there 
may be no misunderstanding in future. Thorough documentation 
should provide the measure of confidence to the residents which 
will insure greatest co-operation. 

It has been indicated that each case will have to 
stand on its own merits. It is felt, however, that approval 
of the guidelines set forth within this report will permit City 
Staff to proceed with negotiations with the Africville residents. 
Some negotiations are now in process and, while many details 
have yet to be worked out, a final settlement will best be con
cluded when the general approach has been. agreed to. 

If Members of the Sub-committee agree to the contents 
of this report, it is suggested that the report itself be sub
mitted to the Advisory Committee on Human Rights for consider
ation prior to submission to Council. 
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QUESTIONS FOR POLITICAL-ADMINISTRATIVE 
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POLITICAL-ADMINISTRATIVE QUESTIONS FOR 
TAPE-RECORDED INTERVIEWS 

KNOWLEDGE OF AFRICVILLE HISTORY 

1. When did the original settlers move to Africville? 

2. How was the land in Africville originally obtained by the 
Africville residents? 

3. Why did the original settlers move to Africville? 

4. What were the names of the five major families with long
standing historical roots, who lived in Africville at the 
time of the relocation? 

5. Were there any major population changes in Africville after 
the Second World War? If yes, what were these changes and 
what effect did they have on life in Africville? 

6. Would it have made any difference in the way the city 
relocated the people if documents had been found verifying 
that the Africville land was granted to the people by 
Queen Victoria? 

CO~~NITY QUESTIONS 

1. How familiar are you with Africville as a community? 
How many years did you deal with the people of Africville? 

2. What was your general opinion of community life in 
Africville? 

3. Among the Africville people, whom did you know well? 
(Are you familiar with their life histories?) 

4. was there a stigma to living in Africville? 

5. Some ·people viewed Africville as a slum. What do you think? 
What was your perception of this community? 

RELOCATION ATTEMPTS 

1. Do you know if the city considered relocating Africville 
prior to 1962? 
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2. What were the plans for the Africville land as outlined in 
The Master Plan for the City of Halifax prepared by Civic 
Planning Commission in 1945? 

3. In 1947, a survey was completed for rezoning the City of 
Halifax. What use was recommended for the Africville land? 

4. In 1954, the Halifax City Board of Works made a proposal 
for the development of an area which could be offered to 
people now living in Africville. What were the details 
of this proposal? 

5. Wnat use of the Africville land was recommended by the 
1957 Stephenson Report? 

6. In 1957, the city expropriated part of the Africville 
land. Why was this land expropriated? 

7 •· Were the Africville residents informed about the 1957 
expropriation? 

8. What was the recommendation from the 1961 Housing Policy 
Review Committee concerning Africville? 

9. What were the recommendations of the Development Department 
Report to City Council, 1962? [Halifax Planning Board 
Development Report] 

PRE-RELOCATION QUESTIONS 

1. What is your general view of the relocation? 

2. Why did the city relocate Africville? (Ask about the change 
in perception.) 

3. During the relocation why didn't the city consider such 
alternatives as: 

.(a) Co-operative housing 
(b) Low-income housing on Africville land 
(c) Fixing up facilities and supplying resources~ i.e., 

water and sewerage. 

4. What is your evaluation of the Rose Report? Dr. Rose 
reco~uended that the relocation be carried out over a 
time period of three years. Do you think this was a 
realistic time period? 
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5. Prior to the relocation why didn't the city ever supply 
such resources ~s water and sewerage in Africville? 

6. Ask: Africville ~ub~committee Representative~ 
Halifax Advisory Committee on Human Rights Members 

a) How did you become a member of the Africville Sub
conmittee/ Halifax Advisory Committee on Human Rights? 

b) Why did you serve on the Africville Sub-committee/ 
Halifax Advisory Committee on Human Rights? 

c) How was the decision reached to invite Dr. Albert Rose 
to evaluate the Africville situation? 

d) Why didn't any community residents from Africville 
serve on the Africville Sub-committee? 

e) Why didn't the Africville Sub-committee discuss and 
consider Africville cases where only a furniture 
allowance was paid the relocatee? 

7. Ask: Halifax Advisory Committee on Human Rights Members 

In November 1963, you met with Dr. Albert Rose at the 
Cornwallis Street Baptist Church. What was discussed? 
Did you make any recommendations to Dr. Rose? 

~OCATION 

1. Many people made decisions concerning the Africville 
reloca·tion. Who were the following persons and for what 
type of decisions were they responsible? _Would you please 
rank their importance in general decision-making about 
the relocation along the following continuum: Very 
important: Somewhat important: A little important: Not 
at all important. 

Dr. Albert Rose (Professor of Social Work, University of 
Toronto) 

Peter MacDonald (Social Worker, Development Department, 
City of Halifax) 

.R. B. Grant (Development Officer, City of Halifax) 

H. A. J. Wedderburn (Representative, Halifax Advisory 
Committee on Human Rights) 
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George W. Davis (Representative, Halifax Advisory Committee 
on Human Rights) 

Rev. Charles Coleman (Representative, Halifax Adivsory 
Committee on Human Rights) 

Rev. Wrenfred Bryant (Representative, Halifax Advisory 
Committee on Human Rights) 

Mr. Peter Byars (City Manager during the relocation period) 

Alderman Allan O'Brien 

Alderman Peter Richards 

Alderman James Connolly 

Alderman Mervyn Sullivan 

Alderman Gerald Doyle 

Why did members of the Halifax Advisory Committee on Human 
Rights join the Africville Sub-committee? 

Ask: Africville Sub-committee Representatives 

a) In the Africville Sub-committee, how were decisions 
reached regarding settlements? 

b) How were disagreements over settlements among Sub
committee members solved? 

c) What role did Peter MacDonald play during the decision
making of the Africville Sub-committee? (Probe: How 
aggressive was he? Did he change his mind under 
pressure?) 

d) How were settlement amounts reached for the relocatees? 
What criteria were used in reaching a decision for a 
settlement amount? 

e) Why did the Africville Sub-Committee vote to expropriate 
the property of some of the Africville residents? 

2. What things do you think the city used in determining why 
one person got a larger settlement than another? 
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3. What things do you think the city didn't do but should 
have done in determining why one person got a larger 
settlement than another? 

POST RELOCATION 

1. For the relocatees, what do you think have been the 
greatest "costs" of the relocation? What have been the 
greatest "rewards"? 

2. What use do you think the city will make of the Africville 
land? 

3. After the relocation was carried out, why didn't the city 
have a "follow-up program" for the relocatees? 

4. What is your opinion of the Africville Action Committee 
that has recently been established? 
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